Town of Brunswick, Maine
PLANNING BOARD
85 UNION STREET, BRUNSWICK, ME 04011

REVISED* PLANNING BOARD AGENDA
BRUNSWICK TOWN HALL
85 UNION STREET
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 2019, 7:00 P.M.

1. Workshop: The Planning Board will consider modifying the allowed uses in the GO (Growth
Outdoor Recreation) Zoning District.

2. Workshop: The Planning Board will review Lighting Standards, Section 4.10 of the Brunswick
Zoning Ordinance.

3. Other Business
4. Approval of Minutes: 10/23/18
5. Adjourn

*Revised on 11/22/19 to remove a workshop on SPO boundaries.

This agenda is mailed to owners of property within 200 feet of proposed development sites and 300 feet for Conditional Use or
Special Use Permits. Please call the Brunswick Department of Planning and Development (725-6660) with questions or comments.
Individuals needing auxiliary aids for effective communications please call 725-6659 or TDD 725-5521. This meeting will be
televised.

Town of Brunswick, Maine
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

I.

Planning Board

Matt Panfil, AICP CUD, Director of Planning & Development
November 26, 2019

Workshop – Zoning Ordinance Amendment – Table 3.2: Permitted Use Table for
Growth Area Zoning Districts, Growth Outdoor (GO) District

INTRODUCTION:
At their November 12, 2019 meeting, the Planning Board briefly discussed a potential zoning
ordinance amendment to add a new use to the Growth Outdoor (GO) District in Table 3.2:
Permitted Use Table for Growth Area Zoning Districts of the Town of Brunswick Zoning Ordinance
(Attachment A).

II.

The property owner expressed a desire to be able to reuse the existing structure to accommodate
uses that would essentially be part of an environmental resource incubator and non-Park District
affiliated recreation support uses. As outlined in a letter from the property owner (Attachment B),
the proposed facility would allow for a broad scope of uses that is not anticipated by the Zoning
Ordinance.
TOPICS FOR WORKSHOP DISCUSSION
-

III.

Is an amendment to Table 3.2 Permitted Use Table for Growth Area Zoning Districts preferable
to any other alternative such as a map amendment to rezone the property to an adjacent zoning
district: Growth Industrial (GI) District or Growth Mixed-Use 7 (GM7)?

Staff’s working draft term for the proposed use is “environmental resource center, event space,
outdoor recreation, and environmentally-associated facilities.” Please provide comments and
suggestions.

Should an “environmental resource center, event space, outdoor recreation, and
environmentally-associated facilities” be allowed in other zoning districts aside from the
Growth Outdoor (GO) District?

ATTACHMENTS:

A. Table 3.2: Permitted Use Table for Growth Area Zoning Districts of the Town of Brunswick
Zoning Ordinance.
B. Letter from Thomas Wright, dated November 14, 2019
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Chapter 3 - Property Use Standards
Section 3.2 - Growth Area Permitted Use Table

3.2 Growth Area Permitted Use Table

Table 3.2: Permitted Use Table for Growth Area Zoning Districts

CURRENT
ZONE

GN

1997
ZONING
DISTRICT

BCN

X = Prohibited

GR1
GR2 & 10
GR3
GR4
GR5
GR6
GR7
GR8
GR9
GM1
GM2
GM3
GM4
GM5
GM6
GM7
GM8
GC1
GC2
GC3
GC4
GC5
GA
GI
GO

C = Allowed Only with a Conditional Use Permit
A = Allowed Only as an Accessory Use

RR
R1& 8
R2
R3, 4, 5, 6
R7
TR1
TR2
TR3 & 4
TR5
MU2
MU3 & 6
MU4, I1, I4
MU1, CC
HC1 & 2
TC1, 2, 3
RCMU
MUOZ
CU1& 3
CU5 & 6
CU4 & 7
CU/TC
CU2
R‐AR
I2, I3, RBTI
R‐R&OS

P = Permitted

Land Use

Supple‐
mentary
Use
Standards

Principal Uses
Residential Uses
Household Living
Dwelling, 1‐ or 2‐family

P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P X P P P P P P X X X X

Dwelling, multifamily

P X X P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P C X X X X

3.4.1.A
3.4.1.B
4.8.1.D(2)

Permitted Only in Mobile Home Park Overlay District

Mobile home

Group Living
Assisted/Congregate Living Facility

P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P X P X X

Boarding house

X X X C P C X C C P P P C C C P P X X X X X X X X X

Nursing home

X X X X X X X X X X X P C C C P P X X X X X X X X X

Residence hall

X X X X X X X X P X P C C X C P X P C P P C X C X X

3.4.1.C
4.8.1.D(2)

Public, Institutional, and Civic Uses
Community, Cultural, and
Educational Uses
Club or lodge

X X X X X C X C C P C C C C P P P X X X X X X C X X

College

X X X X X X X X X X X X P X X P X P C C P P X X X X

Community center

A X X C C C X C C P P C P P P P P P X P P C X C X X

Day care facility, small

P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P X

Day care facility, large

C C C C C C C C C P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P X

Homeless shelter, apartment‐style

C X X C C C C C C C C C C C C C C X X X X X X C X X

Homeless shelter, non‐apartment‐style

X X X X X X X X X C X C C C C C X X X X X X X C X X

Homeless shelter, resource center

X X X X X X X X X C X C C C C C X X X X X X X C X X

Hospital

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X P X X X X X X X X X

Library, museum, or art gallery

X X X C C C X X C P C C P P P P C P P P P P X C X X

Municipal facility

P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P X

Park or conservation area

P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P

Religious institution

X X X C C P C P P P P P P P P P P P P P P C X P X X

School

P X P C P P P P P P C P P P P P P P C P P P P P P X

4.8.1.D(2)

3.4.1.X
3.4.1.X
3.4.1.X
4.8.1.D(2)

Communication Uses
Permitted only in Telecommunications Overlay District

Telecommunication tower
Telecommunication tower, small‐scale

X X X X X X X X X X X C X X X C X X X X C X C C X X
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Table 3.2: Permitted Use Table for Growth Area Zoning Districts

CURRENT
ZONE

GN

1997
ZONING
DISTRICT

BCN

X = Prohibited

GR1
GR2 & 10
GR3
GR4
GR5
GR6
GR7
GR8
GR9
GM1
GM2
GM3
GM4
GM5
GM6
GM7
GM8
GC1
GC2
GC3
GC4
GC5
GA
GI
GO

C = Allowed Only with a Conditional Use Permit
A = Allowed Only as an Accessory Use

RR
R1& 8
R2
R3, 4, 5, 6
R7
TR1
TR2
TR3 & 4
TR5
MU2
MU3 & 6
MU4, I1, I4
MU1, CC
HC1 & 2
TC1, 2, 3
RCMU
MUOZ
CU1& 3
CU5 & 6
CU4 & 7
CU/TC
CU2
R‐AR
I2, I3, RBTI
R‐R&OS

P = Permitted

Land Use

Supple‐
mentary
Use
Standards

Commercial Uses
Agriculture and Animal Care Uses
Aquaculture

X X X X X X X X X P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P X

Equestrian facility

X X X X X X X X X X X P X X X X X X X P P X X X P X

Farm

X X X P X X X X X C C C C C X C C X X X P X X C P X

Kennel

X X X X X X X X X C X X X C X X X X X X X X X C X X

Plant nursery

X X C P P P C X X P P C P P X C C P X P P P X P P X

Urban Agriculture

P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P X

Veterinary office

X X X X X X X X X P C P P P P P P X X X X X X P X X

3.4.1.F

Food, Beverage, and Entertainment
Adult entertainment establishment

X X X X X X X X X X X X X P X X X X X X X X X X X X

Golf course

X X X P X X X X X X X X C X X X X X X X X X X X P X

Recreation facility, as a principal use

X X X C C C X X X P P P P P P P C P X X P P X P P P[1]

Restaurant or dining facility

X X X X X C X X X P P C P P P P A P X P P C P C X X

Theater

X X X X X C X X X P C C P P P P X P X P P C X P X X

3.4.1.G

3.4.1.H

Lodging
Campground

X X X X X X X X X C C C C C C X X X X X X X X X P X

Hotel

X X X X X C X X X P C C P P P P X X X X X X X P X X

3.4.1.I

Marijuana Cultivation Facility

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X C X X

Marijuana Products Mfg Facility

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X C X X

Marijuana Store

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X C X X

Marijuana Storefront, Medical

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X C X X

Marijuana Testing Facility

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X C X X

3.4.1.W
3.4.1.W
3.4.1.W
3.4.1.W
3.4.1.W

Marijuana Uses*

Retail Sales and Services
Farmer’s market

X X X X X C X X X P P P P P P P X X X X X X X P X X

Financial Institution

X X X X X C X X X P C C P P P P A X X X X X P C X X

Neighborhood store
Office[2]
Retail, Class I

P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P X P X X
X X X X C C X X C P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P A X
X X X X X C X X X P C P P P P P A X X X P X P P X X

Retail, Class II

X X X X X X X X X P C C P P P P X X X X X X X P X X

Service business, Class I

X X X X C C X X X P C C P P P P A X X X P X P P X X

Service business, Class II

X X X X X X X X X P C C P P P P X X X X X X P P X X

Studio

C C C C C C C C C P P P P P P P P P X P P P X P X X
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Table 3.2: Permitted Use Table for Growth Area Zoning Districts

CURRENT
ZONE

GN

1997
ZONING
DISTRICT

BCN

X = Prohibited

GR1
GR2 & 10
GR3
GR4
GR5
GR6
GR7
GR8
GR9
GM1
GM2
GM3
GM4
GM5
GM6
GM7
GM8
GC1
GC2
GC3
GC4
GC5
GA
GI
GO

C = Allowed Only with a Conditional Use Permit
A = Allowed Only as an Accessory Use

RR
R1& 8
R2
R3, 4, 5, 6
R7
TR1
TR2
TR3 & 4
TR5
MU2
MU3 & 6
MU4, I1, I4
MU1, CC
HC1 & 2
TC1, 2, 3
RCMU
MUOZ
CU1& 3
CU5 & 6
CU4 & 7
CU/TC
CU2
R‐AR
I2, I3, RBTI
R‐R&OS

P = Permitted

Land Use

Supple‐
mentary
Use
Standards

Transportation and
Vehicle‐Related Uses
Aviation operations

X X X X X X X X X X X C C C C C X X X X X X P P X X

Aviation‐related business

X X X X X X X X X X X C C C C X X X X X X X P P X X

Bus or rail station

X X X X X X X X X X X X P X P P X P X X X X X X X X

Car wash

X X X X X X X X X X X X C P X X X X X X X X X X X X

Marina or boat storage

X X X X X X X X X C C C C C C C X C C C C C X C X X

Motor vehicle fueling station

X X X X X X X X X C X X C P X P X X X X X X P P X X

Motor vehicle service or repair

X X X X X X X X X P X X P P X P X X X X P X X P X X

Parking facility as a principal use
Ultra‐light airpark
Vehicle sales, rental, or storage

X X X X X X X X X P P P P P P P P P C P P P P P X X
X X X X X X X X X C C C C C C C X X X X X X C C X X
X X X X X X X X X P X X P P X X X X X X X X X C X X

3.4.1.N

Contractor’s space

X X X X X X X X X C C C C C P P X X X C X X A P X X

3.4.1.O

Industry, Artisan

X X X X X X X X X P P P P P P P X X X X X X P P X X

Industry, Class I

X X X X X X X X X P C C C C X P X X X X X X P P X X

3.4.1.M

Industrial Uses

Industry, Class II

X X X X X X X X X C C C C X X P X X X X X X P P X X

Junkyard or automobile graveyard

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Marine activity

X X X X X X X P X P P P P P P P X X X X X X P P P X

Mineral extraction
Recycling collection facility, as a
principal use
Renewable energy generating facility, as
a principal use
Utility facility, major

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X P X X

Utility facility, minor

P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P

Warehousing and storage

X X X X X X X X X P C P P C A P C P A A P X P P X X

3.4.1.P
3.4.1.Q
3.4.1.R
3.4.1.S
3.4.1.T

X X X X X X X X X P C C C C P P X X X X X X P P X X
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C P C C P C X

3.4.1.U

C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C P C X

Accessory Uses
Accessory apartment

P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P X P X X

Bed and breakfast

X X X P P P C C C P P P P P P P P C C C P C X P X X

Canopy, Outdoor Service Area

X X X X X X X X X P X P P P C C P X X X X X P P X X

Drive‐through service

X X X X X X X X X P X P P PC C P X X X X X X X X X

Helipad

X X X X X X X X X X X C X X X X C X X X X X X C X X

Home occupation

P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P X

Parking facility, as an accessory use

P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
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Table 3.2: Permitted Use Table for Growth Area Zoning Districts

CURRENT
ZONE

GN

1997
ZONING
DISTRICT

BCN

X = Prohibited

GR1
GR2 & 10
GR3
GR4
GR5
GR6
GR7
GR8
GR9
GM1
GM2
GM3
GM4
GM5
GM6
GM7
GM8
GC1
GC2
GC3
GC4
GC5
GA
GI
GO

C = Allowed Only with a Conditional Use Permit
A = Allowed Only as an Accessory Use

RR
R1& 8
R2
R3, 4, 5, 6
R7
TR1
TR2
TR3 & 4
TR5
MU2
MU3 & 6
MU4, I1, I4
MU1, CC
HC1 & 2
TC1, 2, 3
RCMU
MUOZ
CU1& 3
CU5 & 6
CU4 & 7
CU/TC
CU2
R‐AR
I2, I3, RBTI
R‐R&OS

P = Permitted

Land Use

Recreation facility, as an accessory use P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P X P X P1]
Renewable energy generating facility, as
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
an accessory use

Supple‐
mentary
Use
Standards

3.4.1.U

Temporary Uses
Outdoor sales

X X X X X X X X X P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P X X

Temporary construction office or yard

P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P X

Temporary movable storage container

P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P X

Temporary real estate sales office

P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P X

3.4.2.D
3.4.2.E
3.4.2.F
3.4.2.G

Notes: [1] Limited to passive recreation uses. [2] Change of Use Permit required for non‐medical to medical office (Table 5.2.9.B).
*No marijuana uses shall be permitted prior to January 1, 2019 (amended 10/15/18).
Table amended 4/8/19.

3.3 Rural Area Permitted Use Table

Table 3.3: Permitted Use Table for Rural Zoning Districts
P = Permitted

Land Use

C = Allowed Only with a Conditional Use Permit X = Prohibited
A = Allowed Only as an Accessory Use
CURRENT
RN
RF
RR RP1 RP2 RM
ZONE
Supplementary Use
1997
Standards
FF1, CR2, CP1,
ZONING
BCN
CP2 MU5
CR1 MU1 FF3
DISTRICT

Principal Uses
Residential Uses
Household Living
Dwelling, 1‐ or 2‐family
Dwelling, multifamily
Mobile home
Group Living
Assisted/Congregate Living Facility
Boarding house
Nursing home
Residence hall

X
X
X

P
P
P

P
P
P

P
X
P

P
P
P

P
P
P

X
X
X
X

P
C
X
X

P
C
X
X

P
X
X
X

P
C
X
X

P
C
X
X
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3.4.1.A
3.4.1.B

14 November 2019
Matt and Jared, thank you for suggesting the workshop meeting as a way to move
forward. I think the positive response of the committee was indicative of the
interest in having a conservation/education, trailhead and recreation support
center for Brunswick.
Many years ago I built the Outdoor Recreation Center for Bowdoin and see no
reason why the Town couldn’t have as nice a facility.

The purpose of my note is to give you a list of the various agencies and uses that
have shown interest in being part of the space so you can consider how those might
fit into the “option” designation.
Brunswick Topsham Land Trust, meeting, conference, cubicle space.
Pine Island: meeting and Storage
CREA: meeting and office

Teens to Trails: meeting and cubicle space

Maine Coast Fisherman’s Assn. : office and meeting
NEMBA

Public Restrooms

Event Space for programs and conservation education

Cooperative Storage: Stewardship tool library, shared gear hub, Outdoor Recreation
equipment storage, The Real School, Harpswell Coastal Academy, YMCA, Seeds of
Independence.
Maintenance Equipment Storage for trail maintenance.

Public Service Office: Police, First Aid etc. (ATV storage for patrols)
Incubator space

Commercial Kitchen for public events or COOP use
Ski and Bike Rental

Showers and lockers.

Indoor Golf.

Aquaculture, mushroom farm
Fireplace

Greenhouse on the South Side of the Building
Picnic area

Town of Brunswick, Maine
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Planning Board

FROM:

Matt Panfil, AICP CUD, Director of Planning & Development

DATE:
SUBJECT:

November 26, 2019

Workshop – Zoning Ordinance Update – Outdoor Lighting

*** PLANNING BOARD MEMBERS PLEASE NOTE THAT YOU DO NOT NEED
TO READ ALL OF THE ATTACHMENTS FOR THE MEETING.
THE ATTACHMENTS ARE FOR YOUR REFERENCE AND FUTURE WORKSHOPS ***
I.

INTRODUCTION:

II.

Since the adoption of the Brunswick Zoning Ordinance on August 7, 2017, the Planning and
Development Department has been notified of several areas in need of improvement. Staff
maintains a list of requested improvements (Attachment A). This workshop will focus on updating
the existing outdoor lighting standards located in Sections 4.9.3, 4.10.1, and 4.15.5 of the Zoning
Ordinance.
EXSITING OUTDOOR LIGHTING STANDARDS:

4.9 Parking and Loading
4.9.3. Design, Construction and Maintenance of Parking Areas
A. Surfacing, Drainage, Lighting
(1) Parking areas shall be lighted in a manner that does not result in direct lighting
to or glare to abutting residential properties or cause a traffic hazard due to
glare.

4.10 Lighting
4.10.1 Outdoor Lighting
A. General Standard
Outdoor lighting shall not adversely impact road safety or adjacent properties and uses.

B. Specific Standards
(1) Exemptions
1

The following types of lighting are exempt from the standards in this Subsection
4.9.1.(B):
a.

Lighting emitting brightness less than 2600 lumens;

b.

White string mini-lights used in window displays or in trees, bushes, and shrubs as
part of the landscaping;

c.

Lighting of approved sports facilities;

d.

Short-term use of lighting for public festivals, celebrations, and the observance of
holidays; and

e.

Lighting required and regulated by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).

(2) Lighting Height
The maximum height of regulated freestanding lights shall be the height of the
principal building or 25 feet, whichever is less.

(3) Light Shielding
a. All lighting emitting brightness exceeding 2600 lumens shall:
i. Conform to the Illumination Engineering Society (IES) Specification for Full
Cutoff;
ii. Be shielded to direct all light towards the ground so that the lighting elements
are not exposed to normal view;
iii. Avoid disability glare (i.e., avoid being a hazard or nuisance to motorists,
pedestrians, or neighboring residents);
iv. Be directed away from adjacent properties and streets, including properties
separated from the development site by a street, road, or right-of-way, so that
the lighting elements are not exposed to normal view by motorists or sidewalk
pedestrians, or from adjacent properties.
b. Compliance with this Subsection shall be achieved with fixture shielding, directional
control designed into the fixture, fixture location, fixture height, fixture aim, or a
combination of these measures.

(4) Lighting Maintenance
All outdoor lighting shall be maintained pursuant to Section 4.15 (Maintenance).

2

4.15 Site Feature Maintenance
4.15.5. Specific Standards: Outdoor Lighting Maintenance
A. All outdoor lighting installed on all property shall be maintained in compliance with the
standards in Section 4.10 (Outdoor Lighting) and with any conditions attached to a
development approval.
B.

III.

Any lighting required to be installed pursuant to this Ordinance that becomes non-functional
shall be promptly repaired or replaced so that it complies with the standards in Section 4.10
(Outdoor Lighting) and with any conditions attached to a development approval.

DEFININING THE ISSUE
At their first outdoor lighting workshop on November 12, the Planning Board expressed concerns
regarding color temperature, excessive glare, and light trespass. A review of the Town’s existing
outdoor lighting standards (above) demonstrates that although the standards do not address color
temperature and only minimally address excessive glare and light trespass. Noticeably absent are
quantitative standards by which to regulate these issues.
According to the American Planning Association (APA):

Poorly oriented or shielded light fixtures can cause glare (excessive brightness that makes it
difficult to see) and light trespass (illumination spilling over into areas where it is not needed or
wanted). Both glare and light trespass contribute to artificial nighttime sky glow, or light
pollution, which negatively affects wildlife, ecosystems, and human health. Glare can be a safety
hazard to drivers or pedestrians at night, and light trespass across property lines can be a
nuisance to neighbors. Excessive nighttime lighting also wastes energy.

IV.

Staff has assembled an informational packet (see Attachments B-E) that includes introductory
information regarding outdoor lighting and regulations, articles, model guidelines and ordinances,
and examples from municipalities as recommended for review by the APA.
TOPICS FOR WORKSHOP DISCUSSION

As the topic of outdoor lighting can be complex, staff recommends that this workshop focus on
some basic issues before moving forward with specific recommendations. Issues meriting
consideration include:
-

-

To what extent do the existing outdoor lighting standards need revision? Should they just
address the previously identified issues of color temperature, glare, and light trespass? Or
are additional standards, such as those found in Attachment E, necessary?

Should the outdoor lighting amendments differentiate between residential and nonresidential uses?

Should the outdoor lighting amendments differentiate between the Rural Area and the
Growth Area?

Should there be additional outdoor lighting standards for uses with a high light intensity,
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V.

-

such as gas stations?

Should specific types of outdoor lighting be required, for example LED lighting fixtures?

Should the existing method of addressing nonconforming outdoor lighting be continued? Or
adjusted?
Are there definitions that need to be added to the Zoning Ordinance?

What are the best and easiest quantitative measures that can be used to address color
temperature, glare, and light trespass?

Should outdoor lighting be regulated by type, including security lighting, building-mounted
lighting, pedestrian lighting, and landscape lighting?

Do hours of operation need to be established?

ATTACHMENTS:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Zoning Improvement Program (ZIP) Matrix
Outdoor Lighting Basics
Articles
Outdoor Lighting Guidelines
Municipal Outdoor Lighting Regulations Recommended for Review by APA
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ATTACHMENT A
Post Zoning Ordinance Rewrite Committee (ZORC) Zoning Ordinance Revisions

Section
1.6.3

April 3, 2019

Page #
1-8

Title

Nonconforming Uses

Comment

Recommendation

Staff recommends removing WPO from 1.6.3.D and effectively
Allow for reconstruction within 3 years in WPO changing the time limit on reconstrcution within the WPO from
1 year (like SPO, APO and FPO) to 3 years.

1.7.2

1-16

Definitions

Add language for interpretation of undefined
words

Staff recommends adding language, “Words contained in this
ordinance and not defined hereinafter shall assume definitions
as prescribed in the most recently published edition of MerriamWebster's Collegiate Dictionary.”

1.7.2

1-16

Definitions

Add language to "Accessory Structure"
definition

Staff recommends adding the word "detached"; "a detached
structure subordinate to the principal structure…"

1.7.2.
1.7.2
1.7.2

1-17
1-18
1-24

Definitions
Definitions
Definitions

1.7.2

1-27

Definitions

1.7.2

1-28

Definitions

Define "Block"
Define "Canopy, Accessory Use"
Define "Hospital"
Add language to "Motor Vehicle Fueling
Station" definition
Define "Permanent Dwelling"

1.7.2

1-28

Definitions

Define "Parking Facility, Accessory Use"

Staff recommends adding definition.
Staff recommends adding definition.
Staff recommends adding definition.
Staff reccomends adding "except electric fueling stations
accessory to a permitted use".
Staff recommends adding definition.
Staff recommends adding definition. Parking Facility as a
Principal Use is defined.

1.7.2

1-29

Definitions

Delete “salt meadow” definition since not used Staff recommends keeping both definitions pending the post
adoption SPO review. Both terms are presently used in
in zoning ordinance. Don’t need multiple
ordinance.
terms for a “Salt Marsh,” also defined.

1.7.2

1-36

Definitions

Consider lowering the percentage of floor area
permitted for "use, accessory."

2.3.4

2-38

Flood Protection Overlay

2-53

Telecommunication
Overlay (TCO) District Lighting

3-2, 3-3, 3-6

Permitted Uses in Growth Allow water-based aquaculture within zoning
and Rural Districts
districts along Androscoggin River.

2.3.8.D.(11)
Tables 3.2 and
3.3

Based on 12/31/18 Zoning Ordinance

Review Flood Protection Standards
Design lighting to minimize bird impacts.

Recommendation: Include comment as part of post adoption
lighting revision (Section 4.10).
Recommendation: No change in draft ordinance as additional
neighborhood –level input and discussions with appropriate
Town Committees will be required. Consider inclusion after
ordinance adoption.
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Section
4.2.5.B(4)e

4.5.1.C.(5)

April 3, 2019

Page #
4-7

4-25

Title

Comment

Recommendation

Supplementary
Dimensional and Density
Standards

Review impact of rural steep slope language.

Sewage Disposal

Recommendation: Delete “average” and replacing with
“annual”. Agree with planning for 50-100 year sea level rise
predications and suggest adopting the proposed 1-foot language
HAT = “Highest Annual Tide” not highest
as written since the lowest predicted sea level rise is 0.7 feet and
average tide. Also, any system within 1 foot
elevation above HAT will have problems. Given the highest predicted rise is 6.6 feet (re: Global Sea Level Rise
Scenarios for the United States National Climate Assessment
projections of 3 foot rise in 50 years
(conservative) this should be bumped up to at [12/6/2012]). Staff recommends engaging in a public
stakeholder process after ordinance adoption to consider
least 1 meter. Complete
predicted sea level rise including: maximum warming, thermal
expansion, predicted ice sheet loss, and storm surge.

4.10

4-45

Lighting

4.10.1.B.(1).c

4-45

Lighting

5.2.3/5.2.9

5-9, 5-10/5-50,
5-51

Special Permits

5.3

N/A

Violations, Enforcement,
and Penalties

Based on 12/31/18 Zoning Ordinance

Having reviewed materials provided by commenter, as well as
from other municipalities, such as Bar Harbor and other Mt.
Desert Island communities, ZORC recommends further
Consider more specific "dark sky" lighting
consideration is postponed until after ordinance adoption.
standards / overlay district.
Inclusion will require additional public participation and vetting
of any proposed standards over and above finalizing the draft
ordinance. Recommendation: No change at this time.
Agreed to delete proposed exemption (also contained in current
zoning ordinance) and develop appropriate standards with
Consider regulating lighting at approved sports
public input after ordinance adoption as part of “dark sky”
facilities
lighting revisions noted above. Recommendation: No change at
this time.
Staff recommends the Board discuss whether permits should
expire in 2 years or 3 years. Currently, as stated in section 1.5,
Conflicting expirations on Special Permits
when two parts of the ordinance conflict the more restrictive
provision applies.
Add a clear enforcement mechanism for
buildings and sites not built according to plan
and do not meet the allowable administrative
adjustment criteria.
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Section

Page #

Appendix B, B.2 B-1

N/A

N/A

April 3, 2019

N/A

Title

Private Street Standards

Short-Term Rentals

Amateur Radio Towers

Based on 12/31/18 Zoning Ordinance

Comment

Recommendation

The established private street standards are
inconsistent with other sections of municipal
code (NFPA).

A.) Delete private street standards in their entirety; or B.)
Amend private street standards to be consistent with all other
sections of municipal code. If "Option B," consider moving
private street standards to Chapter 14 - Streets, Sidewalks and
Other Public Places of the municipal code. If necessary rephrase
the title of Chapter 14 to make clear that "Streets" includes both
public and private street standards.

Develop provisions for Short-Term Rentals.

ZORC discussed the addition of short-term rentals as a use and
appropriate standards late in the process. Recommendation:
No change in draft ordinance. Consider inclusion as an
amendment after ordinance adoption.

Pending legal counsel recommendations.
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Outdoor Lighting Basics
Modern society requires outdoor lighting for a variety of needs, including safety and commerce.
IDA recognizes this but advocates that any required lighting be used wisely. To minimize the
harmful effects of light pollution, lighting should
Only be on when needed
Only light the area that needs it
Be no brighter than necessary
Minimize blue light emissions
Be fully shielded (pointing downward)
The illustration below provides an easy visual guide to understand the differences between
unacceptable, unshielded light fixtures and those fully shielded fixtures that minimize skyglow,
glare and light trespass.
Glossary of Lighting Terms
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Are you looking for dark sky friendly lighting fixtures? Search our Fixture Seal of Approval
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database.
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Types of Light
Most people are familiar with incandescent or compact fluorescent blubs for indoor lighting, but
outdoor lighting usually makes use of different, more industrial, sources of light. Common light
sources include low-pressure sodium (“LPS”), high-pressure sodium (“HPS”), metal halide and
light emitting diodes (“LEDs”).
LPS is very energy efficient but emits only a narrow spectrum of pumpkin-colored light that
some find to be undesirable. Yet, LPS is an excellent choice for lighting near astronomical
observatories and in some environmentally sensitive areas.
HPS is commonly used for street lighting in many cities. Although it still emits an orangecolored light, its coloring is more “true to life” than that of LPS.
In areas where it’s necessary to use white light, two common choices are metal halide and
LEDs. One of the advantages of LED lighting is that it can be dimmed. Thus, instead of always
lighting an empty street or parking lot at full brightness, LEDs can be turned down, or even off,
when they aren’t needed and then brought back to full brightness as necessary. This feature
both saves on energy and reduces light pollution during the night.
Because of their reported long life and energy efficiency, LEDs are rapidly coming into
widespread use, replacing the existing lighting in many cities. However, there are important
issues to consider when making such a conversion. See our LED Practical Guide for more
information.

Color Matters
As the illustration above, it is crucial to have fully shielded lighting, but we now know that the
color of light is also very important. Both LED and metal halide fixtures contain large amounts of
blue light in their spectrum. Because blue light brightens the night sky more than any other
color of light, it’s important to minimize the amount emitted. Exposure to blue light at night has
also been shown to harm human health and endanger wildlife. IDA recommends using lighting
that has a color temperature of no more than 3000 Kelvins.
Lighting with lower color temperatures has less blue in its spectrum and is referred to as being
“warm.” Higher color temperature sources of light are rich in blue light. IDA recommends that
only warm light sources be used for outdoor lighting. This includes LPS, HPS and low-colortemperature LEDs. In some areas, the white light of even a low-color-temperature LED can be
a threat to the local nighttime environment. In those cases, LPS or narrow-spectrum LEDs are
ATTACHMENT A P.3

preferred choices.
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Finding What You Need
IDA doesn’t sell dark sky friendly lighting, but our Fixture Seal of Approval program makes it
easy for you to find the right products. The FSA program certifies dark sky friendly outdoor
lighting – these are fixtures that are fully shielded and have low color temperature. Search our
database and then check with your local retailer.

IN THIS SECTION
Lighting
Outdoor Lighting Basics
Find Dark Sky Friendly Lighting
Lighting Ordinances
Lighting For Policy Makers
Residential/Business Lighting
My Neighbor’s Lighting
Bad Streetlights
Model Lighting Laws & Policy
LED Practical Guide
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Glossary
We include in this glossary definitions for a number of the basic terms and words used in the
lighting community. For further information and formal definitions please see discussions in
standard dictionaries, encyclopedias, the IES Lighting Handbook, and other lighting industry
books.
Note that some of these definitions are quite subjective, and are offered here as guidance only.

A
Accent lighting: Lighting used to emphasize or draw attention to a special object or building.
Adaptive Controls: Devices such as motion sensors, timers and dimmers used in concert with
outdoor lighting equipment to vary the intensity or duration of operation of lighting.
Ambient light: The general overall level of lighting in an area.
Angstrom: A unit of wavelength often used in astronomy, equal to 10-10 meter or 0.1
nanometer.
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Baffle: An opaque or translucent element to shield a light source from direct view.
Ballast: A device used with a discharge lamp to obtain the necessary voltage, current, and/or
wave form for starting and operating the lamp.
Beam spread: The angle between the two directions in the plane in which the intensity is equal
to a given percentage (usually 10 percent) of the maximum beam intensity.
Brightness: Strength of the sensation that results from viewing surfaces from which the light
comes to the eye.
Bulb or lamp: The source of electric light. To be distinguished from the whole assembly (see
luminaire). Lamp often is used to denote the bulb and its housing.

C
Candela (cd): Unit of luminous intensity. One candela is one lumen per steradian. Formerly
called the candle.
Candlepower distribution curve: A plot of the variation in luminous intensity of a lamp or
luminaire.
Candlepower: Luminous intensity expressed in candelas.
CIE: Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage. The international light commission. Sets most
lighting standards.
Coefficient of Utilization (CU): Ratio of luminous flux (lumens) from a luminaire received on
the “work plane” [the area where the light is needed] to the lumens emitted by the luminaire.
Color rendering: Effect of a light source on the color appearance of objects in comparison with
their color appearance under normal daylighting.
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Color Rendering Index (CRI) A measure of the accuracy with which a light source of a
particular CCT renders different colors in comparison to a reference light source with the same
CCT. A high CRI provides better illumination with the same or lower lighting levels. It is
important not to mix lamps with different CCTs and CRIs. Specify both the CCT and CRI when
purchasing lamps.
Cones and rods: Groups of light-sensitive cells in the retinas of animal eyes. Cones dominate
the response when the luminance level is high, and provide color perception. Rods dominate at
low luminance levels, but give no significant color perception.
Conspicuity: The capacity of a signal to stand out in relation to its background so as to be
readily discovered by the eye (as in lettering on a sign, for example).
Correlated Color Temperature (CCT): A measure in degrees Kelvin (°K) of light’s warmness
or coolness. Lamps with a CCT of less than 3,200 °K are pinkish and considered warm. Lamps
with a CCT greater than 4,000 °K are bluish–white and considered cool.
Cosine law: Illuminance on a surface varies as the cosine of the angle of incidence of the light.
The inverse square law and the cosine law can be combined.
Cut off angle, of a luminaire: The angle, measured up from the nadir (i.e. straight down),
between the vertical axis and the first line of sight at which the bare source (the bulb or lamp) is
not visible.
Cutoff fixture: An IES definition “Intensity at or above 90° (horizontal) no more than 2.5% of
lamp lumens, and no more than 10% of lamp lumens at or above 80°”.

D
Dark adaptation: The process by which the eye becomes adapted to a luminance less than
about 0.03 candela per square meter (0.01 footlambert).
Diffuser: A device used to distribute light from a source.
Dimmer: Dimmers can reduce the input power requirements and the rated lumen output levels
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of in- candescent and fluorescent lights. Fluorescent lights need special dimming ballasts.
Dimming incandescent lights reduces their efficiency.
Disability glare: Glare resulting in reduced visual performance and visibility. It is often
accompanied by discomfort.
Discomfort glare: Glare that produces discomfort, but does not necessarily diminish visual
performance.

E
Efficacy The ratio of light output to its consumption of power, measured in lumens per watt
(lm/W), or the ability of a lighting system to produce the desired result.
Efficiency: A measure of the effective or useful output of a system compared to the input of the
system.
Electromagnetic (EM) spectrum: The distribution of energy emitted by a radiant source,
arranged in order of wavelength or frequency. Includes gamma-ray, X-ray, ultraviolet, visual,
infrared, and radio regions.
Energy (radiant energy): Unit is erg, or joule, or kWh.

F
Façade lighting: The illumination of the exterior of a building
Fixture: The assembly that holds the lamp in a lighting system. It includes the elements
designed to give light output control, such as a reflector (mirror) or refractor (lens), the ballast,
housing, and the attachment parts.
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Fixture Lumens A light fixture’s light output after processing of emitted light by optics in that
fixture.
Fixture Watts: The total power consumed by a fixture. This includes the power consumed by
the lamp(s) and ballast(s).
Floodlight: A fixture designed to “flood” a well defined area with light.
Flux (radiant flux): Unit is erg/sec or watts.
Footcandle: Illuminance produced on a surface one foot from a uniform point source of one
candela.
Footlambert: The average luminance of a surface emitting or reflecting light at a rate of one
lumen per square foot.
Full-cutoff fixture: An IES definition; “Zero intensity at or above horizontal (90° above nadir)
and limited to a value not exceeding 10% of lamp lumens at or above 80°”.
Fully Shielded fixture: A fixture that allows no emission above a horizontal plane through the
fixture.

G
Glare: Intense and blinding light that reduces visibility. A light within the field of vision that is
brighter than the brightness to which the eyes are adapted.

H
HID lamp: In a discharge lamp, the emitted energy (light) is produced by the passage of an electric
current through a gas. High-intensity discharge (HID) include mercury, metal halide, and high pressure
sodium lamps. Other discharge lamps are LPS and fluorescent. Some such lamps have internal
coatings to convert some of the ultraviolet energy emitted by the gas discharge into visual output.
High-Pressure Sodium (HPS) lamp: HID lamp where radiation is produced from sodium vapor
at relatively high partial pressures (100 torr). HPS is essentially a “point source”.
House-side Shield: Opaque material applied to a fixture to block the light from illuminating a
residence or other structure being protected from light trespass.
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I
Illuminance: Density of luminous flux incident on a surface. Unit is footcandle or lux.
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IES or IESNA): The professional
society of lighting engineers, including those from manufacturing companies, and others
professionally involved in lighting.
Incandescent lamp: Light is produced by a filament heated to a high temperature by electric
current.
Infrared radiation: Electromagnetic radiation with longer wavelengths than those of visible
light, extending from the nominal red edge of the visible spectrum at 700 nanometers to 1 mm.
Intensity: The degree or amount of energy or light.
International Dark-Sky Association (IDA, Inc.): A non-profit organization whose goals are to
build awareness of the value of dark skies, and of the need for quality outdoor lighting.
Inverse-square law: Illuminance at a point varies directly with the intensity, I, of a point source
and inversely as the square of the distance, d, to the source. E = I / d2

J
K
kWh: Kilowatt-hour: A unit of energy equal to the work done by one kilowatt (1000 watts) of
power acting for one hour.

L
Lamp Life: The average life span for a specific type of lamp. Half of lamps will perform longer
than the average; the others will fail before the average.
LED: Light emitting diode.
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Light Pollution: Any adverse effect of artificial light.
Light Quality: A measurement of a person’s comfort and perception based on the lighting.
Light Spill: Unwanted spillage of light onto adjacent areas and may affect sensitive receptors
particularly residential properties and ecological sites.
Light Trespass: Light falling where it is not wanted or needed. Spill light. Obtrusive light.
Lighting Controls: Devices used for either turning lights on and off or for dimming.
Photocells Sensors that turn lights on and off in response to natural light levels. Some
advanced mode can slowly dim or increase the lighting. See also: Adaptive Controls.
Low-Pressure Sodium (LPS) lamp: A discharge lamp where the light is produced by radiation
from sodium vapor at a relatively low partial pressure (about 0.001 torr). LPS is a “tube source”.
It is monochromatic light.
Lumen: Unit of luminous flux; the flux emitted within a unit solid angle by a point source with a
uniform luminous intensity of one candela.
Lumen depreciation factor: Light loss of a luminaire with time due to the lamp decreasing in
efficiency, dirt accumulation, and any other factors that lower the effective output with time.
Luminaire: A complete lighting unit that usually includes the fixture, ballasts, and lamps.
Luminaire Efficiency: The ratio of the light emitted by the luminaire compared to the light
emitted by the enclosed lamps.
Luminance: At a point and in a given direction, the luminous intensity in the given direction
produced by an element of the surface surrounding the point divided by the area of the
projection of the element on a plane perpendicular to the given direction. Units: candelas per
unit area.
Lux: One lumen per square meter. Unit of illuminance.

M
Mercury lamp: An HID lamp where the light is produced by radiation from mercury vapor.
Metal-halide lamp: An HID lamp where the light is produced by radiation from metal-halide
vapors.
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Mounting height: The height of the fixture or lamp above the ground.

N

Nadir: A point on the celestial sphere directly below the observer, diametrically opposite the
zenith.
Nanometer (nm): 10-9 meter. Often used as the unit for wavelength in the EM spectrum.

O
Occupancy Sensors
Passive Infrared: A lighting control system that uses infrared beams to sense motion.
When beams of infrared light are interrupted by movement, the sensor turns on the lighting
system. If no movement is sensed after a predetermined period, the system turns the lights
off.
Ultrasonic: A lighting control system using high–frequency sound waves pulsed through a
space to detect movement by depth perception. When the frequency of the sound waves
change, the sensor turns on the lighting system. After a predetermined time with no
movement, the system turns the lights off.
Optic: The components of a luminaire such as reflectors, refractors, protectors which make up
the light emitting section.

P
Photometry: The quantitative measurement of light level and distribution.
Photocell: An electronic device that changes the light output of a luminaire dynamically in
response to the ambient light level around the luminaire.

Q
Quality of light: A subjective ratio of the pluses to the minuses of any lighting installation.

R
Reflector: An optic that achieves control of light by means of reflection (using mirrors).
Refractor:An optic that achieves control of light by means of refraction (using lenses).
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S
Semi-cutoff fixture: An IES definition; “Intensity at or above 90° (horizontal) no more than 5%
of lamp lumens and no more than 20% at or above 80°”.
Shielding: An opaque material that blocks the transmission of light.
Skyglow: Diffuse, scattered sky light attributable to scattered light from sources on the ground.
Source Intensity: This applies to each source in the potentially obtrusive direction, outside of
the area being lit.
Spotlight: A fixture designed to light only a small, well-defined area.
Stray light: Emitted light that falls away from the area where it is needed or wanted. Light
trespass.

T
Task Lighting: Task lighting is used to provide direct light for specific activities without
illuminating the entire area.

U
Ultraviolet light: Electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths from 400 nm to 100 nm, shorter
than that of visible light but longer than X-rays.

V
Veiling luminance: A luminance produced by bright sources in the field-of-view superimposed
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on the image in the eye reducing contrast and hence visibility.
Visibility: Being perceived by the eye. Seeing effectively. The goal of night lighting.

W
Wallpack: A luminaire, typically affixed to the side of a structure, used for area lighting.

X
Y
Z
Zenith: An imaginary point directly “above” a particular location, on the imaginary celestial
sphere.
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Light Pollution Is Taking Away Our Night
Skies. Here’s Why That Matters.
Some cities and states are trying to protect our night sky “for the health and wellbeing for all
living things.”
By Kyla Mandel

When the power went out during the blackout of Aug. 14, 2003, 50 million people across the
Northeast, from New York City to Toronto, were left in the dark. And in a rare moment that
night, looking up to the sky, people could see the Milky Way.
Roughly one-third of the world, including 80% of North Americans, are unable to see this bright
band of stars that makes up the outer rim of our galaxy. Without light pollution, about 2,500 stars
should be visible to us at night, but in most suburbs only a few hundred can be spotted with the
naked eye.
The artificial light we live with — beaming down on our sidewalks, flooding the roads and rising
up in a glowing dome over the land — affects everything from our sleeping habits (and with that
our physical and mental health) to the nocturnal eating, mating, migrating and pollinating habits
of many bats, birds and bugs.
Some places, however, are taking action to protect the night sky. In the United States, at least 18
states, as well as the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico, have laws to reduce light pollution.
Communities are increasingly taking steps, such as consulting with ecologists on lighting design
and designating remote areas as dark sky preserves, to protect this vital, yet overlooked, natural
resource.
Four years ago, Fort Collins, Colorado, set a simple goal: a darker night sky as part of a broader
effort to connect residents to nature.
Currently, the local government is working on establishing important baselines: How bright is
the city now, and how much darker should it be? It’s also rethinking building codes, establishing
connections with developers and educating the public about the importance of dark skies so that
it can turn its simple goal into clear, achievable targets — all while maintaining public safety.
“I think people are still very much learning,” says Ginny Sawyer, project and policy manager for
the city of Fort Collins, of public awareness around protecting the night sky. “[They’re] learning
about the idea of why it’s even important or why it might be important or be of value. I think
we’re still in our infancy there.”
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The majority of Europe (88%) and nearly half of the United States (47%) lives with light
pollution each night where the sky is 8% brighter than it naturally would be. From 2012 to 2016,
the amount of artificially lighted areas around the world grew 2.2% each year, according to
satellite data — that’s 11% over five years.
Some research suggests the pace of growth in light pollution matches the rates of urbanization.
Experts also point to our rapid switch to LED lighting, a well-intentioned push for energy
efficiency that is now leading to unexpected effects on humans and wildlife.
Our dark skies — and the many benefits they bring — are at risk. “It’s not just the night sky, but
it’s the entire nighttime environment,” says Amanda Gormley, director of communications and
public outreach at the International Dark-Sky Association. “It’s a whole system that’s really
necessary for the health and wellbeing for all living things.”
Starry Nights
The night sky has long been a source of wonder and exploration.
In 129 B.C., the Greek astronomer Hipparchus compiled the earliest known catalog of the night
sky. His compendium of the stars plotted their location and brightness, and his coordinate
calculations are still used by astronomers today.
Ancient Puebloan civilizations living in what is now the southern United States aligned their
architecture to the celestial bodies above. Explorers relied on the North Star to navigate foreign
waters. And, in 1889, Vincent Van Gogh painted his “Starry Night” in Saint Rémy, France, a
location where it’s no longer possible to properly see the Milky Way.
Today, nursery rhymes teach us about the twinkling, twinkling little stars and that we should
wish upon them. As we grow up, we are taught how to spot the Big Dipper and that the ocean’s
tide is pulled by the moon’s force. Even the Harry Potter novels are littered with astrological
references.
But as our access to a truly dark sky dwindles, it’s not just this historical and cultural connection
that’s at stake.
Circadian Disruption
In 2017, a group of three scientists won a Nobel Prize for discoveries showing exactly how the
human body’s biological clock relies on, and adapts to shifts in, the rise and setting of the sun.
This circadian rhythm — a combination of the Latin words circa, meaning “around,” and dies
for “day” — affects not just how we sleep but also hormone levels, blood pressure, body
temperature and metabolism. A misalignment between our lifestyle and our natural rhythm (felt
most dramatically during jet lag) has even been associated with an increased risk for depression,
headaches, ulcers and diabetes.
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Exposure to light leads to the suppression of melatonin, a hormone critical to producing
antioxidants that boost our immune system, lower cholesterol, keep our thyroid, pancreas,
ovaries, testes and adrenal glands healthy, and, of course, induce sleep. While all light affects
melatonin levels, blue light (as produced by most LEDs and electronics) has been found to be the
most harmful to humans.
In 2007, the World Health Organization’s International Agency for Research on Cancer added
overnight shift work to its list of probable carcinogens. And in 2012, the American Medical
Association also recognized light pollution as a health risk.
Studies have now shown that light pollution disrupts our sleep cycle, including a
report connecting outdoor light at night with insomnia.
Our bodies are being bombarded with photons. From football stadium floodlights or traffic lights
blinking through your curtains at 2 a.m. to the constant blue glare from our laptop and phone
screen, every aspect of our lives is now disrupted by artificial light.
Nocturnal Wildlife
But after the sun goes down, and our final scroll through Instagram is complete, we close our
eyes for some much-needed sleep. Meanwhile, the nocturnal creatures are only just waking up.
Nighttime is a busy time for nature. But people may not think about it, says Gormley, “because
they’re usually in bed asleep, and they don’t see the impact that our lights can have on these
creatures.”
One way this can be seen, though, she says, is when people wake up in the morning to dead birds
near the side of their homes. This usually happens because “they left their lights on and the birds
have collided into windows,” Gormley explains.
According the Canadian nonprofit Fatal Light Awareness Program (FLAP), more than a billion
birds die each year in North America due to collisions with buildings.
Much like the feeling when you’re driving at night and a car speeds toward you with its high
beams on, this is what it can be like for nocturnal animals encountering bright city lights.
The phrase “blind as a bat” isn’t really true, explains Stephanie West, biodiversity training
manager at the U.K. Natural History Museum. In fact, bats are adapted to fly in low-light
conditions and are able to see better than humans can when it’s dark. “But it means that bright
floodlights and things like that are very blinding to them. Hit with a bright street light shining
straight in their faces, it’s going to disorientate them, it’s going to completely blur their vision.”
Beyond bats, about 30% of vertebrates around the world, such as owls, deer mice, raccoons and
foxes, and more than 60% of invertebrates, like moths and fireflies, are nocturnal.
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There are a number of reasons why animals prefer to venture out at night. It could be that there’s
less competition for food — or a better chance of avoiding becoming someone else’s food — or
that the lower temperature is better for exhausting migratory journeys.
Some insects use the night sky to get their navigational bearings. On moonless nights, for
instance, the yellow underwing moth orients itself to the North Star. And dung beetles use the
Milky Way to help them efficiently roll their poop piles toward a safe spot for eating.
But our drive for bigger and brighter lights is disrupting the system. We’re all used to seeing flies
bump repeatedly into a street lamp or a moth sit transfixed against the glare, but, according to
one estimate, 30% to 40% of insects that swarm our street lights die shortly afterward — from
collision, overheating, dehydration or predation.
And among most North American species of firefly, a gentle burst of light is used to attract a
mate. This bioluminescent courtship signal, however, is obscured by street lights, and some
studies suggest this is making it more difficult for males and females to find each other.
Increasingly, scientists suspect light pollution is contributing to the observed loss of firefly
species.
The effect of this disruption isn’t contained to the nocturnal world. Agriculture, for example,
relies on these critical ecosystem services, from natural pest control to maintaining soil quality.
For those of us who like tequila, for example, bats are integral to pollinating the spiky desert
agave plant from which the spirit is derived.
Taking Action
Developers and housing planners are becoming more aware of these considerations, says West.
In the past five years, “this has hit the forefront of people’s minds, in terms of bat conservation,”
she says. The U.K. now has guidance from the Bat Conservation Trust as well as the Institution
of Lighting Professionals for best practices on lighting installations to protect wildlife.
Arizona, a longtime hub of astronomy, has had light pollution laws since 1986. Texas is the only
state with laws targeting light pollution from military installations.
And in Puerto Rico, before Hurricane Maria (which led to the largest and longest blackout in
U.S. history), there was a growing concern about the effect of light pollution — from harming
people’s ability to see the island’s famous bioluminescence in its lagoons and bays to
disorienting nesting sea turtles who may then stay away from the beaches. This concern
prompted Puerto Rico’s government to introduce a new law in 2008 to control and prevent light
pollution, including building code provisions for exterior lighting.
From the shape of the light itself to the types of lightbulbs, “there are loads of different things
that can be done,” says West. Having lamps that direct light downward toward the pavement, for
instance, is an easy switch to ensure that what needs to be lighted is lighted, rather than
“producing huge globes of light” projecting into the sky, she explains.
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In 2017, a community of 102 homes in Fort Collins swapped out 172 porch lamps for fixtures
directing light down. Virtually everyone in the neighborhood participated. The following year,
they swapped out 65 street lamps for downward-pointing ones. The local government helped the
residents measure their energy savings and find new dark sky-compliant fixtures to help cut
down on light pollution.
“We’ve seen some traction and interest in a few different pockets,” says Sawyer. Building on
this, the city recently launched a rebate program for individuals who want to trade in inefficient
outdoor fixtures for night sky-friendly ones.
Light pollution is pretty wasteful. At least 30% of all outdoor light is just excess, ending up in
the sky rather than on its target. According to one estimate, this unshielded outdoor light
represents $2 billion to $3 billion in additional energy costs each year in the United States —
that’s equal to 8.2 million tons of coal burned and represents 21 million tons of carbon dioxide
emissions annually.
But the focus on efficiency has been almost exclusively on LED bulbs. This drive for energyefficient lighting, says Gormley, is an emerging culprit in driving light pollution: “What’s
happening is, because lights are becoming cheaper with recent technology, decision-makers are
thinking, ‘Oh, wow, lighting is cheaper, and I can give more of it to my community.’”
Instead, she argues, “we need to be thinking really smart about the way that we light.”
“Because it is possible to have light that helps us find our way, that helps us feel safe, that makes
it so that we can live and work in communities,” Gormley adds, “but also protects the night sky
for the public good, for wildlife, for energy efficiency and also just so we can have that
experience of connecting with the universe.”
Colorado is among the top 10 fastest-growing states in the country. So, for places like Fort
Collins, whose population of 175,000 is expected to double over the next 20 to 30 years,
development is constantly on peoples’ minds. “A big topic here is growth,” says Sawyer.
“Growth is coming, we’re not stopping it, we can’t build a wall around our community and shut
it down. So, we know it’s coming, so how do we do it in a way that’s least impactful?”
As one recent study put it: “A critical question for sustainable development is whether the use of
outdoor light will continue to grow exponentially or whether developed countries are nearing
saturation in demand.”
One of the biggest challenges is developers and businesses who are used to more traditional
lighting and levels of light, Sawyer explains. It’s really difficult, she says, to properly grasp best
practice codes by simply reading them on paper.
To help overcome this barrier and allow developers to visualize what the changes would look
like in practice, Fort Collins is working on a case study to compare the lighting installed for
recent projects — such as a new convenience store or a hotel — with what it would look like if
these same projects used night sky-friendly lighting standards.
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Ultimately, says Sawyer, the question is how can we make this change in a “very conscious,
positive way?”
Thirty years ago, light pollution used to really only be a concern to astronomers — because they
were typically the only ones up at night studying the sky. But now, with the popularity of night
sky photography, in particular, Gormley says, interest has taken off. People are now starting to
actively seek out the experience of seeing the stars.
Gormley often asks people why the night sky matters or how they feel under the night sky. And
the answer is usually something along the lines of “I feel small and insignificant but in a really
powerful way,” or “It reminds me how small our differences are from each other, and how
connected I am to the world.”
“And I just think that in this moment in our culture, that’s such a deep need that we all have to be
connected to each other and to recognize how small our differences are when during the day we
feel they’re really big,” she reflects, “and then at night the sun goes down, the stars come out,
this dome of sparkling stars come up over our head, and we’re just reminded how tiny we are in
comparison to the universe.”
If it matters to you, it matters to us. Support HuffPost’s journalism here. For more content and to
be part of the “This New World” community, follow our Facebook page.
HuffPost’s “This New World” series is funded by Partners for a New Economy and the Kendeda
Fund. All content is editorially independent, with no influence or input from the foundations. If
you have an idea or tip for the editorial series, send an email to thisnewworld@huffpost.com.
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Composite image of North America at night assembled from data
acquired by the Suomi NPP satellite in 2012 using the Visible Infrared
Imagining Radiometer Suite, which detects light in a range of
wavelengths and uses filters to observe dim signals such as city
lights. Source: NASA.

By Allen Best
Back in January, I returned home one night to the disconcerting
spectacle of my front yard bathed in harsh light, as if something
had gone wrong. Living in metro Denver, I never expect to see a
truly dark sky. Polaris and the dippers, big and little, can still be
seen, but it's usually like looking through a dirty window.
This was different, though. The owner of the parking lot across the
street had installed energy-efficient light-emitting diodes, or LEDs,
with brighter light to ensure safety for patrons. But the light that
spilled into my yard was bright enough for reading a newspaper.
Instead of secure, I felt accosted, as if a stranger had begun
loitering on my porch.
Light trespass has been a problem since the arrival of electricity
allowed us to banish the night. Many jurisdictions have codes that
seek to limit it. Some are better than others, but all succeed only to
the extent that they're enforced. Other regulations seek to tackle the
broader problem of man-made light blotting out the stars, what
many call light pollution.
Some places, including Flagstaff, Arizona, home to two
astronomical observatories, have proven that you can have it all:
stars in the sky and safety and commerce. Regulations adopted
there nearly 60 years ago enjoy broad support. Mass retailers,
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accustomed
few restraints,
soon learn that things are different in
Flagstaff.
The two observatories make darker skies part of the local economy
— 102 people work there, and dark skies are a nuanced component
of the tourism business. The U.S. Naval Observatory, which has a
mission of delivering information useful to U.S. defense, makes
dark skies patriotic. "It really does a lot for our quality of life," says
Dan Folke, aicp, the planning director in Flagstaff.
LED growing pains
Technological development of lighting has had a growth spurt
lately. But after Edison patented the first incandescent bulb in
1879, the next big thing was fluorescent bulbs, unveiled at the New
York World's Fair in 1939. Later came mercury, high-pressure
vapor bulbs, and so on. But now technology is moving fast,
especially since LEDs began arriving in the market in the early
2000s.
LEDs can deliver robust cost savings and reduce energy use, an
important element in ambitious climate- action plans. Edison's
incandescent bulbs delivered 10 lumens for every watt of power;
LEDs can deliver more than 100 lumens per watt. Lumens measure
the level of brightness. Although they cost more than
incandescents, manufacturers have promised LEDs can last as
much as 25 times longer than some of the older lighting
technologies.
But communities have also stumbled as they rushed to curb costs
and realize energy savings. California's college town of Davis is
something of a living laboratory, says Mitch Sears, the city's
sustainability program manager. "You learn by mistakes as much
as you learn by success," he says.
Davis, at the cutting edge, tested LED lights in street fixtures in
2011. Getting no pushback, the city set out to replace all of its
streetlights with LEDs. That's when emails and phone calls flooded
city offices. After the city council halted the retrofit, the city staff
consulted with the California Lighting Technology Center at the
University of California-Davis and engaged with several
manufacturers.
Davis officials had missed something at the outset. Many others
have, too. The LEDs delivered a different kind of light than the
older high-pressure sodium fixtures they replaced. Some have
likened it to being under the torch of an arc welder. Its intensity
enhances blues and whites, whereas older lights enhance reds and
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yellows. To
you have to understand color
temperatures, which are described on the Kelvin scale.
For some of us non-physicists, it's bizarre. The scale's range is
based on what a piece of metal would look like if heated. At 2,000
to 3,000 Kelvin, you get light that is white but warm, such as you
might want for your bedroom. At higher Kelvins, the light "cools"
and brightens. At 4,600 to 6,000 K, it's whitish to blue, more like
daylight — or, as in my front yard in January, like a police lineup.
In Davis, after the first stumble, city officials surveyed residents,
the majority of whom preferred the warmest LED lights in the
spectrum, says Sears. That gave Davis officials enough confidence
to replace the 650 LEDs originally installed, at a cost of $350,000,
and begin the methodical replacement of other streetlights. They
don't save quite as much energy, but they're easier on the eye.
Then came another phase: lights for the parks and paths connecting
neighborhoods. On shorter poles, the upward globes that imitate
the gas lamps of old, sending light skyward, were replaced by a
cobra-headed fixture to more efficiently direct light downward.
And these LEDs were dimmer, too — much dimmer than the 2011
test lights.
Residents soon adjusted to lower levels of light. Sears says energy
savings have exceeded 90 percent. "It's part science, part howdoes-it-feel?" he says. "That's what lighting is all about."
Overexposure
A large body of research conducted in recent decades points to
adverse effects in the natural world from extravagantly lit human
ecosystems. Newly hatched turtles in coastal areas, for example,
will get drawn inland to lights instead of plodding out to the sea. In
doing so, they risk becoming prey.
Humans can also suffer from too much light and the wrong light.
The American Medical Association last year issued a report
warning that blue-rich LED streetlights operate at wavelengths that
adversely suppress melatonin at night. Too-bright residential
lighting is associated with reduced sleep times, dissatisfaction with
sleep quality, excessive sleepiness, impaired daytime function, and
obesity. The AMA-recommended street lighting should have a
color temperature of no greater than 3,000 K. For reference, an
incandescent bulb has 2,400 K, meaning it contains far less blue
and far more yellow and red wavelengths.
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Blue wavelengths from the sun are beneficial during the day, but blue
light at night may cause health problems. Photo courtesy darksky.org
(CC0 1.0).

Peter Strasser, technical director at the International Dark-Sky
Association, describes it as still a fledging technology. Most
existing lighting regulations never anticipated LEDs. He describes
development and adoption of regulations as moving "at the speed
of government" while the adoption of the new technology is
proceeding "blazingly fast."
Manufacturers overemphasized the cost and energy benefits of
LEDs, Strasser charges. "They were really dangling carrots in front
of communities, saying the chips (in LEDs) lasted 100,000 hours.
That's 20 years of not having to service the products," he says.
LEDs can last a long time, but not nearly so long: evidence is
coming in at six to eight years, he says. Further, the effectiveness
of the lights depends on their cleanliness. LEDs must be wiped
occasionally to remove grime. LEDs still deliver a big bang, but
not quite so much as advertised.
Tucson, where the Dark-Sky Association is based, has had lighting
ordinances since 1972. The amount of illumination is limited, and
importantly, lights must also be directed downward, to where the
light can be used. It's foolish, says Strasser, to point lights upward
to illuminate the bellies of passing airplanes. The upshot of these
regulations in Tucson, says Strasser, is that he can still see the
Milky Way from the driveway of his home eight miles from a city
center of one million people.
Stars and planets aside, says John Barentine, the Dark-Sky
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Association's
program manager,
the bottom line for planners and
elected officials is what's good for dark skies also saves money, by
making sure light is used most efficiently — including the most
effective ways to improve public safety. More lighting is not
always the answer. In fact, additional public lighting often has an
inverse relationship with public safety, say dark-sky advocates.
Bob Parks, the director of a Virginia-based nonprofit called the
Smart Outdoor Lighting Alliance, says the fallacy of increased
lighting is demonstrated by metropolitan Washington D.C., where
he lives. The city has straight edges, dating to the original founding
in the late 18th century. Those borders are well defined by the
night lights photographed from 249 miles in space by the
International Space Station commander Scott Kelly early this year.
Washington is lit more brightly, as satellite images show. One
reason, says Parks, is because many policy makers believe that
lighting deters crime. A study he commissioned several years ago,
when he was still with the International Dark-Sky Association,
found no correlation.
"We found that with few exceptions the DC side had similar or
higher overall crime than Maryland or Virginia and two to three
times the average lighting levels," he says. The study was
abandoned before being published because funding was withdrawn,
says Parks, so he can point to no numbers for examination.
Evidence about the value of lighting in deterring crime is
surprisingly thin. A 2007 review of studies prepared for the
Swedish Council for Crime Prevention found mixed results in eight
American studies. Four of the studies found that improved street
lighting was effective in reducing crime, while the other four found
no effect, according to the report, "Improved Street Lighting and
Crime Prevention." Five studies from the United Kingdom,
however, were clear that improved lighting led to decreases in
crime. What may matter most, however, is the perception that
improved lighting reduces crime.

Colors by Number
The Kelvin temperature scale assigns a numerical value to
the color of a light source.
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Source: Complete Facilities Supply.

A different kind of preservation
In Flagstaff (pop. 68,000), four hours north of Tucson, dimmed
lights are part of the culture, even on the old Route 66. Recent
images comparing cities of about the same size show that
Cheyenne, Wyoming, is nearly 14 times brighter than Flagstaff.
Flagstaff is divided into zones, with maximum lumens per acre in
each zone. Some areas must have fully shielded fixtures, and others
just partially shielded fixtures. There are also classes of light. An
informed citizenry, including astronomers, is on board.
"Once you start pushing the envelope, people start getting it," says
Brian Kulina, AICP, zoning code manager for Flagstaff. "It's my
experience that our lighting standards are pretty well set in stone.
None of our planners here negotiate. Either you hit it [the standard]
or you don't."
Businesses will arrive, informing the city that they have certain
standards, such as for canopies on chain gas stations. Flagstaff tells
them to comply with the regulations. A developer arrived recently
with a proposal for 1,300 houses — and agreed to create more
restrictive standards than the city's standards for that area, near the
Naval Observatory.
In Massachusetts, Cambridge has other concerns. It's a city of just
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officials want to balance needs of the
many users in mixed use developments: ground-floor merchants,
upper-floor residents, maybe a life sciences company next door. An
outdoor lighting task force met 18 times over two years to forge
regulations. The goal, says Lisa Hemmerle, director of economic
development, was to create requirements that developers can pass
to the electricians they contract with.

Camping under the stars in Utah's Canyonlands National Park, an
International Dark Sky Park, is a rare experience. The park's goal is to
make visitors and neighbors aware of its fragile night sky. Photo
courtesy NPS/Emily Ogden via Flickr (CC By 2.0).

If you examine a satellite photograph of the U. S. taken at night,
the coasts and the more densely populated East are heavily lighted.
Lights dim at the Great Plains. "The East will only get lighter over
time, but that just underscores the need to preserve the few places
with dark skies," says Barentine. "And they are vanishing rapidly."
Greater hope remains in the more thinly settled West, and there are
already many dark-sky designations associated with national parks.
In Idaho, there's ambition for something more: the first dark-sky
reserve in the U.S. and the 12th in the world recognized by the
International Dark-Sky Association. The Idaho Conservation
League is pushing for the designation in the Sun Valley-Ketchum
area, which has wilderness on three sides. The towns adopted
lighting regulations in the late 1990s but do not necessarily enforce
them.
In Utah, Janet Muir retired to the mountain town of Eden after a
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Eden is on the shadowy side of the
Wasatch Range, away from the lights of Ogden. She works to
protect the dark sky of her mountain valley. "Your nightscape is a
very big part of placemaking," she says.
Muir is cofounder of the University of Utah's recently formed
Consortium for Dark Sky Studies. It is described as the first
academic center in the world dedicated to discovering, developing,
communicating, and applying knowledge pertaining to the quality
of night skies.
Stephen Goldsmith, who was the director of planning in Salt Lake
City when the Olympics were held there in 2002, is now associate
professor of city and metropolitan planning at the university. He
grew up in Salt Lake City just a few blocks away from the
university, and it was a different place then. As a boy, he could see
the Milky Way from his backyard.
"I would just fall asleep staring at the sky and I remember seeing
the Milky Way and thinking, 'What is that?'" he says. That sense of
wonder gave him a grounding that he says is lost when the night
sky is obscured. Restoring the night sky — harnessing our energy
flows that have hidden the stars — is a vital task in making cities
more livable, he thinks. To see the stars, he says, is to feel like a
speck of dust on earth, itself a speck of dust in the cosmos. He
finds that comforting. It keeps a lot of other stressful questions in
perspective.
Allen Best writes about energy and other topics from his home base
in the Denver area. He is a frequent contributor to Planning.

RESOURCES
Model Lighting Ordinance: The International Dark-Sky
Association and the Illuminating Engineering Society of North
America offer a model ordinance and standards communities can
use to reduce glare, light trespass, and skyglow. darksky.org/ourwork/public-policy/mlo
Living Under Skyglow: A recent study finds that 80 percent of the
world's population lives under a light-polluted sky. It's even worse
in the U.S. and Europe, where 99 percent of residents experience
nighttime skyglow. To see how bad light pollution is in your area,
download the New World Atlas of Artificial Sky Brightness from
the Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences.
cires.colorado.edu/artificial-sky
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The Future of Outdoor Lighting
By Bob Parks
For centuries outdoor lighting has helped mankind shape the environment. By pushing back the night,
lighting has allowed us to extend the day, enhance commerce, and feel safer. But over the last few
decades, the world has seen an explosion of poorly designed outdoor lighting that has degraded the
nighttime environment, wasted resources, fueled climate change, and impacted the health of both
humans and wildlife.
Recent technological advances are causing seismic shifts in the outdoor lighting industry. With the
advent of light-emitting diode (LED) technology, the industry has introduced a host of new lighting
fixtures, as well as new devices such as computerized controls that maximize efficiency and reduce
maintenance costs. For decades energy efficiency has been slow to improve, but current improvements
dwarf those of the past, with continued improvement expected for decades to come. City officials
everywhere are asking, "What should we do about LED lighting?"
During the next decade cities will retrofit much of their existing outdoor lighting. These changes have
already begun. Los Angeles installed 140,000 LED streetlights over a period of four years, ending in
2013. New York City has announced plans to replace 250,000 fixtures with LED. Millions of dollars will
be spent in this decade to improve outdoor lighting, and the new technologies now emerging offer an
important opportunity to do it well.
Planning professionals can have a profound impact on the future of public lighting. From a planning
perspective, there has never been a better time to develop standards that will guide this transition.
However, outdoor lighting standards have been somewhat of an outlier in the planning community.
Lighting design is not in most planners' skill sets, and the topic is easy to ignore — until citizen
complaints about excessive lighting demand action.
The new outdoor lighting technology can save 50 percent or more on current energy use, reducing
energy bills and carbon footprints. However, with this new technology we need to develop new
standards that eliminate glare and light trespass, improve visibility and safety, and protect the night sky
and the environment. This PAS Memo provides planners with guidance in navigating this brave new
world of outdoor lighting technology. It provides a brief history of outdoor lighting and delves into the
technical aspects of traditional and new technologies. It then makes the case for revamping local
outdoor lighting standards as well as lighting beliefs, and concludes with information on important
resources and next steps planners can take to address outdoor lighting standards in their communities.

A Brief History of Outdoor Lighting
To understand the future, it is important to understand the history of outdoor lighting. Few technologies
have been so inextricably linked to our development from prehistoric times to today. Fire not only
helped us to cook, its light helped us combat our primal fear of darkness, and we became less likely to
become a predator's dinner.
Street lighting has been documented as far back as the 4th century, but it didn't really take off until the
invention of the gas light in 1792. By the early 19th century cities across the globe embraced the new
technology to extend the day. The world at night changed in 1880 when Wabash, Indiana, became the
first city to install streetlights using Thomas Edison's electric incandescent light bulb. Cities everywhere
began to light their streets in order to attract customers to businesses. As roads were built to
accommodate the new automobile, street lighting was installed to improve safety and mobility.
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Outdoor lighting is a ubiquitous part of the nighttime urban landscape. Photo Jim Richardson.
Incandescent lighting technology ruled outdoor lighting until the 1950s when new high-intensity
discharge (HID) lighting became commonplace. Mercury vapor (MV) HID streetlights were twice as
efficient as incandescent streetlights and the lamps lasted 10 to 20 times longer. High-pressure sodium
(HPS) HID lighting was introduced in the 1970s and doubled the efficiency of MV. While there have been
other lighting technologies over the last century, these have dominated streetlighting.
Not until the turn of the 21st century did another technology challenge HID. Solid-state lighting (SSL)
using light-emitting diode (LED) technology has been in the labs since the 1960s, but its efficiency was
no match for HID until about five years ago. LED streetlights began to be installed in cities around 2005.
While the efficiency of LED now exceeds HID, it's LED's long life that now makes it a compelling
replacement for other technologies. LED manufacturers claim fixture lives of more 100,000 hours or
more, which means less maintenance. By comparison, HPS lamps are rated at around 20,000 hours and
need to be replaced every five to six years. The continued improvement of efficiency and life expectancy
and reduced operating costs and maintenance will propel a tsunami of LED retrofits over the next
decade.
Why is efficiency such an important consideration in outdoor lighting? There are approximately 160
million outdoor commercial and public exterior lighting fixtures in U.S., illuminating roads, streets,
parking lots, and buildings. These fixtures use two percent of the total energy used in the U.S. Eighty
percent of that energy is used for commercial and public exterior lighting. The approximate amount of
energy wasted annually by our outdoor lights through unnecessary lighting, over-lighting, light trespass,
glare, and uplight is 1.1 petawatt hours (PWH), the equivalent annual output of approximately 500
power plants. This wasted energy could power approximately 7.75 million homes, produces 750 million
tons of CO2, and costs local governments and citizens approximately $110 billion annually (IDA 2013).
The promise of dramatic efficiency improvement has encouraged the federal government to promote
SSL as part of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) energy conservation goals. DOE has allocated
funds to support the research and development of new technologies and processes to improve the
energy efficiency of SSL. It has also established a program to actively promote the accelerated adoption
of SSL in the U.S.
While not completely unprecedented, the involvement of DOE has had the effect of expediting the
commercial development of SSL technology. Although the federal government's support of this
immature technology is a boon to the industry, it has created new problems as well. The most apparent
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side effect is that manufacturers have created and promoted lighting that potentially increases glare and
is potentially harmful to human health and wildlife.

A Primer on LED
What we call "white" light comes in a wide range of colors. These are usually described on a scale of
"warm" to "cool." Warm white light is on the red/yellow side of the spectrum, while cool white is on the
blue side. Technically, this scale is also described as Correlated color temperature (CCT) and measured
in Kelvin (K). Most consumers prefer warm white light, which is produced by incandescent lamps. A
typical incandescent lamp is around 2700 K CCT. Commercial interior lighting is often cooler, with a
typical range of 3500 K to 5000 K. High-pressure sodium (HPS) lighting, which currently accounts for
70-80 percent of all exterior lighting, is approximately 2000 K CCT.
What makes LED different is that it has a large portion of its spectral energy concentrated in the blue
side of the visible light spectrum, thus making it a "cool" white light. With early LED technology, only
cool white light could complete with the energy efficiency of the HID lighting it was replacing. Cool white
light greater than 5000 K CCT was seldom used in interior or exterior lighting prior to LED. While the
differences between high CCT (>5000K) LED white light and HPS lighting is often considered purely an
aesthetic issue, it has profound impacts on both visibility and ecology.

New light-emitting diode (LED) technology creates a "cool" white light. Photo Bob Parks.
Higher CCT LEDs are perceived by the human eye as more glaring than other light sources, reducing
visibility and thus safety unless the fixture is fully shielded so that the source isn't easily visible. A
growing body of scientific evidence also indicates that exposure to light at night, particularly blue-rich
white light, disrupts our circadian rhythm — the sleep-wake pattern governed by Earth's 24-hour cycle
of light and dark. All species have evolved under a cycle of roughly 12 hours of day and 12 hours of
night. When this period is disrupted, the negative impacts can be significant on a wide range of activities
and biological functions, and can lead to increased risk of obesity, depression, sleep disorders, diabetes,
breast cancer, and other health issues. Studies also have shown numerous negative repercussions for
wildlife as well.
Blue-rich white light also contributes to light pollution. In 2009, a research study showed that this type
of light source scatters light into the atmosphere at a rate two to five times greater than that of
currently-used HPS lamps (IDA 2010). The scatter results in increased sky glow, which is the most
easily recognized component of light pollution. An important consequence of this is that if current HPS
fixtures are replaced with high-CCT white LED fixtures at the same illumination levels, the result will be
a substantial increase in light pollution.
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Additional research indicates that humans perceive the "brightness" of white light at the same
illumination level to be greater than that of the HPS that it is often replacing. Although conclusions have
varied somewhat, high-CCT white light may appear to be 25 to 50 percent brighter than HPS. This
happens because the human eye sees better in broad-spectrum white light, so much so that reductions
in illumination levels of up to 75 percent may still result in equivalent visibility compared to HPS. This
means that using recommended illumination levels from current Illumination Engineering Society (IES)
standards for outdoor lighting results in retrofits that appear far brighter than the lighting that was
replaced. Unless the fixtures are well designed, a proportional increase in glare may result.
These results of the new LED technology — greater light scatter and glare potential — are often met
with complaints from residents. Because of these different characteristics of LED lighting, new
illumination standards are required to account for these differences and prevent overlighting with cool
white LEDs.

Lighting Standards
In most cases, communities rely on national standards to inform their outdoor lighting regulations. The
Illumination Engineering Society produces recommended practices (RPs) for almost every type of
lighting application that provides illumination guidelines. The RPs specify the amount of illumination for
various tasks and other qualities like uniformity. Many cities use the RP as their standards for lighting
practices for outdoor and indoor lighting. The IES RP is designed to help design lighting that will improve
visibility.
Based on recent research, however, a new understanding of visibility has emerged. Most current lighting
standards tend to focus only on illumination levels and uniformity with little concern for the actual
impact on visibility. The results of the new research show that the future of lighting standards should be
based on visual contrast: both luminance and color. This new metric for visibility will allow for
dramatically reduced light levels using broad spectrum light sources like SSL.
Until national standards are updated to reflect new research on visibility, many communities will not
consider reducing illumination levels. Though results from studies clearly show a consumer preference
for warmer CCT and lower illumination levels, cost considerations lead cities to install higher-CCT LED
sources based on the 10–15 percent increase in energy efficiency over warmer LED options. This
creates the situation described above: lighting that provides 25–75 percent more illumination than
necessary because communities are following long-established standards. Most communities lack the
expertise to translate new research into reduced lighting levels. Cities will be reluctant to use lower
illumination levels until the IES revises the appropriate RP documents. Unfortunately it takes time for
new research to become incorporated in RPs, and revisions can lag years behind the science.
New standards could allow communities to dramatically reduce illumination levels and carbon footprints
while saving large amounts of energy and money at the same time. Effective lighting standards need to
control the quality and quantity of lighting. Fully shielding light fixtures eliminates uplight, controls
glare, and improves visibility. To control the quantity of light used it is important to limit the illumination
levels. Communities need to reassess the amount of lighting required to appropriately illuminate
communities. One major component of this is rethinking the connections between outdoor lighting and
crime.

Lighting and Crime
Crime and lighting have an interesting history. Thomas Edison and other early proponents of electric
light played the safety "card" as a principal sales tool. It has been used for over a hundred years as the
primary reason to install lights. However, there has been little independent research on the effects of
outdoor lighting on crime levels.
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Illuminating the nighttime environment makes people feel safer. Photo Bob Parks.
One reason for the assumed correlation between outdoor lighting and a decrease in crime is that the
introduction of outdoor lighting satisfies the "feeling of safety." When there is no outdoor lighting,
pedestrians may genuinely feel fear. Simply being able to see makes us feel safer. However, feeling safe
and actually being safe are not the same. Adding light to the environment may not reduce the incidence
of robbery or injury, but might make pedestrians feel safe right up until the moment they become a
crime statistic.
The most surprising study that shows the futility of using lighting to deter criminal behavior comes from
Chicago. In 1998, after the city experienced very high levels of violent crime, it decided to increase
street lighting illumination levels and add lighting to alleys. Not only did the city install lighting where
previously there was none, it did so at illumination levels three to five times higher than normal. The
conventional wisdom was that increased lighting would deter crime.
Feedback from residents was mostly positive and the perception that the city had taken proactive steps
to reduce crime was politically popular as well. The only problem was that the program did not reduce
crime. To the contrary, in the areas where "enhanced lighting" was installed, incidence of crime
increased. In similar communities where no additional lighting was installed, crime actually decreased
during the same period (Morrow and Hutton 2000). Studies in the United Kingdom comparing
communities with similar demographics in which the only difference was the introduction of street
lighting have found no significant variation in the rates of crime.
Most studies indicate that reducing crime requires multiple strategies. Community policing, coupled with
employment and educational opportunity, seem to work very well, but implementing those tactics
requires far more resources than installing lighting. Lighting has become a quick and easy action
creating the perception that elected officials are responsive to the needs of the community. Often, that
is more than enough justification. Whether allocating these limited resources to the policies that have
proved more effective in reducing crime will never be known. Using an economics term, it can be said
that the true cost of some outdoor lighting policies may bear the "opportunity cost" of not reducing
crime.

Better Outdoor Lighting Standards
So what is the solution to the problem of overlighting? The intelligent use of outdoor lighting. Smart
lighting policy can be summed up in one sentence: Light only what is needed, when needed, and only at
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illumination levels necessary to get the job done. This policy will eliminate the three main components
of light pollution: skyglow, glare, and light trespass.
Skyglow is the brightness of the night sky in a built-up area as a result of outdoor lighting. Glare is the
uncomfortable or disabling visual sensation caused by excessive and uncontrolled brightness. Light
trespass occurs when light from fixtures illuminates more area than intended, falling where it is not
needed — or where it can cause a nuisance. For example, light trespass is occurring if the careless
installation of "security" lights end up shining light into a neighbor's bedroom window. This is the most
common complaint a planning authority is likely to receive. This type of social irritation can result in ill
feelings, legal action, and even violence. The desire for the "feeling of safety" can often clash with the
wish for "peaceful enjoyment" and it becomes an issue that planners are forced to manage.

Skyglow (left), glare (center), and light trespass (right) are the three main components of light
pollution. Photos Bob Parks.
The best way to make sure that cities are using outdoor lighting intelligently is to adopt community
outdoor lighting standards. This is a complex issue, however, and few planning departments have the
in-house expertise to draft lighting guidelines. The technical details associated with outdoor lighting can
be intimidating, and incorrect or inaccurate terminology can reduce the effectiveness or enforceability of
a lighting ordinance. Even when the resources are available, developing a comprehensive outdoor
lighting ordinance can take months or years and hundreds of staff hours. For these reasons,
communities may want to use guidance to help them draft their lighting ordinances.
The International Dark-Sky Association (IDA), a nonprofit organization founded to raise awareness of
light pollution and promote solutions to it, has been working with planners for 25 years to develop
effective outdoor lighting ordinances. In 2005, the IDA joined with the IES to develop a Model Lighting
Ordinance (MLO) template (IDA IES 2011). The MLO uses IES recommendations to create a template
that can save planners most of the time needed to create ordinances customized to the needs of their
communities. The primary value of the MLO, a framework developed and endorsed by the leading
outdoor lighting standards groups, is that it includes all the information needed to create a successful
ordinance.

The IDA/IES Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO)
The MLO takes an approach to regulation that encourages energy savings while reducing light pollution.
It provides a lumen allowance for outdoor lighting based on the area of developed "hardscape" for the
parcel. Developers are free to use the allowance where it is needed. In addition, fixtures must meet the
requirements of the Backlight/Uplight/Glare (BUG) classification system, which replaced the previous
IES "cutoff" classification in 2011. It rates each component of a fixture — backlight (the light directed in
back of the mounting pole, which creates light trespass), uplight (the light directed above the horizontal
plane of the fixture which contributes to skyglow), and glare — on a scale ranging from 0 to 4 (IDA
2009). A "0" indicates the least amount and "4" the most; therefore, a "B0-U0-G0" rating has the least
amount of backlight, uplight, and glare.
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Good lighting fixtures are designed to reduce or eliminate backlight, uplight, and glare. Photo Bob Parks.
The MLO acknowledges that more light may be needed in highly developed urban areas than in pristine
natural parks. To quantify this, it incorporates an environmental zone system of five zones. For
example, EV0 would indicate a natural park area and EV4 would mean Times Square or the Las Vegas
Strip. EV1 is a rural area, EV2 is a suburban area, and EV3 is an urban area. These are the three zones
used by most cities. The BUG classification system requirements limit the types of fixtures used to those
appropriate in each zone. For example, in the EV0 zone, fixtures rated "B0-U0-G0" must be used.
Using the MLO replaces after-the-fact lighting enforcement in the field at night to up-front compliance at
the planning office. Developers submit lighting plans to the authority for review and approval. The
planning staff must verify the calculations for allowable lumens, the choice of BUG ratings for the
fixtures, and their locations. Once approved, the developer must have a professional engineer certify
that the installation was installed as approved.
When adopted, the MLO ensures that property owners can use the appropriate amount of illumination to
meet industry standards while reducing light pollution, carbon footprint, and energy waste. Enforcement
is usually limited to a review of plans, but staff may need additional training to do this effectively.
IDA and IES are currently revising and improving the original MLO. The new MLO will be joined by an
"MLO Lite" designed for smaller communities that may not need the full MLO. In addition, the updated
MLO will include new sections for situations that typically need a special permit. These include sports
lighting, lighted and electronic signs, and protected areas like optical astronomy observatories and
ecologically sensitive areas. Each of these sections can be included in the full or lite version of the MLO
as required.

Action Steps for Planners
Developing a comprehensive lighting ordinance can be daunting unless there is a staff member that has
some experience with outdoor lighting. This doesn't mean that the planner has to be a lighting engineer,
but without a basic understanding of the concepts and terminology it may be hard to properly assess
what will be needed to complete the process. In most cases it will be helpful to contact a lighting
consultant that has had experience writing a lighting ordinance.
Before getting started, however, planners should determine that there is sufficient support of the
planning commission or other elected officials that will ultimately need to approve the ordinance.
Lighting ordinances are more complex than most other standards that these officials deal with regularly.
It is essential to have someone on staff or as a consultant that can present the proposed regulation in
layman's terms and can explain the details in an easily understandable manner.
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Be prepared for opposition from some citizens, developers, and businesses. In many cases lighting
standards will be considered as unnecessary regulation. It is important to include public education and
meetings in the process to explain the value of the regulation. Focus on the reductions in glare, light
trespass, and improved visibility. Emphasize that the ordinance will meet national lighting standards and
will not impact safety. This public education program should continue after the ordinance is approved to
educate developers and the general public.
Allocate enough staff time and budget to implement the ordinance, train staff, and enforce the
ordinance after it is approved. Too often this is the area that is most neglected. Without adequate
training of the staff that will approve lighting plans and field inspectors that will verify compliance,
lighting ordinances will seldom be effective.
Finally, be prepared to revise the ordinance within three to five years to incorporate lessons learned and
new lighting standards and technology. Often after an ordinance has been in place for several years and
concerns over it have abated, it is possible to include elements that may have been omitted during the
original development.

The Future of Outdoor Lighting
From the discussion above, it should be clear to planners that outdoor lighting has a multitude of often
detrimental effects on the built and natural environments as well as on our health. New lighting
technologies offer exciting advances in energy efficiency and cost savings, but also come with potential
costs. If existing standards are not adjusted to account for the spectral characteristics of the LED
lighting being created and promoted by the lighting industry today, we could, ironically, be faced with
higher levels of light pollution, glare, and overlighting.
Outdoor lighting should be installed to minimize its effect on the environment. Good, ecologically
responsible outdoor lighting will employ color temperatures that are as "warm" as feasible, while also
eliminating glare and light trespass. While consumer preference may favor "white" light over HPS and
low pressure sodium (LPS) light sources, evidence also clearly shows that the public dislikes blue-rich
white light. Fortunately, LED technology is capable of providing all of these requirements efficiently.

Good LED lighting design illuminates the nighttime environment while reducing light pollution and
energy waste. Photo Bob Parks.
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LED technology allows us to dynamically "tune" the spectrum of the fixture to minimize its impact on the
environment, including human health.
Therefore, a reasonable balance between maximum energy efficiency and adverse ecological impact can
be achieved. Being "green" is not just a question of energy savings. New ecologically responsible
developments in LED include amber LED and filtered LED that removes blue light by eliminating
wavelengths below 500 nanometers. These technologies, along with the use of fully shielded LPS, should
be used in and around ecologically sensitive areas, optical astronomy facilities, and in communities with
a high degree of awareness and concern for the environment.
The choice is clear: we can use responsible standards to guide lighting design, or we can continue to
allow uncontrolled lighting to degrade our quality of life and negatively impact human health and
ecology. Planners have important roles to play in making the former scenario a reality in their
communities.
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None of this is to say that electric lights are inherently bad.
Artificial light has benefited society by, for instance, extending the
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when artificial outdoor lighting becomes inefficient, annoying, and
unnecessary, it is known as light pollution. Many
environmentalists, naturalists, and medical researchers consider
light pollution to be one of the fastest growing and most pervasive
forms of environmental pollution. And a growing body of scientific
research suggests that light pollution can have lasting adverse
effects on both human and wildlife health.
When does nuisance light become a health hazard? Richard
Stevens, a professor and cancer epidemiologist at the University of
Connecticut Health Center in Farmington, Connecticut, says light
photons must hit the retina for biologic effects to occur. “However,
in an environment where there is much artificial light at night—
such as Manhattan or Las Vegas—there is much more opportunity
for exposure of the retina to photons that might disrupt circadian
rhythm,” he says. “So I think it is not only ‘night owls’ who get
those photons. Almost all of us awaken during the night for periods
of time, and unless we have blackout shades there is some electric
lighting coming in our windows. It is not clear how much is too
much; that is an important part of the research now.”
According to “The First World Atlas of the Artificial Night Sky
Brightness,” a report on global light pollution published in volume
328, issue 3 (2001) of the Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society, two-thirds of the U.S. population and more
than one-half of the European population have already lost the
ability to see the Milky Way with the naked eye. Moreover, 63% of
the world population and 99% of the population of the European
Union and the United States (excluding Alaska and Hawaii) live in
areas where the night sky is brighter than the threshold for lightpolluted status set by the International Astronomical Union—that
is, the artificial sky brightness is greater than 10% of the natural
sky brightness above 45° of elevation.
Light pollution comes in many forms, including sky glow, light
trespass, glare, and over illumination. Sky glow is the bright halo
that appears over urban areas at night, a product of light being
scattered by water droplets or particles in the air. Light trespass
occurs when unwanted artificial light from, for instance, a
floodlight or streetlight spills onto an adjacent property, lighting an
area that would otherwise be dark. Glare is created by light that
shines horizontally. Overillumination refers to the use of artificial
light well beyond what is required for a specific activity, such as
keeping the lights on all night in an empty office building.
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The ecologic effects of artificial light have been well documented.
Light pollution has been shown to affect both flora and fauna. For
instance, prolonged exposure to artificial light prevents many trees
from adjusting to seasonal variations, according to Winslow
Briggs’s chapter on plant responses in the 2006 book Ecological
Consequences of Artificial Night Lighting. This, in turn, has
implications for the wildlife that depend on trees for their natural
habitat. Research on insects, turtles, birds, fish, reptiles, and other
wildlife species shows that light pollution can alter behaviors,
foraging areas, and breeding cycles, and not just in urban centers
but in rural areas as well.
Sea turtles provide one dramatic example of how artificial light on
beaches can disrupt behavior. Many species of sea turtles lay their
eggs on beaches, with females returning for decades to the beaches
where they were born to nest. When these beaches are brightly lit at
night, females may be discouraged from nesting in them; they can
also be disoriented by lights and wander onto nearby roadways,
where they risk being struck by vehicles.
Moreover, sea turtle hatchlings normally navigate toward the sea
by orienting away from the elevated, dark silhouette of the
landward horizon, according to a study published by Michael
Salmon of Florida Atlantic University and colleagues in volume
122, number 1–2 (1992) of Behaviour. When there are artificial
bright lights on the beach, newly hatched turtles become
disoriented and navigate toward the artificial light source, never
finding the sea.
Jean Higgins, an environmental specialist with the Florida Wildlife
Conservation Commission Imperiled Species Management Section,
says disorientation also contributes to dehydration and exhaustion
in hatchlings. “It’s hard to say if the ones that have made it into the
water aren’t more susceptible to predation at this later point,” she
says.
Bright electric lights can also disrupt the behavior of birds. About
200 species of birds fly their migration patterns at night over North
America, and especially during inclement weather with low cloud
cover, they routinely are confused during passage by brightly lit
buildings, communication towers, and other structures. “Light
attracts birds and disorients them,” explains Michael Mesure,
executive director of the Toronto-based Fatal Light Awareness
Program (FLAP), which works to safeguard migratory birds in the
urban environment. “It is a serious situation because many species
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that collide frequently are known
to be in long-term
decline and
some are already designated officially as threatened.”
Each year in New York City alone, about 10,000 migratory birds
are injured or killed crashing into skyscrapers and high-rise
buildings, says Glenn Phillips, executive director of the New York
City Audubon Society. The estimates as to the number of birds
dying from collisions across North America annually range from 98
million to close to a billion. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
estimates 5–50 million birds die each year from collisions with
communication towers.
Turtles and birds are not the only wildlife affected by artificial
nighttime lighting. Frogs have been found to inhibit their mating
calls when they are exposed to excessive light at night, reducing
their reproductive capacity. The feeding behavior of bats also is
altered by artificial light. Researchers have blamed light pollution
for declines in populations of North American moths, according to
Ecological Consequences of Artificial Night Lighting. Almost all
small rodents and carnivores, 80% of marsupials, and 20% of
primates are nocturnal. “We are just now understanding the
nocturnality of many creatures,” says Chad Moore, Night Sky
Program manager with the National Park Service. “Not protecting
the night will destroy the habitat of many animals.”

Resetting the Circadian Clock

Go to:

The health effects of light pollution have not been as well defined
for humans as for wildlife, although a compelling amount of
epidemiologic evidence points to a consistent association between
exposure to indoor artificial nighttime light and health problems
such as breast cancer, says George Brainard, a professor of
neurology at Jefferson Medical College, Thomas Jefferson
University in Philadelphia. “That association does not prove that
artificial light causes the problem. On the other hand, controlled
laboratory studies do show that exposure to light during the night
can disrupt circadian and neuroendocrine physiology, thereby
accelerating tumor growth.”
The 24-hour day/night cycle, known as the circadian clock, affects
physiologic processes in almost all organisms. These processes
include brain wave patterns, hormone production, cell regulation,
and other biologic activities. Disruption of the circadian clock is
linked to several medical disorders in humans, including
depression, insomnia, cardiovascular disease, and cancer, says
Paolo Sassone-Corsi, chairman of the Pharmacology Department at
the University of California, Irvine, who has done extensive
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“Studies show that
the circadian
cycle controls from ten to fifteen percent of our genes,” he
explains. “So the disruption of the circadian cycle can cause a lot of
health problems.”
On 14–15 September 2006 the National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences (NIEHS) sponsored a meeting that focused on how
best to conduct research on possible connections between artificial
lighting and human health. A report of that meeting in the
September 2007 issue of EHP stated, “One of the defining
characteristics of life in the modern world is the altered patterns of
light and dark in the built environment made possible by use of
electric power.” The meeting report authors noted it may not be
entirely coincidental that dramatic increases in the risk of breast
and prostate cancers, obesity, and early-onset diabetes have
mirrored the dramatic changes in the amount and pattern of
artificial light generated during the night and day in modern
societies over recent decades. “The science underlying these
hypotheses has a solid base,” they wrote, “and is currently moving
forward rapidly.”
The connection between artificial light and sleep disorders is a
fairly intuitive one. Difficulties with adjusting the circadian clock
can lead to a number of sleep disorders, including shift-work sleep
disorder, which affects people who rotate shifts or work at night,
and delayed sleep–phase syndrome, in which people tend to fall
asleep very late at night and have difficulty waking up in time for
work, school, or social engagements.
The sleep pattern that was the norm before the invention of electric
lights is no longer the norm in countries where artificial light
extends the day. In the 2005 book At Day’s Close: Night in Times
Past, historian Roger Ekirch of Virginia Polytechnic Institute
described how before the Industrial Age people slept in two 4-hour
shifts (“first sleep” and “second sleep”) separated by a late-night
period of quiet wakefulness.
Thomas A. Wehr, a psychiatrist at the National Institute of Mental
Health, has studied whether humans would revert back to the twoshift sleep pattern if they were not exposed to the longer
photoperiod afforded by artificial lighting. In the June 1992
Journal of Sleep Research, Wehr reported his findings on eight
healthy men, whose light/dark schedule was shifted from their
customary 16 hours of light and 8 hours of dark to a schedule in
which they were exposed to natural and electric light for 10 hours,
then darkness for 14 hours to simulate natural durations of day and
night in winter. The subjects did indeed revert to the two-shift
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2627884/[11/22/2019 9:43:07 AM]
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pattern, sleeping in two sessions of about 4 hours each separated by
1–3 hours of quiet wakefulness.

Beyond Sleep Disorders
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Alteration of the circadian clock can branch into other effects
besides sleep disorders. A team of Vanderbilt University
researchers considered the possibility that constant artificial light
exposure in neonatal intensive care units could impair the
developing circadian rhythm of premature babies. In a study
published in the August 2006 issue of Pediatric Research, they
exposed newborn mice (comparable in development to 13-weekold human fetuses) to constant artificial light for several weeks.
The exposed mice were were unable to maintain a coherent
circadian cycle at age 3 weeks (comparable to a full-term human
neonate). Mice exposed for an additional 4 weeks were unable to
establish a regular activity cycle. The researchers concluded that
excessive artificial light exposure early in life might contribute to
an increased risk of depression and other mood disorders in
humans. Lead researcher Douglas McMahon notes, “All this is
speculative at this time, but certainly the data would indicate that
human infants benefit from the synchronizing effect of a normal
light/dark cycle.”
Since 1995, studies in such journals as Epidemiology, Cancer
Causes and Control, the Journal of the National Cancer Institute,
and Aviation Space Environmental Medicine, among others, have
examined female employees working a rotating night shift and
found that an elevated breast cancer risk is associated with
occupational exposure to artificial light at night. Mariana Figueiro,
program director at the Lighting Research Center of Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York, notes that permanent shift
workers may be less likely to be disrupted by night work because
their circadian rhythm can readjust to the night work as long as
light/dark patterns are controlled.
In a study published in the 17 October 2001 Journal of the National
Cancer Institute, Harvard University epidemiologist Eva S.
Schernhammer and colleagues from Brigham and Women’s
Hospital in Boston used data from the 1988 Nurses’ Health Study
(NHS), which surveyed 121,701 registered female nurses on a
range of health issues. Schernhammer and her colleagues found an
association between breast cancer and shift work that was restricted
to women who had worked 30 or more years on rotating night
shifts (0.5% of the study population).
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In another study of the NHS cohort,
Schernhammer
and colleagues
also found elevated breast cancer risk associated with rotating night
shift work. Discussing this finding in the January 2006 issue of
Epidemiology, they wrote that shift work was associated with only
a modest increased breast cancer risk among the women studied.
The researchers further wrote, however, that their study’s findings
“in combination with the results of earlier work, reduce the
likelihood that this association is due solely to chance.”
Schernhammer and her colleagues have also used their NHS cohort
to investigate the connection between artificial light, night work,
and colorectal cancer. In the 4 June 2003 issue of the Journal of the
National Cancer Institute, they reported that nurses who worked
night shifts at least 3 times a month for 15 years or more had a 35%
increased risk of colorectal cancer. This is the first significant
evidence so far linking night work and colorectal cancer, so it’s too
early to draw conclusions about a causal association. “There is even
less evidence about colorectal cancer and the larger subject of light
pollution,” explains Stevens. “That does not mean there is no
effect, but rather, there is not enough evidence to render a verdict at
this time.”
The research on the shift work/cancer relationship is not
conclusive, but it was enough for the International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC) to classify shift work as a probable
human carcinogen in 2007. “The IARC didn’t definitely call night
shift work a carcinogen,” Brainard says. “It’s still too soon to go
there, but there is enough evidence to raise the flag. That’s why
more research is still needed.”

The Role of Melatonin

Go to:

Brainard and a growing number of researchers believe that
melatonin may be the key to understanding the shift work/breast
cancer risk association. Melatonin, a hormone produced by the
pineal gland, is secreted at night and is known for helping to
regulate the body’s biologic clock. Melatonin triggers a host of
biologic activities, possibly including a nocturnal reduction in the
body’s production of estrogen. The body produces melatonin at
night, and melatonin levels drop precipitously in the presence of
artificial or natural light. Numerous studies suggest that decreasing
nocturnal melatonin production levels increases an individual’s risk
of developing cancer. [For more information on melatonin, see
“Benefits of Sunlight: A Bright Spot for Human Health,” EHP
116:A160–A167 (2008).]
One groundbreaking study published in the 1 December 2005 issue
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of Cancer Research implicated ATTACHMENT
melatonin deficiency
in what the
report authors called a rational biologic explanation for the
increased breast cancer risk in female night shift workers. The
study involved female volunteers whose blood was collected under
three different conditions: during daylight hours, during the night
after 2 hours of complete darkness, and during the night after
exposure to 90 minutes of artificial light. The blood was injected
into human breast tumors that were transplanted into rats. The
tumors infused with melatonin-deficient blood collected after
exposure to light during the night were found to grow at the same
speed as those infused with daytime blood. The blood collected
after exposure to darkness slowed tumor growth.
“We now know that light suppresses melatonin, but we are not
saying it is the only risk factor,” says first author David Blask, a
research scientist at the Bassett Healthcare Research Institute in
Cooperstown, New York. “But light is a risk factor that may
explain [previously unexplainable phenomena]. So we need to
seriously consider it.”
The National Cancer Institute estimates that 1 in 8 women will be
diagnosed with breast cancer at some time during her life. We can
attribute only about half of all breast cancer cases to known risk
factors, says Brainard. Meanwhile, he says, the breast cancer rate
keeps climbing—incidence increased by more than 40% between
1973 and 1998, according to the Breast Cancer Fund—and “we
need to understand what’s going on as soon as possible.”

Linking Light Pollution to Human Health

Go to:

The evidence that indoor artificial light at night influences human
health is fairly strong, but how does this relate to light pollution?
The work in this area has just begun, but two studies in Israel have
yielded some intriguing findings. Stevens was part of a study team
that used satellite photos to gauge the level of nighttime artificial
light in 147 communities in Israel, then overlaid the photos with a
map detailing the distribution of breast cancer cases. The results
showed a statistically significant correlation between outdoor
artificial light at night and breast cancer, even when controlling for
population density, affluence, and air pollution. Women living in
neighborhoods where it was bright enough to read a book outside at
midnight had a 73% higher risk of developing breast cancer than
those residing in areas with the least outdoor artificial lighting.
However, lung cancer risk was not affected. The findings appeared
in the January 2008 issue of Chronobiology International.
“It may turn out that artificial light exposure at night increases risk,
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more studies of ‘clock’ genes—nine have so far been identified—
and light exposure in rodent models and humans,” Stevens says.
Clock genes carry the genetic instructions to produce protein
products that control circadian rhythm. Research needs to be done
not just on the light pollution–cancer connection but also on several
other diseases that may be influenced by light and dark.
Travis Longcore, co-editor of Ecological Consequences of
Artificial Night Lighting and a research associate professor at the
University of Southern California Center for Sustainable Cities,
suggests two ways outdoor light pollution may contribute to
artificial light–associated health effects in humans. “From a human
health perspective, it seems that we are concerned with whatever
increases artificial light exposure indoors at night,” he says. “The
effect of outdoor lighting on indoor exposure could be either direct
or indirect. In the direct impact scenario, the artificial light from
outside reaches people inside at night at levels that affect
production of hormones. In an indirect impact it would disturb
people inside, who then turn on lights and expose themselves to
more light.”
“The public needs to know about the factors causing [light
pollution], but research is not going at the pace it should,” Blask
says. Susan Golden, distinguished professor at the Center for
Research on Biological Clocks of Texas A&M University in
College Station, Texas, agrees. She says, “Light pollution is still
way down the list of important environmental issues needing study.
That’s why it’s so hard to get funds to research the issue.”
“The policy implications of unnecessary light at night are
enormous,” says Stevens in reference to the health and energy
ramifications [for more on the energy impact of light pollution, see
“Switch On the Night: Policies for Smarter Lighting,” p. A28 this
issue]. “It is fully as important an issue as global warming.”
Moreover, he says, artificial light is a ubiquitous environmental
agent. “Almost everyone in modern society uses electric light to
reduce the natural daily dark period by extending light into the
evening or before sunrise in the morning,” he says. “On that basis,
we are all exposed to electric light at night, whereas before
electricity, and still in much of the developing world, people get
twelve hours of dark whether they are asleep or not.”
Sources believe that the meeting at the NIEHS in September 2006
was a promising beginning for moving forward on the light
pollution issue. “Ten years ago, scientists thought something was
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program director at the NIEHS who helped organize the meeting.
“Now we are really just at the tip of the iceberg, but we do have
something that’s scientific and can be measured.”
The 23 participants at the NIEHS-sponsored meeting identified a
research agenda for further study that included the functioning of
the circadian clock, epidemiologic studies to define the artificial
light exposure/disease relationship, the role of melatonin in
artificial light–induced disease, and development of interventions
and treatments to reduce the impact of light pollution on disease.
“It was a very significant meeting,” Brainard says. “It’s the first
time the National Institutes of Health sponsored a broad
multidisciplinary look at the light-environmental question with the
intent of moving to the next step.”
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Glare, overillumination, and sky glow (which makes the sky over a
city look orange, yellow, or pink) are all forms of light pollution.
These photos were taken in Goodwood, Ontario, a small town about
45 minutes northeast of Toronto during and the night after the
regionwide 14 August 2003 blackout. The lights inside the house in
the blackout picture were created by candles and flashlights.
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How Outdoor Lighting Translates into Light Pollution

Turtle hatchlings instinctively orient away from the dark silhouette
of the nighttime shore. Here hatchlings have been temporarily
distracted by a bright lamp. Hatchlings and mother turtles distracted
by shorefront lights can wander onto nearby roadways.
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Increase in Artificial Night Sky Brightness in North America

The International Agency for Research on Cancer has classified shift
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work as a probable human carcinogen.
A study in C
the- December
2008 issue of Sleep found that use of light exposure therapy,
sunglasses, and a strict sleep schedule may help night-shift workers
achieve a better-balanced circadian rhythm.

Articles from Environmental Health Perspectives are provided here
courtesy of National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
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THE PROMISE AND CHALLENGE
OF LED LIGHTING:
A PRACTICAL GUIDE
A PUBLICATION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL DARK-SKY ASSOCIATION

The light-emitting diode (LED) is transforming the way we light our cities and towns,
offering a once-in-a-lifetime chance to radically improve how we use energy and our
outdoor spaces at night. With this opportunity comes an obligation to manage these
changes responsibly and sustainably. The stakes are high and the potential rewards great,
but outcomes depend critically on policymakers and the public having access to reliable information. IDA developed this document to provide planners, lighting designers and public
officials an overview of the most important aspects of LED lighting and the choices and
challenges involved in its municipal implementation.

What is LED?
LEDs use solid-state technology to convert electricity into light. Put simply, LEDs are very
small light bulbs that fit into an electrical circuit. Unlike traditional incandescent bulbs, they
don't have a filament that burns out and they don't get very warm. Initially, LEDs only emitted red, yellow, or green light, but now white LEDs are widely available. Early LEDs were
also energy-inefficient and emitted little light, but due to technological advances LED efficiency and light output have doubled about every three years. Because of their improved
quality and falling prices, LEDs are now replacing conventional high-intensity discharge
(HID) lamp types for outdoor lighting in communities around the world.

Why Adopt This Technology?
The improved energy efficiency of LEDs means that, coupled with modern luminaire design,
these lights allow for reduced illuminance without compromising safety. LEDs help lower
carbon emissions by reducing the demand for electricity, which is still largely generated by
burning fossil fuels. Another LED benefit is better control over the color content of light.
Manufacturers now produce LEDs with “warm” color qualities at high energy efficiency, rendering old arguments about the perceived inefficiency of warm white LEDs moot. These
same LED options also provide accurate color rendition without emitting excessive amounts
of potentially harmful blue light (see below).
Relative to other outdoor lamps, LEDs are thought to be extremely long-lived. When
switched on, LEDs are instantly at full brightness, unlike HID lamps that have a significant
time delay to begin emitting light. LEDs also have very low minimum electricity thresholds to
produce light, meaning they can be dimmed to much lower illumination levels when less
light is needed and resulting in further energy savings.
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Blue Light Is Bad
New technical capabilities often come with unanticipated challenges. Most white LED lighting has significant levels of potentially hazardous blue light. IDA published a report1 in 2010
detailing the hazards of blue-rich white light sources. In the years since, scientific evidence
has solidified around its conclusions. In June 2016, the American Medical Association
(AMA) publicly concluded2 that “white LED street lighting patterns [may] contribute to the
risk of chronic disease in the populations of cities in which they have been installed.” The
AMA recommends “minimizing and controlling blue-rich environmental lighting by using the
lowest emission of blue light possible” in order to reduce potential negative effects on human health.
Concerns about blue light reach far beyond our health. Outdoor lighting with strong blue
content is likely to worsen skyglow because it has a significantly larger geographic reach
than lighting consisting of less blue. According to the 2016 “World Atlas of Artificial Night
Sky Brightness” street lighting and outdoor lighting retrofits using 4000K lamps could result
in a factor of 2.5 increase in light pollution.3 Given that the rate of increase of lighting as
seen from Earth orbit is about 2 percent per year4, and much of the increase is attributable
to white LED, it is all the more important to address this problem.
Blue-rich white light sources are also known to increase glare and compromise human vision, especially in the aging eye5,6. These lights create potential road safety problems for
motorists and pedestrians alike. In natural settings, blue light at night has been shown to
adversely affect wildlife behavior and reproduction7,8. This particularly true in cities, which
are often stopover points for migratory species.

1

http://bit.ly/2gKiEfN
American Medical Association Council on Science and Public Health Report 2-A-16: “Human and Environmental
Effects of Light Emitting Diode (LED) Community Lighting”, 2016 (PDF: http://bit.ly/1UzSqVQ)
3
Falchi et al., Science Advances (10 Jun 2016) Vol. 2, no. 6, e1600377. 10.1126/sciadv.1600377
4
Kyba et al., Artificially lit surface of Earth at night increasing in radiance and extent. Science Advances (22 Nov
2017) Vol. 3, no. 11, e1701528. 10.1126/sciadv.1701528
5
Lin et al. Model predicting discomfort glare caused by LED road lights. Optics Express (2014) Vol. 22, no. 15,
18056-71. 10.1364/OE.22.018056
6
Sweater-Hickcox et al. Effect of different coloured luminous surrounds on LED discomfort glare perception. Lighting
Research Technology (2013) Vol. 45, no. 4, 464-75. http://lrt.sagepub.com/content/45/4/464
7
Bennie et al. Ecological effects of artificial light at night on wild plants. Journal of Ecology (2016) Vol. 104, issue 3,
611-620. 10.1111/1365-2745.12551
8
Hori and Suzuki. Lethal effect of blue light on strawberry leaf beetle, Galerucella grisescens (Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae). Scientific Reports (2017) Article 2694. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-03017-z
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The promise of cheaper outdoor lighting based on electricity and maintenance savings from
LED conversion should be weighed against other factors, such as the blue light content of
white LEDs. Blue-rich sources are the most efficient LEDs in terms of the conversion of
electricity to light, and therefore have the lowest electricity cost to produce a given amount
of light compared to “warmer,” less efficient white LED lamps. Every effort should be made
to diminish or eliminate blue light exposure after dark.

Product Selection Considerations
Choosing LED products for outdoor lighting applications involves a series of considerations
and tradeoffs. These include:
§

§

§
§

§

§

§

Luminous Efficiency (Watts-to-lumens): How many lumens of light are produced
per input Watt of electricity? More importantly, how many lumens from the light
source are meeting the task (“Fixture Lumens” vs. “Lamp Lumens”)
Lumen Output: How much light is produced relative to the amount required for a
particular task? When replacing existing fixtures, it is important to use the only level
of illumination needed, and not to adopt unneeded increases in brightness.
Correlated Color Temperature (CCT): Does the light have a "warm" or "cool" quality?
Color Rendering Index (CRI): How accurately does the light render colors to the
human eye? A high CRI is not needed for all situations. The need for good color rendition should be considered relative to the lighting application in question.
Adaptive Control Integration: Does the lighting make use of adaptive controls such
as dimmers, timers, and/or motion sensors? These controls are the wave of the future in outdoor lighting and achieve additional energy savings, improve light source
efficacy and increase visual task performance. It is important to build in the ability to
make use of adaptive controls during the adoption of designs for new lighting installations, even if they will not immediately be implemented.
Heat Mitigation: Is the lamp housing designed to adequately dissipate heat? Because LED efficiency decreases with rising operating temperature, controlling heat
emitted by LED lamps is critical in warm climates.
Lumen Depreciation: How robust is the lamp against efficiency loss over time?
Manufacturers typically quote “L70,” the expected use time until a bulb reaches 70%
of its initial light output.

Closely related to all these factors is expense: How much will LED replacement solutions
cost? The price of commercial LED lighting products continues to drop, and capital cost recovery times for new LED street light installations, once 10 years or more, are now typically
less than five years and continue to decline. As barriers to implementation fall, LED is gaining momentum as the lighting technology of choice in both new outdoor installations and existing replace-on-failure installations.

IDA Recommends
Already many white LED options are available on the outdoor lighting market and that number will only rise in the future. IDA has developed a set of recommendations for those
choosing lighting systems. These suggestions will aid in the selection of lighting that is
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energy and cost efficient, yet ensures safety and security, protects wildlife, and promotes
the goal of dark night skies. These include:
§
§
§
§
§
§

Always choose fully shielded fixtures that emit no light upward
Use “warm-white” or filtered LEDs (CCT < 3000 K; S/P ratio < 1.2) to minimize
blue emission
Look for products with adaptive controls like dimmers, timers, and motion sensors
Consider dimming or turning off the lights during overnight hours
Avoid the temptation to over-light because of the higher luminous efficiency of
LEDs.
Only light the exact space and in the amount required for particular tasks

Learn more about outdoor lighting, blue light at night, and dark skies on
the IDA website at www.darksky.org.
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The Switch to Outdoor LED Lighting Has
Completely Backfired (Published on
gizmodo.com)
George Dvorsky
11/22/17 2:00PM
Filed to:light pollution
To reduce energy consumption, many jurisdictions around the world are transitioning to outdoor
LED lighting. But as new research shows, this solid-state solution hasn’t yielded the expected
energy savings, and potentially worse, it’s resulted in more light pollution than ever before.
Using satellite-based sensors, an international team of scientists sought to understand if our
planet’s surface is getting brighter or darker at night, and to determine if LEDs are saving energy
at the global scale. With the introduction of solid-state lighting—such as LEDs, OLEDs, and
PLEDs—it was thought (and hoped) that the transition to it from conventional lighting—like
electrical filaments, gas, and plasma—would result in big energy savings. According to the latest
research, however, the use of LEDs has resulted in a “rebound” effect whereby many
jurisdictions have opted to use even more light owing to the associated energy savings.
Indeed, as the new results show, the amount of outdoor lighting around the world has increased
during the past several years. “As a result, the world has experienced widespread ‘loss of the
night,’ with half of Europe and a quarter of North America experiencing substantially modified
light-dark cycles,” write the researchers in the new study, which was published today in
Scientific Advances.
This conclusion was reached after analyzing high-resolution images collected by the Day-NightBand (DNB) instrument that’s onboard the Suomi NPP weather satellite. This sensor features a
spatial resolution of 2,460 feet (750 meters), and can “see” light in the range of 500-900 nm
(humans see in the range 400-700 nm). Traditional lamps emit some infrared that the DNB can
detect, and LEDs produce a lot of blue light that the sensor cannot see. So as cities transition
their outdoor lights to LED, scientists often see decreases in the light observed by satellite
(which, to the human eye, would seem to have the same brightness).
“For that reason I expected that wealthy countries would appear to be getting darker (even if that
wasn’t truly the case). Instead, we observed wealthy countries staying constant, or in many cases
increasing,” said Christopher Kyba, lead author of the study and a researcher at the GFZ German
Research Centre for Geosciences, in an interview with Gizmodo. “That means that even though
some cities are saving energy by switching to LEDs, other places are getting brighter by
installing new or brighter lamps (that need new energy). So the data aren’t consistent with the
hypothesis that on the global scale, LEDs are saving energy for outdoor lighting applications.”
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Researchers have been documenting the steady growth of artificial lighting ever since it was
invented, and they’ve been wondering when the trend might stop. During the second half of the
20th century, electric light grew at an estimated rate of 3 to 6 percent per year. According to the
new study, Earth’s artificially lit outdoor areas grew by 2.2 percent each year from 2012 to 2015,
with a total radiance growth of 1.8 percent each year. During this span, nearly 60 countries
experienced rapid increases in nighttime illumination between 110 to 150 percent, while another
20 countries experienced growth rates as high as 150 percent or more. Nearly 40 remained
stable, with only 16 countries experiencing decreasing rates of nighttime illumination.
Needless to say, and as Kyba pointed out, these rates weren’t consistent around the globe. In
developed nations like the United States and Spain, illumination rates remained stable, but most
nations in South America, Africa, and Asia experienced growth. In war-torn countries, such as
Syria and Yemen, the rates of outdoor lighting decreased. The new study shows that, when it
comes to nighttime illumination, most of the world is still playing catch up to First World
outdoor lighting standards.
Disturbingly, the results presented in the new study may actually be worse than the data
suggests. As previously mentioned, DRB is not able to detect low-wavelength blue light, which
humans can see. Our planet, therefore, is even brighter at nighttime than the data suggests.
“This study is important because it validates with data two things we have suspected: that the
rate of growth of light pollution continues upward on a worldwide scale, and that the migration
of outdoor lighting from older technologies to LED isn’t having the anticipated benefit in terms
of global reductions in energy usage,” John Barentine, the resident physical scientist for the
International Dark-Sky Association, told Gizmodo. “The latter point is especially important
because a number of governments have been convinced to convert their outdoor lighting to LED
on the basis of promised reductions in energy usage.”
Barentine, who wasn’t involved in the new study, says the cost savings from the improved
energy efficiency of LED lighting has been directed towards the deployment of more lighting,
and with important environmental consequences both in terms of light pollution and carbon
emissions.
Satellite images of Calgary, Alberta, taken from the ISS in 2010 and 2015. Many areas on the
outskirts are newly lit compared to 2010, and many neighborhoods have switched from orange
sodium lamps to white LED lamps. (Image: Earth Science and Remote Sensing Unit, NASA
Johnson Space Center)
“It’s not hyperbole to describe the global problem of light pollution as both unprecedented and
astounding,” he said. “Beyond the energy issue, the main environmental impact of artificial light
at night is on the health and wellbeing of practically every organism on Earth, including
humans.”
Nighttime illumination is considered a serious environmental pollutant, one that’s disruptive to
nocturnal animals, plants, and microorganisms. But it’s also bad for human health as it disrupts
the biological circadian rhythm, leading to metabolic disorders.
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University of Exeter community ecologist Thomas Davies, who’s not affiliated with the new
study, says it’s no secret that artificial light at night is a globally widespread pollutant, but
estimating the rate at which it is expanding has been technically challenging.
“This research overcomes many of these technical issues, providing reliable estimates of the
global rate of expansion in artificial light pollution,” Davies told Gizmodo. “The numbers are
truly shocking, given that we know illuminating the nocturnal environment can have widespread
ramifications for the environment and human health.”
Barentine says the solution to this problem is actually quite simple, but it’ll require us to
gradually change our relationship with light at night.
“We could instantly reduce the problem by about half if we assured that all outdoor lighting
fixtures were fully shielded, meaning that they emitted no light directly above the horizon,” he
told Gizmodo. “We could then further reduce the amount of light pollution in the world if
fixtures were properly designed and installed such that the light they emit was confined to the
task area, and provided in no greater intensity than needed to safely illuminate the task. Lastly,
we could reduce the biological harm of our lights by ensuring that they emit as little shortwavelength (blue) light as possible, by choosing ‘warmer’ lamps.”
The most effective way to bring about these changes is through public policy, says Barentine, so
we should encourage the encoding of these principles into local, regional, and national laws
throughout the world.
These solutions sound simple, and they’re certainly sensible, but it’s rather convenient for those
of us in the developed world to impose such lofty standards onto places where nighttime light is
being used for the very first time. Sure, we need to change the culture around the use of outdoor
light, but let’s start this conversation in places where we already take nighttime illumination for
granted.
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GUIDELINES FOR GOOD
EXTERIOR LIGHTING PLANS
Prepared by: The Dark Sky Society (http://www.darkskysociety.org/) 2009

These guidelines have been developed in consultation with lighting professionals (with experience in
developing good lighting plans) to aid communities wishing to control light pollution and preserve the night
sky.

Outdoor lighting should be carefully designed with regard to placement,
intensity, timing, duration, and color. Good lighting will:
 Promote Safety
“More light” is not necessarily” better”. If not designed and installed correctly, unsafe glare
can result, reducing the effect of lighting which can contribute to accidents and hinder
visibility. Lighting that is too bright interferes with the eye's ability to adapt to darker areas.

 Save Money
Adhering to professionally recommended light levels provides adequate illumination.
Shielded fixtures with efficient light bulbs are more cost-effective because they use less energy
by directing the light toward the ground. See this website for cost comparisons:
http://www.netacc.net/~poulsen/lightcost.html

 Conserve Natural Resources
Inappropriate or excessive lighting wastes our limited natural resources and pollutes the air and
water by unnecessarily burning our limited supply of fossil fuels.

 Be Better Neighbors
Excessive or misdirected lighting can intrude on the privacy of others when light or glare
trespasses over property lines.

 Retain Community's Character and Reduce Skyglow
Our clear view of the dark starry night sky is a resource to be preserved and protected. Stray
and excessive lighting contributes to "light pollution", clutter, and unnatural "sky glow".

 Protect Ecology of Flora and Fauna
Research studies indicate that artificial night lighting disrupts the migrating, feeding, and
breeding habits of many wildlife species, as well as growth patterns of trees. See references in
The Ecological Consequences of Artificial Night Lighting.

 Reduce Health Risks
Light at night not only disrupts your sleep but also interferes with your circadian rhythms.
Recent research indicates that intrusive lighting may reduce the production of melatonin, a
beneficial hormone, and a resulting raise in the rates of breast and other cancers.
Included: 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Diagrams of Acceptable/Unacceptable Lighting Fixtures
How to Develop an Acceptable Lighting Plan
Definitions of Full Cut Off, Shielded, and RLM sign lighting Fixtures
Lighting Plan Submissions
Recommended Illumination Levels for various tasks
1
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Full Cutoff and Fully Shielded Fixtures

UNSHIELDED FIXTURES

Diagrams courtesy of Bob Crelin

*****Ask your local electrical suppliers for "full-cut off" or “fully shielded” light
fixtures. Once you have selected fixtures which are compatible with your
architecture and community, contact the manufacturer’s representative to see a
sample of the fixture(s) and to ask for a free lighting plan. If you have a CAD
file, the plan can be easily provided in a short period of time. *****
Most lighting manufacturers have Application Departments which will execute free
lighting plans to meet local lighting codes.
See this website for links to manufacturers:
http://www.darksky.org/mc/page.do?sitePageId=56422&orgId=idsa
Sample of Web retailers:
www.starrynightlights.com and www.greenearthlighting.com
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ATTACHMENT D - LIGHTING GUIDELINES
How to Develop an Acceptable Lighting Plan
1. Identify where as well as when lighting is needed. Confine and minimize lighting to the
extent necessary to meet safety purposes. Plans should define the areas for which illumination is
planned. Itemizing each area (e.g. parking lot, doorways, walkways, signage, foliage) with the
anticipated hours of use. Commercial outdoor lighting should be used for safe pedestrian passage
and property identification, and lit during active business hours and shut off afterward.
2. Direct light downward by choosing the correct type of light fixtures. (See Appendix 3).
Specify IES (Illuminating Engineering Society) "Full Cut Off" designated or “fully shielded” fixtures,
so that no light is emitted above the lowest light emitting part of the fixture. Top mounted sign
lighting is recommended with "RLM" (dish) type shields, and aimed so that the light falls entirely on
the sign and is positioned so that the light source (bulb) is not visible from any point off the
property or into the roadway to reduce glare. For each one square foot of sign, usually no more
than 200 lumens is necessary for good visibility.
3. Select the correct light source (bulb type). Compact fluorescent (2300K) or High Pressure
Sodium is recommended unless the light is motion sensor activated, in which case incandescent or
the instant start compact fluorescent bulbs can be used. Metal Halide (due to its higher costs, energy
use, impact on the environment, and greater contribution to "sky glow") is discouraged, as well as
light sources rated over 3000 Kelvin; and outdated Mercury Vapor bulbs are prohibited.
4. Utilize "shut off" controls such as sensors, timers, motion detectors, etc. Automatic controls
turn off lights when not needed. All lights should be extinguished no later than one half hour after
the close of business. Additional motion sensor activated lighting can be used for emergency access.
Avoid "dusk-to-dawn" sensors without a middle of the night shut off control. Lights alone will not
serve to "protect" property and are a poor "security" device. Examine other means of protecting
property and to discourage criminal activity. Let your local police know that you have a “lights out”
policy so that they can investigate if they see lights or activity after hours.
5. Limit the height of fixtures. Locate fixtures no closer to the property line than four times the
mounting height of the fixture, and not to exceed the height of adjacent structures. (Exceptions
may be made for larger parking areas, commercial zones adjacent to highways, or for fixtures with
greater cut off shielding behind the pole mount in commercial zones.)
6. Limit light crossing property lines, i.e. “light trespass”. Limit light to spill across the property
lines. Light levels at the property line should not exceed 0.1 footcandles (fc) adjacent to business
properties, and 0.05 fc at residential property boundaries. Utility leased floodlight fixtures mounted
on public utility poles in the public right-of-way should not be used.
7. Use the correct amount of light. Light levels and uniformity ratios should not exceed
recommended values, per IESNA RP-33 or 20. (See Appendix 5, Recommended Illumination Levels
for various tasks.) "Lumen cap" recommendations for areas to be illuminated are as follows:
commercial properties in non-urban commercial zones = 25,000 lumens per acre; for projects in
residential and LBO zones = 10,000 lumens per acre. For residential properties: for suburban:
50,000 lumens per acre cap, and in urban areas: 100,000.
8. Ask for Assistance Your Planning Department and local lighting sales representatives can assist
you in obtaining the necessary information for good lighting. For large projects over 15,000
lumens: greater energy conservation and control of light pollution, light trespass and glare, may be
achieved with the help of a professional lighting designer with "dark sky" lighting plan experience.
9. A post installation inspection should be conducted to check for compliance. Substitutions
by electricians and contractors are common and should not be accepted. Final Approved Site Plans
will not allow additional exterior fixtures or substitutes without reviews.
10. Design interior lighting so that it does not illuminate the outdoors. Provide interior lighting
photometrics for the building’s perimeter areas, demonstrating that the interior lighting falls
substantially within the building and not through the windows. After closing, interior lighting
that extends outdoors needs to be extinguished by the use of shut off timers.
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ATTACHMENT D - LIGHTING GUIDELINES

Definition of Acceptable Fixtures:
"Full Cut Off", "Fully Shielded", and RLM shield.




"Full Cut Off" fixtures are independently certified by the manufacturers, and do not allow
light to be emitted above the fixture and the fixture reduces glare by limiting the light
output to less than 10% at and below 10 degrees below the horizontal.
If the manufacturer is unable to provide the "cut off" characteristics for a fixture (also called
a "luminaire"), the following definition needs to be met, which can usually be determined
by a visual inspection:

"Fully Shielded": a fixture constructed and installed in such a manner that all light emitted by
it, either directly from the lamp (bulb) or a diffusing element, or indirectly by reflection or
refraction from any part of the fixture, is projected below the horizontal. This can be
determined by a "field test" or a visual assessment of an operating sample.





Manufacturers and their representatives can provide photographs of light fixtures as "cut
sheets" as well as literature confirming the independently tested "cut off" characteristics of
their products. These IES files may be assessed for compliance in a computer program:
http://www.3dop.com/index1.html
Photometric layouts for different heights, light sources, and wattages, are also available as
"IES" files, upon request or through manufacturers' websites.
Fixtures must be installed properly, so that the bottom of the fixture is level with the
ground. Exceptions are often given for sign lighting which requires vertical lighting:

"RLM" sign lighting shield:
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Lighting Plan Submissions

The following information needs to be provided to your municipality's review board which will enable them
to evaluate the Site Plan for proper exterior lighting:
The Lighting Plan should be depicted on a site plan, indicating the location of each current and
proposed outdoor lighting fixture with projected hours of use. This plan will need to be stamped and
certified by a licensed professional, such as an architect or engineer. Many lighting manufacturers can
provide free photometric layouts on prepared site plans, to conform to your local requirements.
(1)

The lighting plan should include a KEY to the proposed lighting that provides the following
information:







Type and number of luminaire equipment (fixtures), including the "cut off characteristics",
indicating manufacturer and model number(s).
Lamp source type (bulb type, i.e. high pressure sodium), lumen output, and wattage.
Mounting height with distance noted to the nearest property line for each luminaire.
Types of timing devices used to control the hours set for illumination, as well as the proposed
hours when each fixture will be operated.
Total Lumens for each fixture, and total square footage of areas to be illuminated. For projects
that are in commercial zones, the lumens per net acre to be lit, need not exceed 25,000 lumens.
For projects in residential or LBO zones: 10,000 lumens.
For all plans of more than three fixtures: A Calculation Summary indicating footcandle levels on
the lighting plan, noting the maximum, average and minimum, as well as the uniformity ratio of
maximum to minimum, and average to minimum levels*.

(2)

Lighting manufacturer-supplied specifications ("cut sheets") that include photographs of the
fixtures, indicating the certified "cut off characteristics" of the fixture.

(3)

Footcandle Distribution, plotting the light levels in footcandles on the ground, at the designated
mounting heights for the proposed fixtures. Maximum illuminance levels should be expressed
in footcandle measurements on a grid of the site showing footcandle readings in every five or
ten-foot square. The grid shall include light contributions from all sources (i.e. pole mounted,
wall mounted, sign, and street lights.) Show footcandle renderings five feet beyond the property
lines.*

(4)

If requested by the reviewing agency, a statement from a lighting professional that a plan, other
than that set forth, is needed to meet the intent of these standards.

(5)

An environmental impact statement may be required as to the impact of the exterior lighting
proposed on flora, fauna, and the night sky. Location of species sensitive to light at night or the
proximity to nature preserves or astronomical observatories or "Dark Sky Parks", needs to be
indicated.

(6)

On the Approved Plan it should be noted that no substitutions, additions, or changes may be
made without prior approval by the governing authority.

* This information can be obtained from the manufacturer, your lighting supplier, or the manufacturer's
representative.
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Recommended Illumination Levels for various tasks*
I. Table of Limits of Illumination, measured in footcandles (fc) at ground level unless noted:
Task Area
1. Active Building Entrance
Approach
2. Gas Station Approach
3. Gas Station Pump Area
4. Gas Station Service Area
5. Sidewalks
6. Surface of signs

Avg.
2.0 fc
0.2 fc

0.2 fc

Not to exceed:
5 fc
2
avg: 5
avg. 3
5
2

fc
fc
fc
fc
fc

II. Average/Minimum/Uniformity Ratio Limits for Parking Lots:
I. Public Parking Lots -- not to exceed:
Average
Minimum
0.8
0.2
II. Private Parking Lots -- not to exceed:
Average
Minimum
0.5
0.13

Uniformity Ratio (Max to Min/Avg to Min)
20:1 / 4:1
Uniformity Ratio (Max to Min / Avg to Min)
20:1 / 4:1

OR:
III. If illuminance grid lighting plans cannot be reviewed or if fixtures do not provide photometrics and
bulbs are under 2000 lumens, use these guidelines:
1. Pole shall be no greater in height than four times the distance to the property line.
2. Maximum Lumen Levels for different fixture heights:
Mounting Height (Feet)
6
8
10
12

Recommended Lumen Maximums
500 - 1000 lumens
600 - 1,600 lumens
1,000 - 2,000 lumens
1,600 - 2,400 lumens

FOOTCANDLE: ("FC") – Is the basic unit of illuminance (the amount of light falling on a surface).
Footcandle measurement is taken with a hand held light meter. One footcandle is equivalent to the
illuminance produced on one square foot of surface area by a source of one candle at a distance of one foot.
Horizontal footcandles measure the illumination striking a horizontal plane. Footcandle values can be
measured directly with certain handheld incident light meters.
LUMEN – A unit used to measure the actual amount of light that is produced by a bulb. The lumen
quantifies the amount of light energy produced by a lamp at the lamp, not by the energy input, which is
indicated by the "wattage". For example, a 75-watt incandescent lamp can produce 1000 lumens while a 70watt high-pressure sodium lamp produces 6000 lumens. Lumen output is listed by the manufacturer on the
packaging.
* IES, Recommended Practices, (RP-33-99): Lighting for Exterior Environments; and (RP-20):
Parking Lots. The Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IES or IESNA), is an organization
that establishes updated standards and illumination guidelines for the lighting industry.
http://www.iesna.org/shop/item-detail.cfm?ID=RP-33-99&storeid=1
http://www.iesna.org/shop/item-detail.cfm?ID=RP-20-98&storeid=1
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MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

The User Notes
The User Notes are intended to clarify the sections of the MLO for
the various audiences who will use it: lighting designers, city officials,
engineers, citizen groups, and others. Every effort has been made to
keep the language technically accurate and clear, but since different
disciplines may use the same term in different ways, or have different
interpretations, some guidance may be helpful. While these Notes can
not be a full tutorial on modern lighting design, it is hoped that the
Notes will help facilitate the dialogue necessary to adopt the MLO.

Background
The problems of light pollution first became an issue in the 1970s when
astronomers identified the degradation of the night sky due to the
increase in lighting associated with development and growth. As more
impacts to the environment by lighting have been identified, an international “dark sky” movement is advocating for the precautionary
approach to outdoor lighting design.
Many communities have passed anti-light-pollution laws and ordinances.
However, there is little or no agreement among these laws, and they
vary considerably in language, technical quality, and stringency. This is
confusing for designers, engineers, and code officials. The lack of a
common basis prevents the development of standards, educational
programs, and other means of achieving the goal of effective lighting
control.
This MLO will allow communities to drastically reduce light pollution
and glare and lower excessive light levels. The recommended practices
of the IES can be met using readily available, reasonably priced lighting
equipment. However, many conventional lighting practices will no
longer be permitted, or will require special permits.
This Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO) is the result of extensive efforts
by the International Dark Sky Association (IDA) and the Illuminating
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Engineering Society of North America (IES). Among its features is the
use of lighting zones (LZ0-4) which allow each governing body to vary
the stringency of lighting restrictions according to the sensitivity of
the area as well as accommodating community intent. In this way,
communities can fine-tune the impact of the MLO without having to
customize the MLO. The MLO also incorporates the Backlight-UplightGlare (BUG) rating system for luminaires, which provides more
effective control of unwanted light.

MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

Joint IDA-IESNA
Model Outdoor Lighting
Ordinance (MLO)
June 15, 2011

CONTENTS
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III. General Requirements for All Outdoor Lighting.............8
IV. Requirements for Non-Residential Outdoor Lighting.....11
V. Requirements for Residential Outdoor Lighting.............19
VI. Lighting by Special Permit Only.....................................20
VII. Existing Lighting.............................................................21
VIII. Enforcement and Penalties (Reserved)............................22
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X. Definitions.......................................................................32
XI. (Optional) Street Lighting Ordinance..............................38
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General Notes in Adopting this Model Ordinance
Adoption of this ordinance should follow the established development,
review, and approval processes of the adopting authority. If no such
processes are in place, this ordinance may be adopted as a new
independent section of the Municipal Code.
The MLO is probably best adopted as an “overlay zoning” ordinance.
This means that it overlays, but is different from, land-use zoning. It
can be added to or integrated into existing ordinances or codes and
cross-referenced to other applicable codes and ordinances such as the
electrical code, the sign code, planning ordinances, etc.
The MLO may best be managed by assigning it to planning officials
and using existing administrative structures.
Because of the diverse community and lighting needs across large
areas, this MLO is not intended for adoption as a state, provincial
or national ordinance. Regional coordination is encouraged. Light
pollution knows no boundaries, and the effects of polluting light
persist as far as 200 kilometers (about 120 miles) from the source.
One large city could adopt the MLO and dramatically affect a region,
but adoption in suburbs and small towns must be part of a regional
effort to achieve significant improvements in the overall quality of
the night sky.

MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

MLO Development and Task Force Members
This Model Lighting Ordinance has been developed as a joint undertaking by the Illuminating Engineering Society and the International
Dark-Sky Association.
The Joint Task Force responsible for developing the MLO include
IDA
Co-Chair: Jim Benya
Co-Chair: Nancy Clanton
Leslie Lipstein
Leo Smith
Michael Mutmansky

IES
Naomi Miller
Cheryl English
Denis Lavoie
Eric Gibson

John Walter representing the electric utility industry also contributed
as a member of the Joint Task Force.

Adopting agencies should also consider that the MLO, like all other
modern codes, is designed to evolve over time. Lighting technology
will change, and MLO changes will be needed every few years.
On-going renewal cycles are strongly recommended as any part of
an adopting ordinance.
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MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

I. PREAMBLE - User’s Guide

I. PREAMBLE - Ordinance Text

In general, the preamble is part of the ordinance but is typically not
part of the code. It establishes the reasons why the municipality is
undertaking these regulations.
Local governments may add other purposes to the Preamble including
established local government environmental or energy goals that
support the model lighting ordinance. The environmental impacts of
outdoor lighting fall into two categories: carbon footprint (energy
used in the life of a lighting product) and obtrusive light.
CARBON FOOTPRINT
Cost & Impact of Mining the
Materials Used
Energy Used in Production

OBTRUSIVE LIGHT
Impact on Humans
Impact on the Environment

Energy Used during Product Life

The purpose of this Ordinance is to provide regulations for outdoor
lighting that will:
a. Permit the use of outdoor lighting that does not exceed the minimum
levels specified in IES recommended practices for night-time
safety, utility, security, productivity, enjoyment, and commerce.
b. Minimize adverse offsite impacts of lighting such as light trespass,
and obtrusive light.
c. Curtail light pollution, reduce skyglow and improve the nighttime
environment for astronomy.
d. Help protect the natural environment from the adverse effects
of night lighting from gas or electric sources.
e. Conserve energy and resources to the greatest extent possible.

Disposal/Recylcing Costs

II. LIGHTING ZONES - User’s Guide
Lighting zones reflect the base (or ambient) light levels desired by a
community. The use of lighting zones (LZ) was originally developed by
the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) and appeared first
in the US in IES Recommended Practice for Exterior Environmental
Lighting, RP-33-99.
It is recommended that lower lighting zone(s) be given preference when
establishing zoning criteria. Selection of lighting zone or zones should be
based not on existing conditions but rather on the type of lighting
environments the jurisdiction seeks to achieve. For instance, new
development on previously rural or undeveloped land may be zoned as
LZ-1.Using lighting zones allows a great deal of flexibility and
customization without the burden of excessive regulation. For example,
a jurisdiction may choose to establish vertical lighting zones with the
lighting zone at street level at a higher zone than the residential
housing on upper levels.
USER’S GUIDE - Page 5

II. LIGHTING ZONES - Ordinance Text
The Lighting Zone shall determine the limitations for lighting as specified
in this ordinance. The Lighting Zones shall be as follows:
LZ0: No ambient lighting
Areas where the natural environment will be seriously and
adversely affected by lighting. Impacts include disturbing the
biological cycles of flora and fauna and/or detracting from
human enjoyment and appreciation of the natural environment. Human activity is subordinate in importance to nature.
The vision of human residents and users is adapted to the
darkness, and they expect to see little or no lighting.
When not needed, lighting should be extinguished.

ORDINANCE TEXT
- Page 5
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II. LIGHTING ZONES (cont.) - Ordinance Text

II. LIGHTING ZONES (cont.) - User’s Guide
However, if an adjacent use could be adversely impacted by allowable
lighting, the adopting authority may require that a particular site meet
the requirements for a lower lighting zone. For example, the authority
could specify Lighting Zone 1 or 2 requirements if a commercial
development were adjacent to a residence, hospital or open space, or
to any land assigned to a lower zone.
Lighting zones are best implemented as an overlay to the established
zoning especially in communities where a variety of zone districts
exists within a defined area or along an arterial street. Where zone
districts are cohesive, it may be possible to assign lighting zones to
established land use zoning. It is recommended that the lighting zone
includes churches, schools, parks, and other uses embedded within
residential communities.
Zone

LZ-0

LZ-1

Recommended Uses or Areas

Zoning Considerations

Lighting Zone 0 should be applied to areas in
which permanent lighting is not expected and
when used, is limited in the amount of lighting Recommended default zone
and the period of operation. LZ-0 typically
for wilderness areas, parks
includes undeveloped areas of open space,
and preserves, and undevelwilderness parks and preserves, areas near
oped rural areas.
astronomical observatories, or any other area
where the protection of a dark environment is Includes protected wildlife
critical. Special review should be required for
areas and corridors.
any permanent lighting in this zone. Some
rural communities may choose to adopt LZ-0
for residential areas.
Lighting Zone 1 pertains to areas that desire
low ambient lighting levels. These typically
include single and two family residential
communities, rural town centers, business
parks, and other commercial or industrial/
storage areas typically with limited nighttime
activity. May also include the developed
areas in parks and other natural settings.

USER’S GUIDE - Page 6
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Recommended default zone
for rural and low density
residential areas.
Includes residential single or
two family; agricultural zone
districts; rural residential
zone districts; business parks;
open space include preserves
in developed areas.

LZ1: Low ambient lighting
Areas where lighting might adversely affect flora and fauna or
disturb the character of the area. The vision of human residents and
users is adapted to low light levels. Lighting may be used for safety
and convenience but it is not necessarily uniform or continuous.
After curfew, most lighting should be extinguished or reduced as
activity levels decline.
LZ2: Moderate ambient lighting
Areas of human activity where the vision of human residents and
users is adapted to moderate light levels. Lighting may typically be
used for safety and convenience but it is not necessarily uniform or
continuous. After curfew, lighting may be extinguished or reduced
as activity levels decline.
LZ3: Moderately high ambient lighting
Areas of human activity where the vision of human residents and
users is adapted to moderately high light levels. Lighting is generally
desired for safety, security and/or convenience and it is often uniform
and/or continuous. After curfew, lighting may be extinguished or
reduced in most areas as activity levels decline.
LZ4: High ambient lighting
Areas of human activity where the vision of human residents and
users is adapted to high light levels. Lighting is generally considered
necessary for safety, security and/or convenience and it is mostly
uniform and/or continuous. After curfew, lighting may be extinguished
or reduced in some areas as activity levels decline.

ORDINANCE TEXT
- Page 6
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MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

II. LIGHTING ZONES (cont.) - User’s Guide
Zone

Recommended Uses or Areas

LZ-2

Lighting Zone 2 pertains to areas with moderate ambient lighting levels. These typically
include multifamily residential uses, institutional residential uses, schools, churches,
hospitals, hotels/motels, commercial and/or
businesses areas with evening activities
embedded in predominately residential areas,
neighborhood serving recreational and playing
fields and/or mixed use development with a
predominance of residential uses. Can be used
to accommodate a district of outdoor sales or
industry in an area otherwise zoned LZ-1.

LZ-3

Lighting Zone 3 pertains to areas with moderately high lighting levels. These typically include commercial corridors, high intensity
suburban commercial areas, town centers,
mixed use areas, industrial uses and shipping
and rail yards with high night time activity,
high use recreational and playing fields,
regional shopping malls, car dealerships, gas
stations, and other nighttime active exterior
retail areas.

LZ-4

Lighting zone 4 pertains to areas of very high
ambient lighting levels. LZ-4 should only be
used for special cases and is not appropriate
for most cities. LZ-4 may be used for
extremely unusual installations such as high
density entertainment districts, and
heavy industrial uses.

USER’S GUIDE - Page 7

Zoning Considerations
Recommended default zone
for light commercial business
districts and high density or
mixed use residentialdistricts.
Includes neighborhood
business districts; churches,
schools and neighborhood
recreation facilities; and light
industrial zoning with
modest nighttime uses or
lighting requirements.

Recommended default
zone for large cities'
business district.
Includes business zone
districts; commercial mixed
use; and heavy industrial
and/or manufacturing zone
districts.
Not a default zone.
Includes high intensity
business or industrial
zone districts.
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III. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS - User’s Guide
This Section sets out the requirements that apply to all lighting, both
residential and non-residential.
Each adopting jurisdiction should incorporate their existing standards

as to when compliance with new regulations is required, when
repair or remodeling triggers compliance and if the new ordinance
will be retroactive to existing development. The Applicability section
of this model ordinance should serve as a guide if the adopting jurisdiction does not have standards or policies in place. Likewise, the
adopting jurisdiction should use their existing policies and definitions
of what constitutes public monuments, and temporary and/or
emergency lighting. Community attitudes and precedents should be
taken into account in deciding to regulate seasonal holiday lighting.

EXEMPTIONS - User’s Guide
This is standard language intended to prevent conflict of laws and to
give the community the ability to set specific lighting requirements in
special plans and under use permits. It can be amended to conform to
similar language in other ordinances. For example, while public monuments, statuary, and flags should be lighted, the lighting also should
be limited to avoid excess.
Lighting for streets, roads, and highways is usually regulated by a street
lighting ordinance, and is not covered by this model ordinance. However,
since street lighting can affect nearby areas, some recognition of its
effect is appropriate. (See Section XI)

SIGN LIGHTING - User’s Guide
A sign lighting ordinance is strongly recommended if not already in place. It
should carefully limit lighting to prevent over-lighted signs from being used
to circumvent lighting ordinances.

USER’S GUIDE - Page 8
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III. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS - Ordinance Text
A. Conformance with All Applicable Codes
All outdoor lighting shall be installed in conformance with the provisions
of this Ordinance, applicable Electrical and Energy Codes, and applicable
sections of the Building Code.
B. Applicability
Except as described below, all outdoor lighting installed after the date of
effect of this Ordinance shall comply with these requirements. This
includes, but is not limited to, new lighting, replacement lighting, or any
other lighting whether attached to structures, poles, the earth, or any other
location, including lighting installed by any third party.
Exemptions from III.(B.) The following are not regulated by
this Ordinance
a. Lighting within public right-of-way or easement for the principal
purpose of illuminating streets or roads. No exemption shall apply
to any lighting within the public right of way or easement when
the purpose of the luminaire is to illuminate areas outside the
public right of way or easement, unless regulated with a
streetlighting ordinance.
Note to adopting agency: if using the street lighting ordinance
(Section XI), this exemption should read as follows:
Lighting within the public right-of-way or easement for the principal
purpose of illuminating roads and highways. No exemption shall apply
to any street lighting and to any lighting within the public right of way or
easement when the purpose of the luminaire is to illuminate areas outside
of the public right of way or easement.

b. Lighting for public monuments and statuary.
c. Lighting solely for signs (lighting for signs is regulated by the
Sign Ordinance).
d. Repairs to existing luminaires not exceeding 25% of total installed
luminaires.

ORDINANCE TEXT - Page 8
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MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

III. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS (cont.) - Ordinance Text
e. Temporary lighting for theatrical, television, performance areas
and construction sites;
f. Underwater lighting in swimming pools and other water features
g. Temporary lighting and seasonal lighting provided that individual
lamps are less than 10 watts and 70 lumens.
h. Lighting that is only used under emergency conditions.
i. In lighting zones 2, 3 and 4, low voltage landscape lighting
controlled by an automatic device that is set to turn the lights
off at one hour after the site is closed to the public or at a time
established by the authority.
Exceptions to III. (B.) All lighting shall follow provisions in this
ordinance; however, any special requirements for lighting listed
in a) and b) below shall take precedence.
a. Lighting specified or identified in a specific use permit.
b. Lighting required by federal, state, territorial, commonwealth
or provincial laws or regulations.

LIGHTING CONTROLS - User’s Guide
This section requires all outdoor lighting to have lighting controls that
prohibit operation when sufficient daylight is available, and to include
the capability, either through circuiting, dimming or alternating sources,
to be able to reduce lighting without necessarily turning all lighting off.

USER’S GUIDE - Page 9

C. Lighting Control Requirements
1. Automatic Switching Requirements
Controls shall be provided that automatically extinguish all
outdoor lighting when sufficient daylight is available using a
control device or system such as a photoelectric switch,
astronomic time switch or equivalent functions from a programmable lighting controller, building automation system or lighting energy management system, all with battery or similar backup
power or device.
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MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

III. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS (cont.) - Ordinance Text
Exceptions to III.(C.) 1. Automatic lighting controls are not
required for the following:
a. Lighting under canopies.
b. Lighting for tunnels, parking garages, garage entrances,
and similar conditions.

CURFEW REQUIREMENTS - User’s Guide
The intent is to reduce or eliminate lighting after a given time. Benefits
include reduced environmental impact, longer hours of improved
astronomy, energy savings, and improved sleeping conditions for
residents. Additionally, some police departments have indicated that
post-curfew light reductions make drive-by patrolling easier because it
allows them to see further into and through a site.
The authority should determine the time of curfew and the amount of
lighting reduction based on the character, norms and values of the
community.
Typically, curfews go into effect one hour after the close of business.
Restaurants, bars and major entertainment facilities such as sports
stadiums, may require the curfew go into effect two hours after the
close of business. The authority may elect to have no curfew for facilities
with shift workers and 24 hour operations, or to extend the curfew time
to meet specific needs. The MLO can be modified to address those
concerns.
Areas without street lights or with very low ambient light levels should
consider turning off all non-emergency lighting at curfew while
commercial areas or urban areas may prefer a reduction in lighting
levels. A reduction of at least 30% is recommended for most uses.

USER’S GUIDE - Page 10

2. Automatic Lighting Reduction Requirements
The Authority shall establish curfew time(s) after which total outdoor
lighting lumens shall be reduced by at least 30% or extinguished.
Exceptions to III.(C.) 2.
for any of the following:

Lighting reductions are not required

a. With the exception of landscape lighting, lighting for
residential properties including multiple residential
properties not having common areas.
b. When the outdoor lighting consists of only one luminaire.
c. Code required lighting for steps, stairs, walkways, and
building entrances.
d. When in the opinion of the Authority, lighting levels must
be maintained.
e. Motion activated lighting.
f. Lighting governed by special use permit in which times of
operation are specifically identified.
g. Businesses that operate on a 24 hour basis.
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IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING - User’s Guide
This section addresses non-residential lighting and multiple-family
residences having common spaces, such as lobbies, interior corridors
or parking. Its intent is to:

MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING - Ordinance Text
For all non-residential properties, and for multiple residential properties
of seven domiciles or more and having common outdoor areas, all outdoor
lighting shall comply either with Part A or Part B of this section.

• Limit the amount of light that can be used
• Minimize glare by controlling the amount of light that tends to
create glare
• Minimize sky glow by controlling the amount of uplight
• Minimize the amount of off-site impacts or light trespass
This MLO provides two methods for determining compliance. The
prescriptive method contains precise and easily verifiable requirements
for luminaire light output and fixture design that limit glare, uplight,
light trespass and the amount of light that can be used. The performance
method allows greater flexibility and creativity in meeting the intent
of the ordinance. Note that both the prescriptive and the performance
method limit the amount of light that can be used, but do not control
how the lighting is to be used.
Most outdoor lighting projects that do not involve a lighting
professional will use the prescriptive method, because it is simple
and does not require engineering expertise.
For the prescriptive method, the initial luminaire lumen allowances
defined in Table A (Parking Space Method) or B (Hardscape Area Method)
will provide basic lighting (parking lot and lighting at doors and/or
sensitive security areas) that is consistent with the selected lighting zone.
The prescriptive method is intended to provide a safe lighting environment
while reducing sky glow and other adverse offsite impacts. The Per Parking
Space Method is applicable in small rural towns and is a simple method for
small retail “mom and pop” operations without drive lane access and where
the parking lot is immediately adjacent to the road. A jurisdiction may
USER’S GUIDE - Page 11
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PRESCRIPTIVE METHOD - User’s Guide
also allow a prescriptive method for classes of sites, such as car dealerships,
gas stations, or other common use areas.
Note that the values are for initial luminaire lumens, not footcandles on
the target (parking lot, sidewalk, etc). Variables such as the efficiency
of the luminaire, dispersion, and lamp wear can affect the actual
amount of light so the lumens per square foot allowance is not equal
to footcandles on the site. By specifying initial luminaire lumen values,
it is easier for officials to verify that the requirement is being met. Initial
luminaire lumens are available from photometric data. Each initial
luminaire lumens calculation should be supplied on the submittal form.
Solid state luminaires, such as LEDs, do not have initial lamp lumens, only
initial luminaire lumens (absolute photometry). Other luminaires tested
with relative photometry will have initial luminaire lumens which can be
calculated by multiplying initial lamp lumens by the luminaire efficiency. In
this example, three types of luminaires are used to light a parking area and
building entry in a light commercial area. Two of these three luminaires use
metal halide lamps: 70 watt wall mounted area lights and 150 watt pole
mounted area lights. For these, the Initial Luminaire Lumens is equal to the
initial lamp lumens multiplied by the luminaire efficiency. These values are
entered into the compliance chart. The lumen value for the building
mounted LED luminaires is equal to the lumens exiting the luminaire.
Therefore, the value already represents the Initial Luminaire Lumens and
no luminaire efficiency is needed. The total Luminaire Lumens for the site
is equal to 247,840.

MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING (cont.) - Ordinance Text
A. Prescriptive Method
An outdoor lighting installation complies with this section if it meets the
requirements of subsections 1 and 2, below.

1. Total Site Lumen Limit
The total installed initial luminaire lumens of all outdoor lighting
shall not exceed the total site lumen limit. The total site
lumen limit shall be determined using either the Parking Space
Method (Table A) or the Hardscape Area Method (Table B).
Only one method shall be used per permit application, and for
sites with existing lighting, existing lighting shall be included
in the calculation of total installed lumens.
The total installed initial luminaire lumens is calculated as the sum
of the initial luminaire lumens for all luminaires.

The allowable lumens are based on the lighting zone and the total hardscape area. Referencing Table B, the allowed lumens are 2.5/SF for LZ2.
Multiplying this by the total hardscape square footage gives a value of
250,000 lumens allowed. Because this value is greater than the value
calculated for the site, the project complies. Listed below is an example
on a typical compliance worksheet for the Prescriptive Method.
USER’S GUIDE - Page 12
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IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING (cont.) - User’s Guide

IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING (cont.) - Ordinance Text

In this example, three types of luminaires are used to light a parking area
and building entry in a light commercial area. Two of these three luminaires
use metal halide lamps: 70 watt wall mounted area lights and 150 watt
pole mounted area lights. For these, the Initial Luminaire Lumens is equal
to the initial lamp lumens multiplied by the luminaire efficiency. These
values are entered into the compliance chart. The lumen value for the
building mounted LED luminaires is equal to the lumens exiting the
luminaire. Therefore, the value already represents the Initial Luminaire
Lumens and no luminaire efficiency is needed. The total Luminaire Lumens
for the site is equal to 247,840. The allowable lumens are based on the
lighting zone and the total hardscape area. Referencing Table B, the
allowed lumens are 2.5/SF for LZ2. Multiplying this by the total hardscape
square footage gives a value of 250,000 lumens allowed. Because this
value is greater than the value calculated for the site, the project complies.
PRESCRIPTIVE METHOD EXAMPLE - COMPLIANCE CHART
Lamp Descriptions QTY Initial Luminaire Lumens
Total
70 W Metal Halide
150 W Metal Halide
18 W LED

8
20
24

3,920
9,600
1,020

31,360
192,000
24,480

TOTAL INITIAL LUMINAIRE LUMENS
SITE ALLOWED TOTAL INITIAL LUMENS*
PROJECT IS COMPLIANT?

247,840
250,000
YES

* Listed below is the method of determining the allowed total initial lumen for
non-residential outdoor lighting using the hardscape areamethod. (Table B).

SITE ALLOWED TOTAL INITIAL LUMENS
Site Description
Lighting Zone
Hardscape Area (SF)
Allowed Lumens per SF
of Hardscape (Table B)
Site Allowed Total Initial Lumens
(lumens per SF X hardscape area)
USER’S GUIDE - Page 13

Light Commercial
LZ-2
100,000
2.5
250,000
ORDINANCE TEXT
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MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING (cont.) - Ordinance Text

LIMITS TO OFFSITE IMPACTS
The prescriptive method of the MLO restricts uplighting, including
upward light emitted by decorative luminaires. A jurisdiction may
choose to preserve some types of lighting, including lighting of
monuments or historic structures. In this case, the adopting jurisdiction
should exempt or otherwise regulate these types of lighting carefully so
that it does not inadvertently allow glaring or offensive lighting systems.
Offsite effects of light pollution include glare, light trespass, sky glow,
and impacts on the nocturnal environment . All of these are functions
of the fixture or luminaire design and installation. This document replaces
the previous luminaire classification terminology of full cut-off, semi
cut-off, and cut-off because those classifications were not as effective
in controlling offsite impacts as with the new IESNA luminaire
classification system as described in TM-15-07.

PRESCRIPTIVE METHOD
2. Limits to Off Site Impacts
All luminaires shall be rated and installed according to Table C.

3. Light Shielding for Parking Lot Illumination
All parking lot lighting shall have no light emitted above 90 degrees.
Exception:
a) Ornamental parking lighting shall be permitted by special permit only,
and shall meet the requirements of Table C-1 for Backlight, Table C-2
for Uplight, and Table C-3 for Glare, without the need for external
field-added modifications.

A traditional method of defining light trespass is to identify a maximum
light level at or near the property line. However, this method does not
address offensive light that is not directed toward the ground, or the
intensity of glaring light shining into adjacent windows. The requirements defined in Table C limit the amount of light in all quadrants that
is directed toward or above the property line. The Backlight/Uplight/
Glare (BUG) rating will help limit both light trespass and glare.
(A detailed explanation of the BUG system is provided in the section
on Table C.)
The limits for light distribution established in Table C (for the BUG
rating system) prevent or severely limit all direct upward light. A
small amount of uplight reflected by snow, light-colored pavement
or a luminaire's supporting arms is inevitable and is not limited
by the prescriptive method of this ordinance.
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IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING (cont.) - Ordinance Text

LIMITS TO OFFSITE IMPACTS
A seemingly non-compliant fixture, such as a post-top translucent
acorn luminaire, may in certain cases meet the BUG ratings, as long
as it has proper interior baffling within the acorn globe. However,
the BUG ratings in Table C will limit the use of the following types
of luminaires in all lighting zones:

Barn Lights

Non-Shielded
Wall Packs

USER’S GUIDE - Page 15

Floodlights or
lights not aimed
downward
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PERFORMANCE METHOD - User’s Guide
The performance method is best for projects with complex lighting
requirements or when the applicant wants or needs more flexibility in
lighting design. The performance method is also used when any lighting
designer plans to aim or direct any light fixture upward (above 90 degrees).
An engineer or lighting professional generally will be required to design
within the performance method. An adopting jurisdiction may also wish
to hire an engineer or lighting professional to review and approve projects
using this method and/or incorporate review of the performance method
into special review procedures.
The Performance Method is also best for projects where higher lighting
levels are required compared to typical area lighting. An example might be
a car sales lot where more light might be required on the new cars than
would be needed for a standard parking lot. Another example is a gas station
canopy requiring more light than a building entrance canopy.

MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING (cont.) - Ordinance Text
B. Performance Method
1. Total Site Lumen Limit
The total installed initial luminaire lumens of all lighting systems on
the site shall not exceed the allowed total initial site lumens. The
allowed total initial site lumens shall be determined using Tables D
and E. For sites with existing lighting, existing lighting shall be
included in the calculation of total installed lumens.
The total installed initial luminaire lumens of all is calculated as the sum of the
initial luminaire lumens for all luminaires.

The first step in the Performance Method regulates overlighting by
establishing the Total Initial Site Lumens (Table D) that are allowed.
Allowances include the summation of the following (Table D):
1) Initial lumen allowance per site
2)Per area (SF) of hardscape

Table E allows additional lumens for unique site conditions.
Examples of allowances include:
1)Per building entrance/exit
2)Per length (linear feet) of Outdoor Sales Frontage Perimeter
3)Per area (SF) of Vehicle Service Station Canopy
4)Plus more …
The Site Total Initial Site Lumens allowed are a combination of
allowances from Table D and Table E.
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IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING (cont.) - Ordinance Text
PERFORMANCE METHOD

LIMITS TO OFFSITE IMPACTS (cont.)
The second step in the Performance Method is to determine if the proposed luminaires are producing off site impacts such as glare, sky glow
and light trespass. One may either use Option A which are the Maximum
Allowable BUG Ratings in Table C, or Option B through computer lighting
calculations show compliance with Maximum Vertical Illuminance
at any point in the plane of the property line in Table F. Option B will be
required for all non-residential luminaires that
A) do not have BUG ratings, or
B) exceed the BUG ratings,
C) are not fully shielded, or
D) have adjustable mountings.
For the performance method, Option B (2) requires photometric calculations for the site perimeter, to a height of no less than 33 feet (10
meters) above the tallest luminaire. Vertical illuminances at eye
height (5 feet above grade) will give values that can be used to verify
compliance by comparing actual site conditions to the photometric plan
submitted during review.
Note that the MLO specifies 'total initial luminaire lumens' as a measurement
in addition to footcandles/lux. The footcandle (lux) is equal to one lumen
per square meter. Lux is the metric unit and is equal to one lumen per square
meter.

2. Limits to Off Site Impacts
All luminaires shall be rated and installed using either Option A or
Option B. Only one option may be used per permit application.
Option A: All luminaires shall be rated and installed according to
Table C.
Option B: The entire outdoor lighting design shall be analyzed using
industry standard lighting software including interreflections in the following manner:
1) Input data shall describe the lighting system including
luminaire locations, mounting heights, aiming directions,
and employing photometric data tested in accordance with
IES guidelines. Buildings or other physical objects on the
site within three object heights of the property line must be
included in the calculations.
2) Analysis shall utilize an enclosure comprised of calculation
planes with zero reflectance values around the perimeter of
the site. The top of the enclosure shall be no less than 33
feet (10 meters) above the tallest luminaire. Calculations shall
include total lumens upon the inside surfaces of the box top
and vertical sides and maximum vertical illuminance
(footcandles and/or lux) on the sides of the enclosure.
The design complies if:
a) The total lumens on the inside surfaces of the virtual enclosure are less
than 15% of the total site lumen limit; and
b) The maximum vertical illuminance on any vertical surface is
less than the allowed maximum illuminance per Table F.
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DESIGN COMPLIANCE - User’s Guide
The application form will require information about the number of
luminaires, the number of lamps in each luminaire, the initial luminaire
lumens for each luminaire and the initial lumen output for each lamp
(based on the wattage and type of lamp selected) as well as plans
showing the site area measurements. This will allow the reviewer to
verify that the lumen output of all the luminaires does not exceed the
allowance.
Field verification can be achieved by asking the applicant and/or
owner to verify that the luminaire type, lamp type and wattages
specified have been used. Also ask the applicant for photometric data
for each luminaire, since the initial luminaire lumens and B-U-G ratings
are stated on the photometric report.
However, if a jurisdiction requires additional on-site verification, it
may also request a point-by-point photometric plan. While this will
not be a true measure of compliance with the criteria of this
Ordinance, comparing the actual measured levels on site to the
photometric plan can be an indication whether or not the installed
lighting varies from the approved design.
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V. RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING - Ordinance Text

V. RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING - User’s Guide
This section applies to single family home, duplexes, row houses, and
low rise multi-family buildings of 6 dwelling units or less.

RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING EXCEPTIONS
The exceptions allow for typical lighting that might exceed the specified
limits.
Landscape Lighting - While not common in residential areas, it can
cause light pollution and light trespass if it is not controlled.
Lighting controlled by Vacancy (Motion) Sensor - Reduces light pollution
and light trespass and should be encouraged.
RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING EXAMPLE
In this example on the following page, five different luminaires are used on
a residential property. Each luminaire must comply to meet the requirements.
The site plan following shows luminaire types followed by a tabulation of each
uminaire, whether or not it is fully shielded, lamp type, and initial luminaire
lumens. If the luminaire lumens are not known, multiply the initial lamp
lumens by the luminaire efficiency. If the efficiency is not known, multiply the
initial lamp lumens by 0.7 as a reasonable assumption. The maximum
allowable lumen values come from Table G, based on the shielding
classification and location on the site. In this case, each luminaire complies
with the requirements of Table G.

Comparison of efficacy by power
(120 Volt Incandescent lamps)
Output
Power (Watt)
(Lumens) Incan CFL
LED
500 40 8 - 10
9
850 60 13 - 18 12 - 15
1,200 75 18 - 22 15
1,700 100 23 - 28 18
USER’S GUIDE - Page 19

A. General Requirements
For residential properties including multiple residential properties
not having common areas, all outdoor luminaires shall be fully
shielded and shall not exceed the allowed lumen output in Table G,
row 2.
Exceptions
1. One partly shielded or unshielded luminaire at the main
entry, not exceeding the allowed lumen output in Table G row
1.
2. Any other partly shielded or unshielded luminaires not
exceeding the allowed lumen output in Table G row 3.
3. Low voltage landscape lighting aimed away from adjacent
properties and not exceeding the allowed lumen output in Table
G row 4.
4. Shielded directional flood lighting aimed so that direct glare is
not visible from adjacent properties and not exceeding the
allowed lumen output in Table G row 5.
5. Open flame gas lamps.
6. Lighting installed with a vacancy sensor, where the sensor
extinguishes the lights no more than 15 minutes after the
area is vacated.
7. Lighting exempt per Section III (B.).

B. Requirements for Residential Landscape Lighting
1.Shall comply with Table G.
2.Shall not be aimed onto adjacent properties.
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Property Type: Residential
Lighting Zone 1

Luminaire
Type

Maximum
Initial
All owed Initial
Luminiare Luminaire Lumens
Lumens*
(Table G)

Luminaire
Full y
Lamp
Description
Shielded
Type
Controls Compliant
Decorative w all
A
Front Entry
sconce
No
9W CFL
420
420
None
Yes
Fully shielded
Occupancy
B
Garage Do or
w all pack
Yes
23W CFL
1050
1260
Sensor
Yes
Decorative w all
Occupancy
C
Back Entry
sconce
No
7W CFL
280
315
Sensor
Yes
Fully shielded
Occupancy
D
Shed Entry
w all pack
Yes
40W INC
343
1260
Sensor
Yes
Fully shielded
E
Driveway
post top
Yes
13W CFL
1260
1260
None
Yes
*Initi al Luminaire Lumens are calculated by multiplying the total in itial lamp lumens by the luminaire efficiency.
If the luminaire efficie ncy is not known , assume an efficiency of 70% and multiply the lamp lum en value by 0.7.
Location
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VI. LIGHTING BY SPECIAL PERMIT ONLY - User’s Guide
This section addresses types of lighting that are intrusive or complex in
their impacts and need a higher level of scrutiny and/or site sensitivity.
It should be noted that safety could be compromised if lighting
conforming to this ordinance is located adjacent to excessively
bright and/or glaring lighting.
It is important that the authority set clear and reasonable guidelines
for applying for a special lighting use permit, and establish rules and
procedures for granting or refusing them. They may differ from
existing special use policies, in which case one or the other may be
changed to achieve the overall goal of effective lighting without glare,
sky glow, or light trespass.
SPORTS FIELD LIGHTING

For athletic and sports fields, the appropriate level of lighting will depend
on the Class of Play and Facilities. Class of Play is divided into 4 categories,
depending on the number of fixed spectator seats. (Competition play
intended for nighttime TV broadcast may require higher lighting levels).

A. High Intensity and Special Purpose Lighting
The following lighting systems are prohibited from being installed or
used except by special use permit:
1. Temporary lighting in which any single luminaire exceeds 20,000
initial luminaire lumens or the total lighting load exceeds 160,000
lumens.
2. Aerial Lasers.
3. Searchlights.
4. Other very intense lighting defined as having a light source
exceeding 200,000 initial luminaire lumens or an intensity in any
direction of more than 2,000,000 candelas.
B

B. Complex and Non-Conforming Uses
Upon special permit issued by the Authority, lighting not complying with
the technical requirements of this ordinance but consistent with its intent
may be installed for complex sites or uses or special uses including, but
not limited to, the following applications:
1. Sports facilities, including but not limited to unconditioned rinks,
open courts, fields, and stadiums.
2. Construction lighting.
3. Lighting for industrial sites having special requirements, such as
petrochemical manufacturing or storage, shipping piers, etc.
4. Parking structures.
5. Urban parks
6. Ornamental and architectural lighting of bridges, public monuments,
statuary and public buildings.
7. Theme and amusement parks.
8. Correctional facilities.

CLASS I: Competition play at facilities with 5,000 or more fixed spectator seats.
(Professional, Colleges & Universities, some Semi-Professional & Large
Sports Cubs)
CLASS II: Games at facilities with over 1,500 fixed spectator seats. (Smaller
Universities and Colleges, some Semi-pro, large amateur leagues
and high schools with large spectator facilities)
CLASS III: Games at facilities with over 500 fixed spectator seats. (Sports
Clubs and amateur leagues, some high schools and large training
professional training facilities with spectator sections)
To obtain such a permit, applicants shall demonstrate that the proposed
CLASS IV: Competition or recreational play at facilities with 500 fixed
lighting installation:
spectator seats or less. Class IV Class of Play applies to games at
a. Has sustained every reasonable effort to mitigate the effects of
which family and close friends of the players and staff are usually
light on the environment and surrounding properties, supported
the majority of spectators. (Smaller amateur leagues, park and recreation
by a signed statement describing the mitigation measures. Such
department facilities, most Little Leagues smaller high schools,
statement shall be accompanied by the calculations required for
elementary and middle schools, and social events)
the Performance Method.
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When Class of Play is above Class IV, a dual control should be installed
to limit illumination to Class IV levels during practices where spectators
are fewer than 500.
(See IES Recommended Practice for Sports and Recreational Area
Lighting RP-6)
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VI. LIGHTING BY SPECIAL PERMIT ONLY (cont.) - Ordinance Text
b. Employs lighting controls to reduce lighting at a Project Specific
Curfew (“Curfew”) time to be established in the Permit.
c. Complies with the Performance Method after Curfew.
The Authority shall review each such application. A permit may be
granted if, upon review, the Authority believes that the proposed lighting
will not create unwarranted glare, sky glow, or light trespass.

VII. EXISTING LIGHTING - Ordinance Text

VII. EXISTING LIGHTING - User’s Guide
Adoption of this section on existing lighting is strongly encouraged.

Lighting installed prior to the effective date of this ordinance shall comply
with the following.

If the adopting jurisdiction has criteria in place that require a property
to come into compliance with the current zoning ordinance, it is
recommended that the criteria also be applied to bringing existing
lighting into compliance. If there are no established criteria, this
section of the MLO is recommended.

A. Amortization

Amortization allows existing lighting to gradually and gracefully come
into compliance. Substantial changes or additions to existing properties
are considered the same as new construction, and must comply.
Most outdoor lighting can be fully depreciated once it is fully
amortized, usually no longer than 10 years, if not sooner, from the
date of initial installation. Some jurisdictions may prefer to require
phase-out in a substantially shorter period. The Authority may also
wish to require compliance much sooner for “easy fixes” such as
re-aiming or lowering lumen output of lamps. Where lighting is judged
to be a safety hazard, immediate compliance can be required.
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On or before [amortization date], all outdoor lighting shall comply
with this Code.

B. New Uses or Structures, or Change of Use
Whenever there is a new use of a property (zoning or variance
change) or the use on the property is changed, all outdoor lighting
on the property shall be brought into compliance with this Ordinance
before the new or changed use commences.

C. Additions or Alterations
1. Major Additions.
If a major addition occurs on a property, lighting for the entire
property shall comply with the requirements of this Code. For
purposes of this section, the following are considered to be major
additions:
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Additions of 25 percent or more in terms of additional dwelling
units, gross floor area, seating capacity, or parking spaces, either
with a single addition or with cumulative additions after the
effective date of this Ordinance.
Single or cumulative additions, modification or replacement of
25 percent or more of installed outdoor lighting luminaires
existing as of the effective date of this Ordinance.

2. Minor Modifications, Additions, or New Lighting Fixtures
for Non-residential and Multiple Dwellings
For non-residential and multiple dwellings, all additions, modifications, or replacement of more than 25 percent of outdoor lighting
fixtures existing as of the effective date of this Ordinance shall
require the submission of a complete inventory and site plan
detailing all existing and any proposed new outdoor lighting.
Any new lighting shall meet the requirements of this Ordinance.

3. Resumption of Use after Abandonment
If a property with non-conforming lighting is abandoned for a
period of six months or more, then all outdoor lighting shall be
brought into compliance with this Ordinance before any further
use of the property occurs.

VIII. ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES - User’s Guide
Enforcement and penalties will vary by jurisdiction. There are, however,
certain practices that will promote compliance with lighting regulations.
Education is a key tool in promoting compliance. Proactive enforcement
procedures can include providing a copy of the lighting regulations to
every contractor at the time they visit to obtain a building permit.
Another effective tool is a requirement that the builder or developer
acknowledge in writing that the he or she is familiar with the lighting
requirements and will submit a lighting plan for approval.
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VIII. ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES (cont.) - User’s Guide

VIII. ENFORCEMENT & PENALTIES - Ordinance Text

Submission of the Lighting Plan should be required as a precondition
to any approvals. The Lighting Plan should include the location and
BUG rating for each luminaire, specify whether compliance is by the
performance or prescriptive method, and a worksheet to show that
the luminaires and their BUG ratings are compliant.

IX. TABLES - Ordinance Text

IX. TABLES - User’s Guide
The tables are to be reviewed periodically by a joint committee of the
IES and IDA, and adjusted as standards and technology permit. If more
research on the impacts of outdoor lighting shows the effects of light
pollution to be a significant concern, then the values in the tables may
be modified. Such changes will have no significant impact to the balance
of the language of the Ordinance or Code.

Table A - Allowed Total Initial Luminaire Lumens per Site for
Non-residential Outdoor Lighting, Per Parking Space Method
May only be applied to properties up to 10 parking spaces (including
handicapped accessible spaces).

LZ-0

LZ-1

LZ-2

LZ-3

LZ-4

350
lms/space

490
lms/space

630
lms/space

840
lms/space

1,050
lms/space

Table B - Allowed Total Initial Lumens per Site for Nonresidential Outdoor Lighting, Hardscape Area Method
May be used for any project. When lighting intersections of site drives
and public streets or road, a total of 600 square feet for each intersection
may be added to the actual site hardscape area to provide for intersection
lighting.

LZ-0
LZ-1
Base Allowance

LZ-2

0.5 lumens 1.25 lumens 2.5 lumens
per SF of
per SF of
per SF of
Hardscape Hardscape Hardscape
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LZ-3

LZ-4

5.0 lumens
per SF of
Hardscape

7.5 lumens
per SF of
Hardscape
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Table B - Lumen Allowances, in Addition to Base Allowance
LZ 0

LZ 1

LZ 2

LZ 3

LZ 4

Additional allowances for sales and service facilities.
No more than two additional allowances per site, Use it or Lose it.
Outdoor Sales Lots. This allowance is lumens per square foot of uncovered sales lots used exclusively
for the display of vehicles or other
merchandise for sale, and may not
include driveways, parking or other
non sales areas. To use this allowance, luminaires must be within 2
mounting heights of sales lot area.
Outdoor Sales Frontage. This
allowance is for lineal feet of sales
frontage immediately adjacent to the
principal viewing location(s) and
unobstructed for its viewing length.
A corner sales lot may include two
adjacent sides provided that a different principal viewing location exists
for each side. In order to use this allowance, luminaires must be located
between the principal viewing location and the frontage outdoor sales
area

0

0

Drive Up Windows. In order to

use this allowance, luminaires
must be within 20 feet horizontal
distance of the center of the
window.
Vehicle Service Station. This
allowance is lumens per installed
fuel pump.
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0

0

4
16
8
16
lumens lumens lumens lumens
per
per
per
per
square square square square
foot
foot
foot
foot

0

1,000
per
LF

1,500
per
LF

2,000
per
LF

8,000
8,000
4,000
2,000
lumens lumens lumens lumens
per
per
per
per
drive-up drive-up drive-up drive-up
window window window window
4,000
lumens
per
pump
(based
on 5 fc
horiz)

8,000
lumens
per
pump
(based
on 10 fc
horiz)
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16,000
lumens
per
pump
(based
on 20 fc
horiz)

24,000
lumens
per
pump
(based
on 20 fc
horiz)
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Work on the BUG system started in 2005 when the IES upgraded the
roadway cutoff classification system. The original system, which
included the ratings full cutoff, cutoff, semi-cutoff and non cutoff, had
been designed as a rating system focused on brightness and glare control.
However, with increasing demand for control of uplight and light trespass in
addition to glare, IES realized that a more comprehensive system was
needed. IES developed TM-15 Luminaire Classification System for
Outdoor Luminaires.
As this is a relatively new rating system, and many people may not be
familiar with it, more explanation of how the rating system works is
provided here. For example, some people are familiar with terms such
as “full cutoff” and they may expect the MLO to include those terms.
It will be very important that all groups recognize that older terms and
concepts are inadequate for the complex tasks of controlling light
pollution. It is recommended that the new rating system adopted in
TM-15, as followed herein by the MLO, be used intact and exclusively.
BUG requires downlight only with low glare (better than full cut off)
in lighting zones 0, 1 and 2, but allows a minor amount of uplight in
lighting zones 3 and 4. In lighting zones 3 and 4, the amount of allowed
uplight is enough to permit the use of very well shielded luminaires
that have a decorative drop lens or chimney so that dark sky friendly
lighting can be installed in places that traditional-appearing luminaires
are required. BUG typically cannot be used for residential luminaires
unless they have been photometrically tested. For non-photometrically
tested residential luminaires, shielding description is used instead.
The lumen limits established for each lighting zone apply to all types
of lighting within that zone. This includes, but is not limited to, specialty
lighting, façade lighting, security lighting and the front row lighting for
auto dealerships. BUG rating limits are defined for each luminaire and
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IX. TABLES (cont.) - Ordinance Text
Table C - Maximum Allowable Backlight, Uplight and Glare
(BUG) Ratings
May be used for any project. A luminaire may be used if it is rated for
the lighting zone of the site or lower in number for all ratings B, U and G.
Luminaires equipped with adjustable mounting devices permitting
alteration of luminaire aiming in the field shall not be permitted.
Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
0
1
2
3
4

TABLE C-1
Allowed Backlight Rating*
Greater than 2 mounting
heights from property line

B1

B3

B4

B5

B5

1 to less than 2 mounting
heights from property line
and ideally oriented**

B1

B2

B3

B4

B4

0.5 to 1 mounting heights
from property line and
ideally oriented**

B0

B1

B2

B3

B3

Less than 0.5 mounting
height to property line
and properly oriented**

B0

B0

B0

B1

B2

*For property lines that abut public walkways, bikeways, plazas, and
parking lots, the property line may be considered to be 5 feet beyond
the actual property line for purpose of determining compliance with
this section. For property lines that abut public roadways and public
transit corridors, the property line may be considered to be the centerline of the public roadway or public transit corridor for the purpose of
determining compliance with this section. NOTE: This adjustment is
relative to Table C-1 and C-3 only and shall not be used to increase
the lighting area of the site.
** To be considered 'ideally oriented', the luminaire must be mounted
with the backlight portion of the light output oriented perpendicular
and towards the property line of concern.
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IX. TABLES (cont.) - Ordinance Text

are based on the internal and external design of the luminaire, its aiming,
and the initial luminaire lumens of the specified luminaires. The BUG rating
limits also take into consideration the distance the luminaire is installed
from the property line in multiples of the mounting height (See Table C).
The three components of BUG ratings are
based on IES TM-15-07 (revised):

Backlight, which creates light
trespass onto adjacent sites. The
B rating takes into account the
amount of light in the BL, BM,
BH and BVH zones, which are
in the direction of the
luminaire OPPOSITE from
the area intended to be
lighted.

Uplight, which causes
artificial sky glow. Lower uplight
(zone UL) causes the most sky
glow and negatively affects
professional and academic astronomy. Upper uplight (UH) not reflected
off a surface is mostly energy waste. The U rating defines the amount
of light into the upper hemisphere with greater concern for the light
at or near the horizontal angles (UL).

Glare, which can be annoying or visually disabling. The G rating takes
into account the amount of frontlight in the FH and FVH zones as well
as BH and BVH zones.
BUG ratings apply to the Lighting Zone of the property under consideration.
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IX. TABLES - TABLE C BUG RATING (cont.) - User’s Guide
(Key: UH=Uplight High, UL=Uplight Low, BVH=Backlight Very High,
BH=Backlight High, BM=Backlight Medium, BL=Backlight Low,
FVH=Forward Light Very High, FH=Forward Light High,
FM=Forward Light Medium, FL=Forward Light Low.)
In general, a higher BUG rating means more light is allowed in solid
angles, and the rating increases with the lighting zone. However, a
higher B (backlight) rating simply indicates that the luminaire directs a
significant portion of light behind the pole, so B ratings are designated
based on the location of the luminaire with respect to the property line.
A high B rating luminaire maximizes the spread of light, and is effective
and efficient when used far from the property line. When luminaires are
located near the property line, a lower B rating will prevent unwanted
light from interfering with neighboring properties.
At the 90-180 degree ranges:
• Zone 0 allows no light above 90 degrees.

Table C - 2 Maximum Allowable Uplight
(BUG) Ratings - Continued
Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
0
1
2
3
4

TABLE C-2
Allowed Uplight Rating

U0

U1

U2

U3

U4

Allowed % light emission
above 90º for street or Area
lighting

0% 0%

0%

0%

0%

Table C - 3 Maximum Allowable Glare
(BUG) Ratings - Continued
Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
0
1
2
3
4

TABLE C-3
Allowed Glare Rating

G0

G1

G2

G3

G4

Any luminaire not ideally
oriented*** with 1 to less than 2
mounting heights to any
property line of concern

G0

G0

G1

G1

G2

• Zone 2 allows only 50 lumens in the UH and UL zones, 100 lumens
total (less than a 25W incandescent lamp).

Any luminaire not ideally
oriented*** with 0.5 to 1
mounting heights to any
property line of concern

G0

G0

G0

G1

G1

• Zone 3 allows only 500 lumens in the UH and UL zones, 1000 lumens
total (about the output of a 75W incandescent bulb).

Any luminaire not ideally
oriented*** with less than 0.5
mounting heights to any
property line of concern

G0

G0

G0

G0

G1

• Zone 1 allows only 10 lumens in the UH and UL zones, 20 lumens
total in the complete upper hemisphere. (This is roughly equivalent
to a 5 W incandescent lamp).

· Zone 4 allows only 1,000 lumens in the UH and UL zones, 2000 lumens
total (about the output of a 100W incandescent bulb).
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*** Any luminaire that cannot be mounted with its backlight perpendicular
to any property line within 2X the mounting heights of the luminaire
location shall meet the reduced Allowed Glare Rating in Table C-3.
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TABLE D EXAMPLE - PERFORMANCE METHOD - User’s Guide
The first step in the Performance Method is to establish the Site Total
Initial Site Lumens which regulates overlighting. The performance method
allows layers of light depending on the complexity of the site.
Table D establishes the basic total initial site lumens allowed. These
lumen allowances are added together for a total initial site lumen
allowance. Allowances include:
1) Initial lumen allowance per site

IX. TABLES (cont.) - Ordinance Text
Table D Performance Method Allowed Total Initial Site
Lumens
May be used on any project.
Lighting Zone

LZ 0 LZ 1 LZ 2 LZ 3 LZ 4

Allowed Lumens Per SF

0.5

Allowed Base Lumens Per Site

0

1.25

2.5

5.0

7.5

3,500 7,000 14,000 21,000

2) Per area (SF) of hardscape

Table E Performance Method Additional Initial Luminaire Lumen
Allowances. All of the following are “use it or lose it” allowances.
All area and distance measurements in plan view unless otherwise noted.
Lighting Application

LZ 0

LZ 1

LZ 2

LZ 3

LZ 4

Additional Lumens Allowances for All Buildings except service stations and
outdoor sales facilities. A MAXIMUM OF THREE (3) ALLOWANCES ARE
PERMITTED. THESE ALLOWANCES ARE “USE IT OR LOSE IT”.
Building Entrances or Exits. This
allowance is per door. In order to
use this allowance, luminaires must
be within 20 feet of the door.
Building Facades. This allowance
is lumens per unit area of building
façade that are illuminated. To use
this allowance, luminaires must be
aimed at the façade and capable of
illuminating it without obstruction.
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400

1,000

2,000

4,000

6,000

0

0

8/SF

16/SF

24/SF
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TABLE E PERFORMANCE METHOD - User’s Guide
The allowable light levels for these uses defined in Table E may be used
to set a prescriptive lighting allowance for these uses in each lighting
zone. It should be noted that the lighting allowance defined in Table E
is only applicable for the area defined for that use and cannot be
transferred to another area of the site. For some uses, such as outdoor
sales, the jurisdiction is encourages to define a percentage of the total
hardscape area that is eligible for the additional lighting allowance. For
example, a set percentage of a car dealership's lot may be considered a
display area and receive the additional lighting allowance where the
remainder of the lot would be considered storage, visitor parking, etc.
and cannot exceed the base light levels defined in Table A.

TABLE E EXAMPLE - PERFORMANCE METHOD - User’s Guide

Table E - Performance Method Additional Initial Lumen
Allowances (cont.)
Lighting Application
Sales or Non-sales Canopies. This
allowance is lumens per unit area for
the total area within the drip line of
the canopy. In order to qualify for
this allowance, luminaires must be
located under the canopy.
Guard Stations. This allowance is
lumens per unit area of guardhouse
plus 2000 sf per vehicle lane. In order
to use this allowance, luminaires
must be within 2 mounting heights of
a vehicle lane or the guardhouse.
Outdoor Dining. This allowance is
lumens per unit area for the total illuminated hardscape of outdoor
dining. In order to use this allowance,
luminaires must be within 2 mounting
heights of the hardscape area of
outdoor dining
Drive Up Windows. This allowance
is lumens per window. In order to
use this allowance, luminaires must
be within 20 feet of the center of the
window.

LZ 0 LZ 1

LZ 2

LZ 3

LZ 4

0

3/SF

6/SF

12/SF

18/SF

0

6/SF

12/SF

24/SF

36/SF

0

1/SF

5/SF

10/SF

15/SF

0

2,000
4,000
8,000
8,000
lumens lumens lumens lumens
per
per
per
per
drive-up drive-up drive-up drive-up
window window window window

Additional Lumens Allowances for Service Stations only.
Service stations may not use any other additional allowances.
Vehicle Service Station Hardscape.
This allowance is lumens per unit area
for the total illuminated hardscape
area less area of buildings, area under
canopies, area off property, or areas
obstructed by signs or structures. In
0
order to use this allowance, luminaires
must be illuminating the hardscape
area and must not be within a building,
below a canopy, beyond property
lines, or obstructed by a sign or other
structure.
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4/SF

8/SF

16/SF
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Table E - Performance Method Additional Initial Lumen
Allowances (cont.)
Lighting Application

LZ 0

LZ 1

LZ 2

LZ 3

LZ 4

Vehicle Service Station Canopies.
This allowance is lumens per unit
area for the total area within the drip
line of the canopy. In order to use
this allowance, luminaires must be
located under the canopy.

0

8/SF

16/SF

32/SF

32/SF

Additional Lumens Allowances for Outdoor Sales facilities only.
Outdoor Sales facilities may not use any other additional allowances.
NOTICE: lighting permitted by these allowances shall employ controls extinguishing this lighting after a curfew time to be determined by the Authority.
Outdoor Sales Lots. This allowance
is lumens per square foot of uncovered sales lots used exclusively for
the display of vehicles or other merchandise for sale, and may not include driveways, parking or other
non sales areas and shall not exceed
25% of the total hardscape area.
To use this allowance, Luminaires
must be within 2 mounting heights
of the sales lot area.
Outdoor Sales Frontage. This allowance is for lineal feet of sales
frontage immediately adjacent to the
principal viewing location(s) and unobstructed for its viewing length. A
corner sales lot may include two adjacent sides provided that a different
principal viewing location exists for
each side. In order to use this allowance, luminaires must be located
between the principal viewing
location and the frontage outdoor
sales area.
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0

4/SF

0

0

12/SF

18/SF

1,000/ 1,500/
LF
LF

2,000/
LF

8/SF
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Table F Maximum Vertical Illuminance at any point in
the plane of the property line
Lighting
Zone 0
0.05 FC or
0.5 LUX
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Lighting
Zone 1
0.1 FC or
1.0 LUX

Lighting
Zone 2
0.3 FC or
3.0 LUX

Lighting
Zone 3

Lighting
Zone 4

0.8 FC or
8.0 LUX

1.5 FC or
15.0 LUX
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Table G - Residential Lighting Limits
Lighting Application

LZ 0

LZ 1

Row 1 Maximum Allowed
420
Not
Luminaire Lumens* for Unshield-allowed lumens
ed Luminaires at one entry only
Row 2 Maximum Allowed
630
1,260
Luminaire Lumens* for each
lumens lumens
Fully Shielded Luminaire
Row 3 Maximum Allowed
315
Not
Luminaire Lumens* for each
allowed lumens
Unshielded Luminaire
excluding main entry
Row 4 Maximum Allowed
Not
Not
Luminaire Lumens* for each
allowed
allowed
Landscape Lighting
Row 5 Maximum Allowed
Not
Not
Luminaire Lumens* for each
allowed
allowed
Shielded Directional Flood
Lighting
Row 6 Maximum Allowed
Luminaire Lumens* for each
Low Voltage Landscape
Lighting

LZ 2

LZ 3

LZ 4

630
630
630
lumens lumens lumens
1,260 1,260 1,260
lumens lumens lumens
315
315
315
lumens lumens lumens
1,050 2,100 2,100
lumens lumens lumens
1,260 2,100 2,100
lumens lumens lumens

525
525
Not
525
Not
allowed allowed lumens lumens lumens

* Luminaire lumens equals Initial Lamp Lumens for a lamp,
multiplied by the number of lamps in the luminaire

TABLE G RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING - User’s Guide
Residential Light Levels
Most residential lighting has traditionally used incandescent lamps
which are identified by their wattage. However, since new technologies
provide more light for fewer watts, it is no longer possible to regulate
residential lighting solely by providing a maximum wattage. Table G,
therefore, lists maximum initial luminaire lumens only.
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X. DEFINITIONS - User’s Guide
Definitions are typically generally added to any code when new code
sections are added. The definitions are legally required and play a
significant role in the interpretation of the ordinance and code.
Most city attorneys will not accept references to outside sources
regardless of credibility, such as the IES Handbook. Thus as a general
rule, a definition for an unfamiliar term (e.g. lumens) must be added
by the adopting ordinance.
When adopting or integrating the MLO definitions, be sure to retire
conflicting technical terminology. In particular, the latest IES Luminaire
Classification System as defined in IES TM-15-07 is likely to need
attention.

Absolute
Photometry

Lighting designed to reveal architectural
Architectural Lighting beauty, shape and/or form and for which
lighting for any other purpose is incidental.
The adopting municipality, agency or other
Authority
governing body.
An automatic lighting control device that
Astronomic
switches outdoor lighting relative to time of
Time Switch
solar day with time of year correction.
For an exterior luminaire, lumens emitted in
the quarter sphere below horizontal and in the
opposite direction of the intended orientation
Backlight
of the luminaire. For luminaires with
symmetric distribution, backlight will be the
same as front light.

Canopy

A luminaire classification system that classifies backlight (B), uplight (U) and glare (G).
A covered, unconditioned structure with at
least one side open for pedestrian and/or
vehicular access. (An unconditioned structure
is one that may be open to the elements and
has no heat or air conditioning.)

Common
Outdoor
Areas

One or more of the following: a parking lot;
a parking structure or covered vehicular
entrance; a common entrance or public space
shared by all occupants of the domiciles.

Curfew

A time defined by the authority when outdoor
lighting is reduced or extinguished.

BUG
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Photometric measurements (usually of a
solid-state luminaire) that directly measures
the footprint of the luminaire. Reference
Standard IES LM-79
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Examples of Fully Shielded Luminaires

Emergency
conditions

Footcandle

Forward Light

Fully Shielded
Luminaire

Glare

Hardscape

Hardscape Area
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Generally, lighting that is only energized during an emergency; lighting fed from a backup
power source; or lighting for illuminating
the path of egress solely during a fire or other
emergency situation; or, lighting for security
purposes used solely during an alarm.
The unit of measure expressing the quantity
oflight received on a surface. One footcandle
is the illuminance produced by a candle on a
surface one foot square from a distance of
one foot.
For an exterior luminaire, lumens emitted in
the quarter sphere below horizontal and in the
direction of the intended orientation of the
luminaire.
A luminaire constructed and installed in such
a manner that all light emitted by the luminaire, either directly from the lamp or a diffusing element, or indirectly by reflection or refraction from any part of the luminaire, is projected below the horizontal plane through the
luminaire's lowest light-emitting part.
Lighting entering the eye directly from luminaires or indirectly from reflective surfaces that
causes visual discomfort or reduced visibility.
Permanent hardscape improvements to the
site including parking lots, drives, entrances,
curbs, ramps, stairs, steps, medians, walkways
and non-vegetated landscaping that is 10 feet
or less in width. Materials may include
concrete, asphalt, stone, gravel, etc.
The area measured in square feet of all hardscape. It is used to calculate the Total Site
Lumen Limit in both the Prescriptive Method
and Performance Methods. Refer to
Hardscape definition.
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Hardscape
Perimeter

IDA
IESNA
Impervious
Material
Industry Standard
Lighting Software

Lamp

Landscape Lighting
LED
Light
Pollution
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The perimeter measured in linear feet is
used to calculate the Total Site Lumen Limit
in the Performance Method. Refer to
Hardscape definition.
International Dark-Sky Association.
Illuminating Engineering Society
of North America.
Sealed to severely restrict water entry and
movement
Lighting software that calculates point-bypoint illuminance that includes reflected light
using either ray-tracing or radiosity methods.
A generic term for a source of optical radiation (i.e. “light”), often called a “bulb” or
“tube”. Examples include incandescent, fluorescent, high-intensity discharge (HID) lamps,
and low pressure sodium (LPS) lamps, as well
as light-emitting diode (LED) modules and
arrays.
Lighting of trees, shrubs, or other plant
material as well as ponds and other landscape
features.
Light Emitting Diode.
Any adverse effect of artificial light including,
but not limited to, glare, light trespass, skyglow, energy waste, compromised safety and
security, and impacts on the nocturnal
environment.
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Light
Trespass
Lighting

Lighting
Equipment

Lighting Zone

Lighting Equipment
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Light that falls beyond the property it is
intended to illuminate.
“Electric” or “man-made” or “artificial”
lighting. See “lighting equipment”.
Equipment specifically intended to provide
gas or electric illumination, including but not
limited to, lamp(s), luminaire(s), ballast(s),
poles, posts, lens(s), and related structures,
electrical wiring, and other necessary or
auxiliary components.
An overlay zoning system establishing legal
limits for lighting for particular parcels, areas,
or districts in a community.
Equipment specifically intended to provide
gas or electric illumination, including but not
limited to, lamp(s), luminaire(s), ballast(s),
poles, posts, lens(s), and related structures,
electrical wiring, and other necessary or
auxiliary components.

Low Voltage
Landscape
Lighting

Landscape lighting powered at less than 15
volts and limited to luminaires having a rated
initial luminaire lumen output of 525 lumens
or less.

Lumen

The unit of measure used to quantify the
amount of light produced by a lamp or
emitted from a luminaire (as distinct from
“watt,” a measure of power consumption).

Luminaire

The complete lighting unit (fixture), consisting
of a lamp, or lamps and ballast(s) (when applicable), together with the parts designed to
distribute the light (reflector, lens, diffuser), to
position and protect the lamps, and to connect
the lamps to the power supply.
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X. DEFINITIONS - Ordinance Text

Luminaire Lumens

Lux

Mounting height
New lighting
Mounting Height: The horizontal spacing of poles is often measured
in units of “mounting height”. Example: “The luminaires can be
spaced up to 4 mounting heights apart.”
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Object

For luminaires with relative photometry per
IES, it is calculated as the sum of the initial
lamp lumens for all lamps within an
individual luminaire, multiplied by the
luminaire efficiency. If the efficiency is not
known for a residential luminaire, assume
70%. For luminaires with absolute
photometry per IES LM-79, it is the total
luminaire lumens. The lumen rating of a
luminaire assumes the lamp or luminaire is
new and has not depreciated in light output.

The SI unit of illuminance. One lux is one
lumen per square meter. 1 Lux is a unit of
incident illuminance approximately equal
to 1/10 footcandle.
The height of the photometric center of a
luminaire above grade level.
Lighting for areas not previously illuminated;
newly installed lighting of any type except for
replacement lighting or lighting repairs.
A permanent structure located on a site.
Objects may include statues or artwork,
garages or canopies, outbuildings, etc.

Object Height

The highest point of an entity, but shall not
include antennas or similar structures.

Ornamental lighting

Lighting that does not impact the function and
safety of an area but is purely decorative, or
used to illuminate architecture and/or landscaping, and installed for aesthetic effect.
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X. DEFINITIONS - Ordinance Text
A luminaire intended for illuminating streets
that serves a decorative function in addition to
providing optics that effectively deliver street
lighting. It has a historical period appearance
or decorative appearance, and has the following design characteristics:
Ornamental Street
Lighting

Outdoor Lighting

Partly shielded
luminaire
Pedestrian
Hardscape

· designed to mount on a pole using an
arm, pendant, or vertical tenon;
· opaque or translucent top and/or sides;
· an optical aperture that is either open
or enclosed with a flat, sag or drop lens;
· mounted in a fixed position; and
· with its photometric output measured
using Type C photometry per
IESNA LM-75-01.
Lighting equipment installed within the property line and outside the building envelopes,
whether attached to poles, building structures,
the earth, or any other location; and any
associated lighting control equipment.
A luminaire with opaque top and translucent
or perforated sides, designed to emit most
light downward.
Stone, brick, concrete, asphalt or other similar
finished surfaces intended primarily for
walking, such as sidewalks and pathways.

A control device employing a photocell or
Photoelectric Switch photodiode to detect daylight and automatically switch lights off when sufficient daylight is
available.
The edges of the legally-defined extent of
Property line
privately owned property.
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X. DEFINITIONS - Ordinance Text

Relative photometry

Repair(s)

Replacement
Lighting

Sales area

Seasonal lighting
Shielded Directional
Luminaire

Sign
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Photometric measurements made of the lamp
plus luminaire, and adjusted to allow for light
loss due to reflection or absorption within the
luminaire. Reference standard: IES LM-63.
The reconstruction or renewal of any part of
an existing luminaire for the purpose of its ongoing operation, other than relamping or
replacement of components including capacitor, ballast or photocell. Note that retrofitting
a luminaire with new lamp and/or ballast technology is not considered a repair and for the
purposes of this ordinance the luminaire shall
be treated as if new. “Repair” does not
include normal relamping or replacement of
components including capacitor, ballast or
photocell.
Lighting installed specifically to replace existing lighting that is sufficiently broken to be
beyond repair.
Uncovered area used for sales of retail goods
and materials, including but not limited to
automobiles, boats, tractors and other farm
equipment, building supplies, and gardening
and nursery products.
Temporary lighting installed and operated in
connection with holidays or traditions.
A luminaire that includes an adjustable mounting device allowing aiming in any direction
and contains a shield, louver, or baffle to
reduce direct view of the lamp.
Advertising, directional or other outdoor
promotional display of art, words and/or
pictures.
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Sky Glow

Temporary lighting

Third Party
Time Switch
Translucent
Unshielded
Luminaire
Uplight
Vertical
Illuminance
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The brightening of the nighttime sky that
results from scattering and reflection of artificial light by moisture and dust particles in the
atmosphere. Skyglow is caused by light
directed or reflected upwards or sideways
and reduces one's ability to view the night sky.
Lighting installed and operated for periods not
to exceed 60 days, completely removed and
not operated again for at least 30 days.
A party contracted to provide lighting,
such as a utility company.
An automatic lighting control device that
switches lights according to time of day.
Allowing light to pass through, diffusing it so
that objects beyond cannot be seen clearly
(not transparent or clear).
A luminaire capable of emitting light in any
direction including downwards.
For an exterior luminaire, flux radiated in the
hemisphere at or above the horizontal plane.
Illuminance measured or calculated in a plane
perpendicular to the site boundary or property
line.
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XI. OPTIONAL STREETLIGHT ORDINANCE - User’s Guide
This section was added since the first public review. It is designed to
work closely with the proposed revision to ANSI/IES RP-8 Standard
Practice for Roadway and Street Lighting.

MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

XI. OPTIONAL STREETLIGHT ORDINANCE - Ordinance Text
Note to the adopting authority: the intent of this section is that it only
applies to streets and not to roadways or highways.

A. Preamble
Street and roadway lighting is one of the world's largest causes of
artificial skyglow. Many adopting agencies will recognize that the
MLO will make privately owned lighting more efficient and
environmentally responsible than their street lighting systems. But
because the process of designing street lighting often requires more
precise lighting calculations, applying the MLO directly to street
lighting is not advised. Using existing standards of street lighting is
recommended, particularly IES RP-8 and AASHTO standards.
Until a new recommended practice for street lighting can be
developed, this section can serve to prevent most of the uplight of
street lighting systems without setting specific requirements for the
amount of light, uniformity of light, or other performance factors.
Adopting agencies should include these basic improvements to
street lighting along with regulations to private lighting.
Lighting streets with “period” ornamental luminaires that evoke the
look of a time when the light source was a gas flame can cause glare
if high-lumen lamps are used. Such ornamental street lights should
not exceed a BUG rating of G1. If additional illuminance and/or
uniformity is desired, the ornamental fixtures should be supplemented by higher mounted fully shielded luminaires, as illustrated
in RP-33-99.
Few street lighting warranting processes exist. The adopting agency
needs to gauge whether a complex warranting systems is required,
or if a simple one using posted speeds, presence of pedestrians, or
other practical considerations is sufficient.
Examples of a current street lighting warranting system are included
in the Transportation Association of Canada's Guide for the Design
of Roadway Lighting 2006.
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The purpose of this Ordinance is to control the light pollution of street
lighting, including all collectors, local streets, alleys, sidewalks and bikeways, as defined by ANSI/IES RP-8 Standard Practice for Roadway and
Street Lighting and in a manner consistent with the Model Lighting
Ordinance.

B. Definitions
Roadway or Highway lighting is defined as lighting provided for freeways,
expressways, limited access roadways, and roads on which pedestrians,
cyclists, and parked vehicles are generally not present. The primary purpose
of roadway or highway lighting is to help the motorist remain on the roadway
and help with the detection of obstacles within and beyond the range of the
vehicle's headlights.
Street lighting is defined as lighting provided for major, collector, and local
roads where pedestrians and cyclists are generally present. The primary
purpose of street lighting is to help the motorist identify obstacles, provide
adequate visibility of pedestrians and cyclists, and assist in visual search
tasks, both on and adjacent to the roadway.
Ornamental Street Lighting is defined as a luminaire intended for illuminating streets that serves a decorative function in addition to providing optics
that effectively deliver street lighting. It has a historical period appearance
or decorative appearance, and has the following design characteristics:
· designed to mount on a pole using an arm, pendant, or vertical tenon;
· opaque or translucent top and/or sides;
· an optical aperture that is either open or enclosed with a flat, sag or
drop lens;
· mounted in a fixed position; and
· with its photometric output measured using Type C photometry per
IESNA LM-75-01.
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XI. OPTIONAL STREETLIGHT ORDINANCE - Ordinance Text
C. Scope
All street lighting not governed by regulations of federal, state or
other superceding jurisdiction.
EXCEPTION: lighting systems mounted less than 10.5 feet above street
level and having less than 1000 initial lumens each.

D. Master Lighting Plan
The Authority shall develop a Master Lighting Plan based on the
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) Roadway Lighting Design Guide GL-6, October 2005,
Chapter 2. Such plan shall include, but not be limited to, the Adoption
of Lighting Zones and:

1. Goals of street lighting in the jurisdiction by Lighting Zone
2. Assessment of the safety and security issues in the jurisdiction
by Lighting Zone
3. Environmentally judicious use of resources by Lighting Zone
4. Energy use and efficiency by Lighting Zone
5. Curfews to reduce or extinguish lighting when no longer
needed by Lighting Zone
E. Warranting
The Authority shall establish a warranting process to determine whether
lighting is required. Such warranting process shall not assume the need
for any lighting nor for continuous lighting unless conditions warrant
the need. Lighting shall only be installed where warranted.
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XI. OPTIONAL STREETLIGHT ORDINANCE - Ordinance Text

F. Light Shielding and Distribution
All street lighting shall have no light emitted above 90 degrees.
Exception: Ornamental street lighting for specific districts or projects
shall be permitted by special permit only, and shall meet
the requirements of Table H below without the need for
external field-added modifications.

Table H - Uplight Control Requirements
for Ornamental Street Lights by Special Permit Only
Lighting Zone Maximum Uplight Rating
LZ-0
U-0
LZ-1
U-1
LZ-2
U-2
LZ-3
U-3
LZ-4
U-4
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The User Notes
The User Notes are intended to clarify the sections of the MLO for
the various audiences who will use it: lighting designers, city officials,
engineers, citizen groups, and others. Every effort has been made to
keep the language technically accurate and clear, but since different
disciplines may use the same term in different ways, or have different
interpretations, some guidance may be helpful. While these Notes can
not be a full tutorial on modern lighting design, it is hoped that the
Notes will help facilitate the dialogue necessary to adopt the MLO.

Background
The problems of light pollution first became an issue in the 1970s when
astronomers identified the degradation of the night sky due to the
increase in lighting associated with development and growth. As more
impacts to the environment by lighting have been identified, an international “dark sky” movement is advocating for the precautionary
approach to outdoor lighting design.
Many communities have passed anti-light-pollution laws and ordinances.
However, there is little or no agreement among these laws, and they
vary considerably in language, technical quality, and stringency. This is
confusing for designers, engineers, and code officials. The lack of a
common basis prevents the development of standards, educational
programs, and other means of achieving the goal of effective lighting
control.
This MLO will allow communities to drastically reduce light pollution
and glare and lower excessive light levels. The recommended practices
of the IES can be met using readily available, reasonably priced lighting
equipment. However, many conventional lighting practices will no
longer be permitted, or will require special permits.
This Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO) is the result of extensive efforts
by the International Dark Sky Association (IDA) and the Illuminating
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Engineering Society of North America (IES). Among its features is the
use of lighting zones (LZ0-4) which allow each governing body to vary
the stringency of lighting restrictions according to the sensitivity of
the area as well as accommodating community intent. In this way,
communities can fine-tune the impact of the MLO without having to
customize the MLO. The MLO also incorporates the Backlight-UplightGlare (BUG) rating system for luminaires, which provides more
effective control of unwanted light.

MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT
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General Notes in Adopting this Model Ordinance
Adoption of this ordinance should follow the established development,
review, and approval processes of the adopting authority. If no such
processes are in place, this ordinance may be adopted as a new
independent section of the Municipal Code.
The MLO is probably best adopted as an “overlay zoning” ordinance.
This means that it overlays, but is different from, land-use zoning. It
can be added to or integrated into existing ordinances or codes and
cross-referenced to other applicable codes and ordinances such as the
electrical code, the sign code, planning ordinances, etc.
The MLO may best be managed by assigning it to planning officials
and using existing administrative structures.
Because of the diverse community and lighting needs across large
areas, this MLO is not intended for adoption as a state, provincial
or national ordinance. Regional coordination is encouraged. Light
pollution knows no boundaries, and the effects of polluting light
persist as far as 200 kilometers (about 120 miles) from the source.
One large city could adopt the MLO and dramatically affect a region,
but adoption in suburbs and small towns must be part of a regional
effort to achieve significant improvements in the overall quality of
the night sky.

MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

MLO Development and Task Force Members
This Model Lighting Ordinance has been developed as a joint undertaking by the Illuminating Engineering Society and the International
Dark-Sky Association.
The Joint Task Force responsible for developing the MLO include
IDA
Co-Chair: Jim Benya
Co-Chair: Nancy Clanton
Leslie Lipstein
Leo Smith
Michael Mutmansky

IES
Naomi Miller
Cheryl English
Denis Lavoie
Eric Gibson

John Walter representing the electric utility industry also contributed
as a member of the Joint Task Force.

Adopting agencies should also consider that the MLO, like all other
modern codes, is designed to evolve over time. Lighting technology
will change, and MLO changes will be needed every few years.
On-going renewal cycles are strongly recommended as any part of
an adopting ordinance.
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I. PREAMBLE - User’s Guide

I. PREAMBLE - Ordinance Text

In general, the preamble is part of the ordinance but is typically not
part of the code. It establishes the reasons why the municipality is
undertaking these regulations.
Local governments may add other purposes to the Preamble including
established local government environmental or energy goals that
support the model lighting ordinance. The environmental impacts of
outdoor lighting fall into two categories: carbon footprint (energy
used in the life of a lighting product) and obtrusive light.
CARBON FOOTPRINT
Cost & Impact of Mining the
Materials Used
Energy Used in Production

OBTRUSIVE LIGHT
Impact on Humans
Impact on the Environment

Energy Used during Product Life

The purpose of this Ordinance is to provide regulations for outdoor
lighting that will:
a. Permit the use of outdoor lighting that does not exceed the minimum
levels specified in IES recommended practices for night-time
safety, utility, security, productivity, enjoyment, and commerce.
b. Minimize adverse offsite impacts of lighting such as light trespass,
and obtrusive light.
c. Curtail light pollution, reduce skyglow and improve the nighttime
environment for astronomy.
d. Help protect the natural environment from the adverse effects
of night lighting from gas or electric sources.
e. Conserve energy and resources to the greatest extent possible.

Disposal/Recylcing Costs

II. LIGHTING ZONES - User’s Guide
Lighting zones reflect the base (or ambient) light levels desired by a
community. The use of lighting zones (LZ) was originally developed by
the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) and appeared first
in the US in IES Recommended Practice for Exterior Environmental
Lighting, RP-33-99.
It is recommended that lower lighting zone(s) be given preference when
establishing zoning criteria. Selection of lighting zone or zones should be
based not on existing conditions but rather on the type of lighting
environments the jurisdiction seeks to achieve. For instance, new
development on previously rural or undeveloped land may be zoned as
LZ-1.Using lighting zones allows a great deal of flexibility and
customization without the burden of excessive regulation. For example,
a jurisdiction may choose to establish vertical lighting zones with the
lighting zone at street level at a higher zone than the residential
housing on upper levels.
USER’S GUIDE - Page 5

II. LIGHTING ZONES - Ordinance Text
The Lighting Zone shall determine the limitations for lighting as specified
in this ordinance. The Lighting Zones shall be as follows:
LZ0: No ambient lighting
Areas where the natural environment will be seriously and
adversely affected by lighting. Impacts include disturbing the
biological cycles of flora and fauna and/or detracting from
human enjoyment and appreciation of the natural environment. Human activity is subordinate in importance to nature.
The vision of human residents and users is adapted to the
darkness, and they expect to see little or no lighting.
When not needed, lighting should be extinguished.
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II. LIGHTING ZONES (cont.) - Ordinance Text

II. LIGHTING ZONES (cont.) - User’s Guide
However, if an adjacent use could be adversely impacted by allowable
lighting, the adopting authority may require that a particular site meet
the requirements for a lower lighting zone. For example, the authority
could specify Lighting Zone 1 or 2 requirements if a commercial
development were adjacent to a residence, hospital or open space, or
to any land assigned to a lower zone.
Lighting zones are best implemented as an overlay to the established
zoning especially in communities where a variety of zone districts
exists within a defined area or along an arterial street. Where zone
districts are cohesive, it may be possible to assign lighting zones to
established land use zoning. It is recommended that the lighting zone
includes churches, schools, parks, and other uses embedded within
residential communities.
Zone

LZ-0

LZ-1

Recommended Uses or Areas

Zoning Considerations

Lighting Zone 0 should be applied to areas in
which permanent lighting is not expected and
when used, is limited in the amount of lighting Recommended default zone
and the period of operation. LZ-0 typically
for wilderness areas, parks
includes undeveloped areas of open space,
and preserves, and undevelwilderness parks and preserves, areas near
oped rural areas.
astronomical observatories, or any other area
where the protection of a dark environment is Includes protected wildlife
critical. Special review should be required for
areas and corridors.
any permanent lighting in this zone. Some
rural communities may choose to adopt LZ-0
for residential areas.
Lighting Zone 1 pertains to areas that desire
low ambient lighting levels. These typically
include single and two family residential
communities, rural town centers, business
parks, and other commercial or industrial/
storage areas typically with limited nighttime
activity. May also include the developed
areas in parks and other natural settings.
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Recommended default zone
for rural and low density
residential areas.
Includes residential single or
two family; agricultural zone
districts; rural residential
zone districts; business parks;
open space include preserves
in developed areas.

LZ1: Low ambient lighting
Areas where lighting might adversely affect flora and fauna or
disturb the character of the area. The vision of human residents and
users is adapted to low light levels. Lighting may be used for safety
and convenience but it is not necessarily uniform or continuous.
After curfew, most lighting should be extinguished or reduced as
activity levels decline.
LZ2: Moderate ambient lighting
Areas of human activity where the vision of human residents and
users is adapted to moderate light levels. Lighting may typically be
used for safety and convenience but it is not necessarily uniform or
continuous. After curfew, lighting may be extinguished or reduced
as activity levels decline.
LZ3: Moderately high ambient lighting
Areas of human activity where the vision of human residents and
users is adapted to moderately high light levels. Lighting is generally
desired for safety, security and/or convenience and it is often uniform
and/or continuous. After curfew, lighting may be extinguished or
reduced in most areas as activity levels decline.
LZ4: High ambient lighting
Areas of human activity where the vision of human residents and
users is adapted to high light levels. Lighting is generally considered
necessary for safety, security and/or convenience and it is mostly
uniform and/or continuous. After curfew, lighting may be extinguished
or reduced in some areas as activity levels decline.
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II. LIGHTING ZONES (cont.) - User’s Guide
Zone

Recommended Uses or Areas

LZ-2

Lighting Zone 2 pertains to areas with moderate ambient lighting levels. These typically
include multifamily residential uses, institutional residential uses, schools, churches,
hospitals, hotels/motels, commercial and/or
businesses areas with evening activities
embedded in predominately residential areas,
neighborhood serving recreational and playing
fields and/or mixed use development with a
predominance of residential uses. Can be used
to accommodate a district of outdoor sales or
industry in an area otherwise zoned LZ-1.

LZ-3

Lighting Zone 3 pertains to areas with moderately high lighting levels. These typically include commercial corridors, high intensity
suburban commercial areas, town centers,
mixed use areas, industrial uses and shipping
and rail yards with high night time activity,
high use recreational and playing fields,
regional shopping malls, car dealerships, gas
stations, and other nighttime active exterior
retail areas.

LZ-4

Lighting zone 4 pertains to areas of very high
ambient lighting levels. LZ-4 should only be
used for special cases and is not appropriate
for most cities. LZ-4 may be used for
extremely unusual installations such as high
density entertainment districts, and
heavy industrial uses.
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Zoning Considerations
Recommended default zone
for light commercial business
districts and high density or
mixed use residentialdistricts.
Includes neighborhood
business districts; churches,
schools and neighborhood
recreation facilities; and light
industrial zoning with
modest nighttime uses or
lighting requirements.

Recommended default
zone for large cities'
business district.
Includes business zone
districts; commercial mixed
use; and heavy industrial
and/or manufacturing zone
districts.
Not a default zone.
Includes high intensity
business or industrial
zone districts.
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III. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS - User’s Guide
This Section sets out the requirements that apply to all lighting, both
residential and non-residential.
Each adopting jurisdiction should incorporate their existing standards

as to when compliance with new regulations is required, when
repair or remodeling triggers compliance and if the new ordinance
will be retroactive to existing development. The Applicability section
of this model ordinance should serve as a guide if the adopting jurisdiction does not have standards or policies in place. Likewise, the
adopting jurisdiction should use their existing policies and definitions
of what constitutes public monuments, and temporary and/or
emergency lighting. Community attitudes and precedents should be
taken into account in deciding to regulate seasonal holiday lighting.

EXEMPTIONS - User’s Guide
This is standard language intended to prevent conflict of laws and to
give the community the ability to set specific lighting requirements in
special plans and under use permits. It can be amended to conform to
similar language in other ordinances. For example, while public monuments, statuary, and flags should be lighted, the lighting also should
be limited to avoid excess.
Lighting for streets, roads, and highways is usually regulated by a street
lighting ordinance, and is not covered by this model ordinance. However,
since street lighting can affect nearby areas, some recognition of its
effect is appropriate. (See Section XI)

SIGN LIGHTING - User’s Guide
A sign lighting ordinance is strongly recommended if not already in place. It
should carefully limit lighting to prevent over-lighted signs from being used
to circumvent lighting ordinances.
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III. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS - Ordinance Text
A. Conformance with All Applicable Codes
All outdoor lighting shall be installed in conformance with the provisions
of this Ordinance, applicable Electrical and Energy Codes, and applicable
sections of the Building Code.
B. Applicability
Except as described below, all outdoor lighting installed after the date of
effect of this Ordinance shall comply with these requirements. This
includes, but is not limited to, new lighting, replacement lighting, or any
other lighting whether attached to structures, poles, the earth, or any other
location, including lighting installed by any third party.
Exemptions from III.(B.) The following are not regulated by
this Ordinance
a. Lighting within public right-of-way or easement for the principal
purpose of illuminating streets or roads. No exemption shall apply
to any lighting within the public right of way or easement when
the purpose of the luminaire is to illuminate areas outside the
public right of way or easement, unless regulated with a
streetlighting ordinance.
Note to adopting agency: if using the street lighting ordinance
(Section XI), this exemption should read as follows:
Lighting within the public right-of-way or easement for the principal
purpose of illuminating roads and highways. No exemption shall apply
to any street lighting and to any lighting within the public right of way or
easement when the purpose of the luminaire is to illuminate areas outside
of the public right of way or easement.

b. Lighting for public monuments and statuary.
c. Lighting solely for signs (lighting for signs is regulated by the
Sign Ordinance).
d. Repairs to existing luminaires not exceeding 25% of total installed
luminaires.
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III. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS (cont.) - Ordinance Text
e. Temporary lighting for theatrical, television, performance areas
and construction sites;
f. Underwater lighting in swimming pools and other water features
g. Temporary lighting and seasonal lighting provided that individual
lamps are less than 10 watts and 70 lumens.
h. Lighting that is only used under emergency conditions.
i. In lighting zones 2, 3 and 4, low voltage landscape lighting
controlled by an automatic device that is set to turn the lights
off at one hour after the site is closed to the public or at a time
established by the authority.
Exceptions to III. (B.) All lighting shall follow provisions in this
ordinance; however, any special requirements for lighting listed
in a) and b) below shall take precedence.
a. Lighting specified or identified in a specific use permit.
b. Lighting required by federal, state, territorial, commonwealth
or provincial laws or regulations.

LIGHTING CONTROLS - User’s Guide
This section requires all outdoor lighting to have lighting controls that
prohibit operation when sufficient daylight is available, and to include
the capability, either through circuiting, dimming or alternating sources,
to be able to reduce lighting without necessarily turning all lighting off.

USER’S GUIDE - Page 9

C. Lighting Control Requirements
1. Automatic Switching Requirements
Controls shall be provided that automatically extinguish all
outdoor lighting when sufficient daylight is available using a
control device or system such as a photoelectric switch,
astronomic time switch or equivalent functions from a programmable lighting controller, building automation system or lighting energy management system, all with battery or similar backup
power or device.
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III. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS (cont.) - Ordinance Text
Exceptions to III.(C.) 1. Automatic lighting controls are not
required for the following:
a. Lighting under canopies.
b. Lighting for tunnels, parking garages, garage entrances,
and similar conditions.

CURFEW REQUIREMENTS - User’s Guide
The intent is to reduce or eliminate lighting after a given time. Benefits
include reduced environmental impact, longer hours of improved
astronomy, energy savings, and improved sleeping conditions for
residents. Additionally, some police departments have indicated that
post-curfew light reductions make drive-by patrolling easier because it
allows them to see further into and through a site.
The authority should determine the time of curfew and the amount of
lighting reduction based on the character, norms and values of the
community.
Typically, curfews go into effect one hour after the close of business.
Restaurants, bars and major entertainment facilities such as sports
stadiums, may require the curfew go into effect two hours after the
close of business. The authority may elect to have no curfew for facilities
with shift workers and 24 hour operations, or to extend the curfew time
to meet specific needs. The MLO can be modified to address those
concerns.
Areas without street lights or with very low ambient light levels should
consider turning off all non-emergency lighting at curfew while
commercial areas or urban areas may prefer a reduction in lighting
levels. A reduction of at least 30% is recommended for most uses.

USER’S GUIDE - Page 10

2. Automatic Lighting Reduction Requirements
The Authority shall establish curfew time(s) after which total outdoor
lighting lumens shall be reduced by at least 30% or extinguished.
Exceptions to III.(C.) 2.
for any of the following:

Lighting reductions are not required

a. With the exception of landscape lighting, lighting for
residential properties including multiple residential
properties not having common areas.
b. When the outdoor lighting consists of only one luminaire.
c. Code required lighting for steps, stairs, walkways, and
building entrances.
d. When in the opinion of the Authority, lighting levels must
be maintained.
e. Motion activated lighting.
f. Lighting governed by special use permit in which times of
operation are specifically identified.
g. Businesses that operate on a 24 hour basis.
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IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING - User’s Guide
This section addresses non-residential lighting and multiple-family
residences having common spaces, such as lobbies, interior corridors
or parking. Its intent is to:

MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING - Ordinance Text
For all non-residential properties, and for multiple residential properties
of seven domiciles or more and having common outdoor areas, all outdoor
lighting shall comply either with Part A or Part B of this section.

• Limit the amount of light that can be used
• Minimize glare by controlling the amount of light that tends to
create glare
• Minimize sky glow by controlling the amount of uplight
• Minimize the amount of off-site impacts or light trespass
This MLO provides two methods for determining compliance. The
prescriptive method contains precise and easily verifiable requirements
for luminaire light output and fixture design that limit glare, uplight,
light trespass and the amount of light that can be used. The performance
method allows greater flexibility and creativity in meeting the intent
of the ordinance. Note that both the prescriptive and the performance
method limit the amount of light that can be used, but do not control
how the lighting is to be used.
Most outdoor lighting projects that do not involve a lighting
professional will use the prescriptive method, because it is simple
and does not require engineering expertise.
For the prescriptive method, the initial luminaire lumen allowances
defined in Table A (Parking Space Method) or B (Hardscape Area Method)
will provide basic lighting (parking lot and lighting at doors and/or
sensitive security areas) that is consistent with the selected lighting zone.
The prescriptive method is intended to provide a safe lighting environment
while reducing sky glow and other adverse offsite impacts. The Per Parking
Space Method is applicable in small rural towns and is a simple method for
small retail “mom and pop” operations without drive lane access and where
the parking lot is immediately adjacent to the road. A jurisdiction may
USER’S GUIDE - Page 11
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PRESCRIPTIVE METHOD - User’s Guide
also allow a prescriptive method for classes of sites, such as car dealerships,
gas stations, or other common use areas.
Note that the values are for initial luminaire lumens, not footcandles on
the target (parking lot, sidewalk, etc). Variables such as the efficiency
of the luminaire, dispersion, and lamp wear can affect the actual
amount of light so the lumens per square foot allowance is not equal
to footcandles on the site. By specifying initial luminaire lumen values,
it is easier for officials to verify that the requirement is being met. Initial
luminaire lumens are available from photometric data. Each initial
luminaire lumens calculation should be supplied on the submittal form.
Solid state luminaires, such as LEDs, do not have initial lamp lumens, only
initial luminaire lumens (absolute photometry). Other luminaires tested
with relative photometry will have initial luminaire lumens which can be
calculated by multiplying initial lamp lumens by the luminaire efficiency. In
this example, three types of luminaires are used to light a parking area and
building entry in a light commercial area. Two of these three luminaires use
metal halide lamps: 70 watt wall mounted area lights and 150 watt pole
mounted area lights. For these, the Initial Luminaire Lumens is equal to the
initial lamp lumens multiplied by the luminaire efficiency. These values are
entered into the compliance chart. The lumen value for the building
mounted LED luminaires is equal to the lumens exiting the luminaire.
Therefore, the value already represents the Initial Luminaire Lumens and
no luminaire efficiency is needed. The total Luminaire Lumens for the site
is equal to 247,840.

MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING (cont.) - Ordinance Text
A. Prescriptive Method
An outdoor lighting installation complies with this section if it meets the
requirements of subsections 1 and 2, below.

1. Total Site Lumen Limit
The total installed initial luminaire lumens of all outdoor lighting
shall not exceed the total site lumen limit. The total site
lumen limit shall be determined using either the Parking Space
Method (Table A) or the Hardscape Area Method (Table B).
Only one method shall be used per permit application, and for
sites with existing lighting, existing lighting shall be included
in the calculation of total installed lumens.
The total installed initial luminaire lumens is calculated as the sum
of the initial luminaire lumens for all luminaires.

The allowable lumens are based on the lighting zone and the total hardscape area. Referencing Table B, the allowed lumens are 2.5/SF for LZ2.
Multiplying this by the total hardscape square footage gives a value of
250,000 lumens allowed. Because this value is greater than the value
calculated for the site, the project complies. Listed below is an example
on a typical compliance worksheet for the Prescriptive Method.
USER’S GUIDE - Page 12
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IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING (cont.) - Ordinance Text

In this example, three types of luminaires are used to light a parking area
and building entry in a light commercial area. Two of these three luminaires
use metal halide lamps: 70 watt wall mounted area lights and 150 watt
pole mounted area lights. For these, the Initial Luminaire Lumens is equal
to the initial lamp lumens multiplied by the luminaire efficiency. These
values are entered into the compliance chart. The lumen value for the
building mounted LED luminaires is equal to the lumens exiting the
luminaire. Therefore, the value already represents the Initial Luminaire
Lumens and no luminaire efficiency is needed. The total Luminaire Lumens
for the site is equal to 247,840. The allowable lumens are based on the
lighting zone and the total hardscape area. Referencing Table B, the
allowed lumens are 2.5/SF for LZ2. Multiplying this by the total hardscape
square footage gives a value of 250,000 lumens allowed. Because this
value is greater than the value calculated for the site, the project complies.
PRESCRIPTIVE METHOD EXAMPLE - COMPLIANCE CHART
Lamp Descriptions QTY Initial Luminaire Lumens
Total
70 W Metal Halide
150 W Metal Halide
18 W LED

8
20
24

3,920
9,600
1,020

31,360
192,000
24,480

TOTAL INITIAL LUMINAIRE LUMENS
SITE ALLOWED TOTAL INITIAL LUMENS*
PROJECT IS COMPLIANT?

247,840
250,000
YES

* Listed below is the method of determining the allowed total initial lumen for
non-residential outdoor lighting using the hardscape areamethod. (Table B).

SITE ALLOWED TOTAL INITIAL LUMENS
Site Description
Lighting Zone
Hardscape Area (SF)
Allowed Lumens per SF
of Hardscape (Table B)
Site Allowed Total Initial Lumens
(lumens per SF X hardscape area)
USER’S GUIDE - Page 13

Light Commercial
LZ-2
100,000
2.5
250,000
ORDINANCE TEXT
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IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING (cont.) - Ordinance Text

LIMITS TO OFFSITE IMPACTS
The prescriptive method of the MLO restricts uplighting, including
upward light emitted by decorative luminaires. A jurisdiction may
choose to preserve some types of lighting, including lighting of
monuments or historic structures. In this case, the adopting jurisdiction
should exempt or otherwise regulate these types of lighting carefully so
that it does not inadvertently allow glaring or offensive lighting systems.
Offsite effects of light pollution include glare, light trespass, sky glow,
and impacts on the nocturnal environment . All of these are functions
of the fixture or luminaire design and installation. This document replaces
the previous luminaire classification terminology of full cut-off, semi
cut-off, and cut-off because those classifications were not as effective
in controlling offsite impacts as with the new IESNA luminaire
classification system as described in TM-15-07.

PRESCRIPTIVE METHOD
2. Limits to Off Site Impacts
All luminaires shall be rated and installed according to Table C.

3. Light Shielding for Parking Lot Illumination
All parking lot lighting shall have no light emitted above 90 degrees.
Exception:
a) Ornamental parking lighting shall be permitted by special permit only,
and shall meet the requirements of Table C-1 for Backlight, Table C-2
for Uplight, and Table C-3 for Glare, without the need for external
field-added modifications.

A traditional method of defining light trespass is to identify a maximum
light level at or near the property line. However, this method does not
address offensive light that is not directed toward the ground, or the
intensity of glaring light shining into adjacent windows. The requirements defined in Table C limit the amount of light in all quadrants that
is directed toward or above the property line. The Backlight/Uplight/
Glare (BUG) rating will help limit both light trespass and glare.
(A detailed explanation of the BUG system is provided in the section
on Table C.)
The limits for light distribution established in Table C (for the BUG
rating system) prevent or severely limit all direct upward light. A
small amount of uplight reflected by snow, light-colored pavement
or a luminaire's supporting arms is inevitable and is not limited
by the prescriptive method of this ordinance.
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IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING (cont.) - Ordinance Text

LIMITS TO OFFSITE IMPACTS
A seemingly non-compliant fixture, such as a post-top translucent
acorn luminaire, may in certain cases meet the BUG ratings, as long
as it has proper interior baffling within the acorn globe. However,
the BUG ratings in Table C will limit the use of the following types
of luminaires in all lighting zones:

Barn Lights

Non-Shielded
Wall Packs

USER’S GUIDE - Page 15

Floodlights or
lights not aimed
downward
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PERFORMANCE METHOD - User’s Guide
The performance method is best for projects with complex lighting
requirements or when the applicant wants or needs more flexibility in
lighting design. The performance method is also used when any lighting
designer plans to aim or direct any light fixture upward (above 90 degrees).
An engineer or lighting professional generally will be required to design
within the performance method. An adopting jurisdiction may also wish
to hire an engineer or lighting professional to review and approve projects
using this method and/or incorporate review of the performance method
into special review procedures.
The Performance Method is also best for projects where higher lighting
levels are required compared to typical area lighting. An example might be
a car sales lot where more light might be required on the new cars than
would be needed for a standard parking lot. Another example is a gas station
canopy requiring more light than a building entrance canopy.

MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING (cont.) - Ordinance Text
B. Performance Method
1. Total Site Lumen Limit
The total installed initial luminaire lumens of all lighting systems on
the site shall not exceed the allowed total initial site lumens. The
allowed total initial site lumens shall be determined using Tables D
and E. For sites with existing lighting, existing lighting shall be
included in the calculation of total installed lumens.
The total installed initial luminaire lumens of all is calculated as the sum of the
initial luminaire lumens for all luminaires.

The first step in the Performance Method regulates overlighting by
establishing the Total Initial Site Lumens (Table D) that are allowed.
Allowances include the summation of the following (Table D):
1) Initial lumen allowance per site
2)Per area (SF) of hardscape

Table E allows additional lumens for unique site conditions.
Examples of allowances include:
1)Per building entrance/exit
2)Per length (linear feet) of Outdoor Sales Frontage Perimeter
3)Per area (SF) of Vehicle Service Station Canopy
4)Plus more …
The Site Total Initial Site Lumens allowed are a combination of
allowances from Table D and Table E.
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IV. NON-RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING (cont.) - Ordinance Text
PERFORMANCE METHOD

LIMITS TO OFFSITE IMPACTS (cont.)
The second step in the Performance Method is to determine if the proposed luminaires are producing off site impacts such as glare, sky glow
and light trespass. One may either use Option A which are the Maximum
Allowable BUG Ratings in Table C, or Option B through computer lighting
calculations show compliance with Maximum Vertical Illuminance
at any point in the plane of the property line in Table F. Option B will be
required for all non-residential luminaires that
A) do not have BUG ratings, or
B) exceed the BUG ratings,
C) are not fully shielded, or
D) have adjustable mountings.
For the performance method, Option B (2) requires photometric calculations for the site perimeter, to a height of no less than 33 feet (10
meters) above the tallest luminaire. Vertical illuminances at eye
height (5 feet above grade) will give values that can be used to verify
compliance by comparing actual site conditions to the photometric plan
submitted during review.
Note that the MLO specifies 'total initial luminaire lumens' as a measurement
in addition to footcandles/lux. The footcandle (lux) is equal to one lumen
per square meter. Lux is the metric unit and is equal to one lumen per square
meter.

2. Limits to Off Site Impacts
All luminaires shall be rated and installed using either Option A or
Option B. Only one option may be used per permit application.
Option A: All luminaires shall be rated and installed according to
Table C.
Option B: The entire outdoor lighting design shall be analyzed using
industry standard lighting software including interreflections in the following manner:
1) Input data shall describe the lighting system including
luminaire locations, mounting heights, aiming directions,
and employing photometric data tested in accordance with
IES guidelines. Buildings or other physical objects on the
site within three object heights of the property line must be
included in the calculations.
2) Analysis shall utilize an enclosure comprised of calculation
planes with zero reflectance values around the perimeter of
the site. The top of the enclosure shall be no less than 33
feet (10 meters) above the tallest luminaire. Calculations shall
include total lumens upon the inside surfaces of the box top
and vertical sides and maximum vertical illuminance
(footcandles and/or lux) on the sides of the enclosure.
The design complies if:
a) The total lumens on the inside surfaces of the virtual enclosure are less
than 15% of the total site lumen limit; and
b) The maximum vertical illuminance on any vertical surface is
less than the allowed maximum illuminance per Table F.
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DESIGN COMPLIANCE - User’s Guide
The application form will require information about the number of
luminaires, the number of lamps in each luminaire, the initial luminaire
lumens for each luminaire and the initial lumen output for each lamp
(based on the wattage and type of lamp selected) as well as plans
showing the site area measurements. This will allow the reviewer to
verify that the lumen output of all the luminaires does not exceed the
allowance.
Field verification can be achieved by asking the applicant and/or
owner to verify that the luminaire type, lamp type and wattages
specified have been used. Also ask the applicant for photometric data
for each luminaire, since the initial luminaire lumens and B-U-G ratings
are stated on the photometric report.
However, if a jurisdiction requires additional on-site verification, it
may also request a point-by-point photometric plan. While this will
not be a true measure of compliance with the criteria of this
Ordinance, comparing the actual measured levels on site to the
photometric plan can be an indication whether or not the installed
lighting varies from the approved design.
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V. RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING - Ordinance Text

V. RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING - User’s Guide
This section applies to single family home, duplexes, row houses, and
low rise multi-family buildings of 6 dwelling units or less.

RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING EXCEPTIONS
The exceptions allow for typical lighting that might exceed the specified
limits.
Landscape Lighting - While not common in residential areas, it can
cause light pollution and light trespass if it is not controlled.
Lighting controlled by Vacancy (Motion) Sensor - Reduces light pollution
and light trespass and should be encouraged.
RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING EXAMPLE
In this example on the following page, five different luminaires are used on
a residential property. Each luminaire must comply to meet the requirements.
The site plan following shows luminaire types followed by a tabulation of each
uminaire, whether or not it is fully shielded, lamp type, and initial luminaire
lumens. If the luminaire lumens are not known, multiply the initial lamp
lumens by the luminaire efficiency. If the efficiency is not known, multiply the
initial lamp lumens by 0.7 as a reasonable assumption. The maximum
allowable lumen values come from Table G, based on the shielding
classification and location on the site. In this case, each luminaire complies
with the requirements of Table G.

Comparison of efficacy by power
(120 Volt Incandescent lamps)
Output
Power (Watt)
(Lumens) Incan CFL
LED
500 40 8 - 10
9
850 60 13 - 18 12 - 15
1,200 75 18 - 22 15
1,700 100 23 - 28 18
USER’S GUIDE - Page 19

A. General Requirements
For residential properties including multiple residential properties
not having common areas, all outdoor luminaires shall be fully
shielded and shall not exceed the allowed lumen output in Table G,
row 2.
Exceptions
1. One partly shielded or unshielded luminaire at the main
entry, not exceeding the allowed lumen output in Table G row
1.
2. Any other partly shielded or unshielded luminaires not
exceeding the allowed lumen output in Table G row 3.
3. Low voltage landscape lighting aimed away from adjacent
properties and not exceeding the allowed lumen output in Table
G row 4.
4. Shielded directional flood lighting aimed so that direct glare is
not visible from adjacent properties and not exceeding the
allowed lumen output in Table G row 5.
5. Open flame gas lamps.
6. Lighting installed with a vacancy sensor, where the sensor
extinguishes the lights no more than 15 minutes after the
area is vacated.
7. Lighting exempt per Section III (B.).

B. Requirements for Residential Landscape Lighting
1.Shall comply with Table G.
2.Shall not be aimed onto adjacent properties.
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Property Type: Residential
Lighting Zone 1

Luminaire
Type

Maximum
Initial
All owed Initial
Luminiare Luminaire Lumens
Lumens*
(Table G)

Luminaire
Full y
Lamp
Description
Shielded
Type
Controls Compliant
Decorative w all
A
Front Entry
sconce
No
9W CFL
420
420
None
Yes
Fully shielded
Occupancy
B
Garage Do or
w all pack
Yes
23W CFL
1050
1260
Sensor
Yes
Decorative w all
Occupancy
C
Back Entry
sconce
No
7W CFL
280
315
Sensor
Yes
Fully shielded
Occupancy
D
Shed Entry
w all pack
Yes
40W INC
343
1260
Sensor
Yes
Fully shielded
E
Driveway
post top
Yes
13W CFL
1260
1260
None
Yes
*Initi al Luminaire Lumens are calculated by multiplying the total in itial lamp lumens by the luminaire efficiency.
If the luminaire efficie ncy is not known , assume an efficiency of 70% and multiply the lamp lum en value by 0.7.
Location
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VI. LIGHTING BY SPECIAL PERMIT ONLY - User’s Guide
This section addresses types of lighting that are intrusive or complex in
their impacts and need a higher level of scrutiny and/or site sensitivity.
It should be noted that safety could be compromised if lighting
conforming to this ordinance is located adjacent to excessively
bright and/or glaring lighting.
It is important that the authority set clear and reasonable guidelines
for applying for a special lighting use permit, and establish rules and
procedures for granting or refusing them. They may differ from
existing special use policies, in which case one or the other may be
changed to achieve the overall goal of effective lighting without glare,
sky glow, or light trespass.
SPORTS FIELD LIGHTING

For athletic and sports fields, the appropriate level of lighting will depend
on the Class of Play and Facilities. Class of Play is divided into 4 categories,
depending on the number of fixed spectator seats. (Competition play
intended for nighttime TV broadcast may require higher lighting levels).

A. High Intensity and Special Purpose Lighting
The following lighting systems are prohibited from being installed or
used except by special use permit:
1. Temporary lighting in which any single luminaire exceeds 20,000
initial luminaire lumens or the total lighting load exceeds 160,000
lumens.
2. Aerial Lasers.
3. Searchlights.
4. Other very intense lighting defined as having a light source
exceeding 200,000 initial luminaire lumens or an intensity in any
direction of more than 2,000,000 candelas.
B

B. Complex and Non-Conforming Uses
Upon special permit issued by the Authority, lighting not complying with
the technical requirements of this ordinance but consistent with its intent
may be installed for complex sites or uses or special uses including, but
not limited to, the following applications:
1. Sports facilities, including but not limited to unconditioned rinks,
open courts, fields, and stadiums.
2. Construction lighting.
3. Lighting for industrial sites having special requirements, such as
petrochemical manufacturing or storage, shipping piers, etc.
4. Parking structures.
5. Urban parks
6. Ornamental and architectural lighting of bridges, public monuments,
statuary and public buildings.
7. Theme and amusement parks.
8. Correctional facilities.

CLASS I: Competition play at facilities with 5,000 or more fixed spectator seats.
(Professional, Colleges & Universities, some Semi-Professional & Large
Sports Cubs)
CLASS II: Games at facilities with over 1,500 fixed spectator seats. (Smaller
Universities and Colleges, some Semi-pro, large amateur leagues
and high schools with large spectator facilities)
CLASS III: Games at facilities with over 500 fixed spectator seats. (Sports
Clubs and amateur leagues, some high schools and large training
professional training facilities with spectator sections)
To obtain such a permit, applicants shall demonstrate that the proposed
CLASS IV: Competition or recreational play at facilities with 500 fixed
lighting installation:
spectator seats or less. Class IV Class of Play applies to games at
a. Has sustained every reasonable effort to mitigate the effects of
which family and close friends of the players and staff are usually
light on the environment and surrounding properties, supported
the majority of spectators. (Smaller amateur leagues, park and recreation
by a signed statement describing the mitigation measures. Such
department facilities, most Little Leagues smaller high schools,
statement shall be accompanied by the calculations required for
elementary and middle schools, and social events)
the Performance Method.
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When Class of Play is above Class IV, a dual control should be installed
to limit illumination to Class IV levels during practices where spectators
are fewer than 500.
(See IES Recommended Practice for Sports and Recreational Area
Lighting RP-6)
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b. Employs lighting controls to reduce lighting at a Project Specific
Curfew (“Curfew”) time to be established in the Permit.
c. Complies with the Performance Method after Curfew.
The Authority shall review each such application. A permit may be
granted if, upon review, the Authority believes that the proposed lighting
will not create unwarranted glare, sky glow, or light trespass.

VII. EXISTING LIGHTING - Ordinance Text

VII. EXISTING LIGHTING - User’s Guide
Adoption of this section on existing lighting is strongly encouraged.

Lighting installed prior to the effective date of this ordinance shall comply
with the following.

If the adopting jurisdiction has criteria in place that require a property
to come into compliance with the current zoning ordinance, it is
recommended that the criteria also be applied to bringing existing
lighting into compliance. If there are no established criteria, this
section of the MLO is recommended.

A. Amortization

Amortization allows existing lighting to gradually and gracefully come
into compliance. Substantial changes or additions to existing properties
are considered the same as new construction, and must comply.
Most outdoor lighting can be fully depreciated once it is fully
amortized, usually no longer than 10 years, if not sooner, from the
date of initial installation. Some jurisdictions may prefer to require
phase-out in a substantially shorter period. The Authority may also
wish to require compliance much sooner for “easy fixes” such as
re-aiming or lowering lumen output of lamps. Where lighting is judged
to be a safety hazard, immediate compliance can be required.
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On or before [amortization date], all outdoor lighting shall comply
with this Code.

B. New Uses or Structures, or Change of Use
Whenever there is a new use of a property (zoning or variance
change) or the use on the property is changed, all outdoor lighting
on the property shall be brought into compliance with this Ordinance
before the new or changed use commences.

C. Additions or Alterations
1. Major Additions.
If a major addition occurs on a property, lighting for the entire
property shall comply with the requirements of this Code. For
purposes of this section, the following are considered to be major
additions:
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Additions of 25 percent or more in terms of additional dwelling
units, gross floor area, seating capacity, or parking spaces, either
with a single addition or with cumulative additions after the
effective date of this Ordinance.
Single or cumulative additions, modification or replacement of
25 percent or more of installed outdoor lighting luminaires
existing as of the effective date of this Ordinance.

2. Minor Modifications, Additions, or New Lighting Fixtures
for Non-residential and Multiple Dwellings
For non-residential and multiple dwellings, all additions, modifications, or replacement of more than 25 percent of outdoor lighting
fixtures existing as of the effective date of this Ordinance shall
require the submission of a complete inventory and site plan
detailing all existing and any proposed new outdoor lighting.
Any new lighting shall meet the requirements of this Ordinance.

3. Resumption of Use after Abandonment
If a property with non-conforming lighting is abandoned for a
period of six months or more, then all outdoor lighting shall be
brought into compliance with this Ordinance before any further
use of the property occurs.

VIII. ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES - User’s Guide
Enforcement and penalties will vary by jurisdiction. There are, however,
certain practices that will promote compliance with lighting regulations.
Education is a key tool in promoting compliance. Proactive enforcement
procedures can include providing a copy of the lighting regulations to
every contractor at the time they visit to obtain a building permit.
Another effective tool is a requirement that the builder or developer
acknowledge in writing that the he or she is familiar with the lighting
requirements and will submit a lighting plan for approval.
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(Reserved)
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VIII. ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES (cont.) - User’s Guide

VIII. ENFORCEMENT & PENALTIES - Ordinance Text

Submission of the Lighting Plan should be required as a precondition
to any approvals. The Lighting Plan should include the location and
BUG rating for each luminaire, specify whether compliance is by the
performance or prescriptive method, and a worksheet to show that
the luminaires and their BUG ratings are compliant.

IX. TABLES - Ordinance Text

IX. TABLES - User’s Guide
The tables are to be reviewed periodically by a joint committee of the
IES and IDA, and adjusted as standards and technology permit. If more
research on the impacts of outdoor lighting shows the effects of light
pollution to be a significant concern, then the values in the tables may
be modified. Such changes will have no significant impact to the balance
of the language of the Ordinance or Code.

Table A - Allowed Total Initial Luminaire Lumens per Site for
Non-residential Outdoor Lighting, Per Parking Space Method
May only be applied to properties up to 10 parking spaces (including
handicapped accessible spaces).

LZ-0

LZ-1

LZ-2

LZ-3

LZ-4

350
lms/space

490
lms/space

630
lms/space

840
lms/space

1,050
lms/space

Table B - Allowed Total Initial Lumens per Site for Nonresidential Outdoor Lighting, Hardscape Area Method
May be used for any project. When lighting intersections of site drives
and public streets or road, a total of 600 square feet for each intersection
may be added to the actual site hardscape area to provide for intersection
lighting.

LZ-0
LZ-1
Base Allowance

LZ-2

0.5 lumens 1.25 lumens 2.5 lumens
per SF of
per SF of
per SF of
Hardscape Hardscape Hardscape
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LZ-3

LZ-4

5.0 lumens
per SF of
Hardscape

7.5 lumens
per SF of
Hardscape
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Table B - Lumen Allowances, in Addition to Base Allowance
LZ 0

LZ 1

LZ 2

LZ 3

LZ 4

Additional allowances for sales and service facilities.
No more than two additional allowances per site, Use it or Lose it.
Outdoor Sales Lots. This allowance is lumens per square foot of uncovered sales lots used exclusively
for the display of vehicles or other
merchandise for sale, and may not
include driveways, parking or other
non sales areas. To use this allowance, luminaires must be within 2
mounting heights of sales lot area.
Outdoor Sales Frontage. This
allowance is for lineal feet of sales
frontage immediately adjacent to the
principal viewing location(s) and
unobstructed for its viewing length.
A corner sales lot may include two
adjacent sides provided that a different principal viewing location exists
for each side. In order to use this allowance, luminaires must be located
between the principal viewing location and the frontage outdoor sales
area

0

0

Drive Up Windows. In order to

use this allowance, luminaires
must be within 20 feet horizontal
distance of the center of the
window.
Vehicle Service Station. This
allowance is lumens per installed
fuel pump.
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0

0

4
16
8
16
lumens lumens lumens lumens
per
per
per
per
square square square square
foot
foot
foot
foot

0

1,000
per
LF

1,500
per
LF

2,000
per
LF

8,000
8,000
4,000
2,000
lumens lumens lumens lumens
per
per
per
per
drive-up drive-up drive-up drive-up
window window window window
4,000
lumens
per
pump
(based
on 5 fc
horiz)

8,000
lumens
per
pump
(based
on 10 fc
horiz)
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16,000
lumens
per
pump
(based
on 20 fc
horiz)

24,000
lumens
per
pump
(based
on 20 fc
horiz)
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IX. TABLES - TABLE C BUG RATING - User’s Guide
Work on the BUG system started in 2005 when the IES upgraded the
roadway cutoff classification system. The original system, which
included the ratings full cutoff, cutoff, semi-cutoff and non cutoff, had
been designed as a rating system focused on brightness and glare control.
However, with increasing demand for control of uplight and light trespass in
addition to glare, IES realized that a more comprehensive system was
needed. IES developed TM-15 Luminaire Classification System for
Outdoor Luminaires.
As this is a relatively new rating system, and many people may not be
familiar with it, more explanation of how the rating system works is
provided here. For example, some people are familiar with terms such
as “full cutoff” and they may expect the MLO to include those terms.
It will be very important that all groups recognize that older terms and
concepts are inadequate for the complex tasks of controlling light
pollution. It is recommended that the new rating system adopted in
TM-15, as followed herein by the MLO, be used intact and exclusively.
BUG requires downlight only with low glare (better than full cut off)
in lighting zones 0, 1 and 2, but allows a minor amount of uplight in
lighting zones 3 and 4. In lighting zones 3 and 4, the amount of allowed
uplight is enough to permit the use of very well shielded luminaires
that have a decorative drop lens or chimney so that dark sky friendly
lighting can be installed in places that traditional-appearing luminaires
are required. BUG typically cannot be used for residential luminaires
unless they have been photometrically tested. For non-photometrically
tested residential luminaires, shielding description is used instead.
The lumen limits established for each lighting zone apply to all types
of lighting within that zone. This includes, but is not limited to, specialty
lighting, façade lighting, security lighting and the front row lighting for
auto dealerships. BUG rating limits are defined for each luminaire and
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IX. TABLES (cont.) - Ordinance Text
Table C - Maximum Allowable Backlight, Uplight and Glare
(BUG) Ratings
May be used for any project. A luminaire may be used if it is rated for
the lighting zone of the site or lower in number for all ratings B, U and G.
Luminaires equipped with adjustable mounting devices permitting
alteration of luminaire aiming in the field shall not be permitted.
Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
0
1
2
3
4

TABLE C-1
Allowed Backlight Rating*
Greater than 2 mounting
heights from property line

B1

B3

B4

B5

B5

1 to less than 2 mounting
heights from property line
and ideally oriented**

B1

B2

B3

B4

B4

0.5 to 1 mounting heights
from property line and
ideally oriented**

B0

B1

B2

B3

B3

Less than 0.5 mounting
height to property line
and properly oriented**

B0

B0

B0

B1

B2

*For property lines that abut public walkways, bikeways, plazas, and
parking lots, the property line may be considered to be 5 feet beyond
the actual property line for purpose of determining compliance with
this section. For property lines that abut public roadways and public
transit corridors, the property line may be considered to be the centerline of the public roadway or public transit corridor for the purpose of
determining compliance with this section. NOTE: This adjustment is
relative to Table C-1 and C-3 only and shall not be used to increase
the lighting area of the site.
** To be considered 'ideally oriented', the luminaire must be mounted
with the backlight portion of the light output oriented perpendicular
and towards the property line of concern.
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IX. TABLES (cont.) - Ordinance Text

are based on the internal and external design of the luminaire, its aiming,
and the initial luminaire lumens of the specified luminaires. The BUG rating
limits also take into consideration the distance the luminaire is installed
from the property line in multiples of the mounting height (See Table C).
The three components of BUG ratings are
based on IES TM-15-07 (revised):

Backlight, which creates light
trespass onto adjacent sites. The
B rating takes into account the
amount of light in the BL, BM,
BH and BVH zones, which are
in the direction of the
luminaire OPPOSITE from
the area intended to be
lighted.

Uplight, which causes
artificial sky glow. Lower uplight
(zone UL) causes the most sky
glow and negatively affects
professional and academic astronomy. Upper uplight (UH) not reflected
off a surface is mostly energy waste. The U rating defines the amount
of light into the upper hemisphere with greater concern for the light
at or near the horizontal angles (UL).

Glare, which can be annoying or visually disabling. The G rating takes
into account the amount of frontlight in the FH and FVH zones as well
as BH and BVH zones.
BUG ratings apply to the Lighting Zone of the property under consideration.
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IX. TABLES - TABLE C BUG RATING (cont.) - User’s Guide
(Key: UH=Uplight High, UL=Uplight Low, BVH=Backlight Very High,
BH=Backlight High, BM=Backlight Medium, BL=Backlight Low,
FVH=Forward Light Very High, FH=Forward Light High,
FM=Forward Light Medium, FL=Forward Light Low.)
In general, a higher BUG rating means more light is allowed in solid
angles, and the rating increases with the lighting zone. However, a
higher B (backlight) rating simply indicates that the luminaire directs a
significant portion of light behind the pole, so B ratings are designated
based on the location of the luminaire with respect to the property line.
A high B rating luminaire maximizes the spread of light, and is effective
and efficient when used far from the property line. When luminaires are
located near the property line, a lower B rating will prevent unwanted
light from interfering with neighboring properties.
At the 90-180 degree ranges:
• Zone 0 allows no light above 90 degrees.

Table C - 2 Maximum Allowable Uplight
(BUG) Ratings - Continued
Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
0
1
2
3
4

TABLE C-2
Allowed Uplight Rating

U0

U1

U2

U3

U4

Allowed % light emission
above 90º for street or Area
lighting

0% 0%

0%

0%

0%

Table C - 3 Maximum Allowable Glare
(BUG) Ratings - Continued
Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
0
1
2
3
4

TABLE C-3
Allowed Glare Rating

G0

G1

G2

G3

G4

Any luminaire not ideally
oriented*** with 1 to less than 2
mounting heights to any
property line of concern

G0

G0

G1

G1

G2

• Zone 2 allows only 50 lumens in the UH and UL zones, 100 lumens
total (less than a 25W incandescent lamp).

Any luminaire not ideally
oriented*** with 0.5 to 1
mounting heights to any
property line of concern

G0

G0

G0

G1

G1

• Zone 3 allows only 500 lumens in the UH and UL zones, 1000 lumens
total (about the output of a 75W incandescent bulb).

Any luminaire not ideally
oriented*** with less than 0.5
mounting heights to any
property line of concern

G0

G0

G0

G0

G1

• Zone 1 allows only 10 lumens in the UH and UL zones, 20 lumens
total in the complete upper hemisphere. (This is roughly equivalent
to a 5 W incandescent lamp).

· Zone 4 allows only 1,000 lumens in the UH and UL zones, 2000 lumens
total (about the output of a 100W incandescent bulb).
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*** Any luminaire that cannot be mounted with its backlight perpendicular
to any property line within 2X the mounting heights of the luminaire
location shall meet the reduced Allowed Glare Rating in Table C-3.
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TABLE D EXAMPLE - PERFORMANCE METHOD - User’s Guide
The first step in the Performance Method is to establish the Site Total
Initial Site Lumens which regulates overlighting. The performance method
allows layers of light depending on the complexity of the site.
Table D establishes the basic total initial site lumens allowed. These
lumen allowances are added together for a total initial site lumen
allowance. Allowances include:
1) Initial lumen allowance per site

IX. TABLES (cont.) - Ordinance Text
Table D Performance Method Allowed Total Initial Site
Lumens
May be used on any project.
Lighting Zone

LZ 0 LZ 1 LZ 2 LZ 3 LZ 4

Allowed Lumens Per SF

0.5

Allowed Base Lumens Per Site

0

1.25

2.5

5.0

7.5

3,500 7,000 14,000 21,000

2) Per area (SF) of hardscape

Table E Performance Method Additional Initial Luminaire Lumen
Allowances. All of the following are “use it or lose it” allowances.
All area and distance measurements in plan view unless otherwise noted.
Lighting Application

LZ 0

LZ 1

LZ 2

LZ 3

LZ 4

Additional Lumens Allowances for All Buildings except service stations and
outdoor sales facilities. A MAXIMUM OF THREE (3) ALLOWANCES ARE
PERMITTED. THESE ALLOWANCES ARE “USE IT OR LOSE IT”.
Building Entrances or Exits. This
allowance is per door. In order to
use this allowance, luminaires must
be within 20 feet of the door.
Building Facades. This allowance
is lumens per unit area of building
façade that are illuminated. To use
this allowance, luminaires must be
aimed at the façade and capable of
illuminating it without obstruction.
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400

1,000

2,000

4,000

6,000

0

0

8/SF

16/SF

24/SF
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TABLE E PERFORMANCE METHOD - User’s Guide
The allowable light levels for these uses defined in Table E may be used
to set a prescriptive lighting allowance for these uses in each lighting
zone. It should be noted that the lighting allowance defined in Table E
is only applicable for the area defined for that use and cannot be
transferred to another area of the site. For some uses, such as outdoor
sales, the jurisdiction is encourages to define a percentage of the total
hardscape area that is eligible for the additional lighting allowance. For
example, a set percentage of a car dealership's lot may be considered a
display area and receive the additional lighting allowance where the
remainder of the lot would be considered storage, visitor parking, etc.
and cannot exceed the base light levels defined in Table A.

TABLE E EXAMPLE - PERFORMANCE METHOD - User’s Guide

Table E - Performance Method Additional Initial Lumen
Allowances (cont.)
Lighting Application
Sales or Non-sales Canopies. This
allowance is lumens per unit area for
the total area within the drip line of
the canopy. In order to qualify for
this allowance, luminaires must be
located under the canopy.
Guard Stations. This allowance is
lumens per unit area of guardhouse
plus 2000 sf per vehicle lane. In order
to use this allowance, luminaires
must be within 2 mounting heights of
a vehicle lane or the guardhouse.
Outdoor Dining. This allowance is
lumens per unit area for the total illuminated hardscape of outdoor
dining. In order to use this allowance,
luminaires must be within 2 mounting
heights of the hardscape area of
outdoor dining
Drive Up Windows. This allowance
is lumens per window. In order to
use this allowance, luminaires must
be within 20 feet of the center of the
window.

LZ 0 LZ 1

LZ 2

LZ 3

LZ 4

0

3/SF

6/SF

12/SF

18/SF

0

6/SF

12/SF

24/SF

36/SF

0

1/SF

5/SF

10/SF

15/SF

0

2,000
4,000
8,000
8,000
lumens lumens lumens lumens
per
per
per
per
drive-up drive-up drive-up drive-up
window window window window

Additional Lumens Allowances for Service Stations only.
Service stations may not use any other additional allowances.
Vehicle Service Station Hardscape.
This allowance is lumens per unit area
for the total illuminated hardscape
area less area of buildings, area under
canopies, area off property, or areas
obstructed by signs or structures. In
0
order to use this allowance, luminaires
must be illuminating the hardscape
area and must not be within a building,
below a canopy, beyond property
lines, or obstructed by a sign or other
structure.
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4/SF

8/SF

16/SF
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Table E - Performance Method Additional Initial Lumen
Allowances (cont.)
Lighting Application

LZ 0

LZ 1

LZ 2

LZ 3

LZ 4

Vehicle Service Station Canopies.
This allowance is lumens per unit
area for the total area within the drip
line of the canopy. In order to use
this allowance, luminaires must be
located under the canopy.

0

8/SF

16/SF

32/SF

32/SF

Additional Lumens Allowances for Outdoor Sales facilities only.
Outdoor Sales facilities may not use any other additional allowances.
NOTICE: lighting permitted by these allowances shall employ controls extinguishing this lighting after a curfew time to be determined by the Authority.
Outdoor Sales Lots. This allowance
is lumens per square foot of uncovered sales lots used exclusively for
the display of vehicles or other merchandise for sale, and may not include driveways, parking or other
non sales areas and shall not exceed
25% of the total hardscape area.
To use this allowance, Luminaires
must be within 2 mounting heights
of the sales lot area.
Outdoor Sales Frontage. This allowance is for lineal feet of sales
frontage immediately adjacent to the
principal viewing location(s) and unobstructed for its viewing length. A
corner sales lot may include two adjacent sides provided that a different
principal viewing location exists for
each side. In order to use this allowance, luminaires must be located
between the principal viewing
location and the frontage outdoor
sales area.
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0

4/SF

0

0

12/SF

18/SF

1,000/ 1,500/
LF
LF

2,000/
LF

8/SF
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Table F Maximum Vertical Illuminance at any point in
the plane of the property line
Lighting
Zone 0
0.05 FC or
0.5 LUX
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Lighting
Zone 1
0.1 FC or
1.0 LUX

Lighting
Zone 2
0.3 FC or
3.0 LUX

Lighting
Zone 3

Lighting
Zone 4

0.8 FC or
8.0 LUX

1.5 FC or
15.0 LUX
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Table G - Residential Lighting Limits
Lighting Application

LZ 0

LZ 1

Row 1 Maximum Allowed
420
Not
Luminaire Lumens* for Unshield-allowed lumens
ed Luminaires at one entry only
Row 2 Maximum Allowed
630
1,260
Luminaire Lumens* for each
lumens lumens
Fully Shielded Luminaire
Row 3 Maximum Allowed
315
Not
Luminaire Lumens* for each
allowed lumens
Unshielded Luminaire
excluding main entry
Row 4 Maximum Allowed
Not
Not
Luminaire Lumens* for each
allowed
allowed
Landscape Lighting
Row 5 Maximum Allowed
Not
Not
Luminaire Lumens* for each
allowed
allowed
Shielded Directional Flood
Lighting
Row 6 Maximum Allowed
Luminaire Lumens* for each
Low Voltage Landscape
Lighting

LZ 2

LZ 3

LZ 4

630
630
630
lumens lumens lumens
1,260 1,260 1,260
lumens lumens lumens
315
315
315
lumens lumens lumens
1,050 2,100 2,100
lumens lumens lumens
1,260 2,100 2,100
lumens lumens lumens

525
525
Not
525
Not
allowed allowed lumens lumens lumens

* Luminaire lumens equals Initial Lamp Lumens for a lamp,
multiplied by the number of lamps in the luminaire

TABLE G RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING - User’s Guide
Residential Light Levels
Most residential lighting has traditionally used incandescent lamps
which are identified by their wattage. However, since new technologies
provide more light for fewer watts, it is no longer possible to regulate
residential lighting solely by providing a maximum wattage. Table G,
therefore, lists maximum initial luminaire lumens only.
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X. DEFINITIONS - User’s Guide
Definitions are typically generally added to any code when new code
sections are added. The definitions are legally required and play a
significant role in the interpretation of the ordinance and code.
Most city attorneys will not accept references to outside sources
regardless of credibility, such as the IES Handbook. Thus as a general
rule, a definition for an unfamiliar term (e.g. lumens) must be added
by the adopting ordinance.
When adopting or integrating the MLO definitions, be sure to retire
conflicting technical terminology. In particular, the latest IES Luminaire
Classification System as defined in IES TM-15-07 is likely to need
attention.

Absolute
Photometry

Lighting designed to reveal architectural
Architectural Lighting beauty, shape and/or form and for which
lighting for any other purpose is incidental.
The adopting municipality, agency or other
Authority
governing body.
An automatic lighting control device that
Astronomic
switches outdoor lighting relative to time of
Time Switch
solar day with time of year correction.
For an exterior luminaire, lumens emitted in
the quarter sphere below horizontal and in the
opposite direction of the intended orientation
Backlight
of the luminaire. For luminaires with
symmetric distribution, backlight will be the
same as front light.

Canopy

A luminaire classification system that classifies backlight (B), uplight (U) and glare (G).
A covered, unconditioned structure with at
least one side open for pedestrian and/or
vehicular access. (An unconditioned structure
is one that may be open to the elements and
has no heat or air conditioning.)

Common
Outdoor
Areas

One or more of the following: a parking lot;
a parking structure or covered vehicular
entrance; a common entrance or public space
shared by all occupants of the domiciles.

Curfew

A time defined by the authority when outdoor
lighting is reduced or extinguished.

BUG
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Photometric measurements (usually of a
solid-state luminaire) that directly measures
the footprint of the luminaire. Reference
Standard IES LM-79
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Examples of Fully Shielded Luminaires

Emergency
conditions

Footcandle

Forward Light

Fully Shielded
Luminaire

Glare

Hardscape

Hardscape Area
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Generally, lighting that is only energized during an emergency; lighting fed from a backup
power source; or lighting for illuminating
the path of egress solely during a fire or other
emergency situation; or, lighting for security
purposes used solely during an alarm.
The unit of measure expressing the quantity
oflight received on a surface. One footcandle
is the illuminance produced by a candle on a
surface one foot square from a distance of
one foot.
For an exterior luminaire, lumens emitted in
the quarter sphere below horizontal and in the
direction of the intended orientation of the
luminaire.
A luminaire constructed and installed in such
a manner that all light emitted by the luminaire, either directly from the lamp or a diffusing element, or indirectly by reflection or refraction from any part of the luminaire, is projected below the horizontal plane through the
luminaire's lowest light-emitting part.
Lighting entering the eye directly from luminaires or indirectly from reflective surfaces that
causes visual discomfort or reduced visibility.
Permanent hardscape improvements to the
site including parking lots, drives, entrances,
curbs, ramps, stairs, steps, medians, walkways
and non-vegetated landscaping that is 10 feet
or less in width. Materials may include
concrete, asphalt, stone, gravel, etc.
The area measured in square feet of all hardscape. It is used to calculate the Total Site
Lumen Limit in both the Prescriptive Method
and Performance Methods. Refer to
Hardscape definition.
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Hardscape
Perimeter

IDA
IESNA
Impervious
Material
Industry Standard
Lighting Software

Lamp

Landscape Lighting
LED
Light
Pollution
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The perimeter measured in linear feet is
used to calculate the Total Site Lumen Limit
in the Performance Method. Refer to
Hardscape definition.
International Dark-Sky Association.
Illuminating Engineering Society
of North America.
Sealed to severely restrict water entry and
movement
Lighting software that calculates point-bypoint illuminance that includes reflected light
using either ray-tracing or radiosity methods.
A generic term for a source of optical radiation (i.e. “light”), often called a “bulb” or
“tube”. Examples include incandescent, fluorescent, high-intensity discharge (HID) lamps,
and low pressure sodium (LPS) lamps, as well
as light-emitting diode (LED) modules and
arrays.
Lighting of trees, shrubs, or other plant
material as well as ponds and other landscape
features.
Light Emitting Diode.
Any adverse effect of artificial light including,
but not limited to, glare, light trespass, skyglow, energy waste, compromised safety and
security, and impacts on the nocturnal
environment.
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Light
Trespass
Lighting

Lighting
Equipment

Lighting Zone

Lighting Equipment
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Light that falls beyond the property it is
intended to illuminate.
“Electric” or “man-made” or “artificial”
lighting. See “lighting equipment”.
Equipment specifically intended to provide
gas or electric illumination, including but not
limited to, lamp(s), luminaire(s), ballast(s),
poles, posts, lens(s), and related structures,
electrical wiring, and other necessary or
auxiliary components.
An overlay zoning system establishing legal
limits for lighting for particular parcels, areas,
or districts in a community.
Equipment specifically intended to provide
gas or electric illumination, including but not
limited to, lamp(s), luminaire(s), ballast(s),
poles, posts, lens(s), and related structures,
electrical wiring, and other necessary or
auxiliary components.

Low Voltage
Landscape
Lighting

Landscape lighting powered at less than 15
volts and limited to luminaires having a rated
initial luminaire lumen output of 525 lumens
or less.

Lumen

The unit of measure used to quantify the
amount of light produced by a lamp or
emitted from a luminaire (as distinct from
“watt,” a measure of power consumption).

Luminaire

The complete lighting unit (fixture), consisting
of a lamp, or lamps and ballast(s) (when applicable), together with the parts designed to
distribute the light (reflector, lens, diffuser), to
position and protect the lamps, and to connect
the lamps to the power supply.
ORDINANCE TEXT - Page 37
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MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

X. DEFINITIONS - Ordinance Text

Luminaire Lumens

Lux

Mounting height
New lighting
Mounting Height: The horizontal spacing of poles is often measured
in units of “mounting height”. Example: “The luminaires can be
spaced up to 4 mounting heights apart.”

USER’S GUIDE - Page 38

Object

For luminaires with relative photometry per
IES, it is calculated as the sum of the initial
lamp lumens for all lamps within an
individual luminaire, multiplied by the
luminaire efficiency. If the efficiency is not
known for a residential luminaire, assume
70%. For luminaires with absolute
photometry per IES LM-79, it is the total
luminaire lumens. The lumen rating of a
luminaire assumes the lamp or luminaire is
new and has not depreciated in light output.

The SI unit of illuminance. One lux is one
lumen per square meter. 1 Lux is a unit of
incident illuminance approximately equal
to 1/10 footcandle.
The height of the photometric center of a
luminaire above grade level.
Lighting for areas not previously illuminated;
newly installed lighting of any type except for
replacement lighting or lighting repairs.
A permanent structure located on a site.
Objects may include statues or artwork,
garages or canopies, outbuildings, etc.

Object Height

The highest point of an entity, but shall not
include antennas or similar structures.

Ornamental lighting

Lighting that does not impact the function and
safety of an area but is purely decorative, or
used to illuminate architecture and/or landscaping, and installed for aesthetic effect.
ORDINANCE TEXT - Page 38
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X. DEFINITIONS - Ordinance Text
A luminaire intended for illuminating streets
that serves a decorative function in addition to
providing optics that effectively deliver street
lighting. It has a historical period appearance
or decorative appearance, and has the following design characteristics:
Ornamental Street
Lighting

Outdoor Lighting

Partly shielded
luminaire
Pedestrian
Hardscape

· designed to mount on a pole using an
arm, pendant, or vertical tenon;
· opaque or translucent top and/or sides;
· an optical aperture that is either open
or enclosed with a flat, sag or drop lens;
· mounted in a fixed position; and
· with its photometric output measured
using Type C photometry per
IESNA LM-75-01.
Lighting equipment installed within the property line and outside the building envelopes,
whether attached to poles, building structures,
the earth, or any other location; and any
associated lighting control equipment.
A luminaire with opaque top and translucent
or perforated sides, designed to emit most
light downward.
Stone, brick, concrete, asphalt or other similar
finished surfaces intended primarily for
walking, such as sidewalks and pathways.

A control device employing a photocell or
Photoelectric Switch photodiode to detect daylight and automatically switch lights off when sufficient daylight is
available.
The edges of the legally-defined extent of
Property line
privately owned property.
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X. DEFINITIONS - Ordinance Text

Relative photometry

Repair(s)

Replacement
Lighting

Sales area

Seasonal lighting
Shielded Directional
Luminaire

Sign
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Photometric measurements made of the lamp
plus luminaire, and adjusted to allow for light
loss due to reflection or absorption within the
luminaire. Reference standard: IES LM-63.
The reconstruction or renewal of any part of
an existing luminaire for the purpose of its ongoing operation, other than relamping or
replacement of components including capacitor, ballast or photocell. Note that retrofitting
a luminaire with new lamp and/or ballast technology is not considered a repair and for the
purposes of this ordinance the luminaire shall
be treated as if new. “Repair” does not
include normal relamping or replacement of
components including capacitor, ballast or
photocell.
Lighting installed specifically to replace existing lighting that is sufficiently broken to be
beyond repair.
Uncovered area used for sales of retail goods
and materials, including but not limited to
automobiles, boats, tractors and other farm
equipment, building supplies, and gardening
and nursery products.
Temporary lighting installed and operated in
connection with holidays or traditions.
A luminaire that includes an adjustable mounting device allowing aiming in any direction
and contains a shield, louver, or baffle to
reduce direct view of the lamp.
Advertising, directional or other outdoor
promotional display of art, words and/or
pictures.
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Sky Glow

Temporary lighting

Third Party
Time Switch
Translucent
Unshielded
Luminaire
Uplight
Vertical
Illuminance
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The brightening of the nighttime sky that
results from scattering and reflection of artificial light by moisture and dust particles in the
atmosphere. Skyglow is caused by light
directed or reflected upwards or sideways
and reduces one's ability to view the night sky.
Lighting installed and operated for periods not
to exceed 60 days, completely removed and
not operated again for at least 30 days.
A party contracted to provide lighting,
such as a utility company.
An automatic lighting control device that
switches lights according to time of day.
Allowing light to pass through, diffusing it so
that objects beyond cannot be seen clearly
(not transparent or clear).
A luminaire capable of emitting light in any
direction including downwards.
For an exterior luminaire, flux radiated in the
hemisphere at or above the horizontal plane.
Illuminance measured or calculated in a plane
perpendicular to the site boundary or property
line.
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XI. OPTIONAL STREETLIGHT ORDINANCE - User’s Guide
This section was added since the first public review. It is designed to
work closely with the proposed revision to ANSI/IES RP-8 Standard
Practice for Roadway and Street Lighting.

MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE - TEXT

XI. OPTIONAL STREETLIGHT ORDINANCE - Ordinance Text
Note to the adopting authority: the intent of this section is that it only
applies to streets and not to roadways or highways.

A. Preamble
Street and roadway lighting is one of the world's largest causes of
artificial skyglow. Many adopting agencies will recognize that the
MLO will make privately owned lighting more efficient and
environmentally responsible than their street lighting systems. But
because the process of designing street lighting often requires more
precise lighting calculations, applying the MLO directly to street
lighting is not advised. Using existing standards of street lighting is
recommended, particularly IES RP-8 and AASHTO standards.
Until a new recommended practice for street lighting can be
developed, this section can serve to prevent most of the uplight of
street lighting systems without setting specific requirements for the
amount of light, uniformity of light, or other performance factors.
Adopting agencies should include these basic improvements to
street lighting along with regulations to private lighting.
Lighting streets with “period” ornamental luminaires that evoke the
look of a time when the light source was a gas flame can cause glare
if high-lumen lamps are used. Such ornamental street lights should
not exceed a BUG rating of G1. If additional illuminance and/or
uniformity is desired, the ornamental fixtures should be supplemented by higher mounted fully shielded luminaires, as illustrated
in RP-33-99.
Few street lighting warranting processes exist. The adopting agency
needs to gauge whether a complex warranting systems is required,
or if a simple one using posted speeds, presence of pedestrians, or
other practical considerations is sufficient.
Examples of a current street lighting warranting system are included
in the Transportation Association of Canada's Guide for the Design
of Roadway Lighting 2006.
USER’S GUIDE - Page 42

The purpose of this Ordinance is to control the light pollution of street
lighting, including all collectors, local streets, alleys, sidewalks and bikeways, as defined by ANSI/IES RP-8 Standard Practice for Roadway and
Street Lighting and in a manner consistent with the Model Lighting
Ordinance.

B. Definitions
Roadway or Highway lighting is defined as lighting provided for freeways,
expressways, limited access roadways, and roads on which pedestrians,
cyclists, and parked vehicles are generally not present. The primary purpose
of roadway or highway lighting is to help the motorist remain on the roadway
and help with the detection of obstacles within and beyond the range of the
vehicle's headlights.
Street lighting is defined as lighting provided for major, collector, and local
roads where pedestrians and cyclists are generally present. The primary
purpose of street lighting is to help the motorist identify obstacles, provide
adequate visibility of pedestrians and cyclists, and assist in visual search
tasks, both on and adjacent to the roadway.
Ornamental Street Lighting is defined as a luminaire intended for illuminating streets that serves a decorative function in addition to providing optics
that effectively deliver street lighting. It has a historical period appearance
or decorative appearance, and has the following design characteristics:
· designed to mount on a pole using an arm, pendant, or vertical tenon;
· opaque or translucent top and/or sides;
· an optical aperture that is either open or enclosed with a flat, sag or
drop lens;
· mounted in a fixed position; and
· with its photometric output measured using Type C photometry per
IESNA LM-75-01.
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XI. OPTIONAL STREETLIGHT ORDINANCE - Ordinance Text
C. Scope
All street lighting not governed by regulations of federal, state or
other superceding jurisdiction.
EXCEPTION: lighting systems mounted less than 10.5 feet above street
level and having less than 1000 initial lumens each.

D. Master Lighting Plan
The Authority shall develop a Master Lighting Plan based on the
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) Roadway Lighting Design Guide GL-6, October 2005,
Chapter 2. Such plan shall include, but not be limited to, the Adoption
of Lighting Zones and:

1. Goals of street lighting in the jurisdiction by Lighting Zone
2. Assessment of the safety and security issues in the jurisdiction
by Lighting Zone
3. Environmentally judicious use of resources by Lighting Zone
4. Energy use and efficiency by Lighting Zone
5. Curfews to reduce or extinguish lighting when no longer
needed by Lighting Zone
E. Warranting
The Authority shall establish a warranting process to determine whether
lighting is required. Such warranting process shall not assume the need
for any lighting nor for continuous lighting unless conditions warrant
the need. Lighting shall only be installed where warranted.
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F. Light Shielding and Distribution
All street lighting shall have no light emitted above 90 degrees.
Exception: Ornamental street lighting for specific districts or projects
shall be permitted by special permit only, and shall meet
the requirements of Table H below without the need for
external field-added modifications.

Table H - Uplight Control Requirements
for Ornamental Street Lights by Special Permit Only
Lighting Zone Maximum Uplight Rating
LZ-0
U-0
LZ-1
U-1
LZ-2
U-2
LZ-3
U-3
LZ-4
U-4
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Light Pollution
Reduction
This credit applies to:
New Construction (1 point)
Core and Shell (1 point)
Schools (1 point)
Retail (1 point)

Data Centers (1 point)
Warehouses and Distribution Centers (1 point)
Hospitality (1 point)
Healthcare (1 point)

INTENT
To increase night sky access, improve nighttime visibility, and reduce the
consequences of development for wildlife and people.

Requirements
Meet uplight and light trespass requirements, using either the backlight-uplight-glare (BUG) method (Option 1) or
the calculation method (Option 2). Projects may use different options for uplight and light trespass.
Meet these requirements for all exterior luminaires located inside the project boundary (except those listed under
“Exemptions”), based on the following:
·· the photometric characteristics of each luminaire when mounted in the same orientation and tilt as specified
in the project design; and
·· the lighting zone of the project property (at the time construction begins). Classify the project under one
lighting zone using the lighting zones definitions provided in the Illuminating Engineering Society and
International Dark Sky Association (IES/IDA) Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO) User Guide.
Additionally, meet the internally illuminated signage requirement.

Uplight
Option 1. BUG Rating Method

Do not exceed the following luminaire uplight ratings, based on the specific light source installed in the luminaire, as
defined in IES TM-15-11, Addendum A.
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Table 1. Maximum uplight ratings for luminaires
MLO lighting zone

Luminaire uplight rating

LZ0

u0

LZ1

u1

LZ2

u2

LZ3

u3

LZ4

u4

OR

Option 2. Calculation Method

Do not exceed the following percentages of total lumens emitted above horizontal.
Table 2. Maximum percentage of total lumens emitted above horizontal, by lighting zones
MLO lighting zone

Maximum allowed percentage of total luminaire
lumens emitted above horizontal

LZ0

0%

LZ1

0%

LZ2

1.5%

LZ3

3%

LZ4

6%

AND

Light Trespass
Option 1. BUG Rating Method

Do not exceed the following luminaire backlight and glare ratings (based on the specific light source installed in the
luminaire), as defined in IES TM-15-11, Addendum A, based on the mounting location and distance from the lighting
boundary.
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Table 3. Maximum backlight and glare ratings
MLO lighting zone
Luminaire mounting

LZ0

LZ1

LZ2

LZ3

LZ4

B1

B3

B4

B5

B5

1 to 2 mounting heights from lighting boundary
and properly oriented

B1

B2

B3

B4

B4

0.5 to 1 mounting height to lighting boundary and
properly oriented

B0

B1

B2

B3

B3

< 0.5 mounting height to lighting boundary and
properly oriented

B0

B0

B0

B1

B2

Allowed glare ratings
Building-mounted > 2 mounting heights from any
lighting boundary

G0

G1

G2

G3

G4

Building-mounted 1–2 mounting heights from any
lighting boundary

G0

G0

G1

G1

G2

Building-mounted 0.5 to 1 mounting heights from
any lighting boundary

G0

G0

G0

G1

G1

Building-mounted < 0.5 mounting heights from
any lighting boundary

G0

G0

G0

G0

G1

All other luminaires

G0

G1

G2

G3

G4

The lighting boundary is located at the property lines of the property, or properties, that the LEED project occupies.
The lighting boundary can be modified under the following conditions:
·· When the property line is adjacent to a public area that is a walkway, bikeway, plaza, or parking lot, the lighting
boundary may be moved to 5 feet (1.5 meters) beyond the property line.
·· When the property line is adjacent to a public street, alley, or transit corridor, the lighting boundary may be
moved to the center line of that street, alley, or corridor.
·· When there are additional properties owned by the same entity that are contiguous to the property, or
properties, that the LEED project is within and have the same or higher MLO lighting zone designation as the
LEED project, the lighting boundary may be expanded to include those properties.
Orient all luminaires less than two mounting heights from the lighting boundary such that the backlight points
toward the nearest lighting boundary line. Building-mounted luminaires with the backlight oriented toward the
building are exempt from the backlight rating requirement.
OR

Option 2. Calculation Method

Do not exceed the following vertical illuminances at the lighting boundary (use the definition of lighting boundary in
Option 1). Calculation points may be no more than 5 feet (1.5 meters) apart. Vertical illuminances must be calculated
on vertical planes running parallel to the lighting boundary, with the normal to each plane oriented toward the
property and perpendicular to the lighting boundary, extending from grade level to 33 feet (10 meters) above the
height of the highest luminaire.
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Table 4. Maximum vertical illuminance at lighting boundary, by lighting zone
Vertical illuminance

LZ0

0.05 fc (0.5 lux)

LZ1

0.05 fc (0.5 lux)

LZ2

0.10 fc (1 lux)

LZ3

0.20 fc (2 lux)

LZ4

0.60 fc (6 lux)

SS

MLO lighting zone
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FC = footcandle

AND

Internally Illuminated Exterior Signage
Do not exceed a luminance of 200 cd/m2 (nits) during nighttime hours and 2000 cd/m2 (nits) during daytime hours.

Exemptions from Uplight and Light Trespass Requirements
The following exterior lighting is exempt from the requirements, provided it is controlled separately from the
nonexempt lighting:
·· specialized signal, directional, and marker lighting for transportation;
·· lighting that is used solely for façade and landscape lighting in MLO lighting zones 3 and 4, and is automatically
turned off from midnight until 6 a.m.;
·· lighting for theatrical purposes for stage, film, and video performances;
·· government-mandated roadway lighting;
·· hospital emergency departments, including associated helipads;
·· lighting for the national flag in MLO lighting zones 2, 3, or 4; and
·· internally illuminated signage.
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STEP-BY-STEP GUIDANCE
Step 1. Establish exterior lighting project goals
Determine which team members will be responsible for the lighting design, luminaire selection, and
overall lighting concept. Prepare a schematic site lighting design by doing the following:
·· Identify the desired lighted areas on site.
·· Consult the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) Lighting Handbook recommendations to establish
target light levels and uniformities for the identified areas.
·· Identify any areas of the site where it may be difficult to meet the credit requirements because of light
level needs, proximity to a boundary, or other factors.

Step 2. Determine lighting zone
Identify the project’s lighting zone. The lighting designer (or someone with knowledge of the project site
and lighting zone classifications) is responsible for classifying the lighting zone.
·· Refer to the IES Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO) User Guide for information on determining the
project’s lighting zone (see Further Explanation, Lighting Zones).
·· Classify the entire project as one lighting zone.
·· Provide justification for the lighting zone chosen for the project.

Step 3. Establish lighting boundary
Determine the lighting boundary for the project and create a lighting boundary site plan. Provide
justification for any modification of the lighting boundary (e.g., if the lighting boundary was moved from
the project boundary to the center line of an adjacent public street).
1.

American Medical Association, House of Delegates, Report 4 of the Council on Science and Public Health (A-12), Light Pollution: Adverse Health Effects of
Nighttime Lighting (2009), ama-assn.org/resources/doc/csaph/a12-csaph4-lightpollution-summary.pdf (accessed March 2013).
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Artificial exterior lighting not only provides human safety and comfort, it enables us to productively use more hours
of the day. If done correctly, exterior lighting offers safety, security, building identification, aesthetics, and way
finding. However, poor lighting design causes light pollution.
Light pollution is the misdirection or misuse of light, generally resulting from an inappropriate application of
exterior lighting. Backlight creates light trespass onto adjacent sites by directing light in the opposite direction of the
area intended to be lighted. Uplight causes artificial sky glow. Glare is caused by high-angle front light.
Light pollution creates an abundance of environmental problems. Wildlife species that hunt or forage at night
may be unable to feed. Some flora and fauna are unable to adjust to seasonal variations when exposed to light
pollution. Migratory birds that rely on stars to guide them during migration may become disoriented. Even human
health can be damaged by misuse of light. Studies have shown that overexposure to artificial lighting, particularly at
night, may disrupt our circadian rhythms and melatonin production, impair night vision, and lead to sleep disorders.1
Finally, light pollution directed into the sky or into areas that do not need illumination is a waste of both energy and
money.
Good lighting design involves reducing three forms of light pollution: uplight, glare, and light trespass. This
credit addresses all three with requirements for specifying only the necessary lighting, selecting the right luminaires
(lamp-ballast combinations), locating them appropriately on the project site, and implementing an appropriate
control strategy. So that designers have flexibility, this credit offers two compliance options—a calculation method
(as in LEED 2009) and a new backlight, uplight, and glare (BUG) rating method.
Thoughtful selection of lighting results in luminaires that are not only aesthetically pleasing but also generate
well-shielded, well-directed light. Minimizing direct views of lamps avoids glare, and gradually changing light levels
allows the human eye to adapt. Efficient design specifies both luminaire distribution and lighting controls, including
motion sensors, photocells, time clocks, and other devices that reduce the amount of light at times and places it is
not needed.

SS

Behind the Intent
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Step 4. Prepare site lighting design
Prepare a site lighting plan based on the lighting zone designation and develop a luminaire schedule for
the project, selecting luminaires that eliminate or minimize uplight and light trespass off site (see Further
Explanation, Choosing Luminaires).
·· Designate all exterior luminaires (both exempt and nonexempt) within the project boundary, and
indicate locations, including pole heights.
·· Depict the project boundary, the property line (if different from the project boundary), the lighting
boundary, any additional properties included in the lighting boundary, and any relevant project site
conditions.
·· Indicate the total number of each luminaire type in the project.
·· Identify the manufacturer, model number, lamp type, orientation, tilt angle (if applicable), and input
wattage for each luminaire type.
This is only a preliminary design; the project team may need to revisit the design after completing the
subsequent steps and determining the uplight and light trespass values.

Step 5. Determine exemptions
·· Identify any luminaires that are exempt from the uplight and light trespass requirements and provide
justification for the exemptions.
·· Examples of exempt lighting include emergency lighting, government-mandated roadway lighting,
theatrical lighting, and lighting of the national flag in certain lighting zones.
·· If no lighting is required except what is listed in exemptions (see credit requirements) the project
achieves the credit, provided the team justifies the exemptions.

Step 6. Select compliance option for nonexempt lighting
Determine which method of compliance documentation the project team will follow for all nonexempt
lighting, and for each of the two sets of requirements (uplight and light trespass). The two compliance
options are the BUG Rating Method (Option 1) or the Calculation Method (Option 2). Project teams can
also combine the two options.
·· Option 1 may be the easier compliance path if BUG ratings are available for all or most project
luminaires (see Further Explanation, About the BUG Method).
·· Option 2 is for projects with some luminaires that would not comply or would be difficult to include
under the BUG rating method. Examples include a particular luminaire that, in itself, would not meet
the BUG thresholds but when used in concert with other luminaires can pass based on the calculation
method; and adjustable luminaires tilted from their nominal position, such that it is difficult to
determine the BUG rating.
·· A project can pursue different options for the uplight and trespass requirements. For example, Option
1’s BUG rating method can be applied to uplight and Option 2’s calculation method can be used for
light trespass, and vice versa. However, project teams cannot mix compliance paths within uplight or
light trespass: only one option may be used to demonstrate uplight, and only one option may be used
to demonstrate light trespass.

Step 7. Gather data on luminaires
Option 1
·· List the backlight, uplight, and glare ratings of each unique luminaire for the orientation and tilt
specified in the project design.
·· Ratings for luminaires without published BUG rating can be determined via software (see Further
Explanation, Calculating BUG Values).

Option 2
·· Show the total lumens per luminaire and lumens emitted above horizontal by each luminaire
(lamp-ballast combination) for the orientation and tilt specified in the project design.
·· Show the performance for each angular position (tilt) if there are multiple angular positions
for a luminaire type.
·· Identify all auxiliary shielding specified.
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Step 8. Evaluate uplight compliance
Determine compliance with the uplight requirements and make any necessary adjustments to the
preliminary lighting design.

Option 1

Option 2
Calculate the percentage of total lumens emitted above horizontal (see Further Explanation,
Example 2). Ensure that the selected luminaires, cumulatively, do not exceed the maximum allowable
uplight percentage listed in Table 2 of the credit requirements, based on the project’s lighting zone.
·· The requirements apply not to each individual luminaire but to the total uplight generated by all
luminaires.
·· Use manufacturer’s data sheets or IES files for each luminaire to identify the total luminaire lumens
emitted plus the total luminaire lumens emitted above 90 degrees (horizontal). This information is
typically shown in catalogue cutsheets or in IES files.

Step 9. Evaluate light trespass compliance
Determine compliance with the light trespass requirements and make any necessary adjustments to the
preliminary lighting design (see Further Explanation, Calculating Light Trespass).

Option 1
Consult Table 3 of the credit requirements for the maximum luminaire BUG rating for the project’s
lighting zone and the luminaire location and angular position. Ensure that all luminaires do not exceed
the maximum backlight and glare ratings.
·· Consider mounting location, distance from the lighting boundary, and light source when choosing
the luminaires that meet the backlight and glare ratings. Luminaires mounted at the highest height
and located closest to the lighting boundary constitute the worst-case scenario and may not
comply (see Further Explanation, Mounting Heights).
·· Consider trade-offs when choosing luminaires. Compared with traditional light sources, for example,
LEDs are more directional and brighter and can therefore produce more glare, but they are also
more controllable.
·· Ensure that the luminaires chosen are located appropriately in relation to the lighting boundary,
as stipulated in the credit requirements. A building-mounted luminaire with its backlight oriented
toward the building can be exempted from the backlight requirement. In this case, the luminaire
must meet only the light trespass requirements for glare.

Option 2
Calculate the vertical illuminance at the lighting boundary to ensure that the illuminance does not
exceed the maximum allowance shown in Table 4 of the credit requirements (see Further Explanation,
Vertical Illuminance).
·· Calculate the vertical illuminances on all vertical planes as they extend upward from the lighting
boundary at grade level to a height at least 33 feet (10 meters) above the tallest luminaire on the
project. Calculation points on each plane must be no more than 5 feet (1.5 meters) apart. For each
plane, ensure that the greatest vertical illuminance does not exceed the threshold indicated in the
credit requirements.
·· Retain point-by-point calculation output for the vertical plane containing the greatest vertical
illuminance (the worst-case scenario).

Step 10. Select compliant, internally illuminated exterior signage
Choose luminaires that meet the threshold requirements for light pollution and light trespass given in the
credit requirements. If the signage company does not have any data for the manufactured sign, assess
compliance in other ways. For example,
·· Take a measurement of the sign’s maximum luminance.
·· Have the lighting consultant construct the sign in calculation software by putting an automatic
placement grid on the luminous surface(s) of the object with a transmission assigned to the surface(s)
and setting the measurement type to diffuse luminance to get the results.
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Consult Table 1 of the credit requirements for the maximum luminaire BUG uplight rating for the
project’s lighting zone. Ensure that all luminaires, when positioned in the specified design position,
do not exceed this maximum uplight rating (see Further Explanation, Example 1).
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Lighting Zones

The Model Lighting Ordinance establishes five lighting zones, ranging from natural environments with no artificial
lighting (Lighting Zone 0) to areas of very high ambient lighting, such as Times Square in New York City (Lighting
Zone 4).
The MLO lighting zone for the project is based on the lighting zone of the immediately adjacent property at the
time construction begins.
Table 5. Model Lighting Ordinance lighting zones*
Lighting zone

Definition

Recommended uses

0
No ambient
lighting

Areas where natural environment will be seriously and
adversely affected by lighting. Effects include disturbing
biological cycles of flora and fauna and/or detracting from
human enjoyment and appreciation of natural environment.
Human activity is subordinate in importance to nature.
Vision of human residents and users is adapted to darkness,
and they expect to see little or no lighting. When not
needed, lighting should be extinguished.

Typically includes undeveloped areas of open
space, wilderness parks and preserves, areas near
astronomical observatories, or any other area where
protection of dark environment is critical.

1
Low ambient
lighting

Areas where lighting might harm flora and fauna or disturb
character of area. Vision of human residents and users
is adapted to low light levels. Lighting may be used for
safety and convenience but is not necessarily uniform
or continuous. After curfew, most lighting should be
extinguished or reduced as activity levels decline.

Typically includes single- and two-family residential
communities, rural town centers, business parks, and
other commercial, industrial, orstorage areas with
limited nighttime activity. May also include developed
areas in parks and other natural settings.

2
Moderate
ambient lighting

Areas of human activity where vision of human residents
and users is adapted to moderate light levels. Lighting may
typically be used for safety and convenience but is not
necessarily uniform or continuous. After curfew, lighting
may be extinguished or reduced as activity levels decline.

Typically includes multifamily residential uses,
institutional residential uses, schools, churches,
hospitals, hotels, motels, and commercial or
businesses areas with evening activities in
predominately residential areas. Also includes
neighborhood recreational and playing fields, and
mixed-use development with predominance of
residential uses.

3
Moderately high
ambient lighting

Areas of human activity where vision of human residents
and users is adapted to moderately high light levels.
Lighting is generally desired for safety, security and/or
convenience and it is often uniform and/or continuous. After
curfew, lighting may be extinguished or reduced in most
areas as activity levels decline.

Typically includes commercial corridors, high-intensity
suburban commercial areas, town centers, mixeduse areas, industrial uses and shipping and rail yards
with high nighttime activity. Also includes high-use
recreational and playing fields, regional shopping
malls, car dealerships, gas stations, and other
nighttime active exterior retail areas.

4
High ambient
lighting

Areas of human activity where vision of human residents
and users is adapted to high light levels. Lighting is
generally considered necessary for safety, security and/or
convenience and it is mostly uniform and/or continuous.
After curfew, lighting may be extinguished or reduced in
some areas as activity levels decline.

Areas of very high ambient lighting levels, used only
for special cases and not appropriate for most cities.
May be used for extremely unusual installations such
as high-density entertainment districts and heavy
industrial uses. (Currently only Times Square has this
classification in the U.S.)

* Adapted from Model Lighting Ordinance User Guide.

Lighting Boundary

The lighting boundary typically coincides with the property lines of the property that the LEED project occupies.
However, in certain situations the lighting boundary may be modified:
·· When the property boundary abuts a public area that is a walkway, bikeway, plaza, or parking lot, the lighting
boundary may be moved to 5 feet (1.5 meters) beyond the property line.
·· When the property boundary abuts a public roadway or public transit corridor, the lighting boundary may be
moved to the center line of that roadway or corridor.
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·· When additional properties owned by the same entity responsible for the LEED project are contiguous to the
project site and have the same or a higher lighting zone as the project, the lighting boundary may be expanded
to include those properties. In these cases, it is best if a lighting master plan is developed.

About the BUG Method

Backlight, uplight, and glare (BUG) are used to classify luminaires and their likelihood of generating light pollution.
This comprehensive system takes into account uplight shielding (Figure 2), glare shielding, and backlight shielding
(Figure 1), and it limits lamp lumens to values appropriate for a given lighting zone. The system includes a table
of consensus acceptable values against which the photometric data of a luminaire can be compared. BUG ratings
provide a much more accurate picture of the overall lumen distribution of a luminaire than cut-off designations.
If BUG values are available for the project’s luminaires, the team is likely to find Option 1 the easier
compliance path.
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Once the appropriate lighting zone and boundaries are established, the project’s lighting professional needs to pay
close attention to quantity, types, and locations of luminaires and the geometry of the site. The closer the luminaire
to the lighting boundary, the more likely it is that light extends beyond the boundary. For a location with a narrow
distribution, select a luminaire with a lower pole height, or move it away from the boundary to reduce light trespass.
Use manufacturer’s luminaire data or IES files to obtain the necessary information for determining compliance
with this credit. Luminaires without photometric distribution data must be assumed to have 100% of their initial
lamp lumens at or above 90 degrees. For adjustable tilt luminaires, consider the angular position when determining
a BUG rating or calculating compliance. A luminaire in its nominal position may have minimal light trespass and
low illumination to the night sky (e.g., a U rating of U1). But if the designer tilts the luminaire to achieve the desired
pattern of illuminance, more light may be emitted above the horizon and change the U rating to a U2 or even higher.
Determine the BUG ratings or calculations for each unique combination of luminaire and its angular position in
the lighting design. Luminaires with limited field adjustability must be assumed to have maximum tilt applied and
lumens at or above 90 degrees must be calculated from maximum tilted orientation. To more easily meet the credit
requirements, avoid adjustable luminaire types as a primary lighting source.
The Illuminating Engineering Society has established recommendations for exterior lighting levels for varioush
applications. Light source selection has a significant effect on how much light is needed and how comfortable it
feels. A cooler (whiter) light source (above 2500 degrees Kelvin color temperature) with higher color rendering
index (above 80 CRI) makes it easier for people to see and to distinguish detail. By following the recommendations,
projects may be able to use lower light levels. However, to ensure acceptability and minimize liability, light levels
lower than recommended should be approved by the owner and possibly by the local jurisdiction.

SS

Choosing Luminaires
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180°

UH

UH

UL

UL

90°

90°
BVH

FVH

80°

80°
BH

FH

60°

60°
BM

FM

BL
30°

Back / Back Light

FL
30°

Front / Forward Light

Uplight
Backlight
Glare

Figure 1. Backlight, uplight, and glare

USGBC LEED Guide Illustrations

SS11
SSc (EBOM, BD&C), GIBc Light Pollution
Reduction (Batch 2)
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Non-compliant light spill
above 90° from horizontal

90°
FVH Very High
80°

FVH Very High

90°

FH High
FH High
60°
FM Mid

FM Mid
FL Low

FL Low

30°

0°

LiGHT POLLUTION REDUCTION

Non-compliant light spill
above 90° from horizontal

0°

View 1

View 2 - Detail

LEED PROJECT
BOUNDARY
Backlight

Uplight

UH High
100°

100°
UL Low

90°

UL Low

90°

0°
View 3
Non-compliant light
Backlight

Figure 2. Compliant and noncompliant light

USGBC LEED Guide Illustrations

SS12
SSc GIBc Light Pollution Reduction (Batch 2) BD+C
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Calculating BUG Values

BUG values are typically published by product manufacturers. If published BUG data do not address the design
position of the luminaire (or are not available at all), ratings can be calculated by reviewing a luminaire’s photometric
test data and zonal lumen distribution and comparing the data with the maximum zonal lumens for backlight,
uplight, and glare established in IES TM-15-11, Addendum A. Software is also available that will calculate the BUG
rating using the IES file for the luminaire.
·· For the backlight rating, determine the lowest rating where the lumens for all of the secondary solid angles do
not exceed the threshold lumens from IES TM-15-11, Addendum A, Table A-1.
·· For the uplight rating, determine the lowest rating where the lumens for all secondary solid angles do not
exceed the threshold lumens from IES TM-15-11, Addendum A, Table A-2.
·· For the glare rating, determine the lowest rating where the lumens for all of the secondary solid angles do not
exceed the threshold lumens from IES TM-15-11, Addendum A, Table A-3.
Calculating Light Trespass

To calculate light trespass, use lighting design software and develop a photometric site plan (Figure 3) showing
all installed exterior lighting luminaires. Set a vertical calculation grid at each segment of the project’s lighting
boundary and the extent of the lighting zone allowances. The vertical illuminance calculation points must be no
more than 5 feet (1.5 meters) apart and extend from grade level up to at least 33 feet (10 meters) above the tallest
luminaire in the project (Figure 4).

Lighting boundary - LZ2

5'-0"
(1.5m)

Fixture
0.10

2.6

2.6
LEED PROJECT BOUNDARY

0.10

2.8

2.8

Planting strip
Sidewalk
Proposed tree
Road

Fixture
0.05

2.4

2.4

0.05

2.6

2.6

Plan

Figure 3. Photometric site plan
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Figure 4. Measuring vertical illuminance

vertical illuminance

Illuminance is the total quantity of light, or luminous flux, that falls on a surface, as measured in footcandles or lux.
This measurement is usually taken on the horizontal plane, at either the ground or the workplane, but measuring
vertical illuminance is helpful for understanding how much light is hitting a building façade, a human face, or the
vertical plane at a property boundary. In calculation software, a vertical calculation grid is placed at the location
where the measurements need to be taken. In a real-life situation, measurements are taken using a light meter held
vertically.
In Figure 5, the vertical illumination at a point P on a vertical surface parallel to and extending straight up from
the lighting boundary is the component of the illumination that is normal to this surface at that point. It can be given
as a function of the incident angle (A) of the luminous intensity (I) and the distance from the luminaire to P. Since
this vertical illuminance must be calculated for a grid of multiple points on the lighting boundary up to 33 feet above
the height of the luminaire (Figure 4), it is usually done with a commercially available lighting software program.
The threshold values in Table 4 of the credit requirements must be compared with the cumulative vertical
illuminance contributed by all luminaires on the site.

Intensity of the
luminaire in the
direction of the point

One of points calculated
on this plane

I
P

A

Normal (perpendicular) to
the plane above the boundary

One section of the
lighting boundary

Angle between the
incoming intensity and
the normal to the plane

Figure 5. Vertical illuminance diagram
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The height of the photometric center of a luminaire is considered the mounting height. Measured in distance above
grade, it informs the appropriate spacing between poles and distance from the lighting boundary (Figure 6).
For example, if the photometric center of a luminaire is 20 feet (6 meters) above grade, the unit of mounting
height is 20 feet (6 meters). If a pole must be two mounting heights from the lighting boundary based on the
classified zone and BUG rating, then the pole must be 40 feet (12 meters) from the nearest lighting boundary. The
mounting height and pole location need to be calculated for each luminaire.
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Property line

Area for lighting

Vertical illuminance in the
plane of property line

Light pollution
concern area

Less 0.5mh
0.5mh to 1 mh
1 to 2 mh

0.5mh
1mh
2mh

mh = mounting height

Figure 6. Mounting heights

Examples

Example 1. BUG rating
The project site is in lighting zone 2 and the preliminary design includes two exterior luminaire types—a buildingmounted wallpack luminaire and a pole-mounted site-lighting luminaire.
Based on their location on the building relative to the lighting boundary, the wallpacks fall under the category of
“building-mounted >2 mounting heights from any lighting boundary.” The pole-mounted luminaires throughout the
site fall under two referenced categories, “>2 mounting heights from lighting boundary” and “1 to 2 mounting heights
from lighting boundary and properly oriented.”
Based on the lighting zone and locations within the lighting boundary and following Tables 1 and 3 in the credit
requirements, the following maximum luminaire BUG ratings apply:

USGBC LEED Guide Illustrations

SS24
SSc Light Pollution Reduction (Batch 2)
Table 6. Maximum uplight ratings for luminaires, by MLO lighting zone
MLO lighting zone

Luminaire uplight rating

LZ2

U2
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Table 7. Maximum backlight and glare ratings, by MLO lighting zone
MLO lighting zone
Luminaire mounting

LZ0

LZ1

LZ2

LZ3

LZ4

B1

B3

B4

B5

B5

1 to 2 mounting heights from lighting boundary
and properly oriented

B1

B2

B3

B4

B4

Allowed glare ratings
Building-mounted > 2 mounting heights from any
lighting boundary

G0

G1

G2

G3

G4

All other luminaires

G0

G1

G2

G3

G4

The BUG ratings for the two specified products are as follows:
·· Wallpack, B2 U2 G2
·· Pole-mounted luminaires, B1 U0 G1
Based on the allowable maximum luminaire BUG ratings in the tables above, the specified luminaires do not exceed
the maximum allowances and thus comply with the credit requirements.
Example 2. Calculating uplight
A project team has determined that their site falls within MLO Lighting Zone 2 and is pursuing Option 2 Calculation
Method for uplight. The maximum allowable percentage of total luminaire lumens emitted above horizontal is 1.5%.
The project must demonstrate that 1.5% or less of total luminaire lumens are emitted above horizontal.
Based on the manufacturer’s data and IES files for the various luminaires chosen for the project, the project has
prepared the following table:
Table 8. Luminaire tracking
Luminaire

Quantity

Lumens per
luminaire

Lumens above
horizontal

Total luminaire
lumens

Total luminaire
lumens above
horizontal

Type 1

10

3,000

0

30,000

0

Type 2

2

1,000

100

2,000

200

32,000

200

The team calculates compliance as follows:
Total luminaire lumens

=

32,000

Total lumens above 90° from horizontal
200

/

32,000

=

=

200

0.6%

Because 0.6% is below the maximum allowable 1.5% of total lumens above horizontal, the project achieves
compliance.
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Allowed backlight ratings
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Example 3. Example site lighting plan

Light fixture A
(typical)
Sidewalk

LEED PROJECT BOUNDARY
AND LIGHTING BOUNDARY
Light fixture B (typical)

Parking
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Roadway

Adjacent property:
Lighting Zone 1
Project building
Adjacent building

Light Fixture Schedule
Fixture A
Type: Street Light Pole
Quantity: 15
Fixture B
Type: Illuminated Bollard
Quantity: 3
Project Light Zone Designation: 2

Figure 7. Example lighting plan

Campus

Group Approach
All buildings in the group may be documented as one.
Campus Approach
Eligible.

USGBC LEED Guide Illustrations

SS8
BD+C SSc Light Pollution Reduction (Batch 2)
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ReQUireD DOCUMeNTATION

Site lighting plan with boundaries, elements,
location of fixtures, and applicable measurements

X

Projects with internally illuminated exterior signage
only: provide maximum luminance data

X

Luminaire schedule showing uplight ratings
Luminaire schedule showing backlight and glare
ratings and mounting heights
Calculations for lumens per luminaire and lumens
emitted above horizontal

Option 1,
Uplight

Option 1,
Light
Trespass

Option 2,
Uplight

Option 2,
Light
Trespass

SS

All
Projects

X
X
X

Greatest vertical illuminance value for each vertical
calculation plane at lighting boundary; calculation
grid for one vertical plane with greatest vertical
illuminance (worst-case scenario), highlighting
point of greatest illuminance

X

Related Credit Tips
SS Credit Site Assessment. The site and the project conditions may provide opportunities to reduce lighting needs.
There may also be special circumstances, such as a project site located near a sensitive habitat that requires lower
lighting zone designations or adjusting the lighting design to fit these conditions.
EA Prerequisite Minimum Energy Performance and EA Credit Optimize Energy Performance. In some cases,
earning this credit will require the team to install more luminaires at lower lamp heights to meet the boundary
restrictions and BUG requirements, which could impair energy performance. A proper lighting design both
minimizes light pollution and maximizes energy efficiency.

Changes from LEED 2009
·· A new compliance option, based on BUG ratings, has been added.
·· The lighting power density requirements have been relocated to EA Prerequisite Minimum Energy
Performance.
·· The interior lighting requirements have been relocated to EA Prerequistie Minimum Energy Performance.
·· The photometric information now needs to include only vertical illuminance calculations. Also, point-bypoint calculation output documentation needs to be provided only for the worst-case vertical plane, not all site
lighting.

Referenced Standards
Illuminating Engineering Society and International Dark Sky Association (IES/IDA) Model Lighting
Ordinance User Guide and IES TM-15-11, Addendum A: ies.org
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Exemplary Performance
Not available.
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Definitions
BUG rating a luminaire classification system that classifies luminaires in terms of backlight (B), uplight (U), and
glare (G) (taken from IES/IDA Model Lighting Ordinance). BUG ratings supersede the former cutoff ratings.
emergency lighting a luminaire that operates only during emergency conditions and is always off during normal
building operation
light pollution waste light from building sites that produces glare, is directed upward to the sky, or is directed off the
site. Waste light does not increase nighttime safety, utility, or security and needlessly consumes energy.
light trespass obtrusive illumination that is unwanted because of quantitative, directional, or spectral attributes.
Light trespass can cause annoyance, discomfort, distraction, or loss of visibility.
mounting height the distance between ground level (or the workplane) and the bottom of the luminaire (light
fixture); the height at which a luminaire is installed. (Adapted from Light a Home)
ornamental luminaire a luminaire intended for illuminating portions of the circulation network that also serves an
ornamental function, in addition to providing optics that effectively deliver street lighting, and has a decorative or
historical period appearance
vertical illuminance illuminance levels calculated at a point on a vertical surface, or that occur on a vertical plane.
This lighting that affects spatial limits and proportions.
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A. POLICY
1. Problem Identification. When drafting regulations, it is wise to begin with Problem
Identification. Establish the nature of the negative to be prevented, or the positive to be
encouraged. When it comes to writing outdoor lighting ordinances, it is prudent to spend
time documenting the adverse effects of light pollution, and stating the policy objectives
sought to be accomplished. Are there examples of bad lighting in the community that
citizens are well-aware of or share an aversion to? Or conversely, are there positive
examples of the benefits of dark skies that the community wants to preserve? For example,
encouraging uniform aesthetics, attracting shoppers and reducing hazards to motorists and
pedestrians have all been found to be legitimate reasons for municipalities to enact land use
regulations.1
2. Expert Statements. Absent specific factual situations documented locally, it is prudent to
draw upon the published opinions of experts in the field. Articles, papers and presentations
are worthwhile sources. Not every municipality has the time or resources to retain a
consultant, but many of those educational materials are available online, and can be
incorporated by reference into the file. Aside from the merits of star gazing, the comfort of
dark skies, and the threats to vehicular and pedestrian safety, there is also ample
documentation on the negative impact of artificial light at night on the health of humans and
other living things.
3. Comp Plan. Ideally, the subjective value statements about the benefits of dark skies will be
mentioned in the municipality’s comprehensive plan.2 The first step in the land use
regulatory process is often the preparation of a comprehensive plan. Comprehensive
planning is a process by which a community assesses what it had, what it has, what it wants,
how to achieve what it wants, and finally, how to implement those objectives.
B. AUTHORITY
1. Type of Municipality. Once a need for the regulation has been identified, the next step is to
locate the municipality’s legal ability to regulate.
Home-Rule municipalities have the full power of local self-government.3 Generally a
home-rule municipality may exercise any power not prohibited by the Constitution or
laws of the State of Texas, which is lawfully conferred by its charter.4
General-Law municipalities look not to charters, but to state statutes as sources of
regulatory authority.5 They may enact a regulation that is for the good government,
peace or order of the municipality, and is necessary or proper for carrying out a power
Lamar Corp. v. City of Longview, 270 S.W.3d 609, 616 (Tex. App.--Texarkana 2008, no pet.), citing Murmur
Corp. v. Bd. of Adjustment of City of Dallas, 718 S.W.2d 790, 794 (Tex.App.--Dallas 1986, writ ref'd n.r.e.).
2
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §211.004.
3
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §51.072.
4
Bland v. City of Taylor, 37 S.W.2d 291, (Tex. Civ. App. - Austin 1931) affirmed 67 S.W.2d 1033, (Tex. 1934).
5
Brooks, David, “Municipal Law and Practice,” Texas Practice §3.03 (p. 205).
1
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granted to the municipality or to an officer of the municipality (provided the regulation is
not contrary to the constitution or state law).6
Type A general-law municipalities may adopt ordinances, acts, laws, or regulations,
not inconsistent with state law, that are necessary for the government, interest,
welfare, or good order of the municipality as a body politic.7
Type B general-law municipalities may adopt ordinances that are not inconsistent
with the laws and Constitution of Texas, as it deems proper for the government of the
municipality.8 Type B municipalities can prescribe the fine for the violation of an
ordinance.9 Type B municipalities can take any other action necessary to carry out a
provision of the Texas Local Government Code applicable to the municipality.10
Type C general-law municipalities of 201 to 500 inhabitants have all authority and
duties as conferred upon the city council of a Type B municipality unless the
authority or duty conflicts with provisions of the Texas Local Government Code
relating specifically to Type C municipalities.11 The city council of Type C
municipalities of 501 to 4,999 inhabitants have all authority and duties as conferred
upon the city council of a Type A municipality unless the authority or duty conflicts
with provisions of the Texas Local Government Code relating specifically to Type C
municipalities.12
2. Zoning. Municipalities have the power to enact zoning regulations for the purpose of
promoting the public health, safety, morals, or general welfare and protecting and preserving
places and areas of historical, cultural, or architectural importance and significance.13
Pursuant to its zoning authority, a municipality may:
(a) Regulate and restrict the height, number of stories, and size of buildings and other
structures.
(b) Regulate the percentage of a lot that may be occupied.
(c) Regulate the size of the yards, courts, and other open spaces.
(d) Regulate the density of population.
(e) Regulate the location and use of buildings, structures, and land for trade, industry,
residence, or other purposes.
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §51.001.
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §51.012.
8
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §51.032(a).
9
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §54.002.
10
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §51.032(b).
11
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §51.051(b).
12
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §51.051(a).
13
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §211.001.
6
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(f) Regulate and restrict the construction, alteration, reconstruction, or razing of buildings
and other structures in designated places and areas of historic and cultural importance.14
The regulation of outdoor lighting is a reasonable application of this authority. It is also
reasonable for a municipality to address outdoor lighting in the course of creating a Planned
Development District (aka, “Planned Unit Development”), and as an added term imposed as
a condition of rezoning (or a zoning overlay). Restricting outdoor lighting could also be a
condition placed upon the granting of a variance (depending on the nature of the variance
sought).
3. Building Codes. Municipalities have the authority to adopt, and amend several standard
(national or international) building codes (electrical codes, rehabilitation codes, plumbing
codes, fire codes, property maintenance codes and energy conservation codes.15 The
regulations of lighting related to buildings and structures is a reasonable extension of this
authority.
4. Signs. Municipalities have the authority to provide for the relocation, reconstruction, or
removal of signs in the city limits and the extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ), including the
establishment of procedures for doing so.16 The regulations of lighting related to signage
falls under this authority.
5. Historic Preservation. A statutory attribute of zoning in Texas is the protection and
preservation of places and areas of historical, cultural, or architectural importance and
significance.17 The United States Supreme Court has recognized that historic preservation is
a legitimate government purpose, and that restrictions on alteration and demolition are an
appropriate way to carry out historic preservation goals.18 Restrictions on outdoor lighting
fits within the larger regulatory effort to protect historic structures and place.
6. Development Agreements. Municipalities have broad authority to enter into written
contracts with the owners of land in the ETJ to address a wide variety of development-related
issues, including use and construction.19 Although not expressly enumerated, the parties can
mutually agree to how outdoor lighting will be installed and operated.
7. Nuisance. Municipalities have the authority to define and abate nuisances.20 There is ample
documentation available to support the declaration that certain types of light trespass and / or
light pollution constitute public nuisances, which can be regulated pursuant to this grant of
authority.

Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code Ch. 212 [emphasis added].
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code Ch. 214.
16
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code Ch. 216.
17
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §211.001.
18
Penn Central Transportation Company v. City of New York, 438 U.S. 104 (1978).
19
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code 212.171, et. seq.
20
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code Ch. 217.
14
15
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C. COMMON LAW NUISANCE
Absent municipal regulations, property owners burdened by a neighbor’s unrestricted lighting
choices must turn to the courts and rely upon common law court decisions. Here is a sampling
of cases:


Water towers near plaintiffs home had lights that shined into plaintiff’s bedroom,
disturbing their sleep. The Court concluded glaring light to be a nuisance.21



A cotton gin re-located near Plaintiff’s home. The gin had bright floodlights that would
shine onto plaintiff's premises. The Court concluded that erection and operation of the gin
at the proposed site adjoining plaintiff's home was unreasonable and constituted a
nuisance as a matter of law.22



Landowners brought a light and noise nuisance claim against owner of 126–foot cellular
telephone tower. The tower had two floodlights that were on all night and that
illuminated the Landowner’s backyard so that one could read and write on their patio at
night. The Court found the light to be a nuisance and awarded monetary damages for past
nuisance damages, future damages expressly excluded.23



Landowners brought nuisance action against port authority under Texas Tort Claims Act,
alleging that port authority's operation of marine container terminal caused excessive
noise, light, and chemical pollution that interfered with landowners' use and enjoyment of
their homes. The Court found the injuries to property were in common with the
community, and resulted from the operation of a public work. In that case a governmental
entity has immunity and the landowners were not compensated. In this case, the Court
concluded it makes no difference whether the conditions alleged are characterized as a
nuisance in fact or nuisance per se. In either circumstance, the Port Authority retains its
immunity for nuisance damages.24



Plaintiff’s claimed defendant’s use of household lights amounted to light trespass.
Plaintiff’s claimed defendants' driveway lights were illuminated from early afternoon
hours until the next morning and are intentionally and maliciously focused upon
Plaintiffs' bedroom windows. The trial court's judgment found that the claim was “not
warranted by existing law and not supported by any reasonable request for the extension,
modification, or reversal of existing law.” The appellate court affirmed.25



Neighbors to a high school object to the construction of a new stadium because the lights
will cause a trespass. The Court concludes there is no substantial evidence in the record
showing the Project's lighting elements may have a significant effect on the environment.
Further, the Court stated, “the question is whether a project will affect the environment of

City of River Oaks v. Moore, 272 S.W.2d 389, 390 (Tex.Civ.App.—Fort Worth 1954, writ ref'd n.r.e.).
Lamesa Co-op. Gin v. Peltier, 342 S.W.2d 613, 616 (Tex. Civ. App. 1961).
23
GTE Mobilnet of S. Texas Ltd. P'ship v. Pascouet, 61 S.W.3d 599, 606 (Tex. App. 2001).
24
Port of Houston Auth. v. Aaron, 415 S.W.3d 355 (Tex. App. 2013).
25
Brozynski v. Kerney, 10-05-00300-CV, 2006 WL 2160841 (Tex. App. Aug. 2, 2006). UNPUBLISHED
21
22
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persons in general, not whether a project will affect particular persons.” The Court
determined no significant environmental impact from the following findings: lighting's
limited hours of operation, limited number of evening events, landscaping features, and
limited number of residences affected by light trespass.26


“In Residence Districts the source of any lighting located out-of-doors on any lot shall
not be visible from any other lot.” Court concluded this language in the zoning ordinance
was not unconstitutionally vague, and supported the city’s denial of the outdoor lights to
be installed on a football field in a residential neighborhood.27



Property owners in Henly, and up to two miles away from the ballpark, complain about
the glaring lights from the Field of Dreams. One property owner says, “we avoid going
on the porch at night because it’s unbearable.” In addition to light nuisance, property
owners nearby complain of trash, traffic, and trespassers. This article discusses the
lawsuit filed in July 2013 by Kenneth and Susan Troppy who live adjacent to the ballpark
(See info on lawsuit below). They are seeking $200,000 in damages for trespassers
wandering on their property, property devaluation, and for light and noise nuisances. This
article also indicates that Henly residents hosted a town hall meeting to discuss
incorporation.28
o The Field of Dreams is an 18 acre parcel of flat land situated in the unincorporated
town of Henly. It consists of 9 Baseball/Softball Fields, Batting Cages, and
Concessions constructed and covering property/lot line to property/lot line. It is
owned principally by Austin Select Baseball CEO John Martin and COO Sean
Kinkaid but has an additional 13-15 private investors.
o Of those 9 fields, 8 are for youth aged Select players, and 1 is for senior aged Select
players with No Adult usage. All fields are lighted. The total number of 40ft. tall
lighted poles is 23. They use 170 fixtures of 1,500 watt high density discharge sports
lights for a total aggregate of 255,000 watts of unshielded light emitted when all
fields are lighted.
o Because of the size and maximum use of space, this development can host up to 80
teams per week and is marketing itself as an a Select athletic destination in order to
host regional, state, and national events. It sits off of a 2 lane straight country road
with informal parking and has had as many as 300-400 vehicles, including RV’s, on a
busy day, which translates roughly into 700-800 people in foot traffic on the site.

And there are cases involving municipal regulations, and municipal oversight:

Taxpayers for Accountable Sch. Bond Spending v. San Diego Unified Sch. Dist., 215 Cal. App. 4th 1013, 1040,
156 Cal. Rptr. 3d 449, 469-70 (2013), reh'g denied (Apr. 25, 2013).
27
Stephen Reney Saybrook. 4 Conn. App. 111, 113, 492 A.2d 533, 534 (1985).
28
Troppy v. Central Texas Field of Dreams, LP, Cause No. 13-1645, 428th District Court, Hays County. Case is
pending.
26
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Neighbors, the Abramowitz’s, complained to the City that their neighbors, the Marvin’s,
were violating the exterior lighting provisions of the Zoning Code. The Marvin’s lowered
the wattages and put on shields. The Abramowitz’s still claimed the Marvin’s lights
reflected off of their garage causing a glare into their home. The Abramowitz’s sued
claiming the Zoning Board should require them to put on a timer, and that the Board’s
decision was inconsistent with the purpose of the zoning regulations. In part, the
regulations read, “All exterior lights and sign illumination shall be designed, located,
installed and directed in such a manner as to: (a) prevent direct or objectionable glare or
light trespass, (b) be shielded to the extent possible, (c) employ soft, transitional light
levels which are consistent from area to area, (d) minimize contrast between light
sources, lit areas, and dark surroundings, and (e) be confined within the target area. The
Court found for the City because the Zoning Board did not err in applying the Code.29



This case addresses grandfathering for lights. The plaintiffs argued that a Country Club
had illegal lights according to the Code and that the lights were never permitted by the
City. The court finds that a special permit for the Country Club specifically authorized
outdoor lighting. Also, the Country Club was not required to obtain approval for its
existing lights because such lights were permitted under the regulations in existence at
the time they were installed.30
D. PROCEDURES

Municipalities wishing to successfully enact outdoor lighting regulations should spend time at the
outset considering the Policy Formation Process. How does the municipality want to approach
enacting, amending or expanding its ordinance? Considering the technical aspects, legal
intricacies, and possible political controversies, it is wise to lay out a plan for formulation,
consideration and adoption.
If relying upon its zoning authority to enact the regulations, state law requires public notices and
hearings. Beyond that, there may be home-rule charter requirements that influence the process.
Regardless of state law mandates, a municipality should determine upfront how it wants to
facilitate public input and public education. Decision-makers (the city council) might benefit from
workshops at which they can become more comfortable with the terminology and technical
standards. It might be helpful for the mayor to designate a city council subcommittee to help
shepherd the outdoor lighting regulations through the process.
E. SCIENCE
In order to knowingly enact reasonable regulations and effective standards, it is important that
the city council understand the technology. Watts v Lumens? Lumens v. Luminaires. Hooded
v. Shielded? Full Cut-Off Fixtures? Time should be spent understanding what these words

Abramowitz v. Zoning Bd. of Appeals of Town of New Canaan, FSTCV106006012S, 2011 WL 4908361 (Conn.
Super. Ct. Sept. 16, 2011). UNPUBLISHED.
30
Shaw v. Redding Zoning Bd. of Appeals, 31 61 40, 1995 WL 139555 (Conn. Super. Ct. Mar. 20, 1995)
UNPUBLISHED.
29
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mean, and how they will affect homeowners, business owners, and citizens at-large. It would
also be wise to engage the city’s engineer, or hire a lighting consultant.
F. SCOPE & APPLICABILITY
A crucial decision for would-be municipal regulators is the scope of the outdoor lighting
ordinance. How broadly will it be applied?
1. Zoning Districts. It should be determined early on whether the regulations will be applied to
just Non-Residential (i.e., Commercial / Retail / Industrial) properties, or will they also apply
to Residential, Recreational, Government properties?
2. Existing v. New Construction. There are some municipalities that apply the new regulations
to existing structures, while others limit the tougher standards only to new construction.
3. Areas Illuminated. Once the municipality has identified the types of property and projects
the outdoor lighting regulations will apply to, city leaders must choose the areas on a
building, structure or parcel that will be addressed by the ordinance. Commonly-addressed
areas include the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Entrances (Doors, Windows).
Landscaping (Porches, Playscapes, Trees, Shrubbery).
Sports Courts (Tennis, Basketball).
Swimming Pools.
Driveways / Walkways.
Parking Lots.
Security Lighting.
Signs.

4. Model Ordinance. Early in the process of considering enacting (or amending) an outdoor
lighting ordinance, city officials should consider the merits of structuring the regulations in
accordance with the Model Lighting Ordinance (prepared by the International Dark-Sky
Association (IDA) and Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA).31
Other examples include those enacted by the cities of Dripping Springs,32 and West Lake
Hills,33 both of which are available online from Franklin Legal Publishing.34
G. STANDARDS
1. Common Standards. While the terminology may be difficult for some to master, outdoor
lighting regulations do not have to be complex. The goal should be to establish requirements
that can be understood, and that are enforceable. Typical aspects of outdoor lighting
standards include:
http://www.darksky.org/assets/documents/MLO/MLO_FINAL_June2011
Dripping Springs, Tx, Code of Ordinances, Article 24.06.
33
West Lake Hills, Tx, Code of Ordinances, Article 24.03.
34
http://www.franklinlegal.net
31
32
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Lumens.
Hooding / Shielding.
Height.
Timing (Timers, Curfews).

2. Specificity. Due Process demands that municipal ordinances (just like federal or state
statutes) must have an understandable meaning and establish a legal standard capable of
application. Ordinances are subject to the same constitutional requirements and construction
canons as statutes.35 To determine whether a statute is unconstitutionally vague, we begin by
presuming that the statute is constitutional.36 The party challenging the statute's
constitutionality has the burden of showing that the statute fails to meet constitutional
requirements.37 A statute or ordinance is unconstitutionally vague if the persons regulated by
it are exposed to risk or detriment without fair warning or if it invites arbitrary and
discriminatory enforcement by its lack of guidance for those charged with its enforcement.38
Implicit in this constitutional safeguard is the idea that laws must have an understandable
meaning and must set legal standards that are capable of application.39 A law fails to meet
the standards of due process if it is so vague and standardless as to leave a governing body
free to decide, without any legally fixed guidelines, what is prohibited in each particular
case.40 Due process is violated and a law is invalid if persons of common intelligence are
compelled to guess at a law's meaning and applicability.41
A law is not unconstitutionally vague merely because it does not define words or phrases.42
Only a reasonable degree of certainty is required,43 and the reasonable-certainty requirement
does not preclude the use of ordinary terms to express ideas which find adequate
interpretation in common usage and understanding.44 Moreover, the mere fact that the
parties disagree as to an ordinance's meaning does not mean we must necessarily guess at its
meaning.45 That being said, it is recommended that municipal outdoor lighting regulations
define those terms that are not commonly understood in the general public.

Mills v. Brown, 316 S.W.2d 720, 723 (Tex. 1958) ("The same rules apply to the construction of municipal
ordinances as to the construction of statutes."); cf. Texas Liquor Control Bd. v. Attic Club, Inc., 457 S.W.2d 41, 45
(Tex. 1970) ("A rule or order promulgated by an administrative agency acting within its delegated authority
should be considered under the same principles as if it were the act of the Legislature.").
36
Walker v. Gutierrez, 111 S.W.3d 56, 66 (Tex. 2003).
37
Id.
38
See Comm'n for Lawyer Discipline v. Benton, 980 S.W.2d 425, 437 (Tex. 1998); Attic Club, 457 S.W.2d at 45;
City of Webster v. Signad, Inc., 682 S.W.2d 644, 646 (Tex. App.--Houston [1st Dist.] 1984, writ ref'd n.r.e.).
39
City of Mesquite v. Aladdin's Castle, Inc., 559 S.W.2d 92, 94 (Tex. Civ. App.--Dallas 1977), writ ref'd n.r.e., 570
S.W.2d 377 (Tex. 1978) (per curiam).
40
Id.
41
Attic Club, 457 S.W.2d at 45; Pennington v. Singleton, 606 S.W.2d 682, 689 (Tex. 1980); Signad, 682 S.W.2d at
646.
42
Vista Healthcare, Inc. v. Texas Mut. Ins. Co., 324 S.W.3d 264, 273 (Tex. App.--Austin 2010, pet. denied).
43
Id. (citing Pennington, 606 S.W.2d at 689).
44
Signad, 682 S.W.2d at 646-47 (quoting Sproles v. Binford, 286 U.S. 374, 393 (1932)).
45
Mills v. Fletcher, 229 S.W.3d 765, 770 (Tex. App.--San Antonio 2007, no pet.); see Vista Healthcare, 324 S.W.3d
at 273. See also City of Webster v. Signad, Inc., 682 S.W.2d at 645-46.
35
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One court concluded that the absence of reasonable guidelines or standards rendered the term
"substantial work" unconstitutionally vague as applied regardless of who is making that
determination (i.e., a building official, or the Board of Adjustment).46 Although courts
recognize that myriad factual situations may arise, such that statutes can and should be
worded with flexibility, the public must be provided fair notice of what is required or
prohibited.47
H. PRE-EXISTING
1. Nonconforming. A major issue to resolve (from administrative, political and legal
perspectives) is how to deal with pre-existing and grandfathered lighting. Municipalities
often intend that outdated, inconsistent, light fixtures contrary to the new regulations go
away, eventually (one way or the other). A “nonconforming use” is one that lawfully existed
on the land prior to the enactment of an ordinance, and continues to exist out of compliance
with the ordinance after the effective date.48
Some outdoor lighting experts, including the authors of the model ordinance, have concluded
that most outdoor lighting will be fully depreciated at the end of 10 years (if not sooner).
Generally, courts have found it is reasonable for municipalities to terminate a use that does
not meet the zoning standard (e.g., terminating an apartment building in an area zoned for
single-family use).49 However, the reasonableness standard only gives the landowner the
opportunity to recoup his actual investment in the nonconforming use.50 Thus, if a
municipality opts not to apply the ordinance prospectively (i.e., it will apply to pre-existing
buildings, structures, etc.), municipalities should consider amortization periods.
2. Amortization. Municipalities must allow enough time for recoupment of the actual
investment of the nonconforming structure. There is no way to get around a case-by-case
analysis. It is wise to set a reasonable amortization period, then allow a property owner to
appeal that decision within the city. That way, the property owner must prove the actual
investment has not yet been recouped. The Fort Worth Court of Appeals upheld such a
regulatory structure.51 Also, the Texas Supreme Court determined in the hallmark
amortization case, City of University Park v. Benners, that the involuntary termination of a

William L. Lindig v. City of Johnson City, Cause Number 03-11-00660-CV, November 15, 2012 (The ordinance
did not clearly specify what amount of building permit fee (if any) applied to a residential remodeling project;
nonetheless, the building official assessed a fine and issued Stop Work Orders because (in part) the property
owner refused to pay the fee.). See also Texas Antiquities Comm. v. Dallas Cnty. Cmty. Coll., 554 S.W.2d 924,
928 (Tex. 1977) ("A vague law impermissibly delegates basic policy matters to policemen, judges, and juries for
resolution on ad hoc and subjective basis, with the attended [sic] dangers of arbitrary and discriminatory
applications." (quoting Grayned v. City of Rockford, 408 U.S. 104, 109 (1972)).
47
Vista Healthcare, 324 S.W.3d at 273.
48
City of Univ. Park v. Benners, 485 S.W.2d 773 (Tex. 1972).
49
Dyer v. Bd. of Adjustment of City of Dallas, 05-94-00093-CV, 1995 WL 23637 (Tex. App.--Dallas 1995, writ
denied).
50
Id. at 3.
51
Coyel v. City of Kennedale, 2-04-391-CV, 2006 WL 19604 (Tex. App.—Fort Worth Jan. 5, 2006, pet. denied).
46
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nonconforming use through amortization that allows for recoupment of the investment does
not amount to a constitutional taking.52
Additionally, if the City can show that the light trespass is a nuisance and a safety concern,
case law exists to suggest that a shorter amortization period would withstand challenge.53
3. Modifications or Destruction. It’s common in municipal zoning regulations for new
regulations to be triggered upon a change in the use or alteration of the premises. The model
ordinance suggests new regulations applying:
“Whenever there is a new use of a property (zoning or variance change) or the use of the
property is changed….”54
4. Abandonment. Municipalities have terminated nonconforming uses due to abandonment or
discontinued use. Under Texas law, a discontinuance of a prior nonconforming use for fixed
time such as six months will not of itself constitute abandonment. Courts have established a
two-part test to determine whether the discontinuance of a nonconforming use constitutes
abandonment. The test requires:
(a) an intent to abandon; and
(b) some overt act or failure to act which carries the implication of abandonment. 55
However, a municipality, by ordinance, may have the ability to avoid the impact of this
common law precedent by providing that discontinuance of the use of nonconforming light
fixtures for a fixed time constitutes abandonment. Some municipalities have legislatively
created a rebuttable presumption of the intent to abandon a use if its operation ceases for a
specific period of time.
5. Uniformity of Requirements. Often referred to as “grandfathering” or “vested rights,”
pursuant to Chapter 245, a municipality must consider the approval, disapproval, or
conditional approval of an application for a permit solely on the basis of regulations in effect
at the time the original application for the permit is filed, or a plan for development or plat
application is filed.56 This statutory freeze on regulations might encompass outdoor lighting
rules.
6. Continuation of Land Use. With regard to pre-existing uses subject to annexations, the
state statutes do not support amortization. A municipality cannot prohibit the continued use
of land after annexation if the use legally existed prior to annexation.57 Once the landowner
proves the use pre-dated the annexation, a municipality is bound to grandfather the use,
City of University Park v. Benners, 485 S.W.2d 773 (Tex. 1972).
See Lamar Corp. v. City of Longview, 270 S.W.3d 609, 616 (Tex. App.—Texarkana 2008, no pet.).
54
Model Lighting Ordinance, International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) and Illuminating Engineering Society of
North America (IESNA) §VII.B (June 14, 2011).
55
Rosenthal v. City of Dallas, 211 S.W.2d 279, 284 (Tex. Civ. App.--Dallas 1948, writ ref’d n.r.e.).
56
Tex. Loc. Gov't Code §245.002(a).
57
Tex. Loc. Gov't Code §43.002(a).
52
53
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unless the use meets a public safety / welfare exception. The law is unclear at this point on
whether the term “use” in this context would include a tangible specification such as light
fixtures (but the author asserts the better argument is against such an interpretation).
I. ADMINISTRATION
As with any regulation, it is wise to consider how the rules will be implemented before you adopt
the rules. With outdoor lighting ordinances, key questions are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Will permits be required for the installation of all new fixtures (luminaires)?
Must lighting plans be submitted for approval addressing the entire property?
Will the city engage plan reviewers and inspectors trained in lighting regulations?
Are the standards imposed by the city measureable?

The enactment of outdoor lighting regulations can elicit opinions from recognized experts, and
even lay experts, on issues such as whether light meters accurately measure lumens.
J. ENFORCEMENT
1. Options Generally. Municipalities have many options for achieving compliance with
outdoor lighting regulations: voluntary compliance, administrative remedies, municipal
court, and civil court. Municipalities also have many sources of authority for enforcement of
its ordinances. State law provides general enforcement authority and procedures for
enforcing health and safety ordinances through a quasi-judicial building and standards
commission.58 State law also provides for enforcement through the use of civil actions and
for alternative administrative hearing procedure before a hearing officer appointed pursuant
to ordinance with appeal to the municipal court.
2. Criminal Enforcement. A municipality may provide by ordinance for a fine of up to $500
for violation of any ordinances and up to $2,000 for violation of ordinances governing
zoning, and certain other matters.59 These higher limits apply to a municipality regardless of
any contrary provision in a city charter.
3. Civil Enforcement. Any municipality may bring a civil suit to enforce certain ordinances
concerning public safety in building construction, fire safety, zoning and subdivision
requirements.60
K. PUBLIC EDUCATION
Once city leaders have determined the scope and nature of the outdoor lighting rules, the crucial
next step is explaining the law and technology to property owners, residents and the business
community. In an ideal situation, public education activities will occur throughout the process,
rather than at the final public meeting at which the ordinance will be adopted.
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code Chapter 54.
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §54.001.
60
Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §54.012.
58
59
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Outdoor lighting ordinances can implicate strong sentiments regarding private property rights,
safety, and the proper role of government. Public debates about exterior illumination can give
rise to emotions on both sides regarding aesthetics, security and notions about what it means to
be a good neighbor.
Municipalities exercising regulatory control over outdoor lighting should anticipate these human
factors, attempt to educate the citizenry on the city’s objectives, the state of modern technology,
and how the new regulations will affect people’s property and lifestyles.
Outdoor lighting demonstrations, photographs, examples of fixtures, and websites can all be
useful educational tools that put the new regulation into proper perspective.

This paper is provided to the public as general education material, and does not constitute legal advice.
The suggestions offered in this paper are informational, only, and do not give rise to an attorney – client
relationship. People interested in acting on the tips outlined above are encouraged to consult with their lawyer.
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ASHEVILLE, NC

Sec. 7-11 -10. - Outdoor lighting standards.
(a)

Purpose. The purpose of this section is to promote the public health, safety,

security, and the nighttime use and enjoyment of property, including:
• To protect and improve safe travel for all modes of transportation;
• To reduce light pollution, light trespass, glare, and unnecessary high light
levels and intensity;
• To promote energy efficient lighting practices and systems; and
• To maintain and improve nighttime aesthetics of Asheville, including
preservation of the night sky.
This ordinance provides basic outdoor lighting requirements based on industry
standards. Creative use of outdoor lighting to supplement building architecture, enhance
outdoor enjoyment and other uses of lighting are encouraged within the framework of
ordinance requirements.
(b)

Definitions. For the purposes of this section, the following terms are

defined .
Cutoff Classifications:
Full cutoff. A luminaire light distribution where zero candela intensity occurs at or

above an angle of go 0 above nadir. Additionally the candela per 1,000 lamp lumens does
not numerically exceed 100 (ten percent) at or above a vertical angle of 80° above nadir.
This applies to all lateral angles around the luminaire.

Cutoff. A luminaire light distribution where the candela per 1,000 lamp lumens does

not exceed 25 (2.5 percent) at or above an angle of go 0 above nadir, and 100 (ten percent)
at or above a vertical angle 80° above nadir. This applies to all lateral angles around the
luminaire.
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Semicutoff. A luminaire light distribution where the candela per 1,000 lamp lumens

does not exceed 50 (five percent) at or above an angle of 90° above nadir, and 200 (20
percent) at or above a vertical angle 80° above nadir. This applies to all lateral angles
around the luminaire.

Noncutoff. A luminaire light distribution where there is no candela limitation in the

zone above maximum candela.

Other Definitions:
Backlight, uplight, and glare (BUG) rating. A luminaire classification system that

classifies backlight (B), uplight (U), and glare (G) ratings to evaluate luminaire optical
performance related to light trespass, sky glow, and high angle brightness control.
Ballast. A device used with an electric-discharge lamp to obtain the necessary circuit

conditions (voltage, current, and waveform) for starting and operating.
Candela. The metric unit luminous intensity (that is, power emitted by a light source in

a particular direction, with wavelengths weighted by the luminosity function, a
standardized model of the sensitivity of the human eye).
Direct glare. Glare resulting from high luminances or insufficiently shielded light

sources in the field of view. It is usually associated with bright areas, such as luminaires,
ceilings, and windows that are outside the visual task or region being viewed. A direct glare
source can also affect performance by distracting attention.
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Directional lighting. Lighting provided on the workplane or on an object. Light that is

predominantly from a preferred direction.
Fixture. See luminaire.
Flood lamp. A form of lighting designed to direct its output in a specific direction with

a reflector formed from the glass envelope of the lamp itself. Such lamps are so
designated by the manufacturers and are typically used in residential outdoor area
lighting.

Flood light. A form of lighting designed to direct its output in a diffuse, more or less

specific direction, with reflecting or refracting elements located external to the lamp.
These lights are prohibited in the City of Asheville.

Footcandle (FCJ. A quantitative unit measuring the amount of light (illumination) falling

onto a given point. One footcandle equals one lumen per square foot.
Fully shielded. A light fixture constructed, installed and maintained in such a manner

that all light emitted from the fixture, either directly from the lamp or a diffusing element,
or indirectly by reflection or refraction from any part of the fixture, is projected below the
horizontal plane through the fixtures lowest light emitting part.
Glare. The effect produced by a light source within the visual field that is sufficiently

brighter than the level to which the eyes are adapted, to cause annoyance, discomfort, or
loss of visual performance and ability.
Horizontal footcandles. A quantity of illumination (footcandle(s)) at a given point that
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is measured or calculated at a specified height in a plane parallel to the line of sight when
looking at the brightest light source in the field of view.
!ESNA. The Illuminating Engineering Society of North America, a non-profit

professional organization of lighting specialists that has established recommended design
standards for various lighting applications.
11/uminance. The amount of light (luminous flux incident) at a point on a surface

(measured in lux or footcandles).
Internal refractive lens. A glass or plastic lens installed between the lamp and the

sections of the outer fixture globe or enclosure. Refractive refers to the redirection
(bending) of the light as it goes through the lens, softening and spreading the light being
distributed from the light source thereby reducing direct glare.
Lamp. The device in a lighting fixture that provides illumination, typically a bulb,

florescent tube, or light emitting diode (LED).
Light source. The element of a lighting fixture that is the point of origin of the lumens

emitted by the fixture.
Light trespass. Unwanted light spilling onto an adjacent property and/or an excessive

brightness (i.e. glare) is occurring in the normal field of vision.
Low luminosity lighting. Lighting fixtures whose lumen output does not exceed 1,000

lumens. See also Very low luminosity lighting.
Low level decorative lighting. Lighting fixtures whose lumen output does not exceed

60 lumens.
Low voltage lighting. Lighting equipment powered through a transformer such as a

cable conductor that lowers the voltage supplied to the luminaires to 25v or less.
Lumen. A quantitative unit used to identify the amount of light emitted by a light

source. A lamp is generally rated in lumens.
Luminaire (light fixture). A complete lighting unit consisting of a lamp or lamps and

ballast(s) (when applicable) together with the parts designed to distribute the light, to
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position and protect the lamps, and to connect the lamps to the power supply.
Lux. A unit of illuminance. One lux equals one lumen per square meter. One

footcandle equals 10.76 lux (often rounded to 1O lux for ease of use).
Maintained footcandles. llluminance of lighting fixtures adjusted for a maintenance

factor accounting for dirt build-up and lamp output depreciation. The maintenance factor
used in the design process to account for this depreciation cannot be lower than 0.72 for
high-pressure sodium and 0.64 for metal halide and mercury vapor.
Medium base. The size of lamp socket designed to accept a medium or Edison base

lamp (typical size used in the home).
Nadir. The point directly below the luminaire.
Outdoor display area. Areas used to show products, merchandize, or other items for

evaluation (i.e. cars, RVs, boats, etc.).
Outdoor performance area. An area permanently dedicated to the public presentation

of music, dance, theater, media arts, storytelling, oratory, or other performing arts,
whether publicly or privately owned, including but not limited to amphitheaters and
similar open or semi-enclosed structures.
Post mounted decorative fixtures. Luminaires/fixtures that are mounted on a post

(typically a 20-foot mounting height or less) and are decorative in style and appearance.
Right-of-way. An interest in land to the city which provides for the perpetual right and

privilege of the city, its agents, franchise holders, successors, and assigns to construct,
install, improve, reconstruct, remove, replace, inspect, repair, maintain, and use a public
street, including related and customary uses of street rights-of-way such as sidewalks, bike
paths, landscaping, mass transit facilities, traffic control, traffic control devices and
signage, sanitary sewer, stormwater drainage, water supply, cable television, electric
power, gas, and telephone transmission and related purposes in, upon, over, below, and
across the rights-of-way.
Seasonal lighting. Holiday/temporary lighting displays to be utilized less than 30 days

in any one year.
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Shield. A device that is attached onto or inserted into a luminaire to alter the direction
of light being emitted. A luminaire that has a shield attached or inserted is considered to
be "shielded".
Street light. A luminaire that is used to light a street or roadway.
Top shield. A shield that is attached onto the top part of the luminaire or inserted into
a luminaire to reduce/prevent uplight.
Uplight. The portion of luminous flux (light) from a luminaire emitted at angles above
the horizontal.
Vehicular canopy. A roofed, open, drive-through structure designed to provide
temporary shelter for vehicles and their occupants while making use of a business'
services.
Vertical footcandles. A quantity of illumination (footcandle(s)) at a given point that is
measured or calculated at a specified height in a plane perpendicular to the line of sight
when looking at the brightest light source in the field of view.
Very low luminosity lighting. Temporary, seasonal, or permanent lighting fixtures
whose luminosity does not exceed 15 lumens. See also low luminosity lighting.
Wall-mounted fixture. A luminaire/fixture that is typically mounted on or attached to a
wall, column or building surface.
Wall pack. A type of light luminaire/fixture typically flush-mounted on a vertical wall
surface.
Noncutol'f ~ ellp!d:

Full Cutoff allp k

Wide-body refractive globe. A translucent lamp enclosure used with some outdoor
fixtures to provide a decorative look (including but not limited to acorn- and carriage lightstyle fixtures). "Wide-body" refers to a wider than average size globe (greater than 15.75
inches in diameter). "Refractive" refers to the redirection (bending) of the light as it goes
through the lens, rendering the light fixture more effective. Wide-body refractive globes
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are intended to soften and spread the light being distributed from the light source thereby
reducing direct glare.
(c)

Light measurement technique. Light level measurements shall be made at
the property line of the property upon which light to be measured is being
generated . If measurement on private property is not possible or practical,
light level measurements may be made at the boundary of the public street
right-of-way that adjoins the property of the complainant or at any other
location on the property of the complainant. Measurements shall be made
at finished grade (ground level), with the light-registering portion of the
meter held parallel to the ground pointing up. The meter shall have cosine
and color correction and have an accuracy tolerance of no greater than plus
or minus five percent. Measurements shall be taken with a light meter that
has been calibrated within two years. Light levels are specified, calculated
and measured in footcandles. All footcandle values below are maintained
footcandles.

'

• \ l· ' ,.

(d) Applicability. This section shall apply to all outdoor lighting fixtures and land
uses established after the effective date of this ordinance [November 25,
2008] in all of the following conditions:
(1)

New development requiring Level I, II, or Ill site plan review pursuant
to section 7-5-9 of this chapter;

(2)

New residential lighting for one- and two-family dwelling units;

(3) All new street lighting for all private and publicly maintained streets
within the City of Asheville and all streets that are subject to City of
Asheville construction standards and subdivision review pursuant to
section 7-5-8.
(4)

New outdoor lighting systems as part of an existing commercial,
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industrial, or multi-family residential lighting installation even if the
original lighting installation was purchased and/or installed before the
effective date of this ordinance, unless part of an expansion not
greater than ten percent of the original outdoor fixture count.
(e)

Exemptions to outdoor lighting standards. The following conditions are
exempted from the standards set forth in this subsection, provided that
they do not constitute a public safety concern or create a nuisance, and are
maintained in a safe condition.
(1) All lighting required by state and federal agencies.
(2) Seasonal lighting displays or very low luminosity lighting displays using
multiple lamps.
(3) Temporary lighting for emergency, repair, construction, special events
or similar activities.
(4)

Ornamental gas lights that meet the definition of low level decorative
lights.

(5)

Historic landmark structures.

(6)

Lighting fixtures located in a local Historic District when compliance
with these standards conflicts with the district's guidelines.

(7)

Low voltage landscape lighting, but such lighting should be shielded in
such a way as to eliminate glare and light trespass.

(8) A suspended string of lights when found in one of the following
conditions:
a.

On properties supporting one- and two-family dwelling units,
when located outside of required setbacks, or

b. Around, in, or over the permitted dining area(s), belonging to a
lawful eating and drinking establishment, when the following
output limits are met:
i.

Incandescent lights-no more than 25 lumens per bulb; or

ii.

LED lights-no more than 50 lumens per bulb.

Lights must be turned off when the outdoor dining area is not in use.
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(9) All lighting required by the North Carolina State Building Code.
(f)

Lighting prohibitions. The following types of outdoor lighting are specifically
prohibited:
(1)

Lighting that could be confused for a traffic control device.

(2)

Lighting that is oriented upward, except as otherwise provided for in
this ordinance.

(3) Search lights, laser source lights, or any similar high intensity lights
unless otherwise exempt.
(4)

Blinking, flashing, moving, flickering, changing intensity, changing color
lights not otherwise permitted in this ordinance.

(5) Any exposed lamp or bulb visible from the property boundary of the
parcel on which the light is located, unless otherwise exempted.
(6) A suspended string of lights with individual lamps larger than 15
lumens, unless otherwise exempted.
(7) Any lighting fixture or device that is operated in such manner as to
constitute a hazard or danger to persons, or to safe vehicular
operation.
(8)

Unshielded accent building mounted luminous tube (such as neon,
LED, fluorescent or other similar technology).

(9)

(g)

Flood lights.

(10)

Internally illuminated wall panels.

(11)

Lighting of any angled building surface (i.e. roof pitch).

General standards for new outdoor lighting. Unless otherwise exempted or
allowed by this ordinance, the following standards shall apply to all outdoor
lighting.
(1) All exterior light fixtures shall be classified as providing full cutoff light
distribution.
(2) The maximum light level at any property line shall be 0.5 footcandle
maintained.
(3)

Directional lighting allowed by the ordinance shall be directed
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downward.
(4) All flood lamps shall not exceed 1,250 fixture lumens and must be
shielded and aimed down 60 degrees from horizontal. Lamps shall be
aimed such that the main beam from the light source is not visible
from adjacent properties or the public street right-of-way.

;',/,,

(5) All pole mounted lights shall not exceed 37-foot mounting height
above grade.
(6) All new dusk-to-dawn security lights shall be full cutoff fixtures with a
maximum rating of not to exceed 9,500 fixture lumens (6,000 fixture
lumens in residential zoning districts) or comply with subsection (n)
(Non-conformities) with a mounting height not to exceed 25 feet.
a.

All new dusk-to-dawn utility type fixtures must be equipped with
a reflector shield that provides a full cutoff light distribution as
defined in subsection (b) of this article. An approved alternative
is to install a different type of fixture that has a full cutoff light
distribution with a maximum rating of not to exceed 9,500
lumens.

b.

All new LED dusk-to-dawn utility type fixtures shall comply with
the LED standards listed in subsection (8) below.

ithO'U 1- Id
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(7) Where land elevations to be lighted are higher or lower than a nearby
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street, residential dwelling or other type of facility and the lighting
installation causes offensive light trespass and/or glare, the city
planning director may require shields to be installed on the fixtures at
the time of the installation or afterwards. If shields do not correct the
problem sufficiently, the planning director may require that one or
more of the following measures may be implemented in order to
mitigate the conflict to the maximum extent possible:
a.

Change the aiming of offending fixtures,

b.

Change the location and/or mounting height or the offending
poles,

c.

Change the light distribution pattern of the offending fixtures, or

d.

Remove the offending poles and fixtures from the site.

(8) All LED lighting shall meet the B-U-G ratings noted in the applicable
subsections and comply with all other applicable requirements, and
shall also meet the following standards:
a. The LED correlated color temperature (CCT) shall not be higher
than 4,300 K (Kelvin degrees).
b. The maximum number of fixture lumens shall not exceed 6,500
in residential districts and no more than 20,000 lumens in nonresidential districts or for legal non-residential uses in residential
districts, unless otherwise allowed or exempted.
(9)
(h)

Reserved.

Street lighting.
(1) The director of public works shall be responsible for executing the
street lighting program and policies.
(2) The director of public works or his designee shall evaluate requests
for additions, removals or other changes to street lighting and
respond to the requester within 30 days.
(3) These standards shall not apply to residential subdivisions lawfully
established prior to the effective date of this ordinance (November 25,
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2008) or extend to those properties acquired as part of such
communities prior to November 25, 2008, provided it can be
demonstrated that these properties were included in a documented
community master plan.
(3a)

Existing non-LED street lights may be replaced with similar non-LED
fixtures where warranted by NCDOT and approved by the director of
public works.

(4)

General design standards.
a.

Spacing. Newly installed standard pole mounted street lights

shall be placed at the following intervals as measured along the
street centerline:
i.

In residential areas street lights shall be placed at intervals
of 125 feet to 150 feet. The public works director may
approve wider spacing for low density residential
subdivisions provided the overall density is less than two
units per acre and both the streets and light fixtures are
privately maintained.

ii.

On major arterial roadways, street lights shall be placed at
intervals of 75 feet to 100 feet.

iii.

In business districts, street lights shall be placed at intervals
of 55 feet to 80 feet.

iv.

Preference in placement shall be given to street
intersections and street curves.

v. Alleys are excluded from the spacing and placing
requirements of this policy but are encouraged to be
illuminated using private security lights, wall packs, or other
fixture utilizing a full-cutoff design.
vi.

In areas where post-mounted fixtures (18-foot mounting
height or less) are installed, the spacing of posts should be
adjusted to the particular fixtures used and as approved by
the director of public works or his/her designee. IESNA
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Recommended Practice 8 (Roadway Lighting) should be
used as a guide for street lighting design.
b. Alignment. Street lighting on newly constructed streets shall be
alternately staggered on each side of the street wherever
possible.
c.

Luminance. Newly installed street lighting fixtures shall utilize the
city's standard and meet the following lumen ratings:
i.

In residential districts - no greater than 6,500 fixture
lumens, with exceptions noted in subsection (5) below.

ii.

In commercial districts - no greater than 20,000 fixture
lumens, with exceptions noted in subsection (5) below.

d.

Mounting support. It is preferred that existing poles and
associated mounting hardware be used to mount street lights.
However, decorative poles and associated mounting hardware
may be used upon agreement between the requester, Progress
Energy and the City of Asheville.

e.

Historic district. Full cut-off fixtures are required, however, semicutoff and cutoff decorative post-mounted fixtures (18-foot
mounting height or less) may be used in historic districts when
compliance with the district's design guidelines require it. All
fixtures should limit glare, light trespass and light pollution.

f.

Interstate highway lighting. The installation of lighting on existing
or future interstate highways within the City of Asheville shall
require a municipal agreement between the city and the NC
Department of Transportation.

g. Assumption of private street lighting. The City of Asheville may
also, upon approval of the governing body, assume responsibility
for streetlights that at the time of construction of private
roadways, providing the following conditions are met:
• The street lights are installed in accordance with this policy.
• The private roadway(s) served by the streetlights are accepted
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into the City of Asheville or NCDOT road system.
h.

Variations in land elevations. Where land elevations vary and

cause the street lighting poles to be installed higher or lower
than adjacent roads or property, thus causing offensive light
trespass and/or glare, the standards set forth in subsection (g)(7)
may also be applied to street lighting.
(5) All LED street lighting shall comply with the standards in subsection
(g)(8) and shall have a maximum BUG rating of B3, U3, G3 on
commercial streets and major arterial DOT and City of Asheville roads,
and a maximum of B2, U1, G2 on residential streets.
Exceptions:
a.

Use of LED street lights in residential areas over 6,500 and up to
8,200 fixture lumens are allowed at intersections and safety
sensitive locations, as deemed necessary by the director of
public works.

b.

Use of LED street lights on commercial and major arterial roads
over 20,000 fixture lumens are allowed to ensure public safety as
deemed necessary by NCDOT and by the director of public
works.

(6) The director of public works may grant exceptions to these standards
when, based on the director's determination, conditions (including but
not limited to topography, road geometry, heavy foliage, and criminal
activity, etc.) are adversely impacting public safety and welfare.
(i) Site lighting. All ground mounted light fixtures shall comply with the general
standards listed in subsection (g) above as well as the standards listed here.
(1)

Pedestrian lighting on posts with a mounting height of 18 feet or less
shall be directed to paths and sidewalks. Lighting should be placed to
provide good uniformity, to limit glare, light trespass, light pollution
and the casting of shadows on sidewalks. All pedestrian lighting
fixtures shall comply with the other sections of this ordinance.

(2)

Outdoor display areas, as defined in article 2 of this chapter, shall
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have a maximum average of ii luminance of 20 maintained
footcandles.
(3) The mounting height of all outdoor lighting, except outdoor sports
field lighting and outdoor performance area lighting, shall not exceed
37 feet above finished grade.
(4)

Illumination of all open or surface parking and outdoor commercial
areas shall comply with the following light levels limits, uniformity
ratios and other criteria listed below:
a.

Open parking facilities - For lighted parking lots the
recommended minimum light level shall be no less than 0.2
footcandles. All light levels are measured at ground level. The
minimum light level requirements vary depending on the activity
classification. The specified minimum FC value above 0.2 FC as
outlined in the following table means that the lowest light level
point or location in the parking lot must not exceed the
minimum stated FC value in the table (i.e. 0.9 FC for large
shopping centers). An average to minimum uniformity ratio of
4:1 means that the average FC to minimum FC ratio cannot be
worse (higher) than 4:1. See the following table:

Light Levels for Open Outdoor Parking Facilities*
Use/Task

Maintained

Uniformity Avg./Min.

Footcandles

(a) Parking, residential,
multi-family
• Low to medium

Range from 0.2 Min. to

vehicular/pedestrian

0.7 Min.

4:1

activity
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(b) Parking,
ind ustrial/commercia I
/Institutional/municipal
• High activity, i.e. large

0.9 Min.

4:1

• Medium/low activity,

Range from 0.2 Min. to

4:1

i.e. community

0.7

shopping centers/fast
food facilities, major
athletic/civic cultural
events

shopping, office parks,
hospitals, commuter
lots, cultural/civic
/recreational events,
residential
neighborhood
shopping, industrial
employee parking,
schools, church parking

*

Source: IESNA 8th Edition Lighting Handbook; Modifications: Medium and Low Activity

Level recommendations have been combined and modified.
Notes:
1.

Illumination levels are horizontal on the task, e.g. pavement or
area surface.
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2.

Uniformity ratios dictate that average illuminance values shall
not exceed minimum values by more than the product of the
minimum value and the specified ratio. For example, for
commercial parking medium/low activity, the average
footcandles shall not be in excess of 2.8 {0.7 x 4).

3.

The planning director or his/her designee shall be responsible for
determining the activity level for a development. Any project that
requests a light level that exceeds the footcandle values outlined
above must demonstrate a need for a higher light level to the
City of Asheville planning director or his/her designee.

(5) All LED site lighting shall comply with the standards in subsection {g){8)
and comply with the following.
a.

Post-mounted decorative fixtures shall have a maximum BUG
rating of 83, U1, G1 when 9,500 fixture lumens or less and not
taller than 18-feet, unless otherwise exempted.

b.

LED site lighting greater than 9,500 fixture lumens or taller than
18 feet shall have a maximum BUG rating of B3-U0-G3, unless
otherwise excepted.

(6)

Historic districts require the use of full cut-off fixtures; however, semicutoff and cutoff decorative post-mounted fixtures {18-foot mounting
height or less) may be used in historic districts when compliance with
the district's design guidelines requires it. All fixtures should limit
glare, light trespass and light pollution.

(7)

Post mounted lawn luminaires may be installed in residential
applications provided the fixture delivers a maximum of 1,000 lumens
output {equivalent to a 60 watt incandescent bulb) and utilizes a
translucent lens covering the light source. The height of the post shall
not exceed eight feet above the finished grade.

(8) All ornamental or aesthetic lighting of buildings and landscaping
lighting not attached to a building shall be located, aimed, and
shielded so that direct illumination is focused exclusively on the
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building fa<;ade, plantings, and other intended site feature and away
from adjoining properties, the night sky, and the public street right-ofway. Additionally, these fixtures shall also meet the following
standards:
a.

Illumination on any vertical surface shall not exceed .5 FC
average maintained and shall not spill over roof lines or building
edges. Reflected glare bouncing off windows or other glazing
that is visible from adjacent property is prohibited.

b. All ground mounted landscape and residential fa<;ade lighting
systems not aimed downward shall utilize low level decorative
lighting fixtures and shall be aimed no greater than 60 degrees
from the horizontal ground level. The luminaires shall be
shielded and aimed such that the light source cannot be seen
from adjacent property or public areas or rights-of-way.
U)

Lighting attached to structures or buildings. All light fixtures attached or

mounted against a building or structure shall comply with the general
standards listed in subsection (g) above as well as the standards listed here.
(1)

Covered parking facilities. Top levels of garages open to the sky shall

comply with the requirements outlined in subsection (i)(4) for open
parking facilities. The mounting height on the top level of a garage
shall not be greater than 22 feet above the parking deck top floor
including raised foundations and the light fixture classification shall be
f u 11 cutoff.
Additionally, all lighting within open parking garages shall be fully
shielded so as not to create glare off-site.
(2)

Lighting for vehicular canopies. Areas under a vehicular canopy shall

have an average maximum horizontal illuminance of 20 maintained
footcandles (FC). Areas outside the vehicular canopy shall be regulated
by the standards of subsection (i) above. Lighting under vehicular
canopies shall be designed so as not to create glare off-site.
Acceptable methods include one or more of the following:
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a.

Recessed fixture incorporating a lens cover that is either
recessed or flush with the bottom surface (ceiling) of the
vehicular canopy that provides a full cutoff or fully shielded light
distribution.

b.

Surface mounted fixture incorporating a flat glass that provides a
full cutoff light distribution.

(3)

Skylights. Buildings equipped with skylights or other horizontal

daylighting openings must control the light trespass and light pollution
that is projected upward from the interior lighting system through the
daylight glazing into the outdoor night environment and shall also
meet the following standards:
a.

Skylight glazing shall specify a maximum light transmission of 20
percent.

b.

Businesses operating on a 24-hour basis shall employ the use of
shielding, louvers or other approved control devices installed to
restrict light trespass, light pollution and glare.

c.

Light fixtures shall not be located in or directly below light wells
that are not utilizing shielding or louvers.
Exception: This subsection does not apply to one- and two-family
dwelling units.

(4)

Ornamental and general use lighting. All ornamental and general use

fixtures attached to buildings or structures shall be located, aimed,
and shielded so that direct illumination is focused exclusively on the
building fac;ade or the ground immediately below the fixture.
Additionally, these fixtures shall also meet the following standards:
a. All wall-mounted fixtures, wall packs, porch lights, ceiling
mounted and pendant style fixtures shall be full cutoff fixtures.
Exception: The fixture delivers a maximum of 1,000 lumens
output (equivalent to a 60 watt incandescent bulb) and utilizes a
translucent lens covering the light source.
b. All recessed ceiling fixtures incorporating a lens cover shall be
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restricted to lenses that are either recessed or flush with the
ceiling.
c.

Lamps providing minimum exit discharge lighting as required by
the NC Building Codes shall be shielded unless otherwise
exempt.

d.

Dual purpose fixtures (general use and exit discharge) fitted with
battery back-up for emergency use shall be full cut-off. Those
fixtures that come on only during an emergency or power outage
are exempt.
Comparison of efficacy by power
(120 Volt incandescent lamps)

Power (Watt)

Output
(Lumens)

lncan

CFL

LED

500

40

8-10

9

850

60

13-18

12-15

1,200

75

18-22

15

1,700

100

23-28

18

(5) All LED lighting attached to buildings or structures shall comply with
the standards in subsection (g)(8) and shall have a maximum BUG
rating of 82, U0, G2, unless otherwise exempted or excepted.
(k)

Outdoor sports and outdoor performance area lighting. Outdoor lighting

for all sports court, sports field, and outdoor performance areas, along with
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the associated seating, shall be subject to the following standards when
such facilities are open to the public and are the primary use on the
property. These standards do not apply when the facility is ancillary to
other uses on the property in which case, general standards shall apply.
(1) The mounting height for outdoor sports field, stadium seating, and
outdoor performance area lighting fixtures shall not exceed 90 feet
from finished grade. The mounting height for outdoor sports courts
shall not exceed 50 feet from finished grade.
(2) All outdoor sports and outdoor performance area lighting fixtures
shall be equipped with a glare control package (louvers, shields, or
similar devices). The fixtures must be aimed so that their beams are
directed and fall within the primary playing or performance area and
not into adjacent property or road rights-of-way.
(3) The hours of operation for the lighting system for any game or event
shall not exceed one hour after the end of the event.
(4) The maximum number of fixture lumens shall not exceed 38,600
lumens for sports courts and 121,000 lumens for sports fields and
outdoor performance areas.
(5) The maximum correlated color temperature (CCT) shall not be higher
than 4,300 K (Kelvin degrees) for sports courts and 5,700 K for sports
fields and outdoor performance areas.
(I)

Signs.

(1)

Lighting fixtures illuminating signs shall be carefully located, aimed,
and shielded so that light is directed only onto the sign fa~ade and
glare is significantly reduced. Lighting fixtures shall not be aimed
toward adjacent streets, roads, or properties.

(2)

Internally illuminated signs are permitted so long as the sign is not too
bright from the surroundings and does not create a nuisance or
hazard to motorists.

(3)

Lighting fixtures shall be directed downward rather than upward.

(4) This ordinance does not regulate signs. See the City of Asheville sign
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ordinance for this information.
(m)

Permits. The applicant for any permit required for work involving outdoor

lighting shall submit documentation at time of site plan or plot plan
approval that the proposed lighting plan complies with the provisions of
this Code. The submission shall contain, but not be limited to the following,
all or part of which may be part of or in addition to the information
required elsewhere in this Code:
(1)

For all Level Ill projects, a point-by-point footcandle array in a printout
format indicating the location and aiming of illuminating devices must
be furnished. For lower level projects, a point by point array must be
furnished upon request. The printout shall indicate compliance with
the maintained footcandle limit required by the appropriate section of
this Code.

(2)

For all Level Ill projects, a description of the illuminating devices,
fixtures, lamps, supports, reflectors, poles, raised foundations and
other devices including but not limited to manufacturers or electric
utility catalog specification sheets and/or drawings, and photometric
report indication fixture classification (cutoff fixture, wall pack, flood
light, etc) must be furnished. For lower level projects, this same
information will be required upon request.

(3) All Level Ill projects, conditional use permit projects and conditional
zoning projects will be evaluated on a case specific basis and may be
held to a standard that exceeds those minimum standards set forth in
this ordinance. Council may modify these standards per subsection
7-9-9(c)3.

(4)

Inspection or plan review personnel may waive any or all of the above
permit requirements, provided the applicant can otherwise
demonstrate compliance with this Code.

(n)

Non-conformities.

(1) Any lighting fixture lawfully in place or approved by the city prior to
the adoption of this ordinance shall be exempt from these
requirements. Routine maintenance, including changing the lamp,
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starter, photo control, lens, and other required components is
permitted for all existing fixtures.
(2) All dusk to dawn utility type lights installed prior to November 25,
2008, will be exempted from full cutoff requirements for five years
from this date. After five years, all such lights shall be discontinued,
removed or made to conform to the provisions of this ordinance.
(3) All utility owned flood lights installed prior to [insert effective date
here] will be exempted from the prohibition on flood lights for five
years from this adoption date. After five years, all such lights shall be
discontinued, removed or replaced with conforming fixtures. Existing
floodlights that are privately owned my continue to be used provided
the light fixture is angled down and/or shielded so that it produces a
full cutoff distribution.
(4) Should the property owner fail to bring the lighting system into
compliance, the owner shall be subject to the civil penalties set forth
in subsection 7-18-2{b).
(o) Appeals. Appeals regarding the interpretation or application of this
ordinance may be taken to the board of adjustment in the manner
provided in article VI.
(Ord. No. 3676, § 1, 11-25-08; Ord. No. 4148, § 1, 12-11-12; Ord. No. 4275, § 1, 1-28-14; Ord.
No. 4686,

§

1a-e, 7-24-18)
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BASALT, CO
ARTICLE XX - Exterior Lighting

Sec. 16-431. - Purpose.
The Town experienced a significant expansion in population and construction,
resulting in increased use of exterior illumination on an urban scale. This Article is
intended to help maintain the health, safety and welfare of the residents of the Town
through regulation of exterior lighting as reflected by the following goals:
(1)

Promote safety and security;

(2)

Help preserve the small town character;

(3)

Eliminate the escalation of nighttime light pollution;

(4)

Reduce glaring and offensive light sources;

(5)

Provide clear guidance to builders and developers;

(6)

Encourage the use of improved technologies for lighting; and

(7)

Conserve energy.

(Ord. 29 §2, 1998; Ord. 14 §1 (Exh. A), 2012)

Sec. 16-432. - Definitions.
As used in this Article, the following terms shall have the meanings indicated:
Color rendering index (CR/) is a quantitative measure of the ability of a light

source to reproduce the colors of various objects faithfully in comparison with an
ideal or natural light source.
Correlated color temperature (CCTJ means the color temperature of a light source

is determined by comparing its chromaticity with that of an ideal black-body radiator.
The temperature (usually measured in kelvin (K)) at which the heated black-body
radiator matches the color of the light source is that source's color temperature.
Yellow-red colors are considered warm, and blue-green colors are considered cool.
Fixture height means the vertical distance from the ground directly below the

centerline of the fixture to the lowest direct light emitting part of the fixture.
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Fluorescent lamp or fluorescent tube is a gas-discharge lamp that uses electricity

to excite mercury vapor. The excited mercury atoms produce short-wave ultraviolet
light that then causes a phosphor to fluoresce, producing visible light.
Foot-candles means the illuminance on a one square-foot surface of which there

is a uniformly distributed flux of one lumen. For the purposes of these regulations,
foot-candles shall be measured at finished grade.
Fully shielded light means light fixtures shielded or constructed so that no light

rays are directly emitted by the installed fixture at angles above the horizontal plane
as certified by a photometric test report. The fixture must also be properly installed to
effectively down direct light in order to conform with the definition. Exemptions from
this definition may be allowed for aesthetic lighting elements such as shades with
perforated patterns and opaque diffusers.
Glare means excessive contrast or intense and/or blinding light which creates

visual discomfort or disability.
High intensity discharge light source (HID) means light sources characterized by

an arc tube or discharge capsule that produces light, with typical sources being metal
halide, high pressure sodium and other similar types which are developed in
accordance with accepted industry standards.
Incandescent and/or halogen light source is the emission of light (visible

electromagnetic radiation) from a hot body due to its temperature. Incandescence
occurs in incandescent light bulbs, because the filament resists the flow of electrons.
This resistance heats the filament to a temperature where part of the radiation falls in
the visible spectrum.
Landscape lighting means luminaires mounted in or at grade but not more than

three (3) feet above grade and used solely for landscape rather than area lighting.
Light-emitting diode (LED) is a semiconductor diode that emits light when an

electric current is applied in the forward direction of the device, as in the simple LED
circuit. The effect is a form of electroluminescence where incoherent and narrowspectrum light is emitted.
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Light fixture is an electrical device used to create artificial light or illumination. A
luminaire is a lighting fixture complete with the light source or lamp, the reflector for
directing the light, an aperture (with or without a lens), the outer shell or housing for
lamp alignment and protection, an electrical ballast, if required, and connection to a
power source.

Light trespass means light escaping the boundaries of the property in excess of
0.2 footcandles.

Lumen is the unit of measure used to quantify the amount of light produced by a
lamp or emitted from a luminaire. Technically, if a light source emits one (1) candela of
luminous intensity uniformly across a solid angle of one (1) steradian, its total
luminous flux emitted into that angle is one (1) lumen. Alternatively, an isotropic onecandela light source emits a total luminous flux of exactly 4TT lumens.

Luminaire means a complete lighting unit consisting of one (1) or more electric
lamps, the lampholder(s), any reflector or lens, ballast or transformer, and any other
components and accessories.

Point light source means the exact place from which illumination is produced (i.e.,
a light bulb filament or discharge capsule).
(Ord. 29 §2, 1998; Ord. 14 §1 (Exh. A), 2012)

Sec. 16-433. - Lighting plans.
(a) An outdoor lighting plan shall be submitted in conjunction with any
subdivision, planned unit development, site plan development review, site
plan development exemption, special review application and building
permit application for a commercial or multifamily building. Said plan shall
show the following:
(1) The location and height above grade of light fixtures;
(2) The type (such as incandescent, halogen, high pressure sodium) and
total lumens of each light source;
(3) The type of fixture (such as floodlight, full-cutoff, lantern, coach light);
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(4)

Calculated estimates for site illumination resulting from the lighting,
measured in foot-candles; and

(5)

Other information deemed necessary to document compliance with
the provisions of this Article.

(b) Applications for single-family and duplex building permits shall be required
to provide all information necessary to document compliance with the
provisions of this Chapter, as determined by the Building Official. Said
information may be required in the form of a lighting plan consistent with
Section 16-433(a)(1 ).
(Ord. 29 §2, 1998; Ord. 14 §1 (Exh. A), 2012)

Sec. 16-434. - Street lighting and lighting for common areas.
All lighting illuminating public right-of-ways, easements or private streets, and public
or private walkways shall conform with the following standards:
(1) All light fixtures must be fully shielded and use a full cut-off fixture to
minimize light spill towards the private property.
(2)

Maximum fixture height shall be sixteen (16) feet. Exemptions up to a
maximum of twenty-five (25) feet may be granted for street lights
located at opposing corners of intersections.

(3) A minimum of one hundred (100) feet shall be maintained between
street light fixtures. Exemptions to this standard may be considered
when fixtures are located on opposing corners of an intersection, at a
pedestrian crosswalk or where similar special or unique conditions
exist. Exemptions may be considered only where fixture type,
placement and light intensity are modified to conform with the intent
of the minimum spacing requirement.
(4)

Fixture types shall be selected from a list of Town-approved designs.
Said list will be approved by the Town Council. Property owners and
developers may petition the Council for inclusion of new designs.

(5) Walkways/bikeways and pedestrian areas to be used in common areas
and public areas that are not lit by streetlights: These areas shall be
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illuminated with low level bollards unless waived by the Town Planner.
Average light level for these areas shall be measured at finished grade
shall average at most 0.5 foot-candles. Lighting shall be directed
downward, be pedestrian-friendly, and fully shielded. Light sources
shall be no more than eight hundred (800) lumens, regardless of type.
(Ord. 29 §2, 1998; Ord. 33 §81, 2003; Ord. 14 §1 (Exh. A), 2012)

Editor's note- Ord. 14 §1 (Exh. A), adopted Aug. 28, 2012, changed the title of§ 16-434
from "Street lighting" to read as herein set out.

Sec. 16-435. - Nonresidential lighting standards.
The following lighting standards shall be applicable to all nonresidential properties
including mixed uses:
(1)

Outdoor lighting used to illuminate parking spaces, driveways,
maneuvering areas or buildings shall be designed, arranged and
screened so that the point light source shall not be visible from
adjoining lots or streets. The light level shall not exceed an average of
one (1) foot-candle as measured at finished grade. Lighting for
pedestrian entrances, stairways, and loading docks shall not exceed
five (5) foot-candles. Exemptions may be requested where the
applicant can demonstrate that the intent of this Article is satisfied
with alternate lighting fixtures or standards.

Lighting power densities for building exteriors shall also comply with
International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) requirements in affect.
(2)

Outdoor lighting shall be ten (10) feet or less in height unless it is:
a.

Fully shielded with a nonadjustable mounting;

b.

Lighting for parking and vehicle circulation areas in which case
heights up to a maximum of twenty-eight (28) feet may be
allowed;

c.

Building-mounted lighting directed back at a sign or building
facade or
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d.

Lighting on above-grade decks or balconies which shall be fully
shielded.

(3) All light sources which are not fully shielded shall use other than a
clear lens material as the primary lens material to enclose the light
bulb to minimize glare from a point light source. Exceptions may be
allowed where there is a demonstrated benefit for the community
determined through the exemption process.
(4)

HID light sources are allowed with a maximum nine thousand (9,000)
initial lumens high pressure sodium (HPS) and metal halide. Ceramic
Metal Halide lamps with a correlated color temperature (CCT) of three
thousand (3,000) K (Kelvin) and color rendering index (CRI) of eighty
(80) or higher are preferred. Standards for other HID light sources may
be established by the Town for new technology consistent with the
above restrictions.

(5)

Pole-mounted fixture spacing for security and parking lot light fixtures
shall be no less than seventy-five (75) feet unless approved pursuant
to the exemption process established in Section 16-438(4). Fully
shielded decorative fixtures are allowed to maintain a fifty-foot fixture
spacing. Wall-mounted fixture spacing for security lighting shall be no
less than fifty (50) feet measured horizontally. Aesthetic fixtures
directed back toward a building face shall be exempt from this spacing
requirement when fully shielded. Aesthetic fixtures that are not fully
shielded shall maintain a minimum spacing of twenty-five (25) feet.
Where security lighting is a combination of lamp posts and wall
fixtures, minimum spacing shall be seventy-five (75) feet.

(6)

Pole-mounted fixtures shall be limited to two (2) light sources per
pole. Decorative fixtures may be exempted from this requirement up
to a maximum of three (3) light sources per pole.

(7)

Mixed use areas that include residential occupancies shall comply with
the residential standards on those floors or areas that are more than
fifty percent (50%) residential based on square footage of uses.

(8)

Up-lighting is only permitted if the light distribution from the fixture is
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effectively contained by an overhanging architectural or landscaping
element. Such elements may include awnings, dense shrubs or tree
canopies, which can functionally reflect illumination back to the
ground. In these cases the fixture spacing is limited to one (1) fixture
per one hundred fifty (150) square feet of area (as measured in a
horizontal plane) and a total lamp wattage within a fixture of twentysix (26) watts for incandescent or halogen sources, or 500 lumens per
luminaire for fluorescent or HID sources.
(9)

Up-lighting of flags is permitted with a limit of two (2) fixtures per flag
pole with a maximum of fifty (50) watts each.

(10)

Parking lot lighting shall have an average light level of one (1) footcandle, measured at finished grade, with a maximum of five (5) footcandles measured directly under the light fixture.

(11)

Gas stations. Gas station canopies shall be lit in accordance with
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA) RP-33.99.
Light levels under canopies at pump islands shall average ten (10)
foot-candles or less with a maximum of fifteen (15) foot-candles. Light
fixtures under canopies shall be fully shielded with flat lenses. Indirect
lighting may be used under canopies where light is reflected down
from the bottom of the canopy. In this application, light fixtures must
be shielded so that direct illumination is focused exclusively on the
underside of the canopy. Lights shall not be mounted on the top or
sides of the canopy. The sides of the canopy (fascia) may be
illuminated only in compliance with signage regulations. Gas station
aprons used for parking, vehicle storage, or similar uses, shall be lit in
accordance with the requirements for parking areas.

(12)

Light trespass. In order to minimize light trespass onto neighboring
properties, the maximum light level at a property line shall not exceed
0.2 footcandles (FC). Light trespass shall be measured horizontally
(meter photocell pointed vertically) at finished grade at the property
line and vertically (meter photocell pointed horizontally) towards the
property at forty-eight (48) inches above finished grade with readings
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taken every ten (10) feet along the property line.
(13)

Bus stops and other public facilities requiring a minimum amount of
light for life and safety purposes shall abide by the maximum lighting
requirements established herein and shall have lighting with a
minimum average of one (1) foot-candle as measured at finished
grade around the perimeter of the facility.

(Ord. 29 §2, 1998; Ord. 2 §§2, 3, 2001; Ord. 14 §1 (Exh. A), 2012)

Sec. 16-436. - Sign lighting.
In addition to the provisions of Section 16-435, the following provisions shall further
regulate lighting of signs:
(1) Sign illumination shall not exceed ten (10) foot-candles as measured at
the brightest point on the sign face.
(2) Signs in residential neighborhoods and zone districts shall be
illuminated only by lighting which conforms with the residential
lighting standards.
(3)

Illuminated signs equal to or larger than twenty (20) square feet in size
shall be turned off no later than 11 :00 p.m. or one-half(½) hour after
the use to which it is appurtenant is closed, whichever is later.

(4)

Externally illuminated signs. Lighting fixtures shall be carefully located,
oriented, and shielded so that light is directed only on the sign face.
Down directed lighting for signs is required.

(5)

Internally illuminated signs. Signs shall be designed with a dark or
opaque background and illuminated lettering. Total lumens shall not
exceed six thousand four hundred (6,400) per sign. Backlit or
silhouetted lettering or logos against building facades shall be
permitted only if the light source is not visible to passersby.

(Ord. 29 §2, 1998; Ord. 14 §1 (Exh. A), 2012)

Sec. 16-437. - Residential lighting standards.
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The following lighting standards shall be applicable to residential properties:
(1)

Outdoor lighting shall be ten (10) feet or less in height.

(2)

Lighting on above-grade decks or balconies shall be fully shielded.

(3)

Outdoor lighting with HID light sources in excess of thirty-five (35)
watts (bulb or lamp) shall be prohibited. In addition, incandescent light
sources including halogen shall not exceed one hundred (100) watts.
Outdoor lighting shall be limited per lamp to twenty-six (26) watt
incandescent or halogen or five hundred (500) lumens per luminaire
for HID or fluorescent.

(4) All light sources shall use other than a clear lens material as the
primary lens material to enclose the light bulb to minimize glare from
a point source.
(5)

Landscape lighting is limited to twenty-six (26) watt incandescent or
halogen or five hundred (500) lumens per luminaire for HID or
florescent sources.

(6)

Floodlights and security lights shall be restricted as follows:
a.

The point light source shall not be visible from adjoining lots or
streets.

b.

Photo-cell or timer-controlled lights shall be prohibited.

c.

Lights must be fully shielded, down directed and screened from
adjacent properties in a manner that prevents light trespass.

d.

Light intensity shall not exceed an average of one (1) foot-candle
measured at finished grade.

(7)

Motion sensor lights may be permitted, but only where the sensor is
triggered by motion within the owner's property lines.

(8)

Up-lighting is only permitted if the light distribution from the fixture is
effectively contained by an overhanging architectural or landscaping
element. Such elements may include awnings, dense shrubs or tree
canopies, which can functionally reflect illumination back to the
ground. In these cases the fixture spacing is limited to one (1) fixture
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per one hundred fifty (150) square feet of area (as measured in a
horizontal plane) and a total lamp wattage within a fixture of twentysix (26) watts for incandescent or halogen sources, or five hundred
(500) lumens for fluorescent of HID sources.
(9)

Light trespass. In order to minimize light trespass onto neighboring
properties, the maximum light level at a property line shall not exceed
0.2 foot-candles (FC). Light trespass shall be measured horizontally
(meter photocell pointed upwards) at finished grade at the property
line and vertically (meter photocell pointed perpendicular to
horizontal) towards the property at forty-eight (48) inches above
finished grade with readings taken every ten (10) feet along the
property line.

(Ord. 29 §2, 1998; Ord. 14 §1 (Exh. A), 2012)

Sec. 16-438. - Exemptions.
Exemptions from the lighting regulations of this Article may be granted subject to the
following procedures. Exemptions may be granted for the following types of lighting in
addition to conditions allowing for exemptions contained in Sections 16-434 through
16-437:
(1) Winter holiday lighting which is of a temporary nature and which is
illuminated only between November 1 and April 15 of each year. Other
holiday lighting temporary in nature may request exemption from the
Town.
(2)

Municipal lighting installed for the benefit of public health, safety and
welfare and temporary in nature with a maximum duration of not
more than ninety (90) days.

(3)

Lighting for outdoor recreational facilities, subject to submittal of a
detailed lighting plan. Conditions applicable to any such exemptions
may include limited hours of operation, limits on lighting intensity and
specific requirements for fixture design.

(4)

Exemption requests shall be formalized by submittal of a lighting plan
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and exemption request letter to the Planning Department. The
request will be considered and may be granted by the Technical
Review Committee (TRC). For more complex or significant reviews, the
TRC may refer the request to the Town Council for action, or an
applicant may appeal a decision of the TRC to the Town Council.
Exemptions shall be reviewed in accordance with the following
standards and procedures:
a.

Compliance with the purpose and intent of this Article.

b.

Submittal of a complete lighting plan in accordance with this
Article.

c.

Review by the Town may include recommendations by a
professional lighting consultant selected by the Town, funded by
the applicant.

d. Any special conditions, circumstances or hardships that warrant
the exemption and/or appropriate conditions of approval.
(5) The lighting code exemption procedures shall also be utilized in
regard to any interpretation or clarification of the lighting code
necessary or requested by an applicant.
(6)

Exit signs and other illumination required by building codes.

(Ord. 29 §2, 1998; Ord. 33 §81, 2003; Ord. 14 §1 (Exh. A), 2012)

Sec. 16-439. - Prohibited lights.
(a)

Light sources shall not be affixed to the top of a roof, except where
required by building code requirements.

(b)

Flood illumination of buildings shall be prohibited from ground or polemounted lights or lights mounted on adjoining structures.

(c)

Lights which flash, move, revolve, scintillate, blink, flicker, vary in intensity,
change color or use intermittent electrical pulsation are prohibited unless
specifically approved as part of a lighting code exemption.

(d)

Mercury vapor and low pressure sodium lighting shall be prohibited.

(e)

Linear lighting (including neon, fluorescent, rope-lighting and low voltage
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strip-lighting) primarily intended as an architectural highlight to attract
attention or used as means of identification or advertisement shall be
prohibited, except for use in signs in the C-2 Zone District if permitted
through the site plan review process.
(f)

LED lights for display of prices.

(Ord. 29 §2, 1998; Ord. 14 §1 (Exh. A), 2012)

Sec. 16-440. - Enforcement and nonconforming lighting.
(a)

Nonconforming lighting.
(1) As of the effective date of the ordinance codified herein, all outdoor
lighting that does not conform to every requirement of this Article
shall be pre-existing nonconforming lighting. Pre-existing
nonconforming lighting shall not be moved in any direction, nor shall
there be any change in use or light type, or any replacement or
structural alteration made to the nonconforming lighting without
conforming to all applicable requirements of this Chapter.
(2) At such time as a building permit application for a major remodel or
new structure is submitted to the Town, or any type of rezoning,
subdivision or site plan development application is filed with the
Town, all lighting on the site or building shall be required to conform
with all applicable requirements of this Article unless an exemption
request is filed.

(b)

Enforcement.
(1) Any building permit submittal or development review application to
the Town shall include a lighting plan, sufficient in detail to
demonstrate compliance with all applicable requirements of this
Article. The Town may require completion of a lighting plan by a
designer or architect with professional training in lighting design.
(2) The Town shall enforce the provisions of this Article in accordance
with Section 16-268 of this Code. In the case of repetitive zoning
enforcement for repeat offenses, the Town may impose the special
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inspection fees consistent with Section 16-203(b)(2)c and d.
(3) A final certificate of occupancy shall not be issued until such time as a
nighttime inspection of the property is conducted to verify compliance
with this Chapter.
(4)

Residential compliance. Residential fixtures in place as of August 28,
2012, shall be brought into compliance with the Code upon receiving
notice from the Town's Building Official. Upon receipt of notice from
the Town's Building Official, the property owner shall have thirty (30)
days from the notice to bring a non-complying fixture into compliance.

(5)

Commercial compliance. Anytime after July 1, 2014, commercial and
industrial fixtures in place as of August 28, 2012, shall be brought into
compliance with the Code. After July 1, 2014, the property owner shall
have thirty (30) days from the notice to bring a non-complying fixture
into compliance. All newly installed lighting fixtures shall comply with
the Code.

(Ord. 29 §2, 1998; Ord. 14 §1 (Exh. A), 2012)

Sec. 16-441. -Automatic teller machines.
ATM lighting shall have an average of ten (10) foot-candles at the face of the machine
and extending in an unobstructed direction outward five (5) feet, and an average of two (2)
foot-candles within twenty-five (25) feet from any unobstructed direction from the face of
the machine, except when such dimensions are off the property of the ATM owner.
( Ord. 14 §1 (Exh. A), 2012)

Secs. 16-442-16-460. - Reserved.
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Chapter 15.22 Outdoor Lighting

Section 15.22.010
Short Title. This Ordinance may be cited as the “Outdoor Lighting
Ordinance” of the City of Cambridge (the “City”).
Section 15.22.020
Purpose.
The purpose of this Outdoor Lighting Ordinance is to
regulate outdoor lighting, as defined in this Ordinance, in the City, the intent being to
permit an amount of outdoor lighting that is appropriate to allow for the safe use and
enjoyment of outdoor areas, while also mitigating light trespass and glare to abutters and
the public at large, reducing light pollution, and promoting energy conservation.
Section 15.22.030

Definitions.

A.

Administrative Waiver means a partial or complete waiver of the requirements of this
Ordinance according to the procedures set forth in Section 15.22.060.

B.

Building thermal envelope means the basement walls, exterior walls, floor, roof, and
any other building elements that enclose conditioned space or provides a boundary
between conditioned space and unconditioned space.

C.

Commissioner means the Commissioner of Inspectional Services of the City of
Cambridge Department of Inspectional Services or, if that position is vacant, the person
designated to act in his or her stead.

D.

Conditioned space means an area or room within a building being heated or
cooled, containing uninsulated ducts, or with a fixed opening directly into an
adjacent conditioned space.

E.

Correlated color temperature (“CCT”) means a specification of the color
appearance of the light emitted by a lamp, relating its color to the color of light from
a reference source when heated to a particular temperature, measured in Kelvin
(“K”).

F.

District means a section of the City for which the zoning regulations governing the
use of land, the use of buildings and premises, and the permitted height of buildings,
and the area of open space about the buildings are uniform.

G.

Façade lighting means illumination of exterior surfaces of buildings for the
enhancement of their nighttime appearance, achieved by shining light onto building
surfaces, or by internal or external illumination of translucent building surfaces.

H.

Glare means light entering the eye directly from light fixtures, or indirectly
1
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from reflective surfaces that causes visual discomfort or reduced visibility.
I.

Illuminance means the density of the luminous flux incident on a surface; it is the
quotient of the luminous flux by the area of the surface when the latter is uniformly
illuminated.

J.

Lamp means a source of optical radiation, often called a “bulb” or “tube,” such as
incandescent lamps, fluorescent lamps, high-intensity discharge (“HID”) lamps,
and low pressure sodium (“LPS”) lamps, as well as light-emitting diode (“LED”)
modules and arrays.

K.

Landscape lighting means lighting of trees, shrubs, or other plant material, as well
as water features and sculptural objects.

L.

Laser means a device that emits light through a process of optical amplification
based on the stimulated emission of electromagnetic radiation which is also a term
that originated as an acronym for "light amplification by stimulated emission of
radiation".

M.

Light fixture means a complete lighting unit consisting of one or more lamps together
with the parts designed to distribute the light, to position and protect the lamps and to
connect the lamps to the power supply. Sometimes this includes ballasts or drivers, and
photocells.

N.

Light trespass means lighting that falls beyond the boundaries of the property
it is intended to illuminate.

O.

Lighting means electric, man-made, or artificial lighting. See “lighting equipment.”

P.

Lighting equipment means equipment specifically intended to provide gas or
electric illumination, including, but not limited to, lamp(s), luminaire(s), ballast(s),
poles, posts, lens(es), electrical wiring, and related structures or other necessary or
auxiliary components.

Q.

Lighting plan means a site plan depicting the property lines of all properties for
which lighting is proposed, the location and specification of all exterior light
fixtures to be installed within the property, their lumen values, mounting heights,
shielding, directionality and controls, protections provided to minimize light
pollution, other relevant site conditions, and any additional information required to
demonstrate compliance with applicable standards.

R.

Light pollution means adverse effects of lighting, as defined in this Ordinance,
including, but not limited to, glare, light trespass, sky glow, energy waste,
compromised safety and security, and impacts on the nocturnal environment.
2
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S.

Lighting Zone (“LZ”) means an area or district within which particular lighting standards
apply as set forth in this Ordinance. Lighting Zones are based on the U.S. Green Building
Council’s Leadership in Energy Environmental Design (“LEED”) Light Pollution
Reduction (“LPR”) credit v4 BD+C four lighting zones and are delineated by reference to
the Districts established in the Zoning Map of the City of Cambridge Zoning Ordinance
(“Zoning Districts”). For the purposes of this Ordinance, only Lighting Zone 2 (“LZ2”)
and Lighting Zone 3 (“LZ3”) are allowed in the City.

T.

Lighting Zone 2 (“LZ2”) means Low Design exterior lighting so that all site and
building-mounted luminaires produce a maximum initial illuminance value no greater than
0.10 horizontal and vertical foot candles (1.0 horizontal and vertical lux) at the LEED
project boundary and no greater than 0.01 horizontal foot candles (0.1 horizontal lux) 10
feet (3 meters) beyond the LEED project boundary. LZ2 includes primarily residential
districts, neighborhood business districts, light industrial areas with limited nighttime use
and residential mixed-use areas. Document that no more than 2% of the total initial
designed fixture lumens (sum total of all fixtures on site) are emitted at an angle of 90
degrees or higher from nadir (straight down). LZ2 includes all Zoning Districts not listed
under Lighting Zone 3.

U.

Lighting Zone 3 (“LZ3”) means Medium Design exterior lighting so that all site and
building-mounted luminaires produce a maximum initial illuminance value no greater than
0.20 horizontal and vertical foot candles (2.0 horizontal and vertical lux) at the LEED
project boundary and no greater than 0.01 horizontal foot candles (0.1 horizontal lux) 15
feet (4.5 meters) beyond the site. LZ 3 includes all other areas not included in LZ2, such
as commercial/ industrial, and high-density residential. Document that no more than 5% of
the total initial designed fixture lumens (sum total of all fixtures on site) are emitted at an
angle of 90 degrees or higher from nadir (straight down). LZ3 includes the following
Zoning Districts: Residence C-3; C-3A or C-3B; Office 2, 2A or 3; Business B or C;
Industry B, B-1, B-2 or C; Special Districts 1, 3, 4, 4A, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 15 and any other
Special Zoning District whose general zoning limitations derive from one of the previously
listed base Zoning Districts; Mixed-Use Development District: Kendall Square (“MXD”)
and Cambridgeport Revitalization Development District (“CRDD”); all Planned Unit
Development (“PUD”) Zoning Districts and Alewife Overlay Districts (“AOD”).

V.

Lumen means the unit of measure used to quantify the amount of light produced by a lamp
or emitted from a light fixture (as distinct from “watt” or other measure of a lamp’s power
consumption).

W.

Lux means the SI (International System of Units) unit of illuminance. One lux
equals one lumen per square meter and is approximately equal to 1/10 of a foot
candle.
3
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X.

New lighting means lighting for areas not previously illuminated, or newly
installed lighting of any type, except for replacement lighting or lighting repairs.

Y.

Notice Recipients means the applicant for an Administrative Waiver, abutters to
the property for which the Administrative Waiver is sought, owners of land directly
opposite on any public or private street or way, and abutters to the abutters within
three hundred feet of the property line of the applicant as they appear on the most
recent applicable tax list from the City’s Assessing Department.

Z.

Outdoor lighting means lighting equipment installed within the property line and
outside the building thermal envelope of a subject property, whether attached to
poles, the building thermal envelope, building structures, the earth, or any other
location, and any associated lighting control equipment, including façade and
landscape lighting.

AA. Partly shielded light fixture means a light fixture with opaque top and
translucent or perforated sides, designed and maintained to emit most
light downward.
BB. Public art means art in any media that has been planned and executed with the
intention of being staged in the physical public domain, usually outside or in
publically accessible buildings that are open to all.
CC. Replacement lighting means lighting equipment, fixtures, or parts, including
lamps installed in order to replace existing lighting equipment.
DD. Seasonal lighting means lighting in use for not longer than a six-week period in
any calendar year.
EE. Shielded directional light fixture means a fixed or adjustable light fixture
that also contains a shield, hood, cowl, louver, or baffle to minimize direct
view of the lamp.
FF. Substantial renovation means work area as defined in the building permit that is

50% or more of the Gross Floor Area of the building or 50% of the exterior wall area
of the building.

GG. Sky glow means the brightening of the nighttime sky that results from scattering and

reflection of artificial light by moisture and dust particles in the atmosphere, caused
by light directed or reflected upwards or sideways, and which reduces ability to view
the night sky.

HH. Unshielded light fixture means a light fixture capable of emitting light in
any direction.
4
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Section 15.22.040
Effective Date.
months from the date of enactment.
Section 15.22.050

This Ordinance shall take effect three (3)

General Requirements.

A.

Conformance with all Applicable Codes. The provisions of this Ordinance shall
be interpreted and applied at all times consistently with the provisions of all
applicable federal, state, and local laws, rules, and regulations, including, but not
limited to, applicable sections of the Massachusetts Building Code, the Cambridge
Zoning Ordinance, and the Cambridge Municipal Code. Nothing in this Ordinance
shall relieve property owners of the obligation to comply with all other applicable
federal, state, and local laws, rules, and regulations.

B.

Applicability. Except as set forth in this Ordinance, all outdoor lighting installed
after the effective date of this Ordinance shall comply with the requirements of this
Ordinance. This includes, but is not limited to, new lighting equipment, light
fixtures, replacement lighting, or any other lighting whether attached to structures,
poles, the earth, or any other location. Except as otherwise provided in this
Ordinance, all outdoor lighting installed prior to the effective date of this Ordinance
shall be altered or changed so as to comply with these requirements within five (5)
years of the effective date of this Ordinance. Nothing in this Ordinance shall be
construed so as to extend a five-year compliance period to lighting already
regulated under existing codes and zoning provisions.

C.

Interim Modifications. Upon the effective date of this Ordinance, property owners
shall make improvements to eliminate or minimize light trespass on other properties
by: (1) replacing one or more lamps within an existing light fixture to be in
conformance with the Prescriptive Standard's lumen limitations and Light Color
Standard of this Ordinance; and/or (2) changing the shielding and direction of
elements of an existing fixture to be directed downward and/or away from other
properties.

D.

Light Color Standard. Correlated color temperature of any outdoor light source
shall not exceed 3500 Kelvin unless introduced as part of a façade or landscape
lighting scheme used exclusively for the decorative illumination through color of
certain building façade or landscape features.

E.

Substantial Renovation. If any substantial renovation of an existing building or
property occurs after the effective date of this Ordinance, then that property shall be
required to meet the Standards set forth in this Ordinance.

F.

Laser Light Ban. Laser light is strictly prohibited for outdoor use unless
otherwise exempted in this Ordinance.

5
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G.

Flashing or Intermittent Light. Any lighting which flashes, moves, or incorporates
rapid color or intensity changes is prohibited unless otherwise provided in this
Ordinance.

H.

Prescriptive and Performance Standards. All outdoor lighting must comply with
the Light Color Standard and either the Prescriptive Standard or the Performance
Standard, as set forth below. For properties with building(s) totaling 10,000 square
feet or larger of Gross Floor Area as defined by the Cambridge Zoning Ordinance, a
lighting plan must be submitted to the City of Cambridge Inspectional Services
Department (the “ISD”).

6
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1. Prescriptive Standard
Maximum
Allowed
Lumens
Light
315

Maximum Height

Shielding and Direction

12 feet above the
surface of the area
to be illuminated

Not applicable

Up to two unshielded
or partly shielded
light fixtures located
in a main entry area,
placed not less than 4
feet apart.

630

12 feet above the
surface of the area
to be illuminated

Not applicable

Shielded directional
light fixtures, placed
not less than 4 feet
apart, for entries,
walkways, and
façade lighting.

1,050

12 feet above the
surface of the area
to be illuminated.

All light fixtures shall be
located, aimed, and
shielded so as to
minimize light pollution
and light trespass across
property boundaries.
Light fixtures for entries
and walkways shall emit
light in a downward
direction only.

Outdoor
Lighting
Category
Unshielded or partly
shielded light fixture
placed not less
than 4 feet apart.

7
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Shielded
directional light
fixtures for parking
areas, driveways, or
outdoor loading
bays.

1,260

14 feet above the
surface of the
parking area,
driveway or
loading bay

All light fixtures shall be
located, aimed, and
shielded so as to
minimize light pollution
and light trespass across
property boundaries.

2.
Performance Standard.
In order to apply the Performance Standard, permit applicants must submit a lighting plan
and accompanying calculations that demonstrate compliance with the U.S. Green Building
Council’s Leadership in Energy Environmental Design (“LEED”) Light Pollution Reduction
(“LPR”) credit v4 BD+C. Once installed, actual compliance to the LPR credit must be
certified by a registered architect or professional engineer licensed in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and such certification must be submitted to the ISD. Even if approved and
certified, should the lighting as installed and maintained fail to meet the Light Color Standard
and/or the minimum LEED LPR Credit requirements, and be determined to be in violation of
the light pollution and light trespass protections in this Ordinance, then that lighting shall be
considered in violation of this Ordinance. For properties in Lighting Zone 3 (“LZ3”) that are
adjacent to Lighting Zone 2 (“LZ2”), compliance with the LZ2 Light Trespass requirements
in the LEED LPR credit v4 BD+C must be shown for portions of the property that lie within
100 feet of LZ2. Where the Lighting Zone boundary occurs within a public street, the 100
feet shall be measured from the centerline of the street. Where the Lighting Zone boundary
lies within a lot, the 100 feet shall begin at the lot line that divides the subject lot from
another lot in a different Lighting Zone.
I.

Exemptions from Applicability. Property owners are encouraged to make good
faith efforts to achieve near or partial compliance with the provisions of the
Ordinance, including minimizing light trespass and light pollution; however,
exemptions from the provisions of the Ordinance are as follows.
1.

Lighting within public ways for the principal purpose of illuminating public
ways.

2.

Lighting for public parks or public art that is accessible to the general public
and is commissioned, owned, or operated by the City or by a state or federal
entity, or that is otherwise required by special permit, or law.
8
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3.

Lighting for public monuments, statuary, or the national flag in cases where
compliance with the Standards of this Ordinance are specifically prohibited by
law or conflicting with superseding requirements.

4.

Lighting of historic buildings that has been reviewed by and has received a
Certificate of Appropriateness from the Cambridge Historical Commission.

5.

Lighting solely for signs as regulated under Article 7 of the Cambridge Zoning
Ordinance.

6.

Lighting for theatrical or television production or performance areas, if an
electrical permit has been received from the ISD.

7.

Lighting for work areas at construction sites, if an electrical permit has been
received from the ISD.

8.

Underwater lighting in swimming pools and other water features.

9.

Seasonal lighting as defined in this Ordinance.

10.

Lighting that is only used under emergency conditions.

11.

Lighting required by federal, state, or local laws, rules or regulations.

12.

Lighting for sports facilities, including, but not limited to, outdoor conditioned or
unconditioned rinks, open courts, fields, and stadiums. All light fixtures shall be
directed and shielded in a way that minimizes light trespass and sky glow. Lighting
for the playing surfaces and spectator areas must be turned off after the activities
have ceased or 11:00 PM, whichever is earlier.

13.

Lighting as otherwise required or requested by the City for purposes of safety or
security.

14.

Lighting undertaken as a result of a City-appointed or City-authorized expert
review panel to identify significant buildings, monuments, public spaces and
streetscapes, and to recommend alternative or new lighting designs to accentuate
their historic and aesthetic value, while preserving this Ordinance’s intent to
minimize light pollution and light trespass.

Section 15.22.060
Administrative Waiver. The Commissioner shall have the
authority to grant a partial or complete waiver (“Waiver”) of the requirements of this
Ordinance according to the following procedures:
A. Any applicant seeking a Waiver from all or some of the requirements of this
Ordinance shall file an application with the ISD describing in detail with supporting
information and documentation the nature, duration, location, specifications, and
other particulars of the waiver being sought. The Application for a Waiver must
9
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demonstrate that: (a) bringing the source of light for which the Waiver is sought into
full compliance with this Ordinance would constitute a demonstrably unreasonable
hardship on the applicant, as balanced against the potential impacts on Notice
Recipients as defined in this Ordinance; or (b) bringing the source of light for which
the Waiver is sought into full compliance with this Ordinance would result in
conditions that are materially detrimental to health, safety, or welfare. The applicant
may also provide for consideration an alternative plan(s) that demonstrate(s) their
ability to substantially mitigate the negative effects of non-compliance.
B. The ISD shall give written notice of any Application for a Waiver to each Notice
Recipient as defined in this Ordinance, including specific information on the nature,
duration, location, and specifications and other particulars of the Waiver being
sought, at least 14 days in advance of any decision on the Waiver application. Any
Notice Recipient who claims that he/she or occupants of his/her property would be
adversely affected by a grant of the Waiver may file a statement and materials with
the ISD containing information to support his/her claim.
C. In determining whether to grant or deny the Waiver and what, if any, conditions and
limitations (including a time limit) to impose, the Commissioner shall determine
whether the applicant has demonstrated that: (a) bringing the source of light for which
the Waiver is sought into full compliance with this Ordinance would constitute a
demonstrably unreasonable hardship on the applicant; or (b) bringing the source of
light for which the Waiver is sought into full compliance with this Ordinance would
result in conditions that are materially detrimental to the health, safety, or welfare of
persons or property affected. The Commissioner shall place on public file a copy of the
application for the Waiver, all accompanying submissions and the decision, including
all conditions and limitations, and the reasons for granting or denying the Waiver, as
well as any other documentation associated with the process.
D. Waivers shall be granted in writing to the applicant and shall contain all conditions and
limitations, including any time limit on the activity. Noncompliance with any
provision or condition of the Waiver may result in its termination by the
Commissioner.
E. Any Waiver may be reviewed, adjusted, terminated or repealed by the Commissioner at
any time after two years, unless a longer time is specified in the Waiver, or in the event
of noncompliance with any provision or condition of the Waiver.
F. The Commissioner may issue guidelines further defining the procedures to be followed
in applying for a Waiver and the criteria that will be considered by the Commissioner
in deciding whether to grant a Waiver. The Commissioner may impose a Waiver
application fee.

10
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Section 15.22.070

Enforcement.

A. Enforcement Officials. The Commissioner or her/his designee shall be the
authorized enforcement personnel charged with the enforcement of the provisions of
this Ordinance.
B. Complaints. The Commissioner or his/her designee shall receive and respond to
complaints of noncompliance with the Ordinance.
C. Violations. The Commissioner or his/her designee may order and specify remedial
actions to be taken by a violator of this Ordinance to achieve compliance, or issue
citations, pursuant to G. L.c. 40, § 21D, for violations of these provisions, assessing
fines of three hundred dollars for each such violation. Each day such a violation
continues shall constitute a separate offense. Additionally, any person found to be in
violation of any of the provisions of this Ordinance may be prosecuted for a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined three hundred dollars for
each such misdemeanor.
D. Injunction. As an additional remedy, any outdoor lighting installed or maintained in
violation of any provision of this Ordinance may be subject to abatement summarily
by a restraining order or injunction issued by a court of competent jurisdiction.
E. Suspension or Revocation of Permit. As an additional remedy, the
Commissioner or his/her designee hereunder may summarily suspend, and after a
hearing may revoke, any license or permit, including a building, demolition, or
electrical permit.

11
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GLENVIEW, IL
Sec. 98-382. - Lighting.
(a)

Purpose. The purpose of the lighting ordinance [this section] is to provide

outdoor lighting standards that will improve safety, minimize glare and light
trespass and conserve energy for businesses and residents of the Village of
Glenview.
(b) Applicability. Previously approved photometric plans are not required to
comply with the requirements of this section until more than 50 percent of
the existing lighting fixtures, standards, and/or elements are changed or
removed. When additional lighting elements are proposed to an existing
site a lighting plan shall be required to demonstrate that lighting for the
entire site shall thereafter be in compliance with current ordinance
requirements.
(c)

Permit required; exemptions.

(1)

No new lighting fixture shall be installed until a permit is obtained in
accordance with the chaP-ter 18. No permit shall be issued for any
lighting unless the lighting is permitted by and complies with the
regulations of this article.

(2) The following types of lighting are exempt from the permit
requirement and the regulations of this article:
a.

Holiday lighting is exempt from the provisions of this code,
provided it is maintained in good repair. Displays of holiday
related lighting are addressed by section 98-217(7). When not
specifically addressed by the lighting code, provisions of the
most recent Property Maintenance Code shall apply.

b.

Flag lighting is allowed and cutoff fixtures are not required as
long as shielded and/or directional fixtures are installed and
aimed to minimize glare, sky glow, and light trespass.

c.

Construction lighting shall be aimed to minimize glare and light
trespass to adjacent properties and turned off at the end of
construction hours, unless otherwise approved by the village
manager or his/her designee through the site development
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permit process. Construction lighting must meet property line
foot-candle requirements.
d. Temporary special event lighting is exempt when approved by
the village manager or his/her designee on a temporary basis as
part of the administrative review procedure.
e.

Municipal lighting installed for the benefit of public health, safety
and welfare.

f.

Repair, maintenance, and/or replacement of original lighting
elements with identical lighting elements, or lighting elements of
alternate technologies which produce an equivalent level of
illuminance.

(3) The following types of lighting are exempt from regulations of this
article, but shall be subject to the review and approval by the
Appearance Commission:
a. Any decorative or architectural accent lighting fixture with
lighting elements which produce a combined illuminance of
1,000 lumens or fewer per fixture shall not be required to be 100
percent cutoff style, except 100 percent cutoff style decorative or
architectural accent lighting fixture fixtures may be required on a
case-by-case basis by the Appearance Commission in situations
where lateral light illuminance may create impacts on adjacent
land uses or where a direct line-of-sight would exist from
adjacent or nearby residential property.
b.

Recreational sports facility lighting, sports/leisure/entertainment,
bridges, publicly zoned properties, public monuments, or other
uses not otherwise addressed in this section will be reviewed as
part of the site plan review and Appearance Commission review
process with photometric plans that provide average and
maximum lighting levels. All of the above uses must meet
property line foot-candle requirements and use the other tables
as recommendations. Full cutoff lighting for recreational sports
facilities is strongly recommended. When full cutoff fixtures are
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not used, outdoor light fixtures shall include internal and/or
external glare control. The fixtures shall be installed to minimize
uplight and offsite light trespass. Lighting used to illuminate
sports surfaces shall be turned off within one-hour after the last
event of the evening.
c.

Replacement of original lighting fixtures or standards with
alternate lighting fixtures or standards of equal illuminance, cutoff style, and shielding.

(d) Appeals. Appeals of any decision of the Appearance Commission regarding
the requirements of this section, or any other request for relief from the
requirements of this section not within the purview of the Appearance
Commission shall be subject to the review and approval procedures as set
forth in section 98-47 and section 98-S0(b).
(e)

Design requirements. Lighting fixtures, standards, and elements not

otherwise exempted per subsection (c) shall comply with the following
design requirements.
(1)

Cutoff style lighting fixtures shall be installed and maintained to be
horizontal to the ground so that the cutoff characteristics of the
fixture are maintained.

(2)

Lighting installations shall be maintained in good repair in accordance
with the most recent Property Maintenance Code in order to meet the
provisions of this section on an on-going basis.

(3)

Building mounted wall packs are required to be fully shielded.

(4)

Pedestrian bollard lighting shall be subject to all the requirements of
this section however pedestrian bollard lighting shall not be required
to feature 100 percent cutoff style fixtures. 100 percent cutoff style
bollard fixtures may be required on a case-by-case basis by the
Appearance Commission in situations where pedestrian-level light
illuminance may create impacts on adjacent land uses or where a
direct line-of-sight would exist from adjacent or nearby residential
property.

(5) The light source of landscaping lighting shall be recessed and/or
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shielded to avoid adversely affecting the vision of motorists and/or
pedestrians in adjacent areas. Line of sight to a light source shall not
be permitted five feet or more beyond the edge of the public right-ofway or property line in a residential district by an observer viewing
from a position that is level with or higher than the ground below the
fixture.
(6) All parking lot pole fixtures are required to be cutoff type with
recessed lenses to limit glare and light trespass. Fixtures shall be
directed below the horizontal rather than above the horizontal.
(7) Within one-hour after business hours conclude, parking lot lights shall
be turned off, or the number of illuminated bulbs reduced by one-half
or more, or the overall lighting intensity reduced by at least 50
percent, with the exception of automotive dealerships as specified in
Table D-2.
(8)

Parking lot floodlights for area illumination are prohibited.

(9)

Light source locations shall be chosen to minimize the hazards of
glare.

(10) Canopies.
a. The underside of canopies shall have a matte finish to minimize
light reflection.
b.

Canopy lights shall be fully recessed into the canopy. The bottom
of each light fixture shall be flush with the ceiling of the canopy
so the light source is not visible from or does not cause glare on
public right-of-way or adjacent properties.

c.

Lighting beyond the perimeter of a canopy shall be consistent
with the lighting ordinance [this section] for commercial parking
areas. Lighting standards for canopies are governed by Table
D-1.

(f)

Lighting guidelines. Lighting shall be governed by the lighting design

guidelines, attached hereto and incorporated into this article, which may be
amended from time to time.
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(g)

Lighting levels.
(1)

Measurement.

a. All light fixtures including but not limited to those installed upon
standards and poles, those mounted to buildings, and bollard
fixtures shall be included upon any lighting and photometric
plan.
b.

Unless otherwise stated, all illuminance measurements for the
purpose of this section shall be made at ground level with the
meter oriented horizontally, on the subject property. Shared
parking will be considered as one total subject property for the
purpose of this section.

c. All light levels at ground level which meet or exceed 0.1 footcandles shall be depicted upon any lighting and photometric
plan.
d. The calculation of the uniformity ratio shall include all lighting
levels as depicted upon a lighting and photometric plan at equal
intervals at ground level which exceed 0.1 foot-candles and areas
depicted on a lighting and photometric plan with light levels of
less than 0.1-foot-candle shall be excluded from the calculation.
e. The minimum light level shall reference the lowest light level
within the illuminated area of a site which provides a
measurement of 0.1 foot-candles or greater.
f.

The average light level shall reflect the mean of all light levels
across a site which exceed 0.1 foot-candles.

(2)

Limits. Any use utilizing outdoor illumination, including that which is

reflected and illumination from inside a building that is visible from
the outside, shall be conducted in accordance with Table D-1 as
follows for all uses, with the exception of automotive dealerships as
specified in Table D-2.
(3)

Lighting zones. A subject property may be divided into zones to

ensure that localized areas of a subject property which are intended to
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feature specialized lighting designs can be accommodated without
influencing lighting levels elsewhere upon the subject property which
would otherwise be permitted per ordinance. Establishment of
lighting zones shall be subject to approval by the Appearance
Commission and shall be used in application to site lighting designs
which attempt to limit lighting levels in areas of a site adjacent to lightsensitive land uses or similar light-sensitive concerns without affecting
the uniformity of lighting levels elsewhere upon a given site.
(4)

Waivers. Waivers from the average foot-candle, maximum foot-candle,

and uniformity ratio requirements contained in Table D-1 and the
maximum foot-candle levels at lot lines contained in Table D-3 may be
approved by the Appearance Commission without the need for a
zoning variation when the Appearance Commission can identify
circumstances and evidence which suggest that proposed conditions
will comply with the criteria listed in section 98-47(c).

Table D-1
Levels of Activity

Maximum llluminance Standards
(Foot-candles)
Average FC

Maximum

Highest

FC

uniformity
ratio

High

Drive-up windows (within 20 feet)

20.0

30.0

4:1

Illuminated canopies
Private rights-of-way
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High to medium (8-1, 8-2, 8-3, MURC, DD, 5/UE)

Retail and restaurants

5.0

12.0

4:1

2.4

15.0

4:1

2.0

8.0

4:1

Medium

Offices
Industrial
Hospital

Low
Educational facilities
Institutional and churches
Multifamily residential
Uses that are not listed above, including but not limited to recreational sports
facility lighting, sports/leisure/entertainment, bridges, publicly zoned
properties or public monuments will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis by
the Appearance Commission.

Table D-2
Lighting shall be provided as follows for automotive dealerships:
Areas Of Activity

Description

Maximum FC
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Feature display

The first row of vehicles adjacent to a

125 foot-candles

area and

major/minor arterial, including the

(maximum)

merchandise

area in front of the vehicle up to the

area

property line and behind the vehicle
up to the merchandise area and/or
the circulation area including drive
aisles. All other rows of vehicles on a
lot used for general auto sales,
including all areas surrounding the
vehicle up to the defined circulation
area including related drive aisles are
also included. Compliance with the
provision related to security lighting,
below, is required following the close
of service hours.

Circulation area

Includes all portions of the lot

15 foot-candles

dedicated to customer parking,

(maximum)

employee parking, site entrance
areas and inventory areas including
related drive aisles. Compliance with
the provision related to security
lighting, below, is required following
the close of service hours.
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Security lighting,

The maximum average amount of

10 foot-candles

Monday-Sunday

light found on site within each of the

(maximum

areas of activity, including the feature

average)

display area, merchandise area, and
circulation area following the close of
service hours.

Table D-3
The maximum

Maximum foot-

Maximum fixture

Maximum fixture

limit of

candles (fc)

height (height is

height when 100'

illuminance on

measured from

from residential

the subject

adjacent existing

property at the

grade to the top

lot line shall be as

of the pole or

noted when

luminaire,

adjacent to the

whichever is

following uses:

higher)
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14' for any fixture

14' for any fixture

(including

which is not fully

which is not fully

buildings

shielded to

shielded to

primarily devoted

prohibit line-of-

prohibit line-of-

to religious

sight views of any

sight views of any

worship)

light element

light element

from adjacent

from adjacent

property

residential

Residential

0.1 fc

property
18' for any fixture
which is fully
shielded to
prohibit line-ofsight views of any
light element
from adjacent
residential
property
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Limited
commercial

0.2 fc

20'

14' for any fixture
which is not fully
shielded to
prohibit line-ofsight views of any
light element
from adjacent
residential
property
18' for any fixture
which is fully
shielded to
prohibit line-ofsight views of any
light element
from adjacent
residential
property
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Business,

2.0 fc

20'

14' for any fixture

Hospital and

which is not fully

medical,

shielded to

Commercial,

prohibit line-of-

Light industrial,

sight views of any

Service and

light element

Public Lands

from adjacent
residential
property
18' for any fixture
which is fully
shielded to
prohibit line-ofsight views of any
light element
from adjacent
residential
property
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Automotive

5.0 fc

24'

14' for any fixture
which is not fully

dealerships

shielded to
prohibit line-ofsight views of any
light element
from adjacent
residential
property
18' for any fixture
which is fully
shielded to
prohibit line-ofsight views of any
light element
from adjacent
residential
property
Public or Private

5.0 fc

N/A

N/A

Roadway Rightsof-way

(h)

Prohibitions. High-intensity, special-purpose lighting is prohibited,

including, but not limited to the below:
(1) Aerial lasers;
(2) Searchlight style lights;
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(3)

Flickering or flashing lighting;

(4)

It is unlawful for any person to illuminate his or her property with
floodlights or other lights which shine or glare into or toward any
private dwelling house of another or into any street or avenue. All
lights used for the illumination of property shall be directed toward
the ground or toward the property to be illuminated, and should be
equipped with reflectors and shields which shall prevent glare in the
direction of any private dwelling house of another or into any street.

(5)

Outdoor light projectors, except any light projector used for signage
purposes otherwise expressly authorized by the Appearance
Commission.

(6) Any lighting that creates a public nuisance or hazard can be ordered
removed or altered by the village manager or his/her designee.
(Code 1959, § 24.12A.12; Ord. No. 4512, 4-15-2003; Ord. No. 5394, § 2, 11-16-201 O; Ord.
No. 5747, § 4, 12-10-2013; Ord. No. 5748, § 2, 12-10-2013)
Editor's note- Ord. No. 5748, § 2, adopted December 10, 2013, set out provisions noting

this section of the Code shall not be applicable to automotive sales and leasing dealership
uses; provided, however, that all other standards and regulations set forth in this Code
relating to automotive sales and leasing uses shall remain in full force and effect.
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GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO
070.040.100 - Exterior Lighting.
(a)

Purpose. The purpose of this Section is to provide for exterior lighting that
enhances safety, preserves the City's nighttime character, and improves the
ability to view the nighttime sky from within the City. This Section is
intended to decrease light pollution, increase energy efficiency, and
promote high quality lighting design as it relates to the built environment.
The lighting regulations are also intended to:
(1)

Ensure that parking areas, public gathering places, and other public
places have adequate outdoor illumination;

(2)

Ensure that light levels are uniform to enhance night vision and
security;

(3)

Minimize adverse impacts on public safety and neighborhood
enjoyment due to excessive glare;

(b)

(4)

Minimize spillover of light onto adjacent or nearby properties; and

(5)

Minimize the effects of skyglow.

Applicability.
(1)

General. All exterior lighting devices shall be installed in conformance
with this Section 070.040.100. the building code, the electrical code,
and other applicable City codes under appropriate permit and
inspection.

(2)

Exemptions. The following types of exterior lighting are exempt from
the requirements of this Section 070.040.100, provided they shall not
create glare to motorists or result in light trespass onto adjacent
properties:
a.

Holiday lighting;

b.

Twinkle lighting located on trees, bushes, or landscape features
in the commercial zone district;

(c)

c.

Bistro lighting located in a commercial zone district; and

d.

Special events that have been issued a temporary use permit.

Lighting Districts Established. The City is divided into the following three (3)
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lighting districts within which specific standards and limitations are
indicated throughout this Section:
(1)

Lighting District 1. The standards for this lighting district shall apply to

the CO, M1, M3, 11, 12, and IN zoning districts.
(2)

Lighting District 2. The standards for this lighting district shall apply to

the RH, RT, M2, and RE zoning districts.
(3)

Lighting District 3. The standards for this lighting district shall apply to

the RR, RL, RM1, RM2, and HP zoning districts.
(d)

Demonstration of Compliance.

(1)

Lighting Plan Required. Unless expressly exempt from the lighting plan

requirement in Paragraph (2), all new multifamily, mixed-use, or
nonresidential developments shall provide a lighting plan with the
applicable land use application and/or building permit.
(2)

Exempt from Lighting Plan Requirement. Properties in Lighting District

3 are exempt from the lighting plan requirement, provided:
a.

No more than one (1) freestanding lighting fixture (not attached
to a building or structure) shall be installed; and

b.
(e)

Installed lighting meets the remaining standards of this Section.

Prohibited Lighting Types. The following types of exterior lighting are

prohibited unless allowed elsewhere in this Code:
(1)

Unshielded lights, lamps, or floodlights that produce glare and light
trespass in excess of that allowed in Table 040.11;

(2)

Lights affixed to the top of a roof, except where required by building
code;

(3)

Lights that flash, move, revolve, blink, flicker, vary in intensity, change
color, or use intermittent electrical pulsation, except for holiday
lighting pursuant to Subsection 070.040.1 00(b)(2)a;

(4)

Mercury vapor and low-pressure sodium lighting;

(5)

Linear lighting as defined in Article 070.070: Rules of Construction and
Definitions; and

(6)
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Upward directed lighting that allows spillage into the sky.
(f)

General Lighting Requirements for All Lighting Districts.
(1)

On-Site Lighting Level. Maximum on-site illumination, including
spillage from doorways, signs, and windows, shall not exceed ten (10)
foot-candles, unless otherwise allowed in this Code.

(2)

Light Trespass.
a.

Maximum Allowed. The maximum measured light levels shall not
exceed those provided in Table 040.11:

Table 040.11: Maximum Lighting Trespass Levels
Lighting District

Point A

Point B

(foot-candles)

(foot-candles)

District 1

5.0

3.0

District 2

0.5

0.2

District 3

0.3

0.1

b.

Measurement.

1.

Methodology.
i.

Light trespass shall be measured at grade level unless
otherwise noted. Two (2) measurements shall be
taken: one (1) at any point along the property line
(point A), and one (1) taken ten (10) feet (measured
perpendicular to property line) onto the property
being trespassed {point B). Where grade changes or
obstructions prohibit measurements at the same
grade level, measurements shall be taken on the same
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horizontal plane.
ii.

Lighting measurements shall be taken under normal
conditions. Measurements to determine compliance
shall not be taken when conditions are present that
will influence the outcome of measurements including
snow, snowpack, rain, fog, or other influences.

2.

Cumulative Light Readings. Light sources from a property
shall be measured as cumulative of all sources on the
subject property, except for internally illuminated signs.

3.

Transitions between Lighting Districts.
i.

Where properties in District 1 are separated by City
streets in District 2, the trespass levels shown in Table
040.11 may be exceeded on streets in the M2 zoning
district only. Where M2 zoning is across the street
from other zoning or lighting districts, the levels in
Table 040.11 shall apply at the center line of the
street.

ii.

The maximum light level for light trespass in any
lighting district that borders a different lighting district
shall be the lower of the two (2), along that border
only. Where separated by a public street or right-ofway, the levels shall apply at the center line of the
street adjacent to the light source.

(3)

Lighting Controls.
a.

Extinguish Lighting at Night. All exterior lighting, except lighting
specifically exempted in Subsection 070.040.1 00(b)(2),
Exemptions, and security lighting as provided for in Subsection
070.040.1 00(f)(S) below shall be extinguished one (1) hour after
close of business, or 10:00 p.m., whichever is later.

b.

Motion Sensors. Motion sensors may be used where the sensor
is triggered by activity within the property lines and shall only be
used with incandescent, fluorescent, LED lighting, or halogen
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lamps.
c.

Timer/Photocell Combinations. Timer/Photocell combinations

that activate the light source at dusk and turn off lighting at a
specific time may be used at front entries for nonresidential
uses.
(4)

Surface Parking Area Lighting.

a.

Fixtures. All lighting for surface parking lots and upper

uncovered decks of parking structures shall be full cut-off
fixtures.
b.

Standards. Parking area lighting shall comply with the standards

in Table 040.12: Parking Area Lighting Standards:

Table 040.12: Parking Area Lighting Standards

Lighting District

Mounting Height

Minimum light

Maximum light

level at grade

level at grade

(foot-candles)

(foot-candles)

District 1

35 feet

0.7

7

District 2

20 feet

0.3

3

District 3

Not allowed. Public or quasi-public facilities shall comply
with the district 2 standards.

1.

Parking Area Lighting in Lighting District 3. Parking area

lighting shall be prohibited except for public or quasi-public
facilities requiring exterior parking lot illumination. Such
facilities shall comply with the parking area lighting
standards for district 2 as indicated in Table 040.12: Parking
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Area Lighting Standards.
2.

Parking Areas Bordering Districts 2 and 3. Where a parking

lot is located on a property in district 1 and shares a
common lot line with a property located in districts 2 or 3,
parking area lighting shall comply with specifications for
light levels and pole heights for district 2 as indicated in
Table 040.12: Parking Area Lighting Standards.
(5)

Security Lighting.

a. Applicability. Security lighting shall be allowed in all lighting
districts. The need for security lighting shall be demonstrated as
part of any development permit application package.

b.

Standards.

1.

Examples ofAppropriate Security Lighting Techniques.

i.

Recessed lights under a canopy.

ii.

Full cut-off fixtures on parking lot poles.

iii.

Fully shielded wall packs or other fixtures.

iv.

Floodlights that are down-directed, fully shielded, and
are controlled by motion sensors.

2.

Fixtures.

i.

Security lighting fixtures shall be fully shielded and
directed only to the designated area.

ii.

Security lighting shall not be directed above a
horizontal plane through the top of the lighting
fixture.

iii. Security lighting fixtures shall include shields that
prevent the light source from being visible from
adjacent properties and roadways to the maximum
extent practicable.

3.

Light Levels.

i.

Security lighting may illuminate ingresses and
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egresses of buildings up to a level eight (8) feet above
grade or the bottom of doorways, windows, or entries,
whichever is greater.
ii.

Security lighting on a parcel in district 1 that shares a
common lot line with a parcel located in districts 2 or 3
shall comply with specifications for light levels and
maximum mounting heights as noted in district 2.

iii. Security lighting for entrances, stairways and loading
docks shall not exceed five (5) foot-candles at the
designated area illuminated. Parking lot lighting used
for after-hours security shall not exceed three (3) footcandles at the designated area illuminated.
(6)

Building Fa~ade Lighting.

a. Applicability.
1.

Lighting District 1. In lighting district 1, building fa~ades may

be illuminated if the illumination is part of the overall
design of the building, adds to the visual quality of the
surrounding neighborhood, and does not produce glare or
illumination of nearby streets or properties. Building
fa~ades that face districts 2 and 3 that do not have a
primary public entrance shall not be illuminated.
2.

Lighting Districts 2 and 3. In lighting districts 2 and 3

building fa~ades and roofs shall not be illuminated except
for those structures having exceptional symbolic or historic
significance in the community or buildings in the M2 zoning
district pursuant to Paragraph 3. below. Existing lighting on
structures that are listed in the National Register of Historic
Places are exempt from this Subsection.
3.

Building Lighting in the Downtown Core. In the Downtown

Core, lighting shall be used as it was used historically in the
area as follows:
i.

Low-scale, decorative lighting may be used to accent
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architectural details or building entries.
ii.

Lights shall not be focused upward to light the fac;ade
or used to dominate a fac;ade or the street.

b.

Standards. A design for the illumination of a building shall be

submitted with the lighting plan as part of the applicable
development application and shall comply with the following:
1.

Lighting fixtures shall be carefully located, directed, and
shielded so that light is directed only onto the building
fac;ade.

2.

Lighting fixtures shall not be directed towards streets or
roads, other properties, or the sky.

(7)

Lighting of Walkways and Common Areas. Lighting for walkways,

parks, and other common areas shall be illuminated to a minimum of
two-tenths ( 2/10) of a foot-candle and a maximum of three (3) footcandles. Such lighting shall be down-directed. Such lighting shall be
included with the lighting plan submitted with an applicable
development permit application.
(8)

Canopy Lighting for Automotive Fuel Sales and Service Station.

Canopies shall be illuminated so that the minimum horizontal
illuminance at grade level is at least five (5) foot-candles. The
maximum horizontal illuminance under canopies shall be twenty-five
(25) foot-candles.
a.

Light fixtures mounted on canopies shall be installed so that the
lens cover is recessed or flush with the bottom surface (ceiling) of
the canopy or the fixture.

b.

Lights shall not be mounted on the top or sides of the canopy.
The sides (fascias) of the canopy shall not be illuminated for any
purpose, with the exception of internally illuminated signage
which shall comply with Subsection 070.040.11 0(g)(4)c., Internally
Illuminated Signs.

(9)

Lighting of Outdoor Recreation and Entertainment Facilities.
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a.

Hours of Operation. Exterior lighting of recreation or

entertainment event facilities shall be turned off no later than
one (1) hour after the end of the event.
b.

Illumination Standards. Where outdoor recreation and/or

entertainment areas are to be illuminated, lighting fixtures shall
be mounted and directed no higher than sixty-two (62) degrees
up from vertical so that no direct illumination extends off the
site.
(10)

Street Lighting.

a. Applicability.
1. Street lighting associated with a development application
submitted pursuant to Article 070.060: Administration and
Procedures, shall be provided by the applicant or developer
and approved by the Electric Department Superintendent
or the Director of the Public Works Department before
installation.
2.

Street lights on private streets are required to be part of an
overall lighting plan that is subject to the approval of the
Electric Department Superintendent or the Director of the
Public Works Department. If the Superintendent or Director
determines that the expertise of a professional lighting
consultant/engineer is required to determine compliance
with this Subsection, the City shall have the option of hiring
a professional lighting consultant, selected by the City,
funded by the applicant or developer.

b. Standards.
1.

JES Guidelines.

i.

Street lighting shall conform to the guidelines as
published by the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES),
provided that lighting levels do not exceed levels
specified in the guidelines by more than two-tenths (
2/1 0) of a foot-candle.
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ii.

Uniformity ratios shall not exceed that suggested by
the IES guidelines.

iii. The lighting plan submitted with the applicable
development permit shall include a street lighting plan
that demonstrates compliance with IES standards for
fixtures to be used; the type and wattage of lamps
(bulbs); the proposed mounting heights; and spacing.
iv. All street lighting fixtures shall be full cut-off fixtures.
v.

Bistro lighting shall not be allowed as street lighting
for purposes of this Subsection.

2.

Mounting Height. Mounting heights shall not exceed sixteen

(16) feet for fixtures that do not protrude over streets and
thirty (30) feet for fixtures that do protrude over the street.

3. Location.
i.

Street lights shall be located in the public right-of-way,
except for street lights provided along private streets.

ii.

Streets with a sidewalk along only one (1) side of the
street shall have street lights located on the same side
of the street with the sidewalk.

(11)

Installation and Maintenance.

a. Compliance with Building Code and other Applicable Codes.
Exterior lighting fixtures shall comply with the building code and
other applicable codes as adopted by the City.
b.

Maintenance. Exterior lighting shall be maintained in good

structural condition at all times.
c.

Electrical Service Underground. New electrical service required

for exterior lighting shall be located underground unless the
fixtures are directly mounted on utility poles.
(g) Supplemental Lighting Standards-District 1. The following supplemental
standards shall apply to Lighting District 1:
(1)

Fixtures.
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a.

Shielding. Fixtures shall be full cut-off.

b.

Decorative Fixtures. Low-wattage landscape lighting, bollards,

and other hidden light sources that create hidden effects may be
allowed as background lighting and in certain applications
pursuant to Subsection 070.040.1 00(f)(7).
(2)

Height. Exterior lighting shall not exceed a maximum height of twelve

(12) feet unless such lighting is:
a.

Street lighting provided by the City and/or a public entity;

b.

Used for parking and vehicle circulation areas, outdoor
sales/display areas, security, or other types of lighting addressed
elsewhere in this Section;

c.

Building-mounted lighting directed downward at a sign or
building fac;ade; or

d.

Fully shielded lighting on above-grade decks or balconies.

(h) Supplemental Lighting Standards-Districts 2 and 3. The following
supplemental standards shall apply to Lighting Districts 2 and 3:
(1)

Fixture Shielding.

a.

Freestanding fixtures shall be full cut-off.

b.

Floodlight fixtures and lamps shall be focused on the task, fully
shielded, down-directed, and screened from adjacent properties
to prevent glare and trespass pursuant to Table 040.11.
Floodlight intensity shall not exceed two thousand (2,000)
lumens per bulb and shall not exceed four thousand (4,000)
lumens per fixture, with a maximum of two (2) bulbs per fixture.

c.

All other exterior fixtures shall be fully shielded or shall comply
with the following:
1. A fixture that allows light to escape above the horizontal
(ninety (90) degrees from vertical) shall have frosted lenses
or lamps and the total light output shall not exceed five
hundred five (505) lumens.
2. A fixture that does not allow light to escape above the
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horizontal shall have frosted lenses or lamps and the total
light output shall not exceed seven hundred fifty (750)
lumens.
(2)

Height. Freestanding exterior lighting shall not exceed twelve (12) feet
in height. Parking lot lighting shall comply with Subsection
070.040.1 00(f)(4).

(3)

Common Area Entrances. Photocells may be used at entrances to
common areas on multifamily residential properties.

(Ord. No. 19-2018 • § 2(Exh. A). 8-2-2018; Ord. No. 3-2019. § 2(Exh. A), 1-31-2019)
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HOMER GLEN, IL

THE VILLAGE OF HOMER GLEN,
WILL COUNTY, ILLINOIS
ORDINANCE
NUMBER 15-018

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ORDINANCE
NUMBER 15-018 ENTITLED "OUTDOOR
LIGHTING IN THE VILLAGE OF HOMER GLEN"
JAMES P. DALEY, Village President
Gale Skrobuton, Village Clerk
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DATE: April 8. 2015

ORDINANCE NO. 15-018

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ORDINANCE NUMBER 12-040 ENTITLED
"OUTDOOR LIGHTING IN THE VILLAGE OF HOMER GLEN"
WHEREAS, the Village of Homer Glen, Will County, Illinois (the "Village") is a home
rule municipality pursuant to Section 6(a), Article VII of the 1970 Constitution of the State of
Illinois, and as such shall exercise any power and perform any function pertaining to its
government and affairs (the "Home Rule Powers"); and
WHEREAS, the safety and welfare of pedestrians, cyclists, and motorists depend upon
the reduction of glare and the establishment of consistent and well-defined levels of lighting; and
WHEREAS, the Village Board has determined that certain amendments to Ordinance
12-040 are now required in order to make compliance with certain standards of the ordinance
more practicable; and
WHEREAS, proper direction and use of light shall minimize energy wasted on
unnecessary and indiscriminate illumination: and
WHEREAS, the corporate authorities recognize the night sky as a natural resource; and
WHEREAS, the corporate authorities and the Homer Glen Green Vision recognize the
need to preserve rural character, aesthetic value, and the unique quality of life of Homer Glen
residents by preserving and enhancing the ability to view the night sky: and
WHEREAS, the corporate authorities and the Village of Homer Glen Comprehensive
Plan recognize the need to define limits and protect residents and business owners from the
trespass of excessive and misdirected light from adjacent properties: and
WHEREAS, establishing a predetermined standard for outdoor illumination shall provide
residents, business owners, and developers with a clear set of guidelines by which to follow: and
WHEREAS, a clear set of guidelines for outdoor lighting shall eliminate the need for
commercial establishments· to compete for visual attention by escalating outdoor lighting levels;
and
WHEREAS, the corporate authorities wish to promote sound environmental policies
which shall benefit residents and serve as a positive example to surrounding communities; and
WHEREAS, excessive illumination can have a detrimental effect to wildlife that depend
on the natural cycle of day and night for survival.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT . ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND VILLAGE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF HOMER GLEN, WILL COUNTY,
ILLINOIS, BY AND THROUGH ITS HOME RULE POWERS, THAT:
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1.0 APPLICABILITY
All zoning lots in all existing zoning districts and in all zoning districts that shall be created
after the effective date of this ordinance shall comply with the provisions of this ordinance
unless specifically exempted herein.
For clarity and organization, references are made within this ordinance to Residential
District Lighting Zones, Commercial District Lighting Zones, Public District Lighting Zones
and Industrial District Lighting Zones. These lighting zones are defined in Section 13 of
this ordinance.
2.0

CONFORMANCE

2.1 Ordinance Compliance
Any existing luminaire or lighting installation used for outdoor lighting in any zoning
district that does not presently comply with the requirements of this ordinance shall be
considered a non-conforming use.
2.2 Criteria Requiring Compliance for Luminaire or Light Installation Removal or Replacement
If any of following criteria occur for a non-conforming luminaire or light installation
existing on any zoning lot, then the luminaire or light installation shall be required to
comply with the requirements of sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 5.1, 5.4, 6.0, 7.0 and 8.1 or must
be removed within 90 days:
1. The luminaire is changed or replaced (excluding routine maintenance and bulb
replacement of equal light output) except if it is part of a parking lot lighting
installation that consists of multiple identical luminaires on one (1) pole; or
2. The supporting structure for the luminaire is changed or replaced except if it is a part
of a parking lot lighting installation that consists of multiple identical luminaires on
one (1) pole; or
3. The use of the luminaire is resumed after a period of abandonment of more than 180
days. A written request for an extension of this 180 day time period shall be granted
by the Village Board for a period not to exceed an additional 180 days; or,
4. The luminaire is producing glare that is deemed by the Village Manager or designee
of the Village Board to create a hazard or nuisance; or,
5. Any non-conforming installation or use is subject to the enforcement provisions
contained Section 3.0 of this ordinance.
2.3 Criteria Requiring Full Compliance or Complete Removal
1. A cumulative total of twenty-five percent (25%) or more of the non-conforming
luminaires or their supporting structures are changed, removed, replaced (excluding
routine maintenance and bulb replacement of equal light output), or relocated for any
of the following lighting categories:
•
•
•

Parking Lot Lighting
Building Mounted Lighting
Landscape Lighting

•

Canopy Lighting
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Then full compliance is required within that lighting category and in compliance
with 4.1 in regard to the whole site.
2. A "Principal Structure" (as defined in the Village of Homer Glen Zoning Ordinance)
on said zoning lot is expanded by an amount equal to or greater than 25% of the total
square footage of the structure immediately prior to such expansion shall require full
compliance for all building mounted lighting.
3. Site Improvements which result in an increase of parking spaces by an amount equal
to or greater than 25% shall require full compliance for all site lighting.
4. A property that is zoned A-1, Agricultural or A-2, Agricultural is rezoned.
3.0 ENFORCEMENT
The Chief Building Official, Deputy Building Official and such other persons who are duly
appointed as Code Enforcement Officers are hereby authorized to inspect luminaires and
lighting installations in all zoning districts subject to this ordinance to determine compliance
with the applicable provisions and, if necessary, to issue notices of violation to the owner,
operator or other person or entity responsible for maintenance of the luminaire or lighting
installation, if the luminaire or lighting installation fails to comply with the provisions of this
ordinance. The notice of violation shall set forth an appropriate time period of not less than
ninety 90 days for compliance. In the event the violation is not corrected within the time
limits set forth in the notice of violation, proceedings to enforce compliance with the
provisions of this ordinance shall be initiated and conducted in accordance with and
pursuant to the provisions of Ordinance 07-051 which is the Village ordinance establishing a
code hearing department for building code violations, or by the filing of an appropriate
lawsuit seeking legal and equitable relief in a court of competent jurisdiction.

4.0 ILLUMINATION STAND ARDS
4.1 GROSS EMISSION OF LIGHT
Commercial District. Public District and Industrial District Lighting Zones
The total light output from all luminaires used for outdoor lighting on any zoning lot in a
commercial district, public district, and/or industrial district lighting zone, shall not exceed
100,000 lumens per net acre. Lighting installations located under canopies shall only
contribute fifty percent (50%) toward this limit.
For the purpose of this ordinance the lamp lumen output is defined as the initial lumen rating
declared by the manufacturer, which consists of the lumen rating of a lamp at the end of 100
hours of operation. Appendix A provides a sample calculation of Gross Emission of Light.
Exemptions
1. Lighting for outdoor athletic fields on public property, outdoor events, special events
2. Emergency egress lighting and lighting required by village, county, state or federal law
3. Street lighting
4. Lighting installations for non-internally illuminated s_ignage not exceeding 800 lumens
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4.2 LIGHT INTENSITY AND UNIFORMITY
4.2.1 Commercial District, Public District and Industrial District Lighting Zones
During permitted hours of operation as defined within this ordinance, outdoor lighting on
any zoning lot in a commercial district, public district or industrial district lighting zone
shall meet the following requirements for light level as measured in the plane of the
illuminated surface:
I. Automobile service-station pumping areas shall be required to meet a
minimum standard of IO footcandles and not exceed a maximum of 30
footcandles.
2. Drive-in and drive-through canopies shall not exceed a maximum of 15
footcandles.
4.2.2 Digital Outdoor Display
The digital outdoor display shall be equipped with a light sensor which shall automatically
adjust the luminance of the sign in response to the level of the outdoor lighting in a range
between 40 nits during the night time hours and 5,000 nits during the day time hours."
Brightness must be measured from the brightest element of the sign's face. The applicant
shall provide written certification from the sign manufacturer that the light intensity has
been factory pre-set so that it shall not exceed the luminance levels for day and night. Day
light hours are defined as dawn until dusk.
4.3 LIGHT DIRECTION & CONTROL
Any luminaire which is used for uplighting on any zoning lot in a residential district,
commercial district, public district or industrial district lighting zone shall have the
necessary shielding and/or beam-angle control and/or shall be aimed to substantially confine
the directed light to the object intending to be illuminated. Uplighting shall only be
permitted for landscape lighting, architectural lighting, flag lighting, and lighting of groundmounted signs that are not internally illuminated. Uplighting applications shall meet the
following requirements:
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Up lighting
Application

Maximum
Inclination

Maximum
Lieht Outnut
1100 lumenst (up to 45°)
800 lumenstt (up to 60°)

Landscape Lighting

60°

Architectural Lighting

45°

1100 lumens t

Flag Lighting*

60°

1100 lumenst (up to 45°)
800 lumenstt (up to 60°)

Sign Lighting**

45°

1100 lurnenst

* The tradition of lowering flags at sunset or the use of a top mounted fully shielded fixture is encouraged.
** Ground-mounted, non-internally-illuminated signs only.
t Typical 75W incandescent bulb or SOW low-voltage halogen landscape bulb.
tt Typical 60W incandescent bulb or 35W low-voltage halogen landscape bulb.

Residential District Lighting Zones
Any luminaire with a light output exceeding 1100 lumens which is used for outdoor lighting
on any zoning lot in a residential district lighting zone shall have the necessary shielding
and/or beam-angle control and/or shall be aimed so that the direction of all directly emitted
light is at or below horizontal. Any luminaire output less than what is listed above does not
require shielding. If a motion-activated sensor that illuminates the luminaire for no more
than 5 minutes upon activation is used, however, said luminaire shall have a light output of
up to 2200 lumens (or 150 watt incandescent bulb).
Any luminaire with a light output exceeding 2200 lumens (or 150 watt incandescent bulb)
which is used for outdoor lighting on any zoning lot in a residential district lighting zone
shall have the necessary shielding and/or beam-angle control and/or shall be aimed so that
the light source is not visible along any property line, as viewed at a height of 36 inches
above grade.
Commercial District, Public District or Industrial District Lighting Zones
Except as otherwise stated herein, any luminaire on any zoning lot in a commercial district,
public district or industrial district lighting zone which emits light directed at a building,
sign, billboard, or other outdoor feature shall be located at or above the top of said object
and aimed and controlled so that the direction of all emitted light is at or. below horizontal
and the directed light is substantially confined to the object intending to be illuminated.
4.4 LIGHT TRESPASS
Except for street lighting, light emitted from outdoor lighting on any zoning lot shall not
cause the light level along any property line, as measured at a height of 36 inches above
grade in a plane at any angle of inclination, to exceed the following limits:
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Emitting
Zoning Lot

Impacted
Zoning Lot

Residential District Lighting Zone

Residential District Lighting Zone

Residential District Lighting Zone

Commercial District/Public District/
Industrial District Lighting Zone

Commercial District/Public District/Industrial
District Lighting Zone
Commercial District/Public District/Industrial
Lighting Zone

Residential District Lighting Zone
Commercial District/Public District/
Industrial District Lighting Zone

Maximum
Light Level
0.1
footcandles
0.5

footcandles
0.1

footcandles
0.5

footcandles

Any property used for governmental, recreational and public purposes in all zoning districts
shall not exceed 0.1 footcandles at all prope1iy lines.
4.5 PERMITTED HOURS FOR OUTDOOR LIGHTING
Commercial District, Public District and Industrial District Lighting Zones
Except for street lighting, ·outdoor lighting (including, but not limited to, parking lot, area,
architectural lighting, landscape, etc.) on any zoning lot in a commercial district, public
district or industrial district lighting zone is permitted to be lighted between one-half hour
before sunset and 10:00 p.m. or 1 hour after the close of business based on normal hours of
operation of the business, whichever is later. Thereafter, for safety and security purposes,
security lighting is permissible at a total light output not greater than 25% of the total light
output from all outdoor lighting located on the zoning lot during permitted outdoor lighting
hours. During security lighting hours, no luminaire shall exceed its light output exhibited
during permitted outdoor lighting hours.
Exemptions
I . Businesses that are open for 24 hours.
2. Outdoor athletic fields
Outdoor lighting of the outdoor athletic field of an organized sporting event on public
property that is in progress at the close of permitted outdoor lighting hours shall be
allowed to remain illuminated until 30 minutes after the conclusion of the event but no
later than 11 :00 p.m. No outdoor lighting of the outdoor athletic field for aqy sport or
recreational purpose shall be initiated after I 0:00 p.m. ·
5.0 LUMINAIRE STANDARDS
5.1 FULLY SHIELDED REQUIREMENT
Except for uplighting applications permitted within this ordinance, any luminaire used for
outdoor lighting in a commercial district, public district or industrial district lighting zone
shall be a fully shielded luminaire and shall be installed in the proper orientation to achieve
fully shielded performance with respect to a horizontal plane. Appendix C provides a
depiction of fully shielded light fixtures .

. 5.2 INSTALLED HEIGHT
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The installed height of any luminaire used for outdoor lighting on any zoning lot, except for
street lighting, shall not exceed the following limits:

Zoning Lot

Maximum
Installed Height*

Residential District Lighting
20 ft
Zone
Commercial District/ Public
District/Industrial District
25 ft
Lighting Zone
*Installed height is defined as the height above average finished grade of the lowest point on
an installed luminaire.
Exemptions
1. A maximum installed height of 50 ft shall be permitted for lighting of outdoor athletic
fields on public property in all zoning districts.
5.3 STREET LIGHTING
Any luminaire used for street lighting shall be a fully shielded 70 watt high pressure sodium
(HPS) luminaire, or lamp equivalent to high pressure sodium (HPS) in correlated color
temperature (CCT) as measured in degrees Kelvin, and shall be installed in the proper
orientation to achieve fully shielded performance with respect to a horizontal plane at all
public and private streets. Said luminaire, as well as any poles, brackets, supports, and
mounting hardware shall comply with current Village design standards.
5.4 LIGHT SOURCE REQUIREMENTS
All light sources must have a correlated color temperature of 3000 degrees Kelvin or less.
6.0 PROHIBITED OUTDOOR LIGHTING
The following outdoor lighting applications are prohibited in all zoning districts:
1. The use of laser light source;
2. The use of flickering, flashing, blinking, scrolling, or rotating lights and any
illumination that changes intensity;
3. The use of upward directed lighting, except as otherwise permitted herein;
4. Architectural lighting of any portion of a building or structure with a polished or
glass exterior surface that uses uplighting;
5. The use of searchlights;
6. The use of neon light to accent buildings or architectural features;
7. The use of Mercury vapor light source except for existing uses in A-1 or A-2
zoning districts used for "Agriculture" as defined in the Village of Homer Glen
Zoning Ordinance; and
8. Any luminaire creating glare that is deemed by the Village to create a hazard or
nuisance.

7.0 EXEMPT OUTDOOR LIGHTING
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The following outdoor lighting applications are exempt from all requirements of this
ordinance:
1. Underwater lighting used for the illumination of swimming pools and fountains;
2. Lighting required by village, county, state, or federal law including single purpose
emergency egress lighting on the building;
3. Temporary lighting used for holiday decoration;
4. Decorative yard lighting characterized by a flame source;
5. Portable lighting temporarily used for maintenance or repair that is not deemed by
the Village to create a hazard or nuisance;
6. Emergency response lighting used by police, firefighting, emergency
management, or medical personnel at their discretion as long as the emergency
exists;
7. Lighting for Village approved special events such as carnivals, circuses, festivals,
picnics, fairs, civic events, and exhibitions; and
8. Temporary lighting required for road construction or other public improvements.
8.0 PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS

8.1 PLAN SUBMISSION
For subdivision and land development applications where outdoor lighting is required or
proposed, or for prope11ies subject to Sections 2.2 or 2.3 of this ordinance, photometric plans
shall be submitted to the Village for review and approval.
8.2 PRELIMINARY PLAN SUBMISSION
During the preliminary approval process, a photometric plan which shall indicate the
location of each existing and proposed luminaire, the installed height of said luminaires, and
the overall light levels in foot candles on the entire zoning lot and the overall light levels
in footcandles at the property lines. The plan shall also indicate any existing luminaries;
specify the location of said luminaires and the installed height of said luminaires. All luminaires shall be noted on a luminaire schedule which must be submitted as a part of the plan
submission.
Appendix B provides a sample luminaire schedule.
Additionally,
manufacturer's cut sheets must be submitted for each fixture. Please see "manufacturer's
cut sheet" in Section 13.0 Definitions for the complete requirements of what is to be
incJuded with a manufactµrer's cut sheet submittal.

8.3 REVISIONS
If any revisions occur to the photometric plan or to any luminaires between the preliminary
and final development approval process, the Village must be notified. A revised photometric
plan and manufacturer's cut sheets must also be submitted. Any revisions to any luminaires
shall be noted on a luminaire schedule which must be submitted as a part of the revised plan
submission. Appendix B provides a sample luminaire schedule.

8.4 FINAL PLAN SUBMISSION
During the final approval process, a photometric plan which shows all site lighting must be
submitted. This includes all exterior building light, parking lot lighting and landscape
lighting. The plan shall indicate the location of each existing and proposed luminaire, the
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installed height of said luminaires, and the overall light levels in foot candles on the entire
zoning lot and the overall light levels in footcandles at the property lines. All luminaires
shall be noted on a luminaire schedule which must be submitted as a part of the plan
submission. Appendix B provides a sample luminaire schedule. The plan shall also indicate
any existing luminaries; specify the location of said luminaires and the installed height of
said luminaires. Additionally, manufacturer's cut sheets must be submitted for each fixture.
The plan shall include a calculation of the lumens per acre for the site.
8.5 POST-APPROVAL ALTERATIONS
Post-approval alterations to photometric plans or intended substitutions for approved
lighting equipment shall be submitted to the Village for review and approval, with all plan
submission requirements set forth within this ordinance, prior to installation.
8.6 RIGHT OF INSPECTION
The Village shall have the right to conduct a post-installation inspection to verify
compliance with the requirements of this ordinance and, if appropriate, to require remedial
action at the expense of the applicant.
9.0 ADMINISTRATIVE VARIANCE
The Village Manager or Village Manager's designee shall grant an administrative variance
only in cases where it is demonstrated that unusual practical difficulties exist on the subject
property; therefore, making the full requirements of this ordinance impractical to implement
fully. An administrative variance shall not exceed five percent (5%) of the total light output
of 100,000 lumens per net acre as defined in Section 4.1 Gross Emission of Light. An
administrative variance shall not be available or applicable for the following Outdoor
Lighting Ordinance requirements:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Light sources above 3000 Kelvin (Section 6.0-8 Prohibited Lighting);
Exceeding required light levels at the property line (Section 3.4 Light Trespass);
Non fully shielded light fixtures (Section 5.1 Fully Shielded Requirement);
Exceeding installed fixture height requirement (Section 5.2 Installed Height);
An after-the-fact variance request or to correct a zoning violation.

The applicant shall demonstrate with an administrative variance application and supporting
evidence that the strict application of the regulations of this ordinance would produce undue
hardship on the applicant and subject property.
10.0 APPEALS FOR VARIATIONS
Request for variation from the requirements of this ordinance shall be initiated by written
application which seeks to vary the provisions of this ordinance. The application requesting
a variation shall be accompanied by a fee equal to the fee charged for a zoning variation and
shall be submitted to the Plan Commission for initial consideration. The Application shall
indicate the specific provisions of this ordinance which the applicant seeks to vary. The
Plan Commission shall schedule a public hearing concerning the Application. The public
hearing shall be conducted in accordance with the notice and hearing requirements of the
Village of Homer Glen Zoning Ordinance as they pertain to and concern public hearings for
variations. The Plan Commission shall also establish appropriate procedures and filing
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requirements for the applicants requesting variations to follow. After the Plan Commission
conducts the public hearing it shall make a written, recommendation to the Village Board
concerning the requested variation. Without further public hearing, the Village Board shall
grant, deny or amend the recommendation for variation.
11.0 CAPTIONS
The section headings appearing in this ordinance are for convenience of reference only and
are not intended, to any extent and for any purpose, to limit or define the text of any section
or any subsection hereof.
12.0 VIOLATION AND PENALTY
Any person, firm, corporation or business entity who violates any provision of this
ordinance shall be subject to a fine of not less than $250.00 and not more than $1,000 for
each separate offense. A separate offense shall be deemed committed on each day a
violation occurs or continues to occur.
13.0 DEFINITIONS
ABANDONMENT: Discontinuance in the usage of a .lighting installation, or portion
thereof, with no intention to resume the usage of such lighting. A lighting installation or
portion thereof, that has not been operated for a period of 180 days or longer, shall be
considered to be abandoned.
ADMINISTRATIVE VARIAN CE: An administrative dispensation, reviewed and approved
by the Village Manager or Village Manager's designee, permitted on individual parcels or
property as a method of alleviating unnecessary hardship by allowing a reasonable use of the
building, structure or property, which, because of unusual or unique circumstances or the
regulating standards of other regulating agencies, is denied by the terms of this ordinance.
ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING:
Outdoor lighting directed at buildings, facades,
structures, monuments, and other architectural features.
AUTOMOBILE SERVICE STATION (GAS STATION): Any building or premises used
for dispensing or offering for sale automotive fluids or oils, having pumps and underground
storage tanks; also, where battery, tire, and other similar services are ren4ered, but only if
rendered wholly within a building. Automobile service stations shall not include the sales or
storage (new or used) of automobiles, trailers, or other vehicles. Automobile service
stations shall include mini-marts as a Special Use.
AUTOMOBILE SERVICE STATION PUMPING AREA: The drivable surface of an
automobile service station, in the immediate vicinity of a fuel pump, where vehicles are
parked during fueling.
BILLBOARD: A surface whereon advertising matter is set in view conspicuously and
which advertising does not apply to premises or any use of premises wherein it is displayed
or posted.
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CANOPY: A roofed structure that is open on at least three sides and typically provides
protection from the sun or weather that is associated with the sale of commercial goods or
services.
COMMERCIAL DISTRICT LIGHTING ZONE:
A lighting area on any zoning lot in a Commercial zoning district that is used typically
relating to, concerning or arising from the sale or provision of goods or services.
CORRELATED COLOR TEMPERATURE: Specification of the color appearance of the
light emitted by a lamp, relating its color to the color of light from a reference source when
heated to a particular temperature, measured in degrees Kelvin (K).
DIGITAL OUTDOOR DISPLAY: Digital signs using technologies such as LCD and LED
to display content.
EMERGENCY EGRESS LIGHTING: A battery-backed lighting device designed to come
on automatically when a building experiences a power failure or emergency.
FOOTCANDLE: A unit of measure of of the intensity of light falling on a surface, equal to
one lumen per square foot.
FULLY SHIELDED: A light fixture or luminous tube constructed and mounted such that
all light emitted by the fixture or tube, either directly from the lamp, tube, or a diffusing
element, or indirectly by reflection or refraction from any part of the light fixture, is
projected below the horizontal. If the lamp or tube, any reflective surface, or lens cover
(clear or prismatic) is visible when viewed from above or directly from the side, from any
angle around the fixture or tube, the fixture or tube is not fully shielded. Examples of fully
shielded light fixtures include, but are not limited to, those illustrated in Appendix C (Note:
to be fully shielded these fixtures must be closed on top and mounted such that the bottom
opening is horizontal).
GLARE: A visual disturbance produced by a distinct light source within the visual field that
is sufficiently brighter than the level to which the eyes are adapted.
HID LIGHTING: A high-intensity discharge family of lighting that includes high-pressure
sodium, fluorescent, mercury vapor, and metal halide type bulbs.
ILLUMINANCE: The amount of visible light, as measured in lumens, falling onto a unit of
surface area, correlating to the perception of brightness by the human eye. Illuminance is
typically measured in lumens per square foot (footcandles) or lumens per square meter (lux).
INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT LIGHTING ZONE: A lighting area on any zoning lot in an
Industrial zoning district that is used typically relating to, concerning or arising from the
manufacturing, assembling, fabrication, finishing, packaging, processing of goods.
INSTALLED HEIGHT: The height above average finished grade of the lowest point on an
installed luminaire.
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INTERNALLY ILLUMINATED SIGN: A sign illuminated by a light source internal to the
sign enclosure which is not directly visible externally. For the purposes of this ordinance, a
neon-light sign is considered an internally illuminated sign.
KELVIN: A unit increment of temperature and is used as a color temperature scale of a light
bulb (symbol "K"),
LAMP: The source of light being emitted from a luminaire, such as a bulb.
LANDSCAPE LIGHTING: Outdoor lighting directed at trees, shrubs, plants, flower beds,
fountains, gardens, and other natural or landscaped features.
LIGHT: Electromagnetic radiation within a range of wavelengths sufficient for visual
perception by the normal unaided human eye.
LIGHT LEVEL: See Illuminance.
LIGHTING CATEGORIES:
BUILDING LIGHTING: All luminaires mounted on or used to illuminate the exterior of
a building, including any luminaires under the roofline.
CANOPY LIGHTING: All luminaires mounted to and used to illuminate the area under a
canopy.
LANDSCAPING LIGHTING: All luminaires used to illuminate landscaped areas, site
features, sidewalk areas, fencing or any exterior site improvements excluding the •
building and parking lot.
PARKING LOT LIGHTING: All luminaries used to illuminate the parking lot.
LIGHTING INSTALLATION: An arrangement of one or more luminaires including any
mounting hardware, brackets, and supporting structures.
LUMEN: The unit used to measure the amount of light which is produced by a lamp.
LUMINAIRE: An individual lighting assembly including the lamp and any housings,
reflectors, globes, lenses, shields or other components designed to block or distribute light.
For the purposes of this ordinance, an internally illuminated sign is not considered a
luminaire.
LUMINANCE: A measure of the brightness of a surface which is emitting light. The unit
of measurement most commonly used is candelas per square meter, often referred to as nits
in the USA (1 nit= 1 cd/m2). The nocturnal appearance and environmental effect of objects
such as internally lit signs shall be analyzed both by total light output (lumens) and by their
surface brightness (nits).
LUMINANCE METER (or nit gun): A special instrument that directly measures luminance.
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MANUFACTURER'S CUT SHEET: A description of each luminaire identified in the site
plan including the manufacturer, part number, model number, a photograph or catalog cut,
correlated color temperature (CCT), photometric data verifying any compliance
requirements specified within this ordinance, light output in initial lumens, shielding or glare
reduction devices, lamp type, on/off control devices and the location of each luminaire as
identified in the site plan.
MOTION-ACTIVATED SENSOR: A sensor which causes a luminaire to become
illuminated automatically upon the presence of motion or infrared radiation or a
combination thereof within its field of view.
NADIR: The direction pointing directly downward from the light source of the luminaire
that originates from a horizontal plane at the lowest point on the luminaire.
NEON LIGHT: Brightly colored light generated by using electric current to excite a gas or
gas mixture (including neon, argon, helium, or other gases) typically contained in a tube
which can be bent into various forms for use as decoration or signs. For the purposes of this
ordinance, fluorescent tubes are not considered neon light.
NET ACREAGE: The gross acreage minus the acreage devoted to existing street rights-ofway, storm water retention and detention basins, bodies of water, public parks, school sites,
municipal sites, wetlands, floodplains, and areas with slopes greater than twelve percent
(12%).
NIT(s): A unit of measure of luminance (see luminance).
NONCONFORMING USE: Any use, which was legally established prior to the effective
date of this ordinance or subsequent amendment to it, and which would not be permitted to
be established as a new use in the zone in which it is located by the regulations of this
ordinance.
OUTDOOR ATHLETIC FIELD: An open outdoor field, court, or track or similar facility
used for athletic activity or playing sports such as baseball, soccer, football, tennis, skate
park, volleyball, and basketball.
·
OUTDOOR DISPLAY LOT: An outdoor area whose primary function is the sale of
displayed merchandise, often requiring accurate color perception by customers.
ORGANIZED SPORTING EVENT: A prearranged sports or recreational event involving at
least one group or team with a published roster and schedule.
OUTDOOR LIGHTING: Light generated from an indoor or outdoor source that provides
illumination to a surface, building, sign, structure, device, or other outdoor feature which is
visible to an observer located outdoors. For the purposes of this ordinance, the light source
inside an internally illuminated sign is not considered outdoor lighting.
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PHOTOMETRIC PLAN: An illuminance grid plan for multi-fixture lighting installations
that demonstrates compliance with all applicable requirements set forth in this ordinance.
PUBLIC DISTRICT LIGHTING ZONE: A lighting area on any zoning lot in a Public
zoning district that is used for governmental buildings and public schools.
PUBLIC PARKING AREA: A drivable surface intended for use by the general public for
parking of motorized vehicles.
PRINCIPAL STRUCTURE: A structure in which a principal use of the lot on which the
structure is located is conducted.
RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT LIGHTING ZONE: Any zoning lot in a residential or
agricultural zoning district that has as its primary use a single-family residential dwelling or
a two-family residential dwelling, as defined in the Village of Homer Glen Zoning
Ordinance.
SEARCHLIGHT: A lighting installation designed to project a high-intensity beam of
approximately parallel rays of light that is typically used to sweep the sky for promotional
purposes.
SINGLE PURPOSE EMERGENCY EGRESS LIGHTING: A battery-backed lighting
device designed to come on automatically when a building experiences a power failure or
emergency. A single purpose fixture can only be used for the sole purpose of emergency
egress lighting. It shall not be considered as exempt from the provisions of the Lighting
Ordinance when used as a dual purpose fixture.
STREET LIGHTING: One or more luminaires or light installations designed to illuminate a
public roadway or intersection.
UPLIGHTING: Lighting applications which direct light above a horizontal plane.
VARIANCE: A dispensation permitted on individual parcels or property as a method of
alleviating unnec~ssary hardship by allowing a reasonable use of the building, structure or
property·, which, because of unusual or unique circumstances, is denied by the terms of this
ordinance.
VISIBLE LIGHT: See "Light"
ZONING LOT: A parcel of land, composed of one (1) or more recorded lots or a parcel of
land described by metes and bounds, that is of sufficient size to meet the minimum district
requirements of this ordinance and having frontage on an improved public or private street,
and which is designated by its owner or developer as a tract of land to be used, developed, or
built upon as a unit; under a single ownership or control. A "zoning lot" shall or shall not
coincide with the definition of a "lot of record".
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14.0 REPEALER
All ordinances or portions of ordinances previously passed or adopted by the Village of
Homer Glen that conflict with or are inconsistent with the provisions of this ordinance are
hereby repealed to extent of such conflict or inconsistency.
15.0 SEVERABILITY
The various provisions of this ordinance are hereby expressly declared to be severable and if
any part or portion of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid by any court of competent
jurisdiction, such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions of this
ordinance, which shall be enforced to the fullest extent possible.
16.0 EFFECTIVE DATE
This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and approval.
[INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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Adopted this~ day of April, 2015 pursuant to a roll call vote as follows:

NO

YES
X
X

Costa
DeVivo
Kagianas
Sabo
Sweas
Yukich

ABSENT

PRESENT

1

-

X
X
X
X

Daley (Village
President)
TOTAL

5

0

APPROVED by the Village President on April 8, 2015.

ATTEJf

()

XkLL W~
Gale Skrobuton
Village Clerk

~y~

I

Published in pamphlet form by authority of the Village President and Trustees of the Village of Homer Glen.
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APPENDIX A
Sample Gross Emission of Light Calculation
Ch art I (E xamp Ie) 0 Unbu1"Id abl e Acres

Fixture Type
OA
OB

oc
OD
K

Chait 2 (Example
1 Unbuildable
AcreFixture Type
OA

08

oc
OD
K

Quantity
8
3
6
5
17

Lumens Per Fixture
5,740 absolute
11,428 absolute
5,714 absolute
2,371 absolute
2,200 {a) 45.4%
Total Lumens:
Total Acres:

Total Lumens
45,920
34,284
34,284
11,855
16,980
143,323
5

Acres Unbuildable

0

Total Net Acres
Total Lumens Per Acre:

5

28,664.6

Quantity

Lumens Per Fixture

Total Lumens

8
3
6
5
17

5,740 absolute
11,428 absolute
5,714 absolute
2,371 absolute
2,200 @ 45.4%

45,920
34,284
34,284
11 ,855
16,980
143,323
5

Total Lumens:
Total Acres:
Acres Unbuildable:

1 acre of wetland

1

Total Net Acres: 4
Total Lumens Per Acre: 35,830.75

I ) 1 5 U nb Ul'ld able Acres
Ch art3(Exampe
Total Lumens
Quantity
Lumens Per Fixture
Fixture Type
45,920
5,740 absolute
OA
8
34,284
11,428 absolute
08
3
34,284
5,714 absolute
6
11,855
2,371 absolute
OD
5
16,980
2,200
{a)
45.4%
K
17
Total Lumens: 143,323
Total Acres: 5
1 acre of wetland, ½ acre of
Acres Unbuildable: 1.5
slopes meater than 12%
Total Net Acres: 3.5
Total Lumens Per Acre: 40,949.43

oc
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Appendix B -Luminaire Schedule

Luminaire Schedule
l.omri,m 011 11.ahel I (Jry
}'Ian

e!)'"O

I Ma11ufi:Jc1urer

Parr Number

Model Number

De.w.:ripti011

011

I.amp Type
(HPS, LED, LI'S, MH,

Pion

elc.)

lumens
Per
I.amp

Walls

CCT

Pi_
C llil'I!

Al/ached

ls Luminaire
Fully
Shielded?

Is Luminaire
3000 Kor less?

e!)

c::" c::

~~t
c!i ~:.:;

,., Oil
0. c::
0 ·.:::

6~
...l

0. Oil
""'c::

u
w

·,=

j

...l

-g 2!,

0

..J ':fl

:n·=

c:: ,=
:.;;:"'@:i

~~

g

V)

"e!) CJ
w

:a
c::

·;::

~ ~)~
C:: LU ·u]
...l

Total
Lumens
per Site

Total
Lumens
per Net
Acre

(Provide
calculation
in space at
right)

(Provide
calculation
in space at
right)
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Appendix C-1
Examples of Fully Shielded Fixtures
Fully Shielded Street Lighting

Fully Shielded 'Period' Style
Fixtures

Fully Shielded 'Decorative'
Style Fixtures

Bulb fully
recessed in
opaque top

Bulb fully
recessed in
opaque top

'F=~-Bulb fully recessed

Flush Mounted Under
Canopy Fixtures

Fully Shielded/
Properly aimed PAR
Floodlights

Fully Shielded Barn
Lighting

Fully Shielded Bollards

~
With an
-------- opaque
shield

Fully Shielded Fixtures
Closed top

rP

A

,

.

Straight down
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Fully Shielded Wall Packs or Wall Mounted Fixtures

~

~

~
.

~
-.

I

Fully Shielded Emergency Fixtures

*Only fully shielded fixtures are permitted per Section 5.1 .
FULLY SHIELDED LUMINAIRE: A light fixture or luminous tube constructed and mounted such that all light emitted by
the fixture or tube, either directly from the lamp, tube, or a diffusing element, or indirectly by reflection or refraction from
any part of the light fixture, is projected below the horizontal. If the lamp or tube, any reflective surface, or lens cover (clear
or prismatic) is visible when viewed from above or directly from the side, from any angle around the fixture or tube, the
fixture or tube is not fully shielded.
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Appendix C-2
Examples of Fixtures that are NOT Fully Shielded
Fully shielded Street
Lighting

Not Fully Shielded
Louvered 'Marine' Style
Fixtures

Not Fully Shielded 'Period' Style Fixtures

~
~

Glass

Drop-Lens Canopy Fixtures

Not Fully Shielded PAR Floodlights

Angle is not
straight down

Not fully shielded and not
Not Fully Shielded Floodlights

Angle is not
straight down

too small

O~n•n

Not Fully Shielded Drop-Lens & Sag Lens Fixtures

g

to~

"'-otass

Glass is below fixture
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Not Fully Shielded Bollards

Not Fully Shielded Wall Packs or Wall Mounted Fixtures

Exposed
polished reflector

s

Not Fully Shielded Emergency Fixtures

;

,

.,
::-

..

-.:!.

I

.}

·1 !; j 1
~ ;'

/,.~·····~•,:_\
\

nc

;

J

:.~·

.•·
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KENNEBUNKPORT,
ME

Published on Town of Kennebunkport, ME (https://www.kennebunkportme.gov)
Home > Outdoor Light Ordinance

Outdoor Light Ordinance
Statement of Need and Purpose: Good lighting at night benefits everyone. It increases safety, enhances
the Town's nighttime character and helps provide security. New lighting technologies have produced lights
that are extremely powerful and this type of lighting may be improperly installed so that it creates problems
of excessive glare, light trespass, and higher energy use. Excessive glare can be annoying and may cause
safety problems. Light trespass reduces everyone's privacy and higher energy use results in increased
costs for everyone. There is a need for a lighting ordinance that recognizes the benefits of outdoor lighting
and provides clear guidelines for its installation so as to help maintain and complement the Town's
character. Appropriately regulated and properly installed, outdoor lighting will contribute to the safety and
welfare of the residents of the Town.
This Ordinance is intended to reduce the problems created by improperly designed and installed outdoor
lighting. It is intended to eliminate problems of glare, minimize light trespass and help reduce the energy
and financial costs of outdoor lighting by establishing regulations that limit the area that certain kinds of
outdoor lighting fixtures can illuminate and by limiting the total allowable illumination of lots located in the
Town of Kennebunkport.

ARTICLE 1
1.1 DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of this Ordinance, terms used shall be defined as follows:
Direct light: Light emitted directly from the lamp, off of the reflector or reflector diffuser, or through the
refractor or diffuser lens of a luminaire.
Fixture: The assembly that houses the lamp or lamps, and can include all or some of the following parts: a
housing, a mounting bracket or pole socket, a lamp holder, a ballast, a reflector or mirror and/or a refractor
or lens.
Floodlight or Spotlight: Any light fixture or lamp that incorporates a reflector or a refractor to concentrate
the light output into a directed beam in a particular direction.
Glare: Light emitting from a luminaire with an intensity great enough to reduce a viewer's ability to see and
in extreme cases to cause momentary blindness.
Height of Luminaire: The height of a luminaire shall be the vertical distance from the ground directly
below the center line of the luminaire to the lowest direct light-emitting part of the luminaire.
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Indirect light: Direct light that has been reflected or has scattered off of other surfaces.
Lamp: The component of a luminaire that produces the actual light.
Light Trespass: The shining of light produced by a luminaire beyond the boundaries of the property on
which it is located.
Lumen: A unit of luminous flux. One foot-candle is one lumen per square foot. For the purposes of this
Ordinance the lumen output values shall be the initial lumen output ratings of a lamp.
Luminaire: This is a complete lighting system and includes a lamp or lamps and a fixture.
Outdoor lighting: The illumination of an outside area or object by any man-made device located outdoors
that produces light by any means.
Temporary outdoor lighting: The specific illumination of an outside area or object by any man-made
device located outdoors that produces light by any means for a period of less than seven days with at least
180 days passing before being used again.

ARTICLE 2
2.1 REGULATIONS:
All public and private outdoor lighting installed in the Town of Kennebunkport shall be in conformance with
the requirements established by this Ordinance.

2.2 CONTROL OF GLARE-LUMINAIRE DESIGN FACTORS
A. Any luminaire with a lamp or lamps rated at a total of more than 1800 lumens and all flood or spot
luminaires with a lamp or lamps rated at more than 900 lumens shall not emit any direct light above a
horizontal plane through the lowest direct light-emitting part of the luminaire.
B. Any luminaire with a lamp or lamps rated at a total of more than 1800 lumens and all flood or spot
luminaires with a lamp or lamps rated at a total of more than 900 lumens shall be mounted at a height
equal to or less than the value 3 + (D/3) where D is the distance in feet to the nearest property boundary.
The maximum height of the luminaire may not exceed 25 feet.

2.3 EXCEPTIONS
A. Any luminaire with a lamp or lamps rated at a total of 1800 lumens or less and all flood or spot
luminaires with a lamp or lamps rated at 900 lumens or less may be used without restriction to light
distribution or mounting height, except that if any spot or flood luminaire rated 900 lumens or less is aimed,
directed or focused so as to cause direct light from the luminaire to be directed toward residential buildings
on adjacent or nearby land or to create glare perceptible to persons operating motor vehicles on public
ways, the luminaire shall be redirected or its light output controlled as necessary to eliminate such
conditions.
B. Luminaires used for public roadway illumination may be installed at a maximum height of 25 feet and
may be positioned at that height up to the edge of any bordering property.
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C. All temporary emergency
lighting needed
by theLIGHTING
Police, the
Fire Departments
or other emergency
services, as well as all vehicular luminaires, shall be exempt from the requirements of this article.
D. All hazard warning luminaires required by Federal regulatory agencies are exempt from the
requirements of this article, except that all luminaires used must be red and must be shown to be as close
as possible to the Federally required minimum lumen output requirement for the specific task.
E. Luminaires used primarily for sign illumination may be mounted at any height to a maximum of 25 feet
regardless of lumen rating.

2.4 TEMPORARY OUTDOOR LIGHTING
A. Any temporary outdoor lighting that conforms to the requirements of this Ordinance shall be allowed.
Nonconforming temporary outdoor lighting may be permitted by the Board of Selectmen after considering
1) the public and/or private benefits that will result from the temporary lighting; 2) any annoyance or safety
problems that may result from the use of the temporary lighting; and 3) the duration of the temporary
nonconforming lighting. The applicant shall submit a detailed description of the proposed temporary
nonconforming lighting to the Board of Selectmen, who shall consider the request at a duly called meeting
of the Board of Selectmen. Prior notice of the meeting of the Board of Selectmen shall be given to the
applicant and the Kennebunkport Lighting Committee. The Board of Selectmen shall render its decision on
the temporary lighting request within two weeks of the date of the meeting. A failure by the Board of
Selectmen to act on a request within the time allowed shall constitute a denial of the request.

ARTICLE 3
3.1 EFFECTIVE DATE AND GRANDFATHERING OF NONCONFORMING
LUMINAIRES
A. This ordinance shall take effect immediately upon approval by the voters of the Town of Kennebunkport
at an annual or special Town Meeting and shall supersede and replace all previous ordinances pertaining
to outdoor lighting.
B. All luminaires in place prior to the date of this Ordinance shall be grandfathered. However, any luminaire
that replaces a grandfathered luminaire, or any grandfathered luminaire that is moved, must meet the
standards of this Ordinance.

ARTICLE 4
4.1 AUTHORIZATION FOR INSTALLATION OF PUBLIC AREA AND ROADWAY
LIGHTING
A. Installation of any new public area and roadway lighting fixtures other than for traffic control shall be
specifically approved at an Annual Town Meeting.
B. Before any proposal for new multiple public roadway lighting luminaires shall be included in a warrant
for an Annual Town Meeting, the Lighting Committee and the Board of Selectmen or its representative
shall hold a public hearing to describe the proposal and to provide an opportunity for public comment.
Notice of hearing shall be printed in a newspaper of general circulation not less than one (1) week prior to
the date of the hearing and shall be posted for a period of at least one (1) week before the meeting.
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5.1 NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
A. The Town of Kennebunkport building permit application form shall include a statement asking whether
the planned project will include any outdoor lighting.
B. Within 30 days of the enactment of this Ordinance, the Code Enforcement Officer shall send a copy of
the Outdoor Lighting Ordinance with a cover letter to all local electricians and local electric utilities,
including at least those in the towns of Kennebunkport, Kennebunk, Wells, Arundel and Biddeford as listed
in the 1992 NYNEX Yellow Pages.

ARTICLE 6
6.1 VIOLATIONS, LEGAL ACTIONS AND PENALTIES
A. Violations and Legal Actions: If after investigation, the Code Enforcement Officer finds that any
provision of this Ordinance is being violated, he shall give notice by hand delivery or by certified mail,
return receipt requested, of such violation to the owner and/or to the occupant of such premises,
demanding that the violation be abated within thirty (30) days of the date of hand delivery or of the date of
mailing of the notice. If the violation is not abated within the thirty_day period, the Code Enforcement
Officer may institute actions and proceedings, either legal or equitable, to enjoin, restrain or abate any
violations of this Ordinance and to collect the penalties for such violations.
B. Penalties: A violation of this Ordinance, or any provision thereof, shall be punishable by a civil penalty
of one hundred dollars ($100), and each day of violation after the expiration of the thirty (30) day period
provided in paragraph 6.1A, shall constitute a separate offense for the purpose of calculating the civil
penalty.
Adopted:    March 19, 1977
Amended: March 10, 1979
                  March 16, 1985
                  March 28, 1992
Source URL: https://www.kennebunkportme.gov/town-clerk/pages/outdoor-light-ordinance
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10.085 - OUTDOOR LIGHTING.
(1)

Puq;iose and Intent. This ordinance regulates all outdoor lighting installed on residential site
and commercial site property, both publicly and privately owned within the City of Madison
with the exception of outdoor lighting on public streets, public bikeways and public walkways
which are regulated elsewhere in the ordinances. The purpose of this ordinance is to create
standards for outdoor lighting that do not interfere with the reasonable use of commercial site
and residential site property, that prevent light trespass and conserve energy yet maintain
night time safety. Installation of outdoor lighting is not mandatory but if installed, it shall be in
conformance with the provisions of the ordinance, the building code and all other codes and
regulations as applicable and under appropriate permit and inspection.

(2)

Definitions.

Commercial Site shall mean a tract consisting of one or more contiguous lots or parts of lots which
are to be used for interdependent ingress and egress of vehicles and containing one or more off-street
loading or parking facilities or any commercial site having five (5) or more parking stalls.
Covered Parking Facilities shall mean a parking facility with an overhead covering and shall include all
floors except the roof level of a multilevel parking structure or ramp.
Driveway shall mean every way or area used for vehicular travel back of the street right-of-way line.
Footcandle shall mean the illumination of a surface one foot distant from a source of light equivalent
to one candle.
Buildingln.s.pection Division shall mean the Building Inspection Division of the City Department of
Planning and Community and Economic Development. (Am. by ORD-08-00109, 10-7-08
Installation shall mean the attachment or assembly, whether or not connected to a power source, of
any outdoor light fixture affixed to the ground, a building, a pole or any other supporting structure or
device.
],jght Trespass shall mean stray light or spill light flowing across the property boundary. (Am. by Ord.
13,717, 10-26-04)
],jghting Sources shall mean any lamp or manufactured device emitting energy that is capable of
exciting the retina and producing a visual sensation. The energy emitted shall fall within the
electromagnetic spectrum to a length of between 380 and 770 nanometers. Such devices shall include,
but are not limited to, incandescent, fluorescent, carbon arc, quartz-iodine/tungsten halogen, low
pressure sodium, high pressure sodium, metal halide and mercury vapor lamps.
Non-Shielded or Non-Cutoff Lighting Fixtures shall mean all types of outdoor lighting fixtures other
than shielded or cutoff lighting fixtures and includes any lighting fixture that employs an adjustable
bracket, refractorizing glassware or lenses, a non-shielded lamp or light source and distributes light at any
angle more than four degrees (4°) above horizontal. (Am. by Ord. 13,717, 10-26-04)
Open Parking Facilities shall mean a parking facility without an overhead covering and shall include
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the roof level of a multilevel parking structure or ramp.
Outdoor CanoP-Y_shall mean a free-standing roof structure without side walls which may or may not
be attached to the roof of an adjacent building and which shall include but shall not be limited to canopies
over gas station pumps or canopies at convenience stores.
Outdoor Lighting Fixtures shall mean lighting sources which are electrically powered illuminating
devices, lighted or reflective surfaces, lamps and similar devices, permanently installed or portable, used
for illumination or for advertisement. Such devices shall include, but are not limited to, searchlights,
spotlights, floodlights, streetlights, sign lights, security lights, wall lights, porch lights, area lights, parking
area lights, sports lights and sign panels.
Outdoor Merchandizing Area shall mean car sales lots, equipment sales lots, retail gasoline stations,
garden centers, and other similar areas where products are permanently displayed or dispensed
outdoors.
Person shall mean any individual, tenant, lessee, owner, operator, or any public, private, nonprofit, or
commercial entity including but not limited to, firm, business, partnership, joint venture, association,
corporation, municipality, agency or governmental agency.
Residential Site shall mean a single parcel in a residential zone containing a residential structure of
one or more dwelling units with a parking facility for one (1) or more cars. (Am. by Ord. 13,717, 10-26-04)
Shielded or Cutoff Lighting Fixtures shall mean outdoor lighting fixtures that utilize flat, clear lenses
with no refractorizing elements and which operate in a horizontal position with nonadjustable mounting
hardware or brackets. Such fixtures distribute light by means of an internal reflector only. The light source
is totally concealed by the fixture housing when the position of observation is at an angle less than fifteen
degrees (15°) above horizontal. No light is permitted at an angle more than four degrees (4°) above
horizontal. (Am. by Ord. 13,717, 10-26-04)
Uniformity Ratio shall mean the ratio between the average illumination and the minimum illumination
as determined by measurements taken on a four-foot grid throughout the area to be lighted.
(3) General Reguirements .
(a) All outdoor lighting fixtures installed and thereafter maintained upon private or public
residential, commercial, industrial and other nonresidential property shall comply with
the following:
1. The maximum allowable light trespass shall be 0.5 horizontal footcandles four (4)
feet above the ground. The point of measurement of this offending light shall be at
any point at the outer wall of an adjacent building occupied for residential or public
use, or at any point greater than 10 feet from the adjacent lot line. This
measurement shall not include any ambient, natural light.
2. All fixtures greater than 1,000 initial lumens (equivalent to 70 watts incandescent)
shall be full cutoff, or shall be shielded or installed so that there is not a direct line
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of sight between the light source or its reflection and a point five (5) feet or higher
above the ground at the property boundary. The light source shall not be of such
intensity so as to cause discomfort or annoyance.
3. Any outdoor lighting fixture installed on a parking lot, parking structure or outdoor
merchandizing area shall use either high-pressure sodium, metal halide, fluorescent
lamps, or any other lamps that produce thirty (30) or more lumens per watt. The
lighting system shall be extinguished or reduced to fifty percent (50%) no later than
thirty (30) minutes after the close of business for the day or after the end of normal
office hours for the majority of employees. (Am. by ORD-07-00032, 3-22-07;
ORD-15-00060, 6-1 0-15)
4. All lamp types utilized for search lighting and/or spot lighting for advertising
purposes shall not be operated past 11 :00 P.M.
(b) All outdoor lighting fixtures installed prior to March 30, 1993 shall be exempt from this
ordinance except as follows:
1. If any modifications, construction or changes to an existing outdoor lighting fixture
system is proposed to fifty percent (50%) or more of the total number of fixtures,
then all fixtures shall comply with the provisions of this ordinance.
2. All outdoor lighting fixtures installed on residential parking facilities irrespective of
installation date shall conform to subsection (4)(c) herein.
(c) All outdoor lighting fixtures shall be maintained according to approved plans.
(d) Trees and shrubbery shall not be located where they significantly reduce or block the
lighting of parking facilities or roadways.
(e) Outdoor lighting fixtures may be used to illuminate buildings and structures; recreational
areas, sports fields and courts; parking lots; parking structures, garages, or ramps;
landscape areas; outdoor merchandizing areas; building overheads and open canopies.
Outdoor lighting fixtures may be installed to provide building and parking lot security.
(Am. by Ord. 13,717, 10-26-04)
(4) Specific Design Requirements .
(a) A lighting system for parking facilities and outdoor merchandizing areas in commercial,
industrial, agricultural and recreational areas shall be designed to provide the lighting
intensities and uniformities described as follows:
1. Qpen Parking Facilities . The illumination requirements of an open parking facility
depend on the amount of usage the facility receives. Three levels of activity shall be
established as High, Medium and Low, reflecting both traffic and pedestrian activity.
The following examples are nonexclusive and include:
a.

High Activity: Facilities for major or league athletic events or major cultural or
civic events.

b.

Medium Activity: Shopping centers, retail parking areas, hospital and clinic
parking areas, transportation parking (airports, commuter lots, etc.), cultural,
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civic or recreational events, and fast food facilities.
c.

Low Activity: Employee parking, educational facility parking, office parks and
church parking.

2.

Horizontal llluminances for Parking Facilities .
a. Qpen Parking Facilities .

General Parking & Pedestrian Area

Vehicle Use Area (Driveway)

Level

Min.

Max Avg

Max

Max.

Minimum

MaxAvg

Maximum

of

Footcandles

Footcandles

Uniformity

Watts 3

Footcandles

Footcandles

Uniformity

Activity

1 on

on

Ratio

/Sq

1 on

on

Ratio

Pavement

Pavement

(Avg."Min)

Foot

Pavement

Pavement

(Avg:Min)

1

1

Lighting
Load 2

High

0.6 fc

3.75 fc

5:1

.12

.67fc

2.5 fc

5:1

Med

0.4fc

2.5 fc

5:1

.10

.33fc

1.5 fc

5:1

Low

0.2 fc

1.5 fc

5:1

.08

.125 fc

1.0 fc

5:1

{Sec. 10.085{4){a)2.a. Am. by Ord. 11,392, Adopted 11-7-95)
b.

Areas

Covered Parking Facilities .

Minimum

Minimum

Maximum

Maximum

Maximum

Footcandle

Footcandles

Average

Uniformity

Watts 3 /Sq Ft

Average on

on Pavement

Footcandles

Ratio

Lighting Load

on Pavement

(Avg:Min)

Pavement

General

5 fc

1.25 fc

9 fc

4:1

.2

3 fc

.75fc

6fc

4:1

.2

Parking and
Pedestrian
Areas
Private
Controlled
Entry Parking
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1

Not mandatory within 4 feet of the pavement edge.

2

Not mandatory for driveways.

3 Watts

shall mean lamp wattage and ballast consumption.
(b) An outdoor lighting system for illuminating buildings and structures shall have a
maximum connected lighting load offive (5) watts per lineal foot. Watts shall mean lamp
wattage and ballast consumption. Such lighting shall be shielded or installed so as to
illuminate the building, and not the sky.
(c) A parking facility for more than three (3) cars on a residential site shall be lighted to
provide at least .25 footcandles on any surface with an average illumination level of at
least .75 footcandles. Outdoor light fixtures shall be designed and installed to minimize
light trespass. In addition, the uniformity ratio between the average illumination and
minimum illumination shall be no greater than 4:1. (Am. by ORD-05-00055, 4-6-05)
(d)

For an outdoor merchandizing area, the maximum initial illumination level in 75% of the
lot shall not exceed 20 footcandles. A contiguous area not to exceed 25% of the lot may
be illuminated to a level which shall not exceed 40 footcandles.

(e) The maximum initial illumination level under an outdoor canopy shall not exceed 50
footcandles at any point.
(Am. by Ord. 13,717, 10-26-04)
(5) Ar:mroval Procedures .
(a) Any person desiring to install outdoor lighting fixtures greater than 1,000 initial lumens
shall submit to the Building Inspection Division for review the following materials:
1. A catalog page, cut sheet or photograph of the lighting fixtures including the
mounting method.
2. A photometric data test report of the proposed lighting fixture graphically showing
the lighting distribution in all angles vertically and horizontally around the fixture.
3. A plot plan showing the location of all outdoor lighting fixtures proposed, the
mounting or installation height, the overall initial illumination levels and
uniformities and the point where 0.5 horizontal footcandles occurs on the property
or adjacent property at a distance four (4) feet above the ground. This may be
accomplished by means of an isolux curve or computer printout projecting the
illumination levels.
4. A graphic depiction of the lighting fixture's lamp concealment and light cutoff
angles.
(Am. by Ord. 13,717, 10-26-04; ORD-08-00109, 10-7-08)
(b)

Upon review of the material described above, the Building Inspection Division may
authorize the installation of outdoor lighting fixtures. (Am. by ORD-08-00109, 10-7-08)
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(6) Administrative ExemP-tion .
(a) Any person may submit a written request to the Building and Fire Code Review and
Appeals Board for an administrative exemption from the requirements of this ordinance.
The basis for an administrative exemption shall be any one or more of the following
reasons: the provisions of the ordinance do not fully apply; the application of the
ordinance may cause a manifest injustice to be done; the compliance time required for
compliance with the ordinance is unreasonable; an alternate plan for outdoor lighting is
equally good or better than standards set by the ordinance. The request shall state fully
the circumstances and conditions relied upon as the basis for an administrative
exemption and shall be accompanied by plans and legal description of the property
involved. In addition, the request shall contain the following information:
1. Name, address and telephone number of the applicant.
2.

Location of the outdoor lighting fixtures for which the exemption is requested.

3. The nature of the circumstances which necessitate the exemption.
4.

Use of the outdoor lighting fixture involved.

5. All description data as called for in subsection (5) herein.
6. Such other data and information as may be required by the Board.
(b)

In considering whether to grant the request for an administrative exemption from the
ordinance, the Building and Fire Code Review and Appeals Board may consider the
following factors:
1. Special circumstances or conditions applying to the land, building or outdoor
lighting fixture for which the exemption is sought;
2.

Deprivation to the applicant of the reasonable use of the land, buildings or outdoor
lighting fixtures that strict application of the ordinance may cause;

3. The effect of the granting of the exemption on the public welfare.
(7)

Penalties . Any person violating the provisions of this ordinance shall be fined not less than
twenty-five dollars ($25) nor more than two hundred dollars ($200) and each day of continued
violation shall constitute a separate offense.

(Sec. 10.085 Cr. by Ord. 10,631, Adopted 3-30-93)
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NASHUA, NH

City of Nashua, NH
Friday, November 22, 2019

Chapter 190. Land Use
Part 2. Zoning Districts and Supplemental Use
Regulations
Article IX. Lighting
Purpose and findings. The benefits of good outdoor lighting are increased
safety, energy efficiency, enhancement of the City's evening character and
improved security. New technologies have created extremely powerful lights
which can inadvertently lead to excessive glare, light trespass and higher
energy use. Concerns resulting from excessive glare and light trespass
include safety issues, loss of privacy and increased energy costs for
everyone. The goal of this lighting section of the chapter is to recognize the
benefits of outdoor lighting and provide clear guidelines for its installation.
Appropriately regulated and properly installed outdoor lighting will maintain
and complement the City's character and contribute to the safety and welfare
of the residents of the City.
The intent of this article is to reduce the problems created by improperly
designed and installed outdoor lighting by establishing regulations which limit
the area that certain outdoor lighting luminaries can illuminate and by limiting
the total allowable illumination of lots located in the City of Nashua.

§ 190-88. Applicability.
A.

Generally.
(1) All public and private outdoor lighting installed in the City of Nashua
shall be in conformance with the requirements established by this
article.
(2) This section does not apply to applications within the D-1 or D-3
Downtown Zoning Districts, except as provided in § 190-20B(7).

B.

Waivers. A waiver from the requirements of this section may be filed with
the Planning Board pursuant to § 190-148.

C.

Exceptions.
(1) Any luminaire with a lamp or lamps rated at a total of 1800 lumens or
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less, and all flood or spot luminaries with a lamp or lamps rated at 900
lumens or less, may be used without restriction to light distribution or
mounting height, except that if any spot or flood luminaire rated 900
lumens or less is aimed, directed, or focused so as to cause direct
light from the luminaire to be directed toward residential buildings on
adjacent or nearby land, or to create glare perceptible to persons
operating motor vehicles on public ways, the luminaire shall be
redirected or its light output controlled as necessary to eliminate such
conditions.
(2) Luminaires used for public street illumination may be installed at a
maximum height of 25 feet and may be positioned at that height up to
the edge of any bordering property.
(3) All temporary lighting required for construction projects, related to
road construction and repair, installation of sewer and water facilities,
and other public infrastructure.
(4) All temporary emergency lighting needed by the Police or Fire
Departments or other emergency services, as well as all vehicular
luminaires, shall be exempt from the requirements of this article.
(5) All hazard warning luminaires required by federal regulatory agencies
are exempt from the requirements of this article, except that all
luminaries used must be red and must be shown to be as close as
possible to the federally required minimum lumen output requirement
for the specific task.
(6) Subject to the restrictions of the sign provisions of this chapter,[1]
luminaires used primarily for sign illumination may be mounted at any
height to a maximum of 25 feet, regardless of lumen rating.
[1]

Editor's Note: See Art. X, Signs, of this chapter.

(7) Luminaires used for the lighting of areas used exclusively or primarily
for outdoor recreation may be mounted at any height.

§ 190-89. Control of glare; luminaire design factors.
A.

Light levels shall not exceed 0.2 footcandles at any property line. This
subsection does not apply if any property line that separates two or more
lots or parcels under common ownership or similar adjacent uses,
including:
(1) Multiple and single lots held in common ownership and separate
ownership that are subject to a common site plan approval; and
(2) Contiguous parcels, with or without an approved site plan (common to
both or separate), that share common access or parking.

B.

Any luminaire with a lamp or lamps rated at a total of more than 1800
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lumens, and all flood or spot luminaires with a lamp or lamps rated at a
total of more than 900 lumens, shall not emit more than 3% direct light
above a horizontal plane through the lowest direct-light-emitting part of the
luminaire.
C.

Any luminaire with a lamp or lamps rated at a total of more than 1800
lumens, and all flood or spot luminaires with a lamp or lamps rated at a
total of more than 900 lumens, shall be mounted at a height equal to or
less than the value 3 + (D/3), where D is the distance in feet to the nearest
property boundary. The maximum height of the luminaire shall not exceed
25 feet.

D.

Any temporary outdoor lighting that conforms to the requirements of this
section of this section is permitted.

E.

The applicant shall submit a lighting plan as required by § 190-275.

§ 190-90. Nonconforming lighting.
A.

Nonconforming luminaires. All luminaires lawfully in place prior to the
effective date of this section of the chapter may continue to be used.
However, any luminaire that replaces a nonconforming luminaire or any
nonconforming luminaire that is moved must meet the standards of this
section of the chapter.

B.

Nonconforming temporary outdoor lighting. Nonconforming temporary
outdoor lighting may be permitted by conditional use permit from the
Planning Board under the approval criteria listed in § 190-133 and after
considering:
(1) The public and/or private benefits that will result from the temporary
lighting;
(2) Any annoyance or safety problems that may result from the use of the
temporary lighting; and
(3) The duration of the temporary nonconforming lighting.

C.

The applicant shall submit a detailed description of the proposed
temporary nonconforming lighting to the Planning Board.
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URBANA, IL
Section VI-8. Outdoor Lighting Requirements
(Ord. No. 2009-03-018)

A. Purpose. The purpose of this section is to establish regulations and controls which promote the
goals, objectives, and policies of the City of Urbana Comprehensive Plan. These controls aim to
provide modern lighting standards for private property that protect against light trespass and
nuisances, promote efficient use of light and energy conservation, and provide for a safe and
secure lighting environment appropriate for the context of the areas to be lit.
B. Definitions
Candela: A measure of luminous intensity, or power emitted by a light source in a
particular direction.
Cutoff Light Fixture: A fixture installed such that the luminous flux at 90 degrees above
nadir is less than 5 percent of rated lumens, and less than 20 percent of rated lumens at 80
degrees above nadir.
Fixture (or Luminaire): A device which directs, diffuses, or modifies the light given out by
the illuminating source in such a manner as to make its use more economical, effective and safe
to the eye. The fixture includes the assembly that holds the lamp in a lighting system, including
elements such as the reflector, refractor, housing, and shielding, ballasts in fluorescent and HID
(High Intensity Discharge) units, and stems and canopies where used.
Floodlight: a light fixture or lamp which projects light in a wide beam, typically 100
degrees or more.
Footcandle (fc): A unit of measure of luminous flux, the illumination which is produced by
a one-candela point source on a surface which is exactly one-foot distant from the point source.
All measurements of footcandles shall be in the horizontal plane at ground level unless otherwise
specified.
Full Cutoff Light Fixture: A fixture, as installed, designed or shielded in such a manner
that all light rays emitted by the fixture, either directly from the lamp(s) or indirectly from the
fixture, are projected below a horizontal plane running through the lowest point on the fixture
where light is emitted. The luminous flux emitted in the band between 80 degrees and 90 degrees
above nadir in all directions is no more than 10 percent of the total luminous flux for the luminaire.
A luminaire that meets the Illumination Engineering Society of North America (IESNA) full-cutoff
definition shall be considered full cutoff for the purposes of this Ordinance.
Glare: The sensation produced by luminances within the visual field that are sufficiently
greater than the luminance to which the eyes are adapted, which causes annoyance, discomfort
or loss in visual performance and visibility. Often the result of a direct line of sight to the filament
or cathode in a light fixture.
IESNA Standards: Lighting guidelines provided by the IESNA, Illuminating Engineering
Society of North America. These standards are found in IESNA guidebooks such as RP-33-99,
Lighting for Exterior Environments and RP-20-98, Lighting for Parking Facilities. Initial Light
Levels: The amount of light produced on a site upon installation of a new lamp. As lamps age,
they become less efficient and produce less light. Initial light levels represent the brightest portion
of a lamp’s life cycle.
Lamp: An artificial source of visible illumination.
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Light Pollution: term used to describe light trespass, over-illumination, glare, clutter
and/or skyglow from an artificial light source.
Light Trespass: light projected onto a property from a fixture not located on that property.
Lumen: quantity of incident luminous flux which will, when uniformly distributed over a
surface having an area of one square foot, produce an illumination of one footcandle on every
point of the surface. Typical luminous flux values for incandescent bulbs are 100 watts: 1,550
lumens, 75 watts: 1,080 lumens, 60 watts: 780 lumens, and 40 watts: 450 lumens. Note: When
luminous flux impinges nonuniformly on a surface, then a lumen is the quantity of luminous flux
which will, on a one-square foot surface, produce an average illumination of one footcandle.
Luminance: a photometric measure of the luminous intensity per unit area of light
travelling in a given direction.
Luminous Flux: The power emitted from a source of electromagnetic radiation, such as a
lamp, in the form of visible light. Luminous flux is measured in lumens (lux) or footcandles (fc) and
is typically specified by the manufacturer for a given lamp or luminaire.
Nadir: The direction pointing directly downward from the light source of the luminaire.
Spill Zone: The area immediately outside of an area intended to be lit, onto which low
levels of excess light may spill.
Spotlight: A light fixture or bulb which projects light in a narrow beam, typically 45
degrees or less.
Uniformity Ratio: A measure of the dispersion of light on an area. For the purposes of this
Ordinance, the ratio is measured as maximum light level to minimum light level. Lower uniformity
ratios help eliminate places to hide, give better depth perception, and a greater feeling of security
to individuals in the area.
C. Applicability
1. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, or institution to install or operate any outdoor light
fixture on private property which does not comply with the requirements of this Ordinance.
Lighting fixtures on single and two-family residential properties shall not be subject to the
requirements of Section IX-8.E.
2. The Zoning Administrator, in consultation with the Building Official, may alter or waive certain
requirements of this Section in order to alleviate site security concerns or other practical
difficulties. In such cases an alternative lighting plan shall be provided demonstrating that
lighting conforms to current IESNA standards.
3. Lighting fixtures installed prior to July 1, 2009 and any of the following types of lighting shall
be exempt from the requirements of this Ordinance, except that fixtures found by the Zoning
Administrator to be a nuisance or cause excessive glare creating a public hazard can be
ordered to be removed or altered at any time.
a) All temporary lighting needed by the police, fire, public works, or other public agencies or
emergency services.
b) Vehicular luminaires.
c) All hazard warning luminaires required by law.
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d) Properly permitted recreational and outdoor event lighting during times that the lighted
area is actually in use and for a period of one hour before the event and one half hour
after.
Nonetheless, recreational and outdoor event lighting shall be installed in a way that
minimizes light trespassing onto adjacent property.
e) Temporary lighting, such as holiday or special event lighting.
f)

City street lights, traffic lights, and other lighting required for public safety.

g) Other exceptions as required by law.
D. General Requirements. The following shall apply to all properties in the City of Urbana, except as
noted in Section VI-8.C:
1. Limits on Glare. Outdoor lighting shall not create a glare that hinders sight to the extent that it
is hazardous for motorists, bicyclists, or pedestrians. Lighting shall be aimed or shielded so
as not to cause a nuisance to the public or nearby properties.
2. Façade and Landscape Lighting.
a) Floodlights directed at buildings shall be shielded such that light emitted falls upon the
building façade. The initial average exterior building façade luminance shall not exceed
five foot candles on the illuminated surface. Floodlights used for façade lighting may be
no farther from the building than one-third of the building height. The mounting height of
such floodlights shall not exceed the building height.
b) The lamp of landscape luminaires shall be shielded such that it is not directly visible from
any adjacent properties.
E. Additional Requirements. The following shall apply to all properties except for single-family and
duplex uses and as noted in Section VI-8.C:
1. Lighting Plan Submission Requirements. A lighting plan shall be submitted to and approved
by the Urbana Building Safety Division prior to installation or replacement of a lighting
system. Lighting plans shall not be required for the installation or replacement of less than
three fixtures or less than 20 percent of the existing fixtures. Lighting plans shall be submitted
for review as a part of the building permit process and shall include the following information:
a) A site photometric plan indicating initial footcandle levels in a ten-foot by ten-foot point
spacing at grade to a distance of 20 feet beyond the lot lines.
b) Specifications for all luminaires, poles, luminaire mounting arms, and lighting control
products.
c) Lighting specifications including footcandle initial averages, and maximum-to-minimum
uniformity ratio for the areas to be lit, excluding the spill zone, in conformance with the
requirements of paragraph VI-8.E.4.
d) The location, mounting height, lamp intensity for all exterior luminaires.
e) An after-hours security lighting plan indicating reduced light levels as specified in VI8.E.4.
2. Luminaires. In order to prevent unreasonable light pollution, any luminaire and all wallmounted luminaires used for outdoor area light shall use a non-adjustable, full-cutoff fixture,
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or a fixture with an IESNA Uplight rating of U1 or less, positioned in a way that the cutoff
effect is maximized.
3. Lighting Context. Outdoor lighting design must take into account existing light sources that
impact the site as well as the presence of sensitive land uses that may be impacted by the
lighting.
a) In order to prevent over-lighting, proposed new outdoor lighting shall consider existing
light affecting the site.
b) Outdoor lighting shall have fixtures that shield residential areas from direct light.
4. Light Levels, Luminaire Mounting Position, and Timing.
a) In order to help eliminate places to hide, give better depth perception, and a greater
sense of security to individuals in the area, lighting levels shall not exceed an initial
maximum to minimum uniformity ratio of 20:1 for the areas to be illuminated. Areas to be
illuminated may be different for after-hours security lighting as required in this section.
b) Average initial light levels at ground level shall not exceed one footcandle in residential
zoning districts and 2.5 footcandles in all other districts.
c) Light levels created by proposed new outdoor lighting shall not exceed 0.2 footcandles as
measured at a point six feet beyond the property line or farther, except that light levels
shall not exceed 0.1 footcandles as measured at a point six feet beyond the property line
or farther where the adjacent property is zoned R-1, R-2, or R-3.
d) Canopy lighting. All lighting under a canopy shall be cutoff or recessed, and no luminaires
shall extend below the horizontal plane of the canopy. Light levels under the canopy shall
not exceed an initial average of 15 footcandles at grade.
e) Display areas. Areas dedicated to the display of merchandise may have an initial average
light level no greater than ten footcandles while the business on the site is open to the
public, and shall have an initial average light level no greater than five footcandles
thereafter.
f)

Building entrance areas and access drives shall have an average light level no greater
than ten footcandles.

g) All exterior lighting on non-residential properties shall be controlled by a photo sensor,
occupancy sensor, or time switch which shall:
1) automatically reduce exterior lighting when sufficient daylight is available, and
2) automatically extinguish subject lights no more than one hour following the close of
business on subject property, excluding lighting for security purposes. Security
lighting shall not exceed 33 percent of the total light output (in lumens) from all
outdoor lighting located on the zoning lot. Individual luminaires shall not emit more
light for security lighting purposes.
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BRUNSWICK PLANNING BOARD
MEETING MINUTES
OCTOBER 23, 2018
MEMBERS PRESENT: Chair Charlie Frizzle, M. Kelly Matzen, Robert Burgess, Jane
Arbuckle and Vice Chair Bill Dana.
MEMBERS ABSENT: Sande Updegraph.
STAFF PRESENT: Director of Planning and Development, Matt Panfil, and Town Planner
Jared Woolston.
A meeting of the Brunswick Planning Board was held on Tuesday, October 23, 2018, in Council
Chambers, 85 Union Street. Chair Charlie Frizzle called the meeting to order at 7:00 P.M.
1. Case #18-041: Brunswick Landing Zoning Map amendment: The Planning Board will
hold a public hearing and provide a recommendation to the Town Council on a zoning map
amendment for consistency with the BNAS Reuse Master Plan. The proposed amendment
includes changes to the GI (Growth Industrial) Zoning District, the GM7 (Growth Mixed Use 7)
Zoning District, the GN (Growth Natural Resources) Zoning District and the GA (Growth
Aviation) Zoning District.
Jared Woolston introduced the application and outlined several items from his memo to the
Planning Board, including an error in the section regarding Exhibit B on Lot 15 and a letter from
the Brunswick and Topsham Water District stating that they do not object to the proposed
change. Charlie Frizzle stated that all developments involve best stormwater management
practices, so he did not think the concerns would be anything new. Jane Arbuckle stated that she
thought the concerns were valid and that the Water District would get what they think they need,
to which Jared replied yes. Charlie stated there was no vote needed for completion of the
application and asked Steve Levesque, Executive Director of MRRA to walk everyone through
the changes.
Charlie Frizzle then opened the meeting to the public for questions.
John Briley, Executive Director of the Brunswick Naval Museum and Memorial Gardens, which
abuts the area with changes, requested information, specifically the section change to industrial.
John asked if it would affect the brewery currently there. Charlie Frizzle stated he did not think it
would affect the brewery unless the brewery decided they did not want to stay and wished to
move but that there were no changes with respect to the brewery. Jane Arbuckle asked if there
was any commercial use allowed in the industrial zone. Matt Panfil stated a wide variety of use
exists. Jane Arbuckle asked for examples of commercial activity that would not be allowed.
Jared Woolston stated that going from GA to GI would open up some uses that are not currently
permitted. Assisted/Congregate Living facility, Religious Institutions, Plant Nursery, and
Veterinary Office are permitted in GI. Residence Hall, Club or Lodge, Community Center and
Library, Museum/Art Gallery, Farm and Kennel are all uses that are currently prohibited that
could be allowed through a Conditional Use Permit. Matt stated an interesting change would be
that Restaurant/Dining Facility goes from permitted to conditional and that current facilities
would be grandfathered but if a new one wanted to go in they would need a Conditional Use
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Permit, and that depending on certain redevelopment criteria, any existing facility may have to
apply for a Conditional Use Permit if they were to make significant changes.
Robert Burgess asked about Lot 15 with the tanks on it and if it would be changing to GM7 and
if the tanks were still there. Steve Levesque stated it was a former fuel farm and that the tanks
had been removed. Robert asked if it would now be suitable for any form of redevelopment.
Steve replied yes but it would never be airport use because of the orientation.
MOTION BY M. KELLY MATZEN TO RECOMMEND THE ZONING MAP CHANGES
TO THE TOWN COUNCIL. MOTION SECONDED BY BILL DANA. APPROVED
UNANIMOUSLY BY THOSE PRESENT.
Charlie Frizzle asked Matt Panfil about a memo regarding signing plans. Jared Woolston stated
he had sent it to Charlie as well as the legal department at MMA stating that Charlie, as Chair,
would like to be able to sign plans on the Board’s behalf. Jared stated that there is no legal
requirement for everybody to sign but it was best practice. Charlie read a section that reiterated
this but did state that the full Planning Board could authorize the Planning Board Chair to sign
on its behalf by written authority or by amending the zoning ordinance to allow the practice.
Charlie suggested that they authorize the staff to begin creating necessary changes to the
ordinance so the practice of allowing the Chair to sign the plans for the rest of the board
members could be embedded in the ordinance and made legal. In the meantime, if a plan was
approved during a meeting, the Chair could ask for approval to sign for the Planning Board
members until the ordinance is changed. Charlie asked if it was acceptable and they all agreed.
M. Kelly Matzen suggested that until the ordinance is changed, it be made standard language in
the approval. Jared stated he would draft it that way.
Jared Woolston mentioned a request for a public site walk at 83 Meadow Road, the open space
subdivision that was previously reviewed as a sketch plan, on 10/30/2018 at 4:00 P.M. and that
he would get back to the applicant with confirmation. Charlie requested that the final date and
time be relayed to the two board members who were not at this meeting. Charlie also stated there
were changes to the zoning ordinance approved in the past that the board members could put in
their folders.
2. Minutes: Charlie Frizzle addressed several sets of minutes, draft #1 for 10/02/2018 and
10/09/2018; and draft #2 for 04/24/2018, 05/01/2018 and 05/08/2018. He noted a couple of typos
in the minutes.
MOTION BY BILL DANA TO APPROVE THE 04/24/2018 MINUTES. MOTION
SECONDED BY M KELLY MATZEN, APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY BY THOSE
PRESENT. THE MOTION PASSED.
MOTION BY BILL DANA TO APPROVE THE 05/01/2018 MINUTES. MOTION
SECONDED BY ROBERT BURGESS. APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY BY THOSE
PRESENT. THE MOTION PASSED.
MOTION BY ROBERT BURGESS TO APPROVE THE 05/08/2018 MINUTES. MOTION
SECONDED BY JANE ARBUCKLE. APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY BY THOSE
PRESENT. THE MOTION PASSED.
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Matt stated that the 11/06/2018 meeting had been cancelled and they would be rescheduling for
11/27/2018. Matt also noted there will be a joint workshop for the homeless shelter zoning
amendments on 10/25/2018 at 6:30 P.M. in the same room. Jared Woolston reminded Matt that
there was a meeting on 11/13/2018 as well. Robert Burgess asked if they would see the Willow
Grove item at the next meeting. Matt stated it was requested to be in November, ideally
11/13/2018, but that there was a scheduling issue and he would confirm with them. Jared stated
that things would work out well because the Topsham Planning Board meets on the 1st and 3rd of
the month and the Brunswick Planning Board meet on the 2nd and 4th.
Charlie Frizzle asked if there was any other business and there was none.
3. Adjourn
This meeting was adjourned at 7:24 P.M.
Respectfully Submitted,

Lee Ann Ellis
Recording Secretary
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